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Note on the Devi-Stuti

Devi eulogised here is the great Goddess akti or Mahamaya
who is the transcendent source of all the idkti (energy) required

for the creation, preservation and destruction of the universe.

Her glory is sung both in the Vedas and the Puranas. The Devt-

Mahatmya of the Markancleya Parana (Jivananda edn., Chapters

81-93) is the famous and important Puranic episode which

represents Devi in all Her glory. This sacred episode, also called

the Devi-Oarita, finds place in the DevI-Bhagavata (V. 7-35) and

the Vamana-Purana (Venkt. edn., Adhs. 18-20 ; 21. 1-8 ; 54. 23-

28 ; 55-56) also. During her wars with the demons Mahisa,

Kumbha and Nisumbha Devi was praised by the gods on four

occasions as follows:

(1) She was first praised by the gods when in order to kill

the demon Mahisa she was manifested from the

assemblage of the lustres (t&jas-s) or energies (sakti-s) of

all the gods including even the three great gods Brahma,
Visnu and Mahesa. As the lustres of the gods got

assembled into one in the hermitage of Sage KatySyana,
and mixed up with his lustre also, this manifestation of

Devi was called as Katyayanl (Vam.-P. 18. 7-8).

This jStuti is given in the Vam.-P. (18. 19-20), and
in the Dcvi-Bhlg. (V. 9. 23-29) ; while in the Mark.-P.
the Dfvi-atuti on this occasion is not given, but only
alluded to :

ti

11 (82. 34)

When Devi killed Mahisa, She was praised by the gods
again.

This Stati is given in the Devi-Mahatmya (Adh. 4)
of the Markarjdeya-Purana (84. 2-26), and also in the
DeiMihagtvata (V. 19. 2-33), while fc the Vamana-
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Purana no Devf-stuti is given on this occasion, but it is

only alluded to :

| (20. 50 ab)

When Kumbha and Nisumbha, the two brother-demons,

began to oppress the gods, they (the gods) remembered
Devi and praised Her in order to seek Her help for their

protection. While they were thus praising, the Goddess

appeared from the kosa (sheath) of Parvati, and hence
was called KauSikt (Mark. 85. 40

; Devi-Bhag. V. 23. 2 ;

Vam. 54.25).

This Stuti is given in the DevI-Mahatmya (Adh.5)
of the Markarideya- Purana (85. 7-36) in 30 slokas, and
in the Devi-Bhagavata (V. 22. 25-42) in 18 slokas as

given above. But in the Vamana a stuti on this occasion
is neither given nor alluded to.

(4) "When both Kumbha and Nis'umbha were killed by
Goddess Kausiki (known also as Ambika), she was

again praised by the gods as appearing in her various
manifestations including the seven Matr-s or Sakti-s of

seven gods Brahma, Visnu, Mahesa, Kumara (Skanda),

Nrsimha, Varaha and Indra.

This Stuti is given in the DevI-Mahatmya (Adh. 11)

of the Mark -P. (91. 2-33), and in the Vamana-Purana

(56. 56-63) ; but in the Devi-Bhagavata it is only
alluded to (V, 31. 62 f.).

Ttie present Stuti of the Devi-Bhagavata (V. 22. 25-42), as

given above, was uttered by the gods before the appearance of

Devi from the kosa of Parvati. Devi has been praised here as

'governing the whole Universe, controlling the life-principle, ever

blissful, giver of the happiness to the gods, destroyer of the

demons, fulfilling the various objects of men, approachable
only through devotion. (25) : She has the innumerable names,
Her real nature is unknowable, She is the Energy for the creation
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and destruction of the universe ; She resides in all in the form of

sakti (power or eneigy), amrti (memory), dhrti (steadfastness),^

buddli (intelligence),^?^ (old age), pusti (nourishment, growth), tusti

(contentment), kanti (splendour), santi (peace), su-vidya (benevo-

lent knowledge), su-latcsmi (benevolent wealth or prosperity),
farto

(fame), medha (retentive faculty of the mind) ;
She is the first

seed of the universe. (26-27). She assumes various forms for

accomplishing the work of the gods, She resides in all the beings

in the auspicious forms of ksama (tolerance), daya (mercy) and

vivakta (faculty of speech) ; She is the yoganidra (the great sleep

after the annihilation of the universe). (28). She is meiciful

to the gods, as She killed their gieat enemy Mahisa. (29). She

is the Mother of the gods, and theiefore She readily protects and

nourishes them. (30). The limit and the real nature of Her

qualities is unknowable even by the gods, She is able to protect

the gods from all fears (31). She is able to destroy the enemies

without the help of weapons ; still, for the sake of sport She takes

the help of the weapons for the benefit of the universe. (32).

There is no effect without a cause, and so the Goddess is the

producer of the universe. (33). According to the Puranas

Brahma is the creator, Mukunda (Visnu) the preserver, and Hara

(Rudra) the destroyer, but they themselves are created by Devi

at the beginning of a yuga (i. e.
Jcaljpa), therefore She is the Mother

of all. (34). Devi was worshipped even by these three Gods,

and so She gave them power by which they perform their work of

creation, preservation and destruction of the universe. (35), Devi
is the real bestower of all the objects, fulfiller of all the desires,

and giver of salvation, hence those who do not worship her are

dull-minded and illusioned. (56). Those who are Vaiypava-s (the

worshippers of Vig^u), Paaupatou (worshippers of Pasupati-iva)
and SauwB (worshippers of the Sun) are mere hypocrites, as they
do not worship the Goddess Who is manifested as the prosperity,

modesty, splendour, sustaining power, fame and growth. (37).

She is Worshipped even by the gods, such as Hari and Hara,
and also by the Asuras ; therefore, those foolish persons on the

earth who do not worship Her are really unfortunate. (38).
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Haii liimself colours the lotus-like feet of the Daughter of the

Ocean (i. e. Laksmi, a form of Devi) with lac-juice, and the three-

eyed God i!>iva is also devoted to the lotus-like feet of the Daughter

of the Mountain (i.e. Parvati, also a form of Devi)'. (39). 'Who

are there, O Goddess ! who do not worship Thy feet, when even

those wise persons who are without any attachment and have

renounced the world worship Thee'. (40).
(O Goddess ! those

depraved persons who are not devoted to the worship of Thy feet

fall in to the well (or pitj-hke world, and suffer from serious

diseases like leprosy, glandular enlargement in the abdomen,-

head-ache etc. ; they ever remain oppressed with poverty, and are

deprived of pleasures and happiness'. (41). 'We infer, O Mother !

that persons who carry loads of wood and grass (on their heads)

and are without wealth and household, have not worshipped Thy
feet in their previous birth'. (42).

The Devi-stuti of the Markandeya Purana (85. 7-36) gives

In the first six slokas a number of names of the Goddess, such as

IDevi, JVIahadevI, iva, Prakrti, Gaurl, DhatrT, Nair-rti, Sarvani,

Durga, Khyati, Krsna, Dhumra, Krti, and Visnu-maya. But in

this Devz-stuti of the DevI-Bhag. the Goddess has only been called

*E>evi', although it has been mentioned that no one can know the

number of Her names (l. 26). In both the Stuti-s a number of

physical, mental and moral qualities (in feminine gender) inhering

in the created beings are mentioned as so many manifestations

of the Goddess ; some of these qualities are common to both these

^tutis, but some of the qualities given in the Stuti of the Marka-

ndeya Purana, such as Cetana (consciousness), Kmdha (hunger),

Ohaya (reflection of the Divine in the mortals), <r5 (eager desire),

sraddJta (faith), bJirdnti (illusion) etc
,
are not mentioned in the Stuti

of the DevI-Bhagavata. Similarly some of the quatities mentioned

in the S?uti of the Devi-Bhagavata, such as dhftit jara, pusti t

grati, l&rti s medha, vivaJcsa, are not given in the Markandeya.

The Devl-Bhag -Stuti lacks the catholic spirit which permeats
the Stuti of the Markandeya Purana. It is marred with the

zparrow spirit of sectarianism, on account of winch the Vaisnavas,
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Pasupatas and the Sauias are denounced as hypocrites (si, 31) j

and even Haii and Hara are made to serve the feat of their

consorts |, 39).
Still, this StA of the Devi-Bhagavata is full of

devotional
spirit, It also

expounds the
principle

of the
primeval

fa which enables even the three Gods to perform their respective

function of
creation, preservation and destruction (sis. 34-35).

But in its sectarian zeal the
DevI-Bhagavata in this A*

* !/(i>] so far as to
attribute the cause of disease and

to the lack of
devotion

(sectarian)
to' Devi in one's

-ANAND SWARUP GUPTA



MEGASTHENES AND THE INDIAN CHRONOLOGY
AS BASED ON THE PURANAS

. BY

K. D. SETHNA

379

srrarqr? ^PTPCT aqcp

(sr^Tpn^t) ^Rtf^ERT' (Dionysus)

'
(Sandrocott-us)

I]

I

Megasthenes was the Greek ambassador sent by Seleucus

Nicator in c. 302 B. C, to the court of the Indian king whom the

Greeks called Sandrocottus and whose capital they designated as

Palibothra in the country of the Prasii. Scholars have identified

the Prasii as the Praoliya (Easterners) and Palibothra as Patali-

putra and seen the eastern kingdom of Magadha, whose capital

was Pataliputra, in the Greek references to the Prasii. The name

"Sandrocottus" has been equated with "Chandragupta" and the

king who received Megasthenes is said to have been Chandragupta

Maurya who, like Sandrocottus, was the founder of a dynasty in

Magadha.

2
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The Question of the Two Chandraguptas

The founder of the Mauryas, however, is not the only

Chandragupta known to history as a Magadh an emperor and the

founder of a dynasty. There is also the first of the Imperial

Guptas, Chandragupta I, Modern historians date him to 320 A. D.

and set forth many reasons for the identification of Sandrocottns

with Chandragupta Maurya. These are claimed to be supported

most convincingly by several lines of evidence converging to date

Chandragupta Maurya's grandson Asoka to the middle of the 3rd

century B. C. But the ancient chronology of India herself, based

on the dynastic sections of the Puranas and other indigenous

testimonies and traditions, runs counter to this historical vision.

The Puranic account starts with the date 3102 B. C. which

:t calls the beginning of the Kaliyuga and goes back by 36 years

to 31 38 B, C. for the Bharata War between the Kuru and the

PSrxUvas as well as for the birth of ParJkshit, the grand-nephew

c-f Yudhishthira Yudhishthira who ruled at Hastinapura after the

PiimUva victory in that year down to the Kaliyuga year which

w.i? marked by the death of Krishna and the installation by

YK'lIiishthira of Parlkshit in his own place so that he and his

i^r.ilv might be free to go on a world-pilgrimage. The ancient

Indian chronology takes also into account 3177 B. C. This date

L con::ccteil with what is termed the cycle of Sapta Rishi, the

Seven Kishis, the stars of the constellation Great Bear. The
Scvu; Ri?his are supposed to make a cycle of 2700 years by a

.-!*> of 100 years in each of the 27 Nakshatras or lunar asterisms
d tie .cliptic. 3177 B. C. marks their entry for a century's stay
:;. the asterisk Magha,

The Purarms offer two sets of general calculation. One is

rwr.cuir^a with the Sapta $ishi cycle. The Vayu-Purana (99.
^'3', -i" well as the Bruhmanda Purana,i says that the Seven
K^h.s faj were in Magha in the time of Partkshit complete their
24th cwiury in u part of the Andhra (Satavahana) dynasty. This
nv : when 2400 years ha.l pussed after 3177 B. C. the Andhra

F. I. Pargiter, yWl . a Ttxls oj the Dynasties of the Kali Age (London,
p bl,n,9*.

'
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dynasty had already started. The Brahmanda (III. 74.230) again

says that during the same dynasty there is the 27th century and

that the asterism Magha, whose guardians are the Pitris

(Ancestors), follows once more. A verse of the Matsya Parana1

speaks also of the cycle repeating itself after the 27th century and.

connects the repetition with the same dynasty using an expression

which can be translated either as "at the end of the Andhras" or

as "in the end..." The second rendering would be consistent

with the substance of the Brahmanda verse. And both the verses,

putting the completion of the 27th century in the terminal portion

of the Andhras, balance those which put the completion of the

24th in the initial portion.

The Andhra line consisted, according to most Puranas, of

30 kings. So the closing part should mean at least one-fourth of

the number, the last 7 or 8 kings. We may hold that 2700 passed
from 3177 B. C. up to some point in the reign of one of the last

7 Andhras. The total of these reigns in the Puranas is (28 + 7 + 3

+ 29-1-6 + 1047 = ) 90 years. Hence the end of the dynasty

might be anywhere between (3177-2700 =) 477 B. C. and (477-

90 = ) 387 B. C.

As a complement to the Sapta Rishi computation we get
from the Puranas a number of periods termed "intervals", which

bring a greater exactness. From the birth of Parikshit to the

Coronation of Mahapadrna Nanda, founder of the dynasty just

preceding the Mauryas, there was an interval which is variously

given as 1015, 1050, and 1500 years. From this coronation to

the beginning of the Andhras there was an interval of 836 years.

Since 1500 years as Anand Swarup Gupta* has recently reminded

us tally with the total of the reign-lengths which most Puranas

ascribe to the dynasties of Magadha from the Bharata War to

Mahapadma's coronation,
3 we may use it to reach the date of the

1. Ibid., p. 59.

2. "The Problem of Interpretation of the Puranas", Purana, Vol. VI,
No. I.January, 1964, pp. 67-68.

3. Ibid., p. 68 : Barhadratha^, 1000 years j Pradyotas, 138
;

362.
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rise of the Nandas. We get (3138-1500 = ) 1638 B. C. Then WB
reach the start of the Andhras in (1638-836 *) 802 B. C. The
Puranas, as D. C. Sircar 1

notes, record for the full run of tBe

Andhras several numbers: 300, 411, 412, 456, 460 years- Out
of these, 411 and 412 bring us from 802 B. C, to 391 and 390
B. C.

respectively. both the dates falling within the range 477-

387 B. C. obtained from the Sapta Rishi computation*

The next great dynasty after the Andhras is the Imperial

Guptas. The Puranas mention the Guptas in general and connect
a group of territories with them, which by being referred to no one

particular Gupta would seem to be the persistent core, the stable

heartland, of the expanding or contracting Gupta empire. But the
Puranas supply no chronological matter about the Gtiptas, except
that some lapse of time between them and the Andhras is sugges-
ted. Hence the Imperial Guptas, according to the Puranas, must
come somewhere in the rest of the 4th century B. C. With a

Chamlragupla of Pataliputra at their head and a SandrocdttuS
becoming king of Palibothra in c, 325 or 324 B. C. by modern
calculations, it is evident that Puranically Sandrocottus must be
Chandragupta I of the Imperial Guptas and not Ghandfagtipta
Maurya.

Whatever we may say, by way of criticism, about the
Kaliyuga's commencement in 3102 B. C, or the Bharata War's
occurrence in 3138 B, C, or the coronation of Mahapadma Nanda
in 1638 B, C. or even the stait of the Andhras in 802 B. C., we
cannot help being struck with the precision with which this chrono-
logy synchronises Chandragupta I with Sandrocottus,

Such a situation raises the question : "Which of the'

Chandraguptas was Sandrocottus at whose court Megatthenes
lived ?" And it is indeed very pertinent to ask I "DoeS
thenes offer any chronological clue to solve it ?"

1. Ihe S^vahauua and the Chedie", The Age of /,*,/ Unit?, edited
by R. C. Majumdar and A. D, Pusalfccr (Bombay, 1951), p. 196, fn. 1
continued from p, 195.
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The Chronological Clue from Megasthenes

We have three versions of a statement by Megtistfaeneg,

which can bear upon our problem. J. McGrindle has translated

all of them.
1

Pliny (VI. xxl. 4-5) reports about the Indians : "From the

days of Father Bacchus to Alexander the Gieat, their kings are

reckoned at 154, whose reigns extend over 6451 years and

3 months."

Solinus (52.5) says : "Father Bacchus was the first who

invaded India, and was the first of all who triumphed, over the

vanquished Indians, From him to Alexander the Great 6451

years a,re reckoned with 3 months additional,, the calculation being

made by counting the kings, who reigned in the ihtei-mfedi&fe

period, to the number of 153."

Arrian (Tndiea, I. ix) observes : "From the time of Didnysus
to Sandrocottus the Indians counted 153 kings and a period of

6042 years, but among thee a republic was thrice Established...

and another to 300 years, and another to 120 years. The Indians

also tell us, that Djonysus was earlier than Heracles by fifteen

generations, and tha.t except him no one made a hostile invasion

of India. ...but that Alexander indeed came- and overthrew "in war
all whom he attacked../'

It would be worth while discussing the three versions in

every detail and arriving at wliat must have been the' full original

pronouncement of Megasthenes which has thus got transmitted
with some confusions and inconsistencies and one lacuna. But for

our immediate purpose it will suffice to make a few clarifying
observations and then inquire : "What historical or legendary
figure mentioned by^the Indians became identified With Didnysus
(Bacchus) in the Gieek mind to seive-as the starting-p'oing o'f

indiati chronoiogy and of the line of Indian kings ?

First, we may note from the more expansive versions of
Solinus and Arrian that Dionysus and Alexander are term's of

I. The Clascal Accounts of India, edited with an Introduction, Notes and
- J Gonariieats' by R* C, Majumdar (Calcutta^ I960),- pp. 840^ 45^ SS3.
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comparison in respect of the invaders of India especially th<

Greek ones. Dionysus is declared to be the first who invadec

India, Alexander the only other person to do so. The mos

appropriate way to connect them is by calculating the time tha

elapsed between them. Solinus gives us just this timeconnection
To connect the two invaders by a number of kings, as does Pliny
is controversial; for, it brings up at once the issue : "Does the
number refer to the whole of ancient India?" 153 or 154 king:
are far too few for the whole, in which there were a host CM

practically independent kingdoms, each with its own genealogy
of rulers. The number must be in reference to merely one parti
cular kingdom which was associated with Alexander and wit*
which Dionysus may have been associated either directly or

through some scion of his. But can we associate any suet

kingdom with Alexander ? He subjugated several states, but
he was not specifically a king of this or that state. So his name
at one end of a king-series is an anomaly.

Quite the reverse is the case with Sandrocottus whose name
in Arrians' king-series replaces Pliny's "Alexander". Sandro-
cottus, though emperor of many peoples, is specifically known as
the King of the Prasii- the Prasii whom Pliny elsewhere (VI.22)
describes as the greatest nation in India. We can easily conceive
him as the tail-end of a line which goes back through various
dynasties of kings ol Palibothra to a hoary past along one branch
among many leading to a common ancestor.

This conception seems natural when we realise that the
small king-number was mentioned to Megasthenes at Palibothra
itself, where he was stationed as ambassador. And what endows
this conception with inevitability is the importance which Indian
chronologists and historians have given to Magadha whose capitalwas Palibothra : the kings of Magadha after the Bharata War
are the principal theme of the Puranic lists of dynasties, Sandro-
cottus and not Alexander was certainly the terminus intended by
Megasthenes to the king-series the Indians mentioned to him.

But this series, although not related to Alexander, can well
serve to describe from the Magadhan point of view the time-span
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from Dionysus to Alexander. And that is exactly how Solirms

uses it, even if without the implication of Magadha such as Arrian

has. Arrian too is justified in using it to describe the time-span

from Dionysus to Sandrocottus. For, the two time-spans could

not be much different. Alexander and Sandrocottus were con-

temporaries, and the gap of over 409 years which is there between

the number in Arrian and that in Pliny or Solinus is a gross

mistake. Arrian's time-span should really be not so much less

nor even the same but a little more. Plutarch 1 as well as Justin
8

record that when Alexander, some time after his invasion, met

Sandrocottus, the latter was not yet a king. According to

Plutarch, the meeting took place round about the time the

Macedonians "most resolutely opposed Alexander when he insisted

that they should cross the Ganges". Alexander's progress came

to a halt at approximately the end of July 326 B. C. 3
. Thus we

are sure that Sandrocottus mounted the throne of Palibothra later

than this date. If we accept the more detailed time-span-6451

years and 3 months-conveyed by Pliny and Solinus as our basis

and if we try to guess the one in Arrian by introducing the least

possible changes in the figures which he supplies, Sandrocottus's

coronation must have been not 6042 but 6452 years after what

Arrian calls "the time of Dionysus" and Pliny "the days of

Father Bacchus".

Here we must consider the import of these two phrases, for

they determine how we should count the 153 or 154 kings. Do

they direct us to the beginning of Dionysus's kingship in India or

to the end of it ? In other words, is Dionysus included in the

153 or 154 kings ? The phrase "From... to" employed by all the

writers is ambiguous, whether we apply it to the "time" and

"days" or to the king-number. Luckily we have an unequivocal

phrase in Solinus to guide us : "the calculation being made by
counting the kings who reigned in the intermediate period..-"
The reference is to the number of years and months from Dionysus

1. Life of Alexander, LXIII. 2. Historiarum Philippicarum, XV. 1 v.

3. "Foreign Invasions" by R. K. Mookerji, The Age of Imperial Unity
p.50 f
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to Alexander and these years and months are brought into relation

with the number of kings. About both the time-period and. the

king-series we get the clear term : "intermediate". The number

of kings applies to those who reigned between the days of

Dionysus and the days of Alexander : the total of their reigns-r-

6451 years and 3 months applies also to the period between the

reigns of Dionysus and Alexander. After Dionysus ceased reign*

ing and before Alexander started doing so we have the inter?

mediate period. Similarly, the kings who are counted are the

ones succeeding Dionysus and preceding Alexander. Indeed,

Dionysus, who "was the first of all who triumphed over the

vanquished Indians", must be couted as the first king over the

Indians. But he is not a part of the 153 or 154 kings. Neither

is Sandrocottus. If we count both of them, the king-number will

be 155 or 156.

The final point to glance at is : "Which of the two king-
numbers is to be accepted ?" Since two authors out of three give
153 and since Airian who correctly refers the king-series to

Sandrocottus is one of them, 153 would appear to have more

weight. But, when the difference of 154 fiom it is exceedingly

small, perhaps the two serial numbers are there because of a

disagreement among computers whether a certain name was to be
included or not in the full tally.

In view of all our observations our job is to link Sandrocot-

tus with an ietervening chain of 1 53 or 154 kings to the ancient
monarch of India whom the Greeks named Dionysus, By dping
it we should be able to decide between Chandragupta Maurya
and Chandragupta I for Sandrocottus and between the rise of the

Mauryas and the rise of the Imperial Guptas for 325 or 324 'B. C.
The whole of ancient Indian chronology hinges on our decision

apropos of the clue from Megasthenes.

Dionysus in India

Obviously, to come to a decision we must consult the Indian
sources on which Megasthenes based himself. Wfcere time-
periods or king-lists are concerned, the informants of Megastheneg
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are very likely to have been Puranic pundits. "In fact," says

D. R. Manked1

rightly, "apart fiom the Puranas, there is no other

source for such information." No doubt, the early Purarms were

not quite in the form which we have today of this kind of lite-

rature, but there must have been many things in common and we

are justified in tracing the extant Puranic documents to versions

in fairly ancient times. "The early versions of the Puranas",

A. D. Pusalker* sums up, "existed at the period of the Bharata

War and that of Megasthenes." And, like the original work of

Megasthenes himself, these versions must have had a consistent

tale of historico-chronological indications, which at present we

can partly rebuild only by critical collation of the various reports.

Along with the Puranas there were some other traditional

accounts the Vedas, the Brahmanas and the Kpics. These too we

must draw upon wherever necessary in our search for Dionysus
in India.

Strictly speaking, the religious Indian analogue of Dionysus,

god of wine, is Soma. Soma is apostrophised in the Rigvcda as

lord of the wine of delight (ananda) and immortality (am.rita) r

pouring himself into gods and men, the deity who is also deep-

hidden in the growths of the earth, waiting to be released us a

rapture-flow for men and gods. In the times after the I^igveda,

Soma emerges more specifically as a lunar god no less than as a

king of the vegetable world with his being of nectar passing

between heaven and earth through ritual and sacrifice. During
those times, Soma is also regarded, in the earliest reference to the

origin of kingship (Aitareya Brahmana, 1.14), as the god whom
the other gods, seeking to fight the Titans (Asuras) effectively,

elected as their king after having lived without a king so far,

In the Satapatha Brahmana (V. 3. 3. 12 ;
4. 2. 3

; XIII. 6. 2. IS ;

7. 1. 13) the Brahmins speak of Soma as their king while common
folk acknowledge an earthly monarch. The same book (XI, 4.3.9)

applies to Soma the epithet (Ssjg-pati) > "lord of kings." All this

1. Puranic Chronology (Anand, 1951), p. 2.

2. Studies in the Epics and Purdnas (Bha,van'B Boojc University, Bombay.
1955), p. Ixvi.

3
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goes to suggest that Soma in ancient Indian tradition was the

primeval as well as the supreme king from the religions stand-point.

But the true religious analogue of Dionysus need not be

exclusively what the Greeks had in view, and we are concerned

with the Indian figure whom they in the days of Alexander and

Megasthenes identified with their Dionysus for various reasons,

among which a strong touch of Soma, even if inevitable, might

yet be only one stimulus. Besides, although Megasthenes connects

wine with some religious ceremonies in India, there seems to have

been in the country then no marked cult of the wine-god. The

god mentioned as "Soroadeios" and interpreted to Alexander as

"maker of wine" is now recognised to have been "Suryadeva",

the sun-god. "Some illiterate interpreter
11

, E. Bevan 1
explains,

"must have been misled by the resemblance of Surya, 'sun', to

Sura, 'wine'.
1 '

In the absence of a marked cult of Soma, the wide-spread

Indian worship, which the Greeks reported, of Dionysus must

indicate some other deity tinged with Soma-characteristics. The

unanimous vote of scholars, beaiing on Strabo's statement (XV, I)

from Magasthenes that the Indians who lived on the mountains

worshipped Dionysus, whereas the philosophers of the plains

worshipped Heracles, is for Shivsi, who wns worshipped with

revelry by certain hill-tribes. The pillar symbol, linga, associated

popularly with Shiva as a phallus, making him a fertility god,

and the bull which goes with him as his vahana, vehicle these

two characteristics must have affiaed him still further with

Dionysus who "is believed to have been originally a Thracian

fertility god worshipped in the form of a bull with oigiastic

rites"
8 and whose exoteric symbol, the phallus, was carried about

in the rural festivals as well as in the mysteries.
3

But surely when the Greeks spoke of royal history running

in India from the time of Dionysus to that of Alexander and

Sandrocottus, their Dionysus was a fusion of this Shiva with

1. The Cambridge History of India (1923), Vol. I, p . 422.

2. Smalltr Classical Dictionary (hvery,man), p. no, col. 2.

3. The Encyclopaedia Britannica (13th Ed.), Vol. VIII, p. 287, col. JJ,
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some legendary hero who, unlike Shiva, was celebrated as a

primal king and who carried even more than Shiva a Soma-colour

m some way affining him to the wine-aspect of the Hellenic god.

The fusion is to be expected, since he was to the Greeks as

much an empire-builder as a god. In the imagination of the

Macedonian soldiers he was the subject of Euripides's fable a

conqueror of the East whom they endowed with a constructive

role in the remote past of India. This role bulked large in the

thought of Megasthenes and it is well spotlighted by Arrian,

(Indian, I, vii) drawing upoa the Greek ambassador's book :

"Dionysus,... when he came and conquered the people, founded

cities and gave laws to these cities and introduced the use of

wine among the Indians, as he had done among the Greeks, and

taught them to sow the land, himself supplying seeds for the

purpose.,. It is also said that Dionysus first yoked oxen to the

plough and made many of the Indians husbandmen instead of

nomads, and furnished them with the implements of agriculture;

and that the Indians worship the other gods, and Dionysus

himself in particular, with cymbals and drums, because he so

taught them ;
and that he also taught them the Satyric dance,

or, as the Greeks call it, the Kordax ; and that he instructed the

Indians to let their hair grow long in honour of the god, and to

wear the turban ; and that he taught them to anoint themselves

with unguents, so that even up to the time of Alexander the

Indians marshalled for battle to the sound of cymbals and

drums." Then Arrian refers to Dionysus's departuie from India

after having established the new order of things and having

appointed as king of the country one of his companions who was

the most conversant with Bacchic matters and who subsequently

reigned for 52 years. Among the cities founded by Dionysus,

Arrian (Anabasis, V.I ; JTndica, I. 1) in company with all his

fellow-annalists names only Nysa (in the Hindu Rush), so called

after either Dionysus's nurse or his native mountain.

Some further points may be cited from Diodorus. Like

others he (II. 38) mentions the Indian mountain "Meros" (Meru),

at whose foot lay the city of Nysa, as a place where Dionysus
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bad been, and he links with its name the Greek legend that

Dionysus was bred in his father Zeus's thigh (mtros in Greek).
In a few things Diodorus differs horn what most authors have

quoted from Megasthenes. After repeating the story of the

invasion of India by Dionysus, he (ibid.) mentions Dionysus as not

leaving the country after his achievements but as reigning over

the whole of India foi 52 years and then dying of old age while
his sons succeeded to the government and transmitted the sceptre
in unbroken succession to their posterity. What is more,
Diodorus (III. 63) shows us that the Greeks knew of a counter-

legend to the one about the entry of Dionysus into India from the

west. And from this counter-legend the starter of the king-series
to whom the Indians referrred emerges in a, clearer shape :

"Now some,... supposing that there were three individuals
of this name, who lived in different ages, assign to each appropriate
achievements. They say, then, the most ancient of them was Indos,
and that as the country, with its genial temperature, produced
spontaneously the vine-tree in great abundance, he was the first
who crushed grapes and discovered the use of the properties of
wine... Diouysus, then, at the head of an army, marched to every
part ot the world, and taught mankind the planting of the
vine, and how to crush grapes in the winepress, whence he was
called Lenaios. Having in Like manner imparted to all a know-
ledge ot his othei inventions, he obtained after his departure from
umuug men immortal honour fiom those who had benefited byins labours. It is further s aid that the place is pomted out in India
even to this day where the god had been, and that cities are called
by his name ,a the vernacular dialects, and that many other
important evidences sull exist of his having been bora in India..."

There are some more details to the
Dionysus-story, but all

about him is not of equal importance ; and those points in particu-
lar winch have too clearly a Greek colour cannot be of much help
to us. Afewpohas which strike us as rather fanciful may also
be passed over.

What we have mainly to match from Indian sources is an
anC,ent human-divine personage who is a great progressive and
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constructive leader, no less than a conqueror one who is organi-

cally knit together with the country's traditional history and

geography and stands deified in legend at the head of ail royal

successions in India'

The Three Candidates

Indian tradition shows us three human-divine personages.

each of whom in an important sense is a king in the past and acted

as a fundamental force of progress.

Legendary India starts with Manu Svayambhuva.
1 He is

reputed to have subdued all enemies, become the first king of the

earth and revived the institutions of the four castes and of

marriage, which had been established by his predecessor and

progenitor, the deity Brahma.

With a status similar in another epoch is Manu Vaivasvata.*

He is said to be the originator af the human race and all the

dynasties mentianed in the Puianas spring from him. He framed

rules and laws of government, and collected a sixth of the produce

of the land as a tax to meet administrative expenses. He is also

famous for having saved humanity from the deluge which occurred

at this time.

Asa conqueror, Dionysus may be seen as resembling Sva-

yambhuva. As a law-giver, he may be traced in Vaivasvata. As

a primal king, he is more like Vaivasvata than Svayambhuva, for,

though both are royal genealogy-starters in their own ways, the

latter is such simply by being the first Indian and Dionysus,

even as "Indos", was not the Adam of India. But in all his

other capacities Dionysus is not at all like either Vaivasvata or

Svayambhuva.

The third human-divine figure who is a primal king in

Indian eyes stands in time intermediate between Svayambhuva.

and Vaivasvata : he is Prithu Vainya Prithu, the son of Vena.

1. The Vedic Age, edited by R. G. Majumdar and A.D. Pusalker (London,
.

1952), pp. 270-7 1.

2. lbid.r pp. 271-72.
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"When we examine him, we discover that in all important respects

he is the candidate par excellence for the Indian Dionysus.

Prithu Vainya as Dionysus

Prithu is not explicitly acknowledged by extant Indian

records as a genealogy-starter, but he is called again and again

the first king in a very special connotation of the phrase and, if he

suited the Greeks who were obsessed with their Dionysus in Indian

annals and who connected Dionysus with Sandrocottus, Indian

records could easily lend themselves to making him for them a

genealogy-starter. For, although Svayambhuva was the first king

on earth and Vaivasvata the king at the source of all detailed

human families, Prithu initiated the special status and significance

enjoyed by kingship in ancient Indian history : he is "celebrated

as the first consecrated king, from whom the earth received its

name Prithvi".1 Even the hoary 6atapatha Brahmana (V. 3. 5. 4)

styles him the first anointed monarch. As P. R. Patil
8
relates,

the Vayu Purana terms him adiraja (first king) and the Mahablia-

rata (IV and XI) says that the divine Vishnu entered the person of

the king and hence the whole universe worships the kings as if

they were gods. The Vishnu Purana,
3

too, deems him a portion

of deity.

Prithu as king precedes Vaivasvata in time, but it is not by
mere precedence that, like Svayambhuva, he is primal in royalty.

He is adiraja by God-invested right and thus combines in himself

the typical position of Dionysus the starter of royal dynasties :

king as god and god as king. Thus he is suited the most to begin

a line of duly coronated rulers.

Nor is he less a conqueror than Svayambhuva. When he

was born, says the Vayu Purana,
4 he stood equipped with bow,

arrows and a shining armour. After his consecration he proceeded
to vanquish the earth because he found her devoid of Vedic rites

and proper service. Terrified of his uplifted weapons the earth

1. Ibid, p. 271.

2. Cultural Historyfrom the Vayu Parana (Poona, 1946), pp. 28, 163.

3. Tr. by M. N. Dutt (Calcutta, 1896), p. 62. 4. Patil, Op. dt.$ p. 163.
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fled in the shape of a cow and, on being pursued, ^pl^acled not to be

destroyed and she surrendered herself to his demands. Prithu

is also the earliest among the kings to be called chakravartin-r+

that is, in F. E. Pargiter's words,
1

".sovereigns who- conquered

surrounding kingdoms and brought them under their authprity,

and established a paramount position over more or less extensive

regions around their own kingdom." As the earth-vanquisher

and the chakravartin prototype he is exactly like Dionysus who,

"at the head of an army, marched to every part of the world".; ,

He also resembles Dionysus uniquely and exclusively by

many of his peace-time achievements. The Atharvaveda (VIII.

10. 24) gives him, as V. M, Apte
7

writes, "the credit of introducing
the art of ploughing". Pusalker 3 sums up many of his constructive

activities : "He levelled the whole earth, clearing it of ups and

downs, and encouraged cultivation, cattle-breeding, commerce

and building of cities and villages."

Here we may recall Diodorus's phrase on Dionysus : "cities

are called by his name in the vernacular dialects." Apropos of

Hiuentsang's travels (c. 640 A. D.) in India, A. Cunningham*
writes of the town which the Chinese scholar mentioned as Pehoa :

"The place derives its name from the famous Prithu-Chakra-vartti,

who is said to have been the first person that obtained the title

Raja." Then Cunningham refers to the legendary events after

the death of Prithu's father Vena : "On his death Prithu

performed the fSraddfia, or funeral ceremonies, and for twelve days
after the cremation he sat on the bank of the SarasvatI offering
"water to all comers. The place was therefore called Prithudaka
or Prithu's pool, from ddka or udaJca water ; and the city wnich
he afterwards built on the spot was called by the same name;
The shrine of Prithudaka has a place in the Kuruk&hetra Mahatmya.
and is still visited." S. Majumdar

5 adds by way of
'

annotation

K Ancitnt Indian Historical Tradition (London, 1922), p. 399.

2. The Vedic Age, p. 460. 3. Ibid,, p. 271.

4=. The Ancient Geography of India, edited with an Introduction and Notea

by S. Majumdar (Calcutta, 3924), p. 385,

5. Ibid
, p. 702.
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on Prrtafcfc.: "Referred to in the
. Kavyamlmainsa (p. 93) as

tb, boundaiy between Northern and Central India, , Jay.i

Clv.m<lra Norang' goes as far back as Patafijah m referring to

this town: "Uttarspatha is defined ...... as the country to the

r.arlh of Prilhudaka, ie, the modern Pihowa on the Sarasvati....

Nor is this the sole Dionysian item of geography to be

noted. In the Hathigumpha inscription of Kbaravela (second

half of the 1st century B. C.) we read of the claim of this king

of Ruling to have devastated Pi thnda, the capital of a king of

thi- MaFulipatam region in the Madras State, Kharavela's Pithuda

rctras to be the same as Pitundra, metropolis of the Masoloi

iicccrtKr-g to the geographer Ptolemy (c. 140 A. D.)- And both

the nuznea appear to resolve only into the Sanskrit Prithuda.

Now we may turn to the religious aspect of Prithu to match

th-it iff Dionysus. Although king, he carried on profound religious

practice?, as the Matsya Purana* informs us. And his pursuit
cf tht earth, we may remember, was due to his anger at the

ric-skct of Vedic rites and proper service. In the Rigveda he

fisuitt? in one hymn (X. 148.5} as a rishi. There is, further, the

.-v.ygtstion from the compilers of the Vedio Index; (II, p. 16) that,
u: D, K. Patil3 puts it,

ts
Prithu of the Rigveda was probably a

\> ^ttaticn deity." This brings him very close indeed to Dionysus
as \\ell UK to Soma. And his connection with the vegetable world
t merger tuo from the story of ^js pursui t of the earth. When
the eacrh surrenders herself to his demands, there takes place;e mikhing of the earth". This act seems to have many levels
f.i i .:ga;ficuM. On the most apparent, the idea which is promi-

^,1
15 r; fihtly said by Patil* to be -that the king must providelu.3 vuple means for sustenance

especially through the vege-
But there is also here a relation to the Soma-

of
rom ^- And this drink assumes

the circumstances
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under which the Vayu Purana mentions the deposition of Prittra's

father Vena : Vena was deposed because he "held ideas against

the performances of sacrifices and in his reign the gods did not

partake of Soma at all".
1 And Prithu is declared, on his con-

secration as king, to have restored the Vedic sacrifices : he thus

released, as it were, the rapture-wine from the earth for the gods.

Thus one of the most Dionysian characteristics can be combined

with Prithu.

When we look at the Rigvedic Vena we see in a still more

Dionysian light the pertinence of the Puranic story of his

depriving the gods of Soma. Vena in the Rigveda is not only

called (X. 93.14) a "generous patron", the original bounty which

in the Puranas is pictured as becoming perverted : he is also a

form of the Vedic wine-god of delight, Soma, the true religious

analogue of Dionysus. In one hymn (I. 83.4,5), where the birth

of Light from the lower life and from its crookedness is spoken of,

we have the expression : yatah suryo vratapa vena ajani, "the Sun

was born as the protector of the Law and the Blissful One",*

Vena is the word for "the Blissful One" and the Blissful One is

that power or peisonality of the Supreme which is Bhaga and

which is the creative enjoyer, the one who takes the delight' of

all that is created, the one to whom all creation is bTiojanam,

meaning both enjoyment and food. Bhaga is Soma, and Soma

gets directly implied to be Vena when the ELigveda (IV. 58.4)

speaks of three kinds of clarity (gTiritam) i "One Indra produced,
one Surya, one the gods fashioned by natural development out of

Vena." Sri Aurobindo,
3
after giving this translation, comments:

"Indra is the Master of the thought-mind, Surya of the supra-

mental light, Vena is Soma, the master of mental delight of

existence, creator of the sense-mind."

Thus Prithu Vainya gets steeped in a Soma-connotation.
And Megasthenes was encouraged to catch it in a Dionysian shape
from his -Indian informants all the more by the very sound of

1. Ibid., p. 24.

2. Sri Aurobindo, On the Veda (Pondicherry, 1956), p. 276,

3. Ibid., p. 120,

4
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this hero's patronymic "Vainya". Just as the Indian hill-fortress

Varana becomes Aornos to Alexander's army and just as the

Indian god-name "Varuna" is answered by the Greek "Ouranos",

so too "Vainya" must have sounded to the Greek ear like the

Greek "Oinos" (wine), "Oine" (vine), "Oeneos" (vintner). We
may recollect that Dionysus, because of his art of crushing grapes
in the winepress, came to be termed "Lenaios". The Greeks may
have understood Prithu to have been designated as "Vainya" for

the same art.

While we are about Prithu and his father we may allude to

the myth that Dionysus was bred in the thigh of his father
Zeus and delivered from it to the world. The common myth
concerning Prithu's birth is that he was born from the churning
of Vene's. left arm. But Ronald M. Huntington

1 has drawn
attention to traditional sources which, instead of "Jeft arm",
read "thigh".

And this Pur5nic myth has yet another pointjworth marking,
The expression "churning" is applicable only to a liquid, and the
churned Vena assumes the look of an earth-nectar turned

unproductive and needing to be revived-once more the idea of

perverted Soma.

But, if the Vena of the Puianas reveals the sense of the
Rigvedic Soma becoming perverted, then Prithu the saviour who
is churned out of him grows the same Soma set right again : he
is Soma once more delight and

immortality, Soma restored to
divinity.

Thus Prithn subsumes all that Soma brings of equivalence
to Dionysus. Not only does he take into himself the godhead erf
wine, but also his status as the first consecrated king of eartfc
merges m the kingship which for the first time came into being
among the gods.

Even with Dionysus as Shiva, Prithu has a rapport. The* ax. 44) call, the earth Prithu's wife (bMrya). So, if in
thestorj'of^^^toll^^^ t^ tmm ^ A cow> he

^ p>190jfn<8 ^
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as her husband becomes by implication a bull. And the bull,

ever since the ^igveda, has been a symbol of generation, inward

or outward, spiritual or physical. Hence Prithu joins up on ono

side to the bull-form that went with the worship of Dionysus and

on the other to the bull-vehicle that is Shiva's. And since Shiva

with his phallus-emblem was a fertility god like Dionysus, Pyilhu

by his connection with the vegetable world and even more as a

vegetable deity gets assimilated with equal ease to both. The

Greeks would find little difficulty in making their Dionysus a

composite of Shiva and Prithu.

The Sanskrit forlthe Name "Dionysus"
Our special formula of Dionysus= Prithu and our broad ono

of Dionysus = Shiva =s Prithu would receive the finishing touch

if in regard to Shiva and Prithu we could light upon an Indian

equivalent of the name "Dionysus'
1

. This name as a whole has

had various explanations : the terminal component hfis been taken

as "Nusos" (Thracian for "son") or "Nusa" tree or "Nysa"

(proper name of a mountain or a nurse). The only thing certain

is the initial component "Dio" from "Dios" (God).

Now, it is well-known that the Indian "Deva" for the Greek

"Dios" is particularly linked with Shiva : e.g. "Mahadeva" Great

God, It is also evident from the story in Puranas and the

Mahabliarata that the concept of King as Divinity derives from

the consecration of Prithu is the first king to be considered Deva :

the appellation BMdeva ("Earth-God") which is common in

Indian literature for a king may be traced to the legend of his

anointment. So we have for both Shiva and Prithu an Indian

equivalent to the initial component of "Dionysus". The terminal

component can find too its Indian equivalent with regard to them

if we remember how first the
4 companion of Alexander related the

cult of Dionysus to India. They did so on reaching the town in

the Hindu Kush, whichgthey called Nysa after the name heard

by them on its occupants' lips. They enthusiastically conjecured

that Dionysus had given this town its name in honour of his

nurse or of his mountain. 1

Naturally then they would expect the

1. Arrian, dnabasis t V. 1 ; Indica, 1. 1.
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God worshipped there to be their own Dionysus and their

expectations must have been amply fulfilled when they may have

found this God, who was Shiva, called Deva : what could the

Deva of Nysa be save Dionysus ? Megasthenes, on longer stay

in India, particularly in Magadha, heard of a king whose various

achievements and functions answered to what the Greeks' own

tradition had said about Dionysus, and this king was known not

only as the first in an important sense but also as Deva : further,

he had some associations in common with the Deva of Nysa.

Would it be any wonder if he too got called Dionysus ?

The appropriateness of the dubbing must have been confir-

med for Megasthenes by a phrase he may have come across about

this king. Since the God-head is said to have entered Pnthu and

Prithu to have become the first consecrated monarch by that

divine Presence, one can imagine the informants of the Greek

ambassador using for Prithu the apt phrase Rfy'a daivyena sahasa,

"King with God-force". This phrase could very well be to Greek

ears the Indian way of saying "Raja Dionysus". It is a phrase

easily for Prithu against a Puranic-cMM-Vedic background. In the

Puranas Prithu, with the Godhead in him, turned Truthwards the

Earth-cow whose sacrificial and productive "milk" had been confi-

ned by irreligious powers. In the Rigveda (X.108.6) we have

actually the expression sahasa daivyena about the heavenly Sarama

who comes pressing upon the dark powers named the Panis to let

the hidden Cows go upward to the Truth.

Some Final Considerations

Looked at from every angle, Prithu emerges as the Indian

original of the Greeks' Dionysus in a multiple manner impossible
to either Svayambhuva or Vaivasvata. Even the role of Dionysus
as law-giver, which affines Dionysus to Vaivasvata, is implict in

Prithu's role as champion of Vedic rites and fosterer of trade and

sovereign over a vast number of peoples and builder of cities. And
though Vaivasvata is the father of the human ages and tlaereby
looks plausible for the part of history-starter which Dionysus plays
in the Greek account, the history he starts is joined with Prithu
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in an important and organic way. The period at whose Lead

stands Vaivasvata differs from all preceding periods in that, unlike

them, it had cities and villages, knew agriculture, trade, pasture

and cattle-breeding. And it knew all these things because of

Prithu : Prithu has given a special distinguishing character to the

Vaivasvata epoch and made the period, in which the Puranic

dynasties from that Manu flourished, what it historically is.
1

Vaivasvata is thus significantly assimilated into Prithu.

Svayambhuva himself, the sheer first of all earth-kings in

the Puranas, is assimilated in a certain sense. The Matsya

Purana (X),
1 after describing how Prithu chased and conquered

the earth which was fleeing from him like a cow, says : "The land

promised to obey the behests of the king. Then the king, after

making Svayambhuva Manu as his calf, milked the earth in^the

form of the cow with his own hands. The earth then produced

different kinds of grain which support mankind." The strange

psycho-symbolic phrase about Svayambhuva renders that prime

king a living portion of the Prithu-history, a power serving organi-

cally the achievement of the first consecrated monarch.

A last consideration, rounding off the rich many-sided equa-

tion of Prithu to Dionysus, is a legend connected with Magadha.

We have aigued that the 153 or 154 kings of Megasthenes trace

the line upward from Sandrocottus, rather than from Alexander,

to Dionysus and that they pertain to just the province of Magadha

as their tail-end. It would be most appropriate if to balance San-

drocottus at the lower extreme as king of Magadha the list went

back with whatever intermediate breaks, to an original Magadhan

monarch. The equation of Prithu to Dionysus makes Dionysus

such a monarch, for the Brahma Purana,
8 which in the midst of

later accretions is held* to have very ancient matter enshrined in

it, bears a legend in which "the first great Samrat or Emperor of

Magadha" is Prithu.

1. Cf. Vflyu Pura^ia, 62. 170-74; also Patil, Op. Cit., p. 71.

2. The Sacred Books of the Hindus, p. 31.

3. B. C. Law, Tribes in Ancient India (Poona, 1943), p. 95.

4. The Cambridge HtstorJ of India, p. 300.
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The Kings from Dionysus to Sandrocottus

Now we may legitimately start counting after Prithu the

155 cr 154 kings and see whether our Dionysus-theory of him

leads "sis to a Chandragupta and which of the two possible

Chr*ndi aguptus becomes our terminus.

AF the Puranas are the main Indian source for the dynastic

l:*.ts we have to make use of their detailed account. But in their

pi.
?tnt veisions they are not uniform in these lists, though the

vacations are within certain limits. What we should try to reach

is the primal Puranic list by means of collation. Pargiter, io his

Jn^rtt Indian Historical Traditi&n has set up a table of collated

genealogical lines from the time of Vaivasvata to that of the

BhSrata War. His Puranic Texts of the Dynasties of the Kali

Apt collates the members of the eight dynasties which the
PL'tXtias gt.-t ruling in Magadha. As for the line from Prithu to

Vaivasvata, the collated picture in outline is in Pusalker's remark
hi Ktf rft- As/Si "Fifth in descent from Prithu was Daksha,
whose daughter's grandson, Manu Vaivasvata, saved humanity
fr:ra the deluge ......

"

If Daksba is the 5th descendant from Prithu, Vaivasvata's
n:nibcris 8 because he is 3rd in descent frim Daksha TJhe
.fc.tm.j8 of the picture may be fiUed in from the PurSnas, with
xteha s Jauehter Aditi substituted by her husband Kasyapa.Of ucrce, Pflthu himself stands unnumbered outside the picturethe upper end just as a Chandragupta wiU have to stand Qt

havet be

Vainya
1- Antardfcana (or Antardhi) 5. Daksha

3. Prtd.h.tarhMa
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country.
1 Are we to count whatever members of all these

are found, on collation, in the Puranas ? In reference to

Solar and Lunar lines into which the Puranas branch off Vaiva-

svata's progeny, Mankad* who has mistakenly attempted; tracing

from Vaivasvata the entire number of kings given by Megasthenes

has yet some very perspicacious observations to guitjethe counting.

He says that we have to proceed in two instalments. First we

must come dpwp fiom the time of Vaivasvata to that of the

Bharata War and afterwards go on to the time of Alexander.

But, in order to make the two movements a single whole, we

must remember that Sandrocottus, the king before, whom the

Greek number completed, itself and whose Indian counterpart we
have to reach, was a Magadhan king. Therefore, we mijst move
from Vaivasvata in such a way as to get along the Magadhan
branch.

,

The Magadhan branch, in all the Puranas, is
'

always put

in direct continuation of the Lunar line. So we have to ignore

the Solar line coming down to the Bharata War and continuing

further for about 30 kings. But the Lunar line has several

branches and we have to ignore all except the one which carries

us to the kings of Magadha before and during and after the

Bharata War. The king of Magadha who died in the Bharata

War was Sahadeva, the son of Jaiasandha. So,, prior to taking

up the main theme of the Puranic lists, the kings of Magadha

subsequent to the War, we have to count along a course which

leads from Vaivasvata to Sahadeva : we must not bring in any

king occuring along another course.

With the correct procedure established,, we have next to look

at Pargiter's list
8 of the appropriate kings down to Sahadeva.

In this list, one na,me is put by him within brackets : ,it is

Bharadvaja. The bracketing is done because Bharadvaja, j.as

Pargiter relates on page 159 of his book, never sat on the throne ;

an adopted son of Bharata, he consecrated his own sun Vitatha

as Bharata's successor after the latter had died. So we must

, i .1^ TbfVedicAghp.Z'Jl. 2. Op. cit., p. 4.

3, Anfient Indian.Historical Tradition, pp. 144-49,
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omit Bharadvaja if \ve are to take the actual kings. Then, with

Manu Vaivasvata as number 8 and his daughter Ila replaced by

her husband Budha, we get the following table :

Coming to the Magadhan kings after the Bharata War, we
have 8 dynasties whose member have been enumerated one after
another and \vho therefore can be counted. We shall follow

Pargiter s collection of the relevant Puranic texts. About the

Barhadrathas he1
tells us: "There were 32 kings altogether, 10

before the battle and 22 after." We have already mentioned the
earlier 10, from Brihadratha to Sahadeva. About the Pradyotas
we learn

3 that they were 5. About the Sisunagas we are told i
a

1. The Purunic Texts of the Dynasties of the Kali Age (London, 1913), p. 13.
2. Jbid., p. 19, line 10; p. 68.

3J Jbid., pp. 20, 65,
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"All the authorities say that there were 10 kings." The Nandas

are given
1

as 9 a father and 8 sons. Of the Mauryas "the best

attested number is 10",* The ungas have the same number i

10.* The Kanvas count 4.
4 On the Andhras, Pargiter" writes;

"The Vayu, Brahmanda, Bhagavata and Visnu all say there were

30 kings... and 30 is no doubt the correct number." Let us put

the "best attested" counts in a table :

Bgrhadrathas 22

Pradyotas 5

Sisunagas 10

Nandas 9

Mauryas 10

ungas 10

Kanvas 4

Andhras 30,

At two places we shall have a king named Chandragupta. to

answer to Sandrocottus. First, immediately after the Nandas.

The number of this Chandragupta, founder of the Mauryas t is

after (22 + 5 + 10 + 9=046, But 46 added to the previous 53

yields only 99 whereas the number preceding him should be 153

or 154. So Chandiagupta Maurya is ruled out.

The next Chandragupta will come after the Andhras to

found the dynasty of the Imperial Guptas. The sum-total of

kings at the end of the Andhras that is, at the end of all the 8

countable dynasties said to have ruled over Magadha-is (22 + 5-{-

10 + 9 t 104-4 + 30 = ) 100. If we add these 100 kings to the

53 before them we obtain 153 exactly one of the two king-

numbers from Megasthenes for "the intermediate period" between

Dionysus and Sandrocottus.

Even the other nnmber-154-becornes both apt and intelli-

gible on a back-view of Pargiter's table, For 153 is reached on

omission of Bharadvaja who never sat on the throne. But if we

include him because he was next after Bharata and just before

I. Ibid.,, p. 25, line 7; p. 26, line 7; p. 69. 2. Ibid., pp. 27, 70,

3. Ibid. t pp. 33, 70. 4. Ibid,, p. 71. 5,
, Ibid., pp. 36, 72,

5
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Vitatha we shall get 154 dynastic names, Thus both the numbers

from Megasthenes get aligned to the Pnranas with an astonishing

accuracy.

It seems impossible to doubt that Prithn Vainya at the

commencement and Chandragupta I of the Imperial Guptas at

the termination are what the Indian informants of Megasthenes

intended when they spoke of a king-series from Dionysus to

Sandrocottus. Through Megasthenes the Puiarnc chronology

of the rise of the Imperial Guptas in c. 325 or 324 B.C. appears
to be completely vindicated.

Some Possible Objections Answered

However, a few objections may be raised. One may say :

"The Puranas designate the Piadyotas as kings of Magadha, but

modern research is disposed to put them on the throne of Avant 1.

Also, modem research has not struck upon any definite evidence to

regard the Andhra Satavahanns as Magadhan kings. If we knock

the two dynasties out, there will never be 153 or 154 kings "before

Chandragupta I along the Magadhan line backward to Prithu.

The answer is very simple : "To begin with, modern
research is not yet unanimous: scholars like V. Smith1

, do not

agree with the majority opinion. But even if this opinion happens
to be correct, our argument stands. For, we are unconcerned at

the movement with the issue of the Pin-anas' correctness in thfs

matter : we aie concerned with nothing else than what the
PnrSnas record and what we are supposing their pundits to have
conveyed to the Greek ambassador in the time of Saridrocotttis.
The issue really is : 'Does the Puranic list, right or wrong,
correspond numerically to that of Megasthenes ? The corres-

pondence is very striking."

One may also object: According to Pargiter's careful
analysis* the

scheme_ofjeaealogy_from Vaivasvata to Sahadeva,
1. The Early Histay of India (Londo^^S^ Chk^nTifTfcd VIII

rfc4l*0AaandSwatU p Gu^ta, "The problem of Integration ot
the Puran*,," Pura^ Vol. VI, No, 1, January? 1965j p.^^ g bn
the question of the Pradyotag,

2 t Andenl Indian Historical Ttadiiian, pp. 144.49,
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inclusive of botJb, comprises 94 generations. To take only

(53-7 as) 46 king-names, us you do, misrepresents the state of

"affairs. You should really count 94 kings and, adding the 7 more

up to PritnM, get 101 names before the Bharata War, Then the

total number wiJJ be (101 +100 -) 201 instead of 153. This

will throw the Puranas out .of tune wjth Megasthenes and

invalidate your whole procedure and proving."

Heie also the main point is overlooked. We do not affirm

that only 46 kings existed from Vaivasvata to the Bharata War
along the line we have to choose as the sole legitimate one. Nor
do the Puranas make such an affirmation : Pargiter

1 has shown

that they do not ienlly claim to be exhaustive about any line,

But our concern is simply with the number of names actually

offered and with the problem : "Does it agree or not with the

Greek account ?" Pargiter's analysis of the generations makes

no odds. A most notable agreement is there. Both our procedure

and proving remain untouched.

The only objection truly worth weighing arises from

Arrjan's concluding remark : "The Indians also tell us that

Dionysus was earlier than Heracles by fifteen generations." ,In

the .context of the king-series, Heracles is evidently meant to have

been either fifteenth in the list or contemporaneous with whoever

else was fifteenth. But we know who Heracles was, from Arrian's

own slightly earlier statement (Indica, I, viii) : "Heracles -..who

is currently reported to have come as a stranger into the country is

said ,to have been in reality a native of India. This Heracles is

held in especial honour by the Sourasenoi
f an Indian tribe who

possess two large cities, Methora and Cleisobora, and through

whose country flows a navigable river called the Jobares. But

the dress which this Heracles wore, Megasthenes tells us, resemb-

led that of the Theban Heracles, as the Indians themselves admit.

Jt is further said he had a numerous progeny of male children born

to him in India (for, like his Theban namesake, he married many
wives) but that he had only one daughter. The name of this

l. ibid., p. 89.



child was Pandaia, and the land in which she was born and with

the sovereignty of which Heracles entrusted her was called after

her name Pandaia." Sufficient ches have been seen by scholais

in this account to identify Heracles. D. R. Bhandarkar equates

him with Krishna Vasudeva (plus Krishna's brother Balarama)

and the Sowasenoi with the Surasenas or Satvatas. Lassen,,

McCrindle and Hopkins state that Methora and Cleisobora are

icspectively Mathvua and Krishnapura on the Jamuna (Jobares).

Tito story about Pandaia is a confused reference to Krishna's close

ptafeottttl
association with the Pandavas in the Bharata War and to

his family-tie to them by the marriage of his sister to the Pandava

Arjima, But if Heracles is Krishna, how, in any sense, can he be

15th after Dionysus or Prithu ? He cannot be even I5tb from

Vaivasvata, for he was a contemporary of Sahadeva. In fact,

Purgiter, when followed not along the Lunar line leading to Saha-

ikva but along another line of the Lunar family which leads to

Krishna, shows him to be the 53rd name, though the 94th genera-

tic^ if Vaivasvata is the 1st name and generation. This would

make him (53 + 7 = ) 60 in name-number after Prithu and

$44-7 = )
101 in generation after him. Hence the account of

Megasthenes cannot be equated here to the Puranic results and

the rift threatens to invalidate our conclusions, by means of Pura-

#ic comparison, in favour of Chandragupta I.

One may put up the defence that the rift may be due to

u slip by the copyists of Megasthenes, like the egregious yet

ubviuus error of a much smaller time-gap between Dionysus and

Sandracottus than between Dionysus and Alexander. Such a

slip need not prejudice the highly impressive correspondence

already traced. But, of course, it would be better if the dis-

crepancy co^d be explained away. And actually there is a way
out cf the difficulty. It lies in inquiring : "Can Krishna be put,
m seine sense or other, immediately after the 14th name in our
ItoAnic list so that he may be the 15th after Prithu ? If he

can, we may legitimately suggest that Megasthenes has made a

uix-up without ttuly falsifying the Puranic information,

I. PusaJkcr, Stadia in the Epics and Paranas. p. 64,
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When we examine our Puranic list we find that 14th after

Prithu is Puru, the son of YayatL But Puru is not the only
son : we have named him alone because through him we arrive

ultimately at the Magadhan line. Pusalker,
1

drawing upon the

Puranas and the Mahabharata, tells us, as also does Pargiter by
his tables : "Yayati had five sons. DevayanI bore two, Yadu
and Turvasu, and Jaarmishtha three, Anu, Druhyu, and Puru."

All these sons are 14th after Prithu. Pusalker continues : "Yadu,
the eldest son of Yayati, founded the Yadavas, the first Lunar

dynasty to rise into prominence." The greatest and almost the

last Yadava was Krishna. 3
Now, the term "Yadava" means in

general a member of Yadu's family but its first and immediate

meaning is "son of Yadu." If Krishna the Yadava is understood

as son of "Yadu", then, since Yadu is 14th after Prithu, Krishna

is 1 5th. And he is 1 5th not only as a name : those who are

next in succession to Yadu his "sons", as they are called are

15th in generation no less than in name-number, and therefore

Prithu would be exactly 15 generations earlier than Krishna
who according to us, substituted one of these sons in Megasthe-

nes's understanding.

The precise generation-number 15 into which Krishna as e

"Yadava" could fit is too suggestive to be without relevance to

our problems of Dionysus's having bsen "fifteen generations earlier

than Heracles". Besides, the very name of the son, through

whom the line which nearly ended with Krishna came into being

is somewhat allied in sound to Krishna's owa : 'it is Kroshtri.

Thus every objection can be met. And we may hold, in

conclusion, that Megasthenes, on his own evidence, was not a

contemporary of Chandragupta Maurya. He is historically on
the side of the Puranic chronology in so far as it leads to the

accession of Chandragupta I in c, 325 or 324 B. C. His chrono-

logical information came from Indians who in c. 302 B. C, the

date of his arrival at the court of Sandrocottus were setting up
their time-scheme with the end of Prithu's semi-legendary reign

at one extreme and at the other the rise of the Imperial Guptas
in their own day.

1. The Vedic Age, p. 274. 2 Ibid. t pp. 298-99f
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Sun-worship bas been prevalent in India from very early
ti*. In course of time sun-temples came to be erected in

&feem parts o! India to which we get references in inscriptions.
01 tbe* thtre were three temples which were greatly venerated
ihtcwghout bdia. ^ is proposed to give information about then?
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from the Puranas and ather works of Sanskrit literature

also inscriptions and other sources.

According to tradition these temples were constructed by
the son of Krsna. Several Puranas such as the Bhavfaya,

and Skanda. give the story of Samba. When Narada told

that some of his wives were in love with Samba, Krsrja

investigated the matter and cursed Samba that he would suffer

from leprosy. Thereafter, Samba icpaired to Mulasthana and

tJbere he propitiated the Sun-god, by whose grace he was cured of

ti*tt fell disease. The god then told him that he would soon

obtain his image, which he should instal at that place. Samba,

accordingly, noticed an image of the Sun-god floating in tiie river

C-ELTidrabhaga, when he had gone there to bathe. He removed

ttie image from the stream and established it in Mitravana. The

gjocL next told Samba that the image had been fashioned by

Visvakarman, the architect of the gods, out of the Kalpavrksa

and sent down the Candrabhaga for his sake. The god

next added

m <ifi gdft

=3

(The people will always notice my presence in the forenoon

at Suttra, at noon at Kalapriya and in the afternoon at this place

(1. e. Mulasthana). (Some MSS. of the Purana read M.undwe in

place of Sutzre).

The Varaliapurana also mentions these places in the follow-

ingj verses which give some more details about them2

1. Bhavi?yapitrd.na> I, 129, 16.

S, Varahafurana (Venkate vara Press) 177, 55-57.
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These verses tell us that Samba established the images of

the Sun-god at three places viz. (1) on the eastern mountain
(ii)

at Kalapriya on the southern bank of the Yamuna and (iii) at

Mulasthana on the western mountain.

Of these three places, Mulasthana is modern Multan in the

Panjab. That there was a famous temple of the Sun at this place

which attracted pilgrims from all parts of India is well known.

Hiouen Tsang gives the following description of this temple in

Mulasthanapura
3

: "There is a temple dedicated to the Sun

very magnificent and profusely decorated. The image of the Sun-

deva is cast in yellow gold and ornamented with rare gems. Its

divine insight is mysteriously manifested and its spiritual power
made plain to all. Women^play their music, light their torches,

offer their flowers and perfumes to honour it. This custom has

been continued from the veiy fiist. The kings and high families

of the five Indies never fail to make their offerings of gems and

precious stones (to this Deva}. They have founded a house of

meicy (happiness) in which they provide food and drink, and

medicines for the poor and sick, affoiding succour and sustenance.

Men from all countries come here to offer up their prayers ; there

are always some thousands doing so. On the four sides of the

temple there are tanks with flowering groves where one can wander
about without restiaint."

When Muhammad Kasim captured Multan, he is said to

have obtained thiiteen thousand two hundred mannds of gold
from this temple. The Arabs were iconoclasts, but they allowed
the worship of the Sun image at Multan to continue as it brought
them a large revenue from the offerings of the devotees. The
Pratiharas of Kanauj and other powerful rulers of North India
tried to wrest this town from the possession of the Muslims, but
did not succeed ; for when the Arabs were opposed by greater
numbers 'they threatened to break the idol and the Hindus
retired/*

'

4. C. V. Vaidya,
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The second temple of the Sun was situated at Sutira (or the

beautiful shore of the ocean). In the forementioned passage from

the Varalia,purand it is said to be on the eastern mountain. In the

8kanfapurana this place is called Mundira. In the Sambapurana

it is called S&rya-kanana or Raviksetra, while the Brahrna-purana

is more explicit in that it calls it Konaditya or Konarka in Utkala

(or Odua-desa).
6 This is evidently modern Konarak, a famous

temple of the Sun, about thirty miles from the town of Purl in

Orissa. The existing temple was built by the Ganga king Nara-

simha I in the thirteenth century A. D. About its architectural

importance Sir John Marshall says.
a "If the question were put to

me, which are the noblest monuments of ancient India, I should

name without hesitation the following : among Muhammadan

monuments, the Taj Mahal at Agra ; among Hindu, the Black

Pagoda at Konarak and the Kailasa temple at Ellora ; and among

Buddhist, the frescoed cave-temples of Ajanta and the Stupas of

Sartci." The temple at Konarak is built on the sandy shore in a

solitary place. The site was evidently held sacred from very

early times and the present temple was evidently erected in place

of an earlier one which had fallen in ruins.

Dr. P. V. Kane has objected to this identification on the

following grounds
7

(1) There is another reading Mundlre for

Sutirc. This is very important, Mundire would be the Sun-temple

of Modhera, which is about 18 miles from Patan in North Gujarat

and which was built about A. D. 1026. The passage of the

Bhavisyapurana mentioning it would then have to be referred to

the llth century or later and would be of no use in establishing

the existence of these Sun-temples before A. D. 700. (2; The

Varahapurana mentions that the temple of the Sun was on the

rising mountain. None can say that the temple of the Sun at

Konarka is situated on the rising mountain.

These objections have no force. As regards the first,

Mundlra cannot be identified with Modher where a temple of

5. R. G. Hazra, Studies in the Upa-pur'anas) p. 106.

6. The Monuments of Sdnchi, p. 1.

7. P. V. Kane> UttararcLmacharita of Bhavabhuli, Fourth Ed. Introd., p. 13,

6
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the Sun was constructed in the 11th cen. A. D, Even if we

accept the reading Mundire in place of Sutwe in the purariic

passage cited above, the reference in it cannot be to the temple
in Gujarat ; for the description in the puranic passages shows

that the temple at Mundira was in the east (of India). Modher

is not in eastern India. As for the second, the eastern mountain

means the eastern direction here.
8

Udayacale and astamanacale

in the pyram'c passages cited above mean only 'in the eastern

and western directions' respectively. As regards Dr. Kane's

objection that the temple of Konarka is not situated on a mountain
one may well ask 'Is Mulasthana (Multana), about the identifica-

tion of which there is not the slightest doubt/situated on a hill ?'

Such objections have no force.

In this connection I may quote here the opinion of Dn R.C.

Hazra, who is an acknowledged authority on the Puranas.9

"Sutlra (literally meaning 'beautiful shore') must be another

name for Mundha, which, again, must be very close to, or even

identical with, Konaika, situated on the sea-shore, very close to

the river Candrabhaga (a branch of the river Prachl) in Orissa."

(Studies in the Ifpa-purams, p. 105).

The third famous place of Sun-worship was Kalapriya
identified with modern KalpI on the southern bank of the Yamuna
Some years ago in an article entitled 'Identification of Kalapriya-
natha' published in my Studies in Indology, Vol. I, pp, 33f. 10

1 identified Kaliipriyanathu at whose fairs all the three plays of
Bimvabhuti were staged, with the Sun-temple at KalpI. TripurarT,
a commentator of Bhuvabhuti's Malatzmadhava,, identifies Kala-
priyanatha with Mahakala of Ujjayini. Dr. Kane accepted this
identification in his third edition of the Uttararamaearita. In the
aforementioned article I drew attention to the puranic passages

above which
showed^bat

there were three famous temples

t0 refer to Udayagiri in Oriasa. (Studi*
fanas, p. 107.)

9. lbid. t p. 105.

10. The view waa fir* expressed in the Marathi
periodical Yugavfini of

Isagpur (1947).
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of the Sun in India in ancient times one on the eastern mountain

or shore, the second at Kalapriya on the southern bank of the

Yamuna and the third at Mulasthana on the western mountain

and that it was believed that the Sun-god was present there in

the morning, at mid-day and in the evening respectively. From

these passages it could be easily inferred that Kalapriyanatha at

whose fairs all the three plays of Bhavabhuti were first staged

was the Sun-god and that his temple was situated at KalpI on

the southern bank of the Yamuna. This view received confirma-

tion from the following verse from the Cambay plates of Govjnda

III, descriptive of the Ras$rakuta king Indra Ill's march on and

devastation of the Gurjara-Pratlhara capital Kanauj,
11

II

"(The courtyard of (the temple of) Kalapriya was rendered

uneven by the strokes of the tusks of his (i. e. Indra Ill's) rutting

elephants. His houses crossed the unfathomable Yamuna which

rivals the ocean in expanse. He completely devastated the

enemy's city Mahodaya so that even now it has become greatly

renowned among the people by the name Kusasthala (land

full of grass)."

This verse shows that the whole army of Indra III could

be encamped in the extensive courtyard of the temple of Kala-

priyanatha and that thereafter his horses had to cross the Yamuna
in the course of the invasion of Kanauj. The editor of the

plates identified Kalapriya with the god Mahakala at UjjayinI,
11

11. Ep. Indt> Vol. VII, pp 36 .

~

12. In the introduction to his edition of the plates Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar
remarked, "It thus appears that in his expedition of conquest in
Northern India, Indra III halted at UjJain to pay homage to the
god." Ibid., Vol. VII, p. SO. Dr. Altekar, however, in his Rashlr*-
kutas and Their Times, p. 102, n. 44, correctly identified Kalapriya
with Kalpi. He says that there still exists a temple of Kalapriya at

This requires verification.
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but the description does not suit a temple at jUjjayinl which lies

far to the south of the Yarnuna.

Dr. Kane has subjected this identification of Kalapriyanatha

rr.ijiitioned in the plays of Bhavabhuti with the Sun-god at Kalpf

to a lengthy criticism in the Introduction to the fourth edition

cf the Uttararamacarita recently published by Motilal Baiiarasidas.

He bus accepted the reading Kalapriyanatha and taken it as

iX'ftjrring to iva. But this reading involves the fault of viruddha-

twi'fyt'it as in the case of Bhavanz-pati as pointed out by Mam-
rrrit'i.

1* As regards the other reading Kalapriyan&tJia Dr. Kane
iiijS raised the following objections against my view :

(1) Kalapriyanatha cannot be the name of the Sun-god.
He is Mahakala of UjjayinL This temple was famous even

before the time of Kalidasa. It would be quite appropriate and
beneficial for an aspiring poet to have his drama presented at the

itaivui of such a famous shrine as that of Mahakala of Ujjayini,
wiu-ie thousands of people flocked from all parts of India. True
tkit Sjvu, is not called Kalapriyanatha, but he is called JETalapvgzto
m the Anutfoanaparvan and Kalanatfm in the Szntiparvan. These
r.nrr.e- arc not very different from Kalapriyanatha. It is noteworthy
thtt the simgod also is not called Kalapriyanath in the Puranas.Thv he is named Kalapriya. So he cannot be identical with
IK Kalapriyanatha of Bhavabhuti.

\2} The Varalapurana, which refers to Kalapriya is a later

tr.iana. It expressly Says that Samba revised the Bhavisya-

J^^wjJ
then established the Sun's images. This shows that
"^ menti nS neW Places of ^-worship as

y b3mba, not mentioned in Bhavisya before.

staged at the
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received the patronage of Yasovarman, king of Kanauj, but for

this we have to rely on the Hajatarahginl of Kalhana composed
about four centuries after Bhavabhuti and it is quite possible that

Kalhana relies on mere tradition or at most on a verse in the

Gaftdavalio itself. *},

(4) No Purana or other important text has been produced

speaking of Kalapriyanatha as a Sun-temple, nor has it been
shown that the word natlia was added to 1

any Sun-temples in

ancient or mediaeval times. Why should we not have other

names of the Sun like Mulasthananatha ?

(5) The passage from Rajasekhara's Kavyamimariisa14

!;:' | only shows that Kalapriya

(which may mean Kalpi or some other town) was to the south

of Gadhipura (Kanauj). There is nothing to show that -in, this

passage directions or distances of temples are -intended.

(6) The worship of the Sun in temples was introduced late

in India. Several chapters of Bhaviaya (BrSAma) such as 139-145

are meant for bolstering up the status of Magas and Bhojak'as.

For these reasons Dr. Kane concludes that the most

probable view is that Kalapriyanatha is the name of a local

shrine of Siva at Padmapura. He says that the next probable

view is that it is the Mahakala temple of Ujjayim. i -

Examination of the Objections

Dr. Kane has devoted as many as eleven pages of his

Introduction to the examination of my view about the identi-

fication of Kalapriyanatha. There is much repetition in this

rambling discussion, but I have stated above in his own words

what appear to me his most important objections to my view, \Vje

shall now proceed to examine them critically.

Objection 1 It is admitted that the temple of Mahakala
at Ujjayini is very ancient and was a famous place of pilgrimage.

But this is no reason for its identification with the, temple .of

Kalapriyanatha mentioned in Bhavabhuti 's plays. As a matter

14. Kavyamtma'msa(G. O, S., 1916), p. 94. ; ;
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of fact Dr. Kane gives up this identification in the end and

identifies Kalapriyanatha with the god in a fsaiva temple at

Padsnapura, of which there is absolutely no evidence. Again,

Dr. Kane has not been able, to find Kalapriyanatha as a name of

Siva anywhere. After searching the Mahabharata and the

Pi:r.lyas lie could find only Ifatapujita and Ralanafha as

adjectives or names of iva. He therefore puts the counter

question 'Is the name Kalapriyanatha of the Sun found in

the Puranas ? It is easy to answer this question. Kalapriya
was the site of a famous temple of the Sun in ancient
times. From the passages cited above from the BJiavisya and
rarSAj puranas it is evident that there were three famous
U-mples of the Sun-god (1) one on the eastern shore tvlfere
the god was believed to be present in the morning ; (2) the second
at KSlapriyo, where the god was present at mid-day and
{3} the third at Mulasthana or on the western mountain, where
he was present in the evening. The Sun received the name
Kalapriyanatha because he was the god (natha) of Kalapriya.That Kalapriya was the ancient name of Kalpi, situated on the
southern bank of the Yamuna is clear from the description of
Indra Ill's invasion of Kanauj cited above from the Cambaypfcu* of Govmda IV and from the statement of Rajasekhara* mfcjW Sto * OTfrRfrre i That there was an extensive
tempi, at Kalapriya is clear from the above cited verse from the
Cambay plates and that the god installed there was the Sun-god is

e passases cited
p

What is the distinctive part of the nim/ rr-7
u-i -,u v ,

name JKalapriyanatha
Kttlacatha or Kalapiiya ? The rp n^ e t, i -, .

ffuna*'*

k i s ,
readers should iudffe thiseh,mSelvcs aud aec.de which of the two views appears probable

2~ enatiadvocate finds that ^ -t

event in queo e
,ire was i

p th

- wiev, t;rzirhesun-godai
-

Preseut * mid-day, Dr. Kane has
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tried to prove that the Purana is later than the time of Bhava-

bhuti. But he has not succeeded in it. He first selected the

reading Mundne as being convenient for his view and identified

the place with Modher, where a temple of the Sun was constructed

in the lllhcen. A. D. He thus tried to show that the VaraJia-

wurana, which mentions this temple of the Sun, was composed

several centuries after Bhavabhuti and therefore its evidence on

the present question is of no avail. But as we have shown above,

Mundira, which was situated in eastern India, cannot be identified

with Modher in Gujarat. So this argument has no bearing on

the date of the VaraJiapurana.

Dr. Kane has next attempted to show that the Varalia-

%)Wana> which mentions the Sun-temple at Kalapriya is later than

the Bhavisjapurana. For this purpose he has cited the following

passage from the

Dr. Kane construes the hemistich

with the following veise. but it would be more natural to

connect it with the preceding hemistich ^jcjr 75T^ ^fan
1

5^t

^aq^fq^l Even admitting that the Varaliapuram is later than

the BTiavisyapurana, how does it follow that it (or at least the

relevant passage in it) is later than the age of Bhavabhuti 1

Dr. Kane has himself remarked that it is difficult to determine the

age of puranic passages. The Bhavisya is believed to be an ancient

piar ana, though there might be interpolated passages in it as in

other Puranas. The Varaliapurana, though later than the Bhavisya,

J5. Adhyaya 177, verses 54-57,
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need not, on that account, be regarded as later than the time

of Bhavabhiati,

Again, as already shown, the Bhavisyapurana also mentions

the Sun-temple at Kalapriya in the following verse16

TO

Nay, the passage is still older; for it occurs in the follow-

ing corrupt form in the Samlapurana as shown by Dr. Hazra"

II

From this it is clear that the Sarnbapurana, which is the

oldest Purana in which the story of Samba and the temple at

Mulasthana occurs, must have known the other two prominent

places of Sim-worship viz. Kalapriya and Sutlra. So the attempt

of Dr. Kane to show that the Taraliapurana and with it the Sun-

temple at Kalapriya are later than the age of Bhavabhuti has

failed completely*

Even supposing tbat all these passages in the Purapas are

of a later age than Bhavabhuti, there remain the references to

Kalapriya in the Cambay plates and the Ravyamimamsa of Raja-

sekrjara, both of which belong to the beginning of the 10th century

A. D. Have we any evidence that Kalapriya came into existence

aad became, famous as a centre of Sun-worship within about 150

years after Bhavabhuti? On the other hand, it will be shown
below that the temple of Kalapriya must have been famous before
the seventh century A. D.

Objection 3-Dr. Kane says there is not an iota of evidence
to suppose that Bhavabhuti stayed long at Kalapriya or visited

the place frequently. One may ask in return if there is any
evidence that he stayed long at Ujjayitf Cfor Dr. Kane previously
held that

Bhava^t^lays^^taged at the fair of Mahakala

16, Bkavi?ja t 1, 129.

17. See Studies in the Upapuraqei, p.
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at Ujjayiiji) ? It is better not < raise such flimsy objections; but

it is not difficult to answer mem. Bbavabhuti seems to have

stayed long at Padmavati (modern Padam Paw5ya in the former

Gwalior State) ;
for he has given a detailed description of the

rivers, mountains and temples of the city. Kalapriya .(modern

Kalpi) is not very distant from PadmavatT. He may have gone

there frequently to attend the annual fairs,

Dr. Kane does not Relieve in the statement of JCalhana tlaa't

Bhavabhuti had the patronage of Yasovarman, the king of

Kanauj ;
but he has stated no reason for disbelieving it. Dr.

Kane thinks that Bhavabhuti would have staged his plays at tJhe

royal court if he had the support of Yasovarman. It is, however,

possible to argue that Bhavabhuti received the royal patronage

late in his career after his plays had been composed and even

staged, when his fame reached Yasovarman's ears. Perhaps,

though residing at the royal court, he may have preferred to stage
his plays at the large fair of Kalapriyanatha, not very distant

from Kanauj, to gain popular applause. As we have no detailed

information about the life of Bhavabhuti it is not possible to say
which of these conjectures is correct.

Objection 4 The objection that we have no other names of

the Sun-god ending in natlia (like Kalapriyanfttlia) is equally flimsy.
One may well ask, "The names of iva generally end in livara.

Why does not this name of iva installed in Padmapura (as Dr.
Kane believes) end in tsvaru ?'*

Objection 5 The name of the Sun-god mentioned in Bhava-
bhuti's plays was not Kalapriya, but Kalapriyanatha. That the
town of Kalapriya was situated to the south of Kanauj Is quite
clear from the aforecited statement from Rajas'ekhara's JSTSvya-
miimamaa. From the Carnbay plates it is quite evident that the
place was situated on the southern bank of the Yamuna and had
a large temple, capable of accommodating a huge army in its
extensive courtyard. The Puranic statement tfTO: ?^Vf%9f <sf

^ramRr ?R^ i... qgqpTO ^%5r || qft ^3^4^ , shows lhat
the temple was dedicated to the Sun-god. In that passage Kala-
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piiya is described as deva. Similarly in the next verse

Mulasthana also is called Havi. In both

these places the intended sense is 'the god installed at Kalapriya'

and 'that installed at Mulasthana' respectively.

The afore-cited passage from the Varahapurana tells us that

Samba first constructed the temple of the Sun at Mulasthana

(modern Multan). That it was the first shrine of the Sun is also

indicated by the name Mulaathana (the original shrine). The
Purana further tells us that Samba himself erected the other two

famous temples of the Sun at Sutira and Kalapriya. It was

evidently the popular belief that the temples at Multan, on the

eastern coast and at Kalpi were equally old. Now, the temple al

Multan was famous in the seventh century A. D. as appears clear

from the description given by the Chinese pilgrim Hiouen Tsang.
The other two temples must have been equally well-known in that

age though Hiouen Tsang had no occasion to describe them. We
have no reason to suppose that the temple of the Sun at Kalapriya
came into existence later.

Objection 6 Dr. Kane thinks that Sun-worship was intro-
duced late in India, but in any case it is earlier than the Gupta
age as shown below. Dr. R. G. Bhandarkar held that the cult
of the Sun must have penetrated to India about the time of the
Kusana Emperor Kaniska and the Multan temple, which was its

original seat, must have been constructed about the same time. 18

From an inscription found at Mandasor we learn that as early as
Vikrama Sarhvat 493 (A. D. 437-38) a Sun-temple was erected at
Dusapura (modern Mandasor) by a guild of silk-weavers that had
migrated there from Lata 19 Tlmf- Q nr, u-

. _ T ,

* ' ijaat ^un-worship was qu tecommon ,n North India in the sjxth and^^^^
.clear from Bana's ffi, and Harsa's inscriptions. BSna

IB. R. G. Bhandarkar, Vai?navism etc. (1913), p. 154
19. Fleet, Gupta Xnscriptiwu, pp. 89 f.
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both param-Aditya-bliakta 'devout worshippeis of the Sun.' ao

Hiauen Tsang tells that at the quin-quennial assembly at Prayaga

the image of the Sun was installed along with those of iva and

Buddha. There was a temple of the Sun in Kanauj." All these

references show that Sun-worship in temples was well established

in North India at least three centuries before the time of

Bhavabhuti.

The fore-going discussion must have made it plain that

there weie three famous ancient temples of the Sun at MultSn,

at Kalpi and on the eastern coast at or near the site of the

"well-known temple of Konarak in Orissa.

20. Ep. Ind , Vol. IV, pp. 28 f.

21. Travels of Hiouen Tsang, Vol. II by Beal (pub. by Susil Gupta), p. 245,
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I ]

Parasurama js one of the puzzling figures in Indian mytho-

logy and tradition. He is counted among the uvataias of Visnii

and a cirajlvin. The stories about him cover a long span of

time, from the Tretayuga down to the present age. The various

^.oecdotes not only reve tal the many facets, that are sometimes

conflicting, of this domineering personality but also shroud him

with considerable mystery. It is no wonder, therefore, thnt the

Jparasurama-literature
has engrossed the at Lent ion of scholars in

dLifferent branches like history, ethnology, aad. geology and. called

forth variety of interpretation.

Though the Bhargavas
1 are known to be sages of hoary

antiquity, and are referred to on many occasions in the Vedic

literature
3

,
the name of Parasurama does not occur in it. But

o. jRama Margaveya is mentioned in the episode
3 of the Syaparnas

in the Aitareya Brahmaita (Pancika VII, adhySyas 27-34). Herein

"VIsvantara, son of Susadman deprives his family-priests, the

^yaparnas, of their right to officiate in his sacrifices. Rarrm

JVIargaveya, one of the Syaparnas, figures as a hero 4 who success-

fully champions their cause. Apart from the closeness" of the

names Margaveya and Bhargaveya, the fact of Rama Margaveyu
interfering in a dispute between the Ksatriya and Brahmanical
families, is note woi thy. As regaids the name Margaveya, Sayana
explains it as a matronymic of Rama

1. For the trans-Indian antecedents of theJBhrgus, Parasurama and
Kfirtavirya see 'the glory that was Gurjaradesa', Part-I, pp. 64,,, 67 & 94,

2. See the Vedic Index of Macdonell and Keith, under Bhargavas, JBhrgu
Cyavana, etc.

3. J. Eggeling, Sacred Books of the East, Vol. 43, pp. 344-5,
4. J. Muir

3 Original Sanskrit Texts, Vol. II, pp. 436-40.
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Weber B

,
howevei takes 'Maigaveya' as the

patronymic of Rama, deriving the name from the Margav<is,

an impure caste, according to Manu 7
. This parentage, according

to Weber, piovides the ground for the reproaches of Visvantara

against the yaparnas. In the Vedic literature, apart from Rama

v Margaveya the word Parsu occurs once in a danastuti (HV,

VIII. 6. 46) and the word 'Parsumanavl' in a Vrsakapi hymn
(RV. X. 86. 23).

The earliest icference to Parasurarna as such is hence in the

Ramayana (Balakanda, Chap. 74-6) where we learn for ihe first

lime from Parasuiama himself that he killed Karfavirya and also

exterminated Ksatriyas on twenty-one occasions, and that he

performed penance at Mahendra mountain after donating the

entire earth to Kasyapa. The puissant Jamadagnya cuts a sorry

figure in the episode in the Balakanda, being no match to the

youthful Dasarathi. The encounter of Kartavirya with Ravana
is given in the same epic on a later occasion. 8

The Mahabharata is a veritable thesaurus cf legends about
the Bhargavas in general and Parasurama in particular. These
stories are so varied and large in extent that they have been held
as providing a clue for the perplexing question, how the Bharata
text been me the MalialTiarata. Dr. Sukthankar9

, after an analysis
of the various Bhargava legend?, has drawn the conclusion that
the shaping and enlargement of the epic text have been due to a

strong Bhargava influence. Parasurama amongst the Bhargavas
was, no doubt, a favourite of the bards and the refrain about him,
'fr&aptafcrM mmdJiam Tciiva nihfaatriyam prabJiuh' is heard
through the epic at least ten times. Truly the MaliabTiarata has
provided the nucleus for many later Parasurama legends.

G Indisehc Studien, Vol. I, p , 215.

' ~~

,.Manu Smrtt. X.
8. Uttarakanda, 31.
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The echo of the exploits of Parasurama that is heard in the

Ramayaya assumes magnitude in the Mahdlharata. The fight

between Parasurama and Kartavlrya is narrated in all details and

as is to be expected, its description in different places in the same

text of the MaMbJtarata, show slight variations in the trend of

the story. Thus, for example, the Aranyaka version dispenses

with Kamadhenu in the possession of the BLargavas. The Bhfgus

are, however, represented as the priests of KrtavTiya, by whose

liberality they were greatly enriched. When fortunes changed

Krtavlrya's descendants were in need of momey, they approached
the Bhrgus and found some money buried underground. Karta-

vlrya himself, the opponent of Parasurama, is depicted as a perfect

fiend in some versions ; in otheis, the evil doings are ascribed to

his vicious sous. The Anmyaka, Drona and Sanli versions

describe the Parasurama-Kartavlrya feud in great detail. The
names of the kings slaughtered by Parasurama are given. It in

also known that 6urparaka and Apaianta were created by Parasu-

raraa, when he was forced to leave the earth given to Kasyupu.
As will be seen presently, the creation or reclamation of coastal

Western India by Parasurama has been another favourite theme
of poets and bards.

The Parasurama-anecdotes in the Maliahliarata impart a
colour to the personality of Parasui ama. The military aclm-ve-
ments of our hero do find expression in glorious terms and ho has
also the honour of being the tutor in the science of arms of Drona,
Kama and Bhisma. At the bidding of Lord Siva, Parasurama
even fights successfully against the daityas. The Udyoga P.-u van.

isnotworthy in its digression depicting Parasurama in the role o/
a peace-maker and not as an inveterate enemy of the Ksatriyns.
The narration of the story of Dambodbhava by ParasurSma which
shows the futility of fighting Nara-Narayana reveals him as an
advocate of peace (Utfyoga, 94). The Ambopakhyana, in the
same Udyoga Parvan (175,4-5), refers to the royal sage Hotra-

vShana^Ambs's
maternal grand-father as the friend of Parasurama

Paras-urania is represented here not only as championing the cause
of a Katriya princess but also as a teacher of the Kgatriya
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BhTsma and as having engaged with him, for twenty-three days in

a battle which ended in a stalemate.

Amongst the Pnranas, the BTiagavata (IX. 15, 16) the Padma,
(VI. 268} Brtfvma (10), Matsya (43, 44), Mav'kand&ya (16), Sari-

tw/uw (I. 33), and Skanda (Nagara, 66-69) recount the stones of

Purasurama and Kartavirya but with no noteworthy addition or

di^tession. The Bralimandu Purana alone deserves special notice,

not uuly for the detailed treatment of the story in 37 chapters
>2lot>5 of the UpodghSta pada but also for connecting it with that

ut S^nm and a icfeience to Gokama in this connection. The
lirriman^i Purina veision, seives as it weie, a connecting link

b.tvv^uthe Paia^urama story in the Epics and that of the later
Um, s, that grew into prominence in west India. A brief summary
u*

fh^
Bmltmamta vision, therefore becomes necessary in this

Tli, story in chapters 21-44 is the fight between Paras'urama
!<"* iVirttlVlt %"& tilt1 (~ Vfpl y-ni'r-.^ 4.' I 1-1 r~- ' lletxtei ^nation of all Ksatriyas and the perfor-tjiiitcc ^ii penunce at M^ K i

- -

Viaaenara mountain, the broad outline nf=*7j-rJJr>i*i->i^.l _ ' -*-*^* *-j. VJ\A VA \J U UXi-LJlO UX
*T t* tNf ii J ^j Js I JTl I I tl J" f t~\ 4 r\ r fr

*
1

> 4 , ,

ln l̂e M-ahabha<rata. But the storv is
c.ur.ul through 25 chapteis in 1

bLU1 .y Ii3

; * i /

^" tirawii'Ont mainner wtf"h flip
1 f *

'| ' t *]r 1 J *?7 x-jV >i ^T^ "
'

*--* t-A^1.4 \^ J. VV - 1. Al L^hLv'

'

ti n.gi .

I3 ,,i sk^
llmty ' Blahma * Vi?9u and ^iva, divinities

ir,i- i ^I,s'in

' US "
,

Sa6e Agastya, all o f

o military
force Parasu"

'f
H - ^n pui8sairt J^strrand orTainr^rat

6^ ^ ParaS
'Urma

as Rma Dasarathi.

% ^f^|

*

:
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qfrfa ftfe^ I

^ |ft^ ^-gj gsijcpat (I

Bralimanda, III. 38, sis. 29-30, 32-3.

Kartavlrya is also represented as the Cakra of Lord Visnu.

<?^>. <?zz!. si. 28.

i# ga^

snfr?

, III- 40, si. 66.

As the basis of the fend between ParaSurama and Karta-

vlrya, who are both represented at a higher level, the Bralimanda,

narrates the instigations of Candragupta, the vicious minister of

KartavTrya, against Jamadagni and Kamadhenu. The conse-

quent fight between PaiasurSma and Kartavlrya is given in all

details (Chaps. 38-41). The joint references to the stories of

Sagara and Parasurama are seen even from the colophon of the

44th chapter, (iti Sugaropakliyane Bliargavctcavite), which relates

the performance of penance by Parasurama for twelve years at

the Mahendra mountain in the company of Akrtavrana. The

same colophon continues till the 5Sth chapter, wherein the last

few verses (34> 35, 37) read :

g
\\

The above correlation of ParasurSma with Sagara and his

descendants Sagaras, that is, the oceans, gains some importance

as the Bralimanda Purana is the starting point of later legends

regarding Parasurama and his creation of Sapta-konkanas, due

8
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to the lecessionof the Western ocean at the bidding of Parasn-

rama. The narration of the stories of both the Sagaras and

Parasurama in the raddha Kalpa of the Bralimantfa-Purana is

most appropriate as they are examples of the offering of oblation

to their respective pitrs in a unique manner.

Sagara of Ayodhya had connections with another Bhargava,
namely Aurva and the Bralimanda Purana (chapter 48) refers 10

to the following circumstances under which this was brought
about. Kartavlrya's grandson through Jayadhvaja was Tala-
jangha. Talajangha's hundred sons were also called Tala-
jangbas and the eldest amongst them was Vltihotra. To escape
from Pimisurama's vandalism, the Tahijanghas retired to the

Himalaya. After sometime, when PanisurSma gave up his
destructive activity in favour of penance, the senior Talajangha,
Kartavliyn's grandson, returned to his capital and resumed
kingship. The first thing that Talajangha did was to attack
Ayedhya, then ruled by Bahu, the aged father of Sagara. BSbu
was forced to flee his kingdom nlong with his pregnant wife.
He stayed in the vicinity of Aurva's hermitage, and died thcic
due to old age and weakness. Sahara's mother erected a funcruJ
P)- for Bahu and when she too wanted to follow her dead
buJ*nd, Aurva took pity on her and brought her to his hermitage.There she gave birth to Sagara. Aurva brought him up, taughtthe Wdas and bestowed on him Paras'urama's terrible fire-weapon.

-d with that weapon, won

Says Sagaia to Aurva :

(1919), 35Vff7^'r/
Sf&a

' V1I - 6]
> 29-43*' Se/aUo

*/ tht Asiatic S<Kiet

ri

v ^aih^a$3 of F. E. Pargiter, and
^ G. Sircar.

*
* * "

(1962^ Sagara's adver-
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Bralimanda, III. 51, sis. 3-4.

Naturally when Sagara was smarting under the grief of

childlessness, he again thought of Aurva and sought his help.
Aurva then ordains that Sagara will beget Asamartjasa through
Kesini and 60,000 sons through his other wife Sumati.

The Brahmanda (chapters 51-56) then narrates the well-

known incidents of Sagara's performance of Asvamedha sacrifice

and his sons, the Sagaras, digging the earth in the course of their

wanderings in search of the sacrificial horse. The oceans were
thenceforth called the Sagaras.

u

The waters that rushed forth inundate the whole earth,
including the famous Gokarna. The sages appeal to Paras'urama
for help and Paras'urama requests Varuna to withdraw. Asked
by Varuna the limit from where he can retreat, Paras'urama
throws the sacrificial vessel (sruva) far away. The vessel falls at
Surparaka.

Scattered references to ParasurSma as a brahman-soldier,
as a creator of the territory of West Coast (Aparanla), and as one'
who keeps to his pledge are found in literature and epigraphy. Apart
from such references in the work of great poets like Asvaghosa,
Kalidasa, Bana and Bhavabhuti, there are whole works devoted *to

Parasurama and his achievements. There are, among them,
Ranna's Parasurama carite" (in Kannada) known only through
references and the Kumara Bliargavlyap a Campu in Sanskrit by
Bhanudatta, the Alarhkarika, son of Ganapati.

11. R. Narasimhacari, Karnntaka kavicarile, Vol. If p. 62.
' '

12. See No. 4040, Catalogue of Sanskrit Mas. at the Library of the
India Office, Julous Eggeling (I90i). Also "The *>oet Bhtinukara",
Dr. Har Dutt Sharma, A, B. O. R. 1. Vol. XVII, p. 25*.
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Tiie published Parasuramaramayana, is a kavya in Kannada,
in the vardhakasatpadi metre. It consists of 17 adhyayas and is

written by Babburu Rangappa whose date is not known definitely.
19

In the prefatory verses, however, he offers a challenge to the

lamuus tJliimini Bharata of Laksmlsa. There is a published prose
version of the above Para^uramaramnyana by Narahari Saslri in

42 chapteis, fiom wheie the following summary of the story is

given. Theie me some notable details in the trend of the Parasu-
rania anecdote, the most important of which is the equal
prominence given to both Parasurama and Kartavlrya. The
whole story, is narrated by Narada to Bharata at Nandigrama,
while he was eagerly expecting the arrival of Rama. Another
ttouwortliy featuie is the conception of Bharata as the same as
Kauaviryu of the previous birth. The first two chapters relate
^circumstances under which Naiada appeared before Bharata,ana naiiated the story to him. On seeing Narada, Bharata gives
caption to his joy, as equal to that of meeting his own brother

v^mu.
The .tnie-Wing Narada then instigates Bharata agaistRama adding incidentally that the separation between them was

'

mUtttiOQ f the StraineJ relationsh'P Between Parasu-
uvlrya ; for, Rama was identical with ParasVama

bhurata was the same as
Kartavlrya. This naturally rouses

cunosuy of Bharata who asks Narada to relate his own
' Before, starts in the second

Ascribed asthe
Once, thesto,y

tu divest Himself of

Chupleis 3 lo 13
> and Causes it: to be born as

ciuW j Ins
tutelage Ullder ^ate K5rtavTrya's activities as

with Ka f

ta K
ui ^ yas

brother-in-law, Dilipa

W RV K13. R-
Narasimhacari,

. t
- -

while the preface to the Par^rim - _ 3lgn8 him to 1750 A. D.
problematically in the l3.UthGe

maJa^ PIaces theauthor
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an<l birth of Vrddbaparthiva through Kasmire, and Heha, Recaka

Kuksi through Sandlpi, and Kaitavirya's encounter with

Chapters 14-32, relate the story from the birth of

to ins killing Kartavlrya and other Ksatriyas.

Chapter 33 describes the coronation of Vrddhabhubhuja, son of

Kartavlrya and chapters 34-35, the slaugher of Jamadugni ;

chapters 36-38, Para sura ma's routing of all the Ksatriyas and it

is noteworthy that the names of the different countries and their

king's are given as also the fight in all its details ; chapter 38,

Parasurama's gift to Kasyapa and to Balarka, a brahmin who

followed Parasurama throughout his compaign, and Parasuiama's

penance at Mahendra mountain. Upto chapter 39, the story is

somewhat sinnilar to that in the Epics and the Piuanas but in

chapter 40, the story digresses a little and describes what

happened when Brahmins ruled over the kingdoms. The Brahmin-

kings have a lurking fear in them that the existing Ksatriyas may
kill tlaem at any moment. They therefoie approach Parasurama
for a redress of their mental agony. Panisuiama appears before

them and 011 knowing the trifling reason that prompted the

Brahman-rulers to invite him, becomes angry jiud curses them

instantaneously that they would become gluttons and lose their

self-respect. When requested by the supplicants to soften a

little, Parasurama replie-s that he can just modify the curse.

Accordingly, Parasutama says that thereafter Ksatriyas will rule

the kingdom by their physical strength, while the Brahmins in

the capacity- of ministers will govern it by their intelligence.
Parasurama then decides to perform undisturbed penance on the

Himalayas. The story similar to the above, namely, of Purasu-
rama being called forth for a tnfle and the consequent curse,
occurs in many other local legends prevalent in the^West Coast.

Ohapter 41 describes the reaction of Bharata on hearing the

story. While Bharata regrets for his having been the enemy of

the Lord, Vasitha consoles him that Rama will come to him very
soon. The last chapter, the 42nd, relates the arrival of Rama,
the unbounded joy of Bharata and finally the coronation.
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The strip of land between the Arabian Sea and the Western

Ghats, extending from Gokarna in the north to Cape Comorin in

the South is known as the Parasuramaksetra. 14 No local legend

pertaining to Konkana, Tuluva and Kerala fails to mention the

reclamation by Parasurama of the land submerged in water. 15

The hero Paras urSina, emerging from these mahsifcmyas, is of

Titanic magnitude; and he is considered not only the creator of

the land in question but lesponsible also for the social customs and
the kind of life prevalent there.

The unpublished Vadewarodaya Kavya**, composed in the 17th

century, deals with the origin of the Citpavana %ahmans and
the erection of the sacred temple of Vadesvara, the tutelary deity
of Citpavana brnhmans, at Guhagar in Ratnagiri district. Inci-

dentally the work deals in detail with ParaJurUma and his
activities in Konkana.

The KcmlamaJiaimya, otherwise called 4gaskyatamliita"
gives the mythological history of Kerala. Therg are three Mss.
of this work available in the Government Oriental Manuscripts
Ubrary, Madras, Two of them D. 2392 and 2393

fire in Grantha
characters and the treatment of the subject is th fl same in both,
except for the four introductoiy chapters ia D. 2393, Here we
have in the fust chapter, the observance of Sadarfana vrata by^ ^

rryas
encounter^with Kubera. The second chapter

15. ,n n
(>mmetntiratiotlVol

B, A. Saletore, indent Kanaka; Vol. I , 2ff

"

ou oj the VmwAty of Bombay Vol I p j

^

' 239S
)^ the Govt.

f r Ue 8 the places
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describes Kartavirya's penance before Brahma and the boon

conferred on him that he will not be killed by any mortal. The

third chapter recounts Visnu's resolve to be born as the son of

Jamadagni and Renuka, tbe birth of Parasurama, with Sankha,

Cakra and Kufchara and the martial traits, associated with

Parasniama. In the fourth chapter there is a conversation

.between Garga and Yndhisthira regarding Keralotpatti. Inciden-

tally, Parasurama's donation of the earth to Kasyapa is narrated.

From the fifth chapter onwards, the story in D. 2393 proceeds on

the same line as that in D. 2392. Perhaps due to this extra

subject-matter in D. 2393, the colophons to the first five chapters

along read as :

x x

There is justification for the above colophon, as the

Bralimanda Purana also refers to Kartavirya as the incarnation of

Sudai sana and Parasuiama as a partial incarnation of Visnu.

From the sixth chapter, D, 2393 also has the same colophon as

D. 2392 ( sfe sfrfjTtegtrfi %^?nw^ ).
The text in D - 2393 is

corrupt and in many cases there is no pioper versification. The

85th chapter of D. 2393 gives in prose, the details of Ganapati-

homa, and this extraneous matter is not found in D. 2392.

The KeralamSliatmya (D. 2392) after refeiring to Parasu-

lama's donation of the earth as an expiation for his sins of matri-

cide and Ksatriya-slaughter, learns from the sages that he has no

place in the land gifted by him. Parasurama then goes to Kailasa

and appeals to Siva for help. The Lord asks Parasurama to

request the ocean for a piece of land. To help him in this matter

Siva sends Subrahmanya with a promise to Parasurama that all

the divinities, including Himself, will be present in the new land

created by him. Parasurama and Subrahmanya proceed

southward and Subrahmanya creates Kumari (KanyakumSri ?)

and asks Parasurama to worship her for a year. Parasurama

does accordingly and Varuna appears before them at the end of

the year.
Parasurama requests Varuna for some living spaces
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and Subrahrnanya also inteicedes on behalf of his friend. At the

behest of Varuna, Parasurama throws his axe from the place
where he stood and the axe falls at Gokarna. Siva, Krsna and

the other deities descend to the new land which is called Kerala

after the son of Jayant a.

Siva and Visnu give to Parasurama, respectively Sudarsana
and Vrsabha. Paiasuiama then goes to SrTmiilastharm 18 and
instate Sudoisana and Vrsabha there. Thencefoith, the place
was also known as VrsabhapuiT.

To make the new land cultivable, Parasurama starts digging
the earth with his axe, When mother-earth appeals to Brahma
for help, Brahma calls forth Varuna and orders him to give
Plentiful showers to the newly-formed country. Varuna accedes
to the wishes of Brahma.

Parusnrama then brings kained Brahmins from the Krsna,
the Godavarl, Madhura^ and Salivappura into the ne^v land
and creates smy-four colonies for them, Paras'urama brings
the provisions necessary for the oennlp fr ^ o i ' *
, .. . . . .

y iae peopje from Paradesa (foreign
land) ,u a sh.p. After makmg the land habitable> Para4ura^n
muoduces many social customs, modes of conduct and life for
its peopte. The Scaras of Koala prevalent in all communiiics
"
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following are the places referred in the above connection in the

Kemla-ma'hatmya :

1. Sangamesvarapura*
1 Parasurama instals Visnu there

and bathes in the Matsyatirtha.

2. Saptasaila
88 and Padmatfrtha nearby Visnu Is ins-

talled there,

3. Subrahmanyapurf.

4. Kukkutapura and Kumaradhara nearby Here Subra-

hmanya is installed.

5. Musaka kingdom Parasurama kills the king of

Musaka and brings his family to Subrahmanyalaya.

6. Laksmlsapun.
7. Trisiracala Parasmama meets Kali.

8. Mudracnla iva, Visrm and Kali installed.

9. Kurambaka Siva installed in the form of a hunter.

10. Kalyanagrama.

11. Vatalaya
28 When Parasuiama suffers from wind-

trouble, Narada asks him to bring the image of

Krsna from Dvaraka and instal it at Vatalaya so that

Parasurairta may be relieved of the trouble.

12. Tlvra river Visnu templef erected.

13. Krodapurl Kalr installed.

14. Tripuinapu.il Krsna's temple.

15. Sritala.

21. Bombay Gazeteer, X, p. 372 mentions a Sangamedvara at the meeting
place of the Alakananda and Varuna. The Vadesvarodaya KHvya
also refers to a Sangamegvara (J. B. B. R. A. 6

1

., New Series, Vol. 27,

pp. 73, 78).

22. K. V. Subrahmanya Iyer, J. R. A. S., 1922, p. 171 identifies Sapta-
gaila with Mount De' Ely and sayy that the denial 'I* in Eli some-

times changed to lingual '!' that has given rise to the Sanskritised
name Sapta^aiJa. Elimalai was in the Mu.saka kingdom that ex-

tended from Tulu or South Kanara to the Kerala dominions, until

about the 12th century.
23. Probably Guruvayiar which is famous as a centre of curing

rheumatism.
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16. Bala a- city named after Kubera's daughter.

17. Sirhhapurl Diva's temple erected.

18. River TamraparnI and Svarnacala mountain, where

Paras nrama meets Agastya.

19. Jarivardhanapurl
84 Parasurama declared a certain

Bhanuvikrama as the ruler of Srivardhanapuri and

asks him to protect the empire till Gokarna. Parasu-

rama deposits also his svarnamudras there.

20. Suclndra.

21. Kanyakumai'I.

22. Vaiahapim.

A prominent feature of the Kerala-mahatmya is the intimacy

between Parasurama and Subrahmanya. While Subrahmanya

helps Parasnrama in founding the new kingdom, Parasurama

erects many temples for Skanda and also created a new city,

called Subrahmanyapmt. Sabrahmanya receives a part of the

ncwly-cieated area.

11

Parasurama aids Subrahmanya in the slaughter of Taraka-
sura and also in the latter's marriage with VallT and Devasena.

24. According to Travantore State Monual (VoU I. p. 2), Travancore,
which is the abbreviated English form of TituvHhankodu, ia a
corruption of <sViv5zhumkodu>. The svarnamudras deposited in

Snvardhanapurl, as related in the
Kerala-Tnahatmya, makes possible

its identification with Tfavancore, Tradition Says that ParaSurama
minted goH coinB called RfiSi and that in Travancore, he sowed

and buricd the surplus in Cairns. (Tracer, State Mannal,
P. IfO). M.J. Walehouee (Indian Antiqurj,t III, p. 191)

l

T l
^^^HB that a,, secfc evett to this daywhere the hill-tribes still keep lamps burning
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There are literary references85
pointing to the rivalry

between Parasurama and Subrahmanya. The epithet Kraimcarin

or Krauncabhid is applied to both of them and Mallinatbn26 and

Kunlarasvamin
87

explain the circumstances that necessitated the

creation of a tunnel in the Kraimca mountain. In this connection

of the rivalry between Parasurama and Skanda, Vidyanatjia and

refer to Khurali-viharana.

Prataparwdnya, JFavya-prakarana, si. 49.

Kumarasvamin explains Khurali as a place where wrestling
is practised, ( ^fo^f^rf^rra^WT^r ).

Balaramayana. IV. 14/15

d, IV. 16/17.

It is significant that the JTerala-mahatmya refers in detail to

the mace-fight at Subrahmanyapura between Parasurama and

Subrahmanya to the wonder of all celestials. The fight ends in

a' stalemate and Parasurama, establishes an institution for the

practice of arras (ayudhabhyasasala) at Subrahmanyapurj and

places it at the charge of a certain Gavaksa. The Keralotpatti

25. P, 44, 'Dasavafaracarita', Ksemendra.

'Prataparudnya', K"avyaprakarana } 51. 49 and the Com. Ralnapana
thereon.

Ras'arnavasudhakara, pp. 12-13, 16.

BZlaramayana IV. ^ls, 17-27.

In the unpublished Gadjakarnatnrta, (ms. Not 28S7 Oriental Research

Institute, Mysore), a historical prose work the author Vldyacakra-
yartin conceives the rival Hoysala and Pandya kings as respectively

Subrahmanya and Parasurama.

26. f'Srvq Megffaf 57. See also fiaghuvaui-sa, XI. 74. '.
27. Ratfiapana on the Prafapanidnj^a, of), cit.

28. p. 61, ed. by G. Achuta Menon.
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(Malayalam) too mentions the abovc> ii^lit, us ah-o the 'ii-clion

of a school and refers to the practice, of arms as 4Kaluu\ It is

probable that 'Kalari' in Malayalam it. aTadblmva of tin; Sanskrit

Khurali. Parasurama establishes such institutions nut only in

Subrahmanyapuri but in oilier planet; atao, like Mtikumbi uud

Tirunavay.
33

Such is the broad outline of tin- A"f i<da-m&h8tinytt. which is

considered a part of the ParMUt8mayti?tn.*
9 The title is

significant of the honour and greatness, cnuft-nt'4 upon Farasuiama

in the mythological histoiy of Kerala and his ht'ing conbitiru i un

incarnation of Visnu. The blessings given fu lh' knitf LMuya-

varman by Parasurama in the Ktiralti-Ditihiiftnytt It; nikj twt^r Kerala

for many more years to come, is strikingly similar to that iound

in the Ramayana of Valrmki.

U

There are a few Mukcn^ie nihs.^ in Tamil, Tehijju and

Marathi that deal with the same tojnc of I'iirngmSnw .'utl Ijis

influence on countiy and people alon^ lh* ; Ctmht. Thi: Xti,/tira*

katha or PrasuramaksGtrakyfeut^ starts with tb- iiniiiiJaluui cuuseil

on earth by the Ganges when she was brought down to the

mortal world by Bhagtratha. Like tin- XrahmayrfttyurSw
(chapter 56), it refers to the great ovwiluw of water, ruibiYit-^ioii uf

Gokarna and the consternation amunght the rcsiauH!- who
approach Parasmsma ai Mahcndra mountain. The wuiki.fcrs
to the extent of the reclaimed Innd to be of 200^, hum
north to south. Paiasmama then goes back to Mnht-ndra
mountain asking the people to go to Tinm5vSyk$etm and think tif

him whenever they wanted his help. After this mythological i

29. Kerafatpatti, pp. 62, 63, 71.

30. Ntw Gatalogus Catalogorum, Vol. I, p, 22.

2OTW
1 V hm" CataI gUeraUonnCBof0r^tal Mm., pp. 1CB.7,

31. R- 1546 (paper ms.) and D, 2797
(palm,lf) in th CSovl. Orientalm. Library, Madrae. It ia 8hort work runmng to 15 jmgf r in R.
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cLuctiojQ tJbe work deals with Ceraman Peruamal, and his rule

in Kerala.

The unpublished Musakavamsa** relates the history of the

kings of Kolatttmad, which was called Musaka kingdom until the

12th century. The history is inextrically connected with the

Paras-urama tradition.

The connection of Parasurama with Tulu country is

embodLied in the Tuluva Gramapaddhatis that are supposed to

form part of the SahyadriJeJianda of the iSkandapurana*
3 There

are many places in the Tulu country reminiscent of Parasurama

and his doings.
84 It is interesting to note that the Tulu language

has been used, in connection with Parasurama in districts outside

Tulviva. In the Citaldroog district is a place called Parasurama-

pura, some inscriptions of which are partly in Tulu.85
U^ipi or

Rajata,pitha
3S owes its existence to Parasurama.

The SahyadriJt.liandcP'* of Skandapurana, supposed to be a

mythological and historical account of Western India, consists of

a Purvardha (67 chapters), an Uttarardha (21 chapters), Renuka-

mahatmya (40 chapters), as also the mahatmyas of Chandracuda

(8 chapters), Nagahvaya (2 chapters), Varnnapnra (2 chapters),

KamalcsT (2 chapters), and Mangesa (12 chapters). The Utta^

rardha, deals with the formation of the Sapta Konkanas on three

occasions (chapters 1, 6, and 7). That the SahyadriTchanda is a

Iates8 text is evident from its treatment of Brahmin communities

along the West Coast, like the Patharlya (Purvardha, chapters

27, 28), Citpavana and Karastra (Uttarardha, chapters 1,2). The

32. See Travancore Archaeological Series, Vol- II, pp. 87-105, for the

contents. Also pp. 52-3, The Contribution of Kerala to Sanskrit Lite*

rature', Dr. K. Kunjunni Raja.

33. Pp. 17, 24-27, Ancient Karnataka, Vol. I, History of Tuluva, B. A.

Saletore
;
also S. 1C. Aiyangar Commemoration Vol. pp. 116-7.

34. Ibid., p. 21.

35. Rice, Mysore Gazetteer, Vol. I. (1st ed.,) p. 180.

3f>. Rajatapitha (Kannada), ed. by R. Narasimhacarya (1960) relates

the legendary history of Udipi in the first two chapters.

3 7. Printed, Bombay ( 1877)-
38. Journal of University of Bombay, Vol. 1, Part I, P. 121.
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parasurSma-tradition prevalenl itt tho Kant.*|aku will fiat bt*

complete without a reference to Sunntlutti m tin* I*ara>i;ti Tahsk,

Belgaum district
4 ""11

. There are, in the ubovi* |l:*t:t' r t*'iiij*lrs it

only for EllammS (or Rc-nuka). Jiunutlu^nii unl l*urusi'Suia

but also to the figure of Kamudlmnu, cut in rtliuf uu tht* jH'U:Htul

^~39^ Ganga Oriental Series, No. 5 (IDKi).

40. Taylor, III, p. 39.

Also p. 24, Kerala Studies, *Kemla and /'sru'wr <wt 7 MO/(r-ii% M,K,

Balkrishna Warricr.

41. P. 427, Mysort Gazetteer, Vol. 5, V. Hayavati.uta K.v.

43. P. 21, M^jorff Archaeological Report, I'.UG; at o //uj./u J.t'*i 13th

February, 1965.

44. C. tjayavadana Rao, o/. <rii, , p. 'IGU,

44a, Pp. 54-5, Annual Report of Epifirapttf, l935-3(>,
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of Jarmdagni's image The image of Parasurama is a singular

sculpture, representing him as holding a chaudikl (musical instru-

ment), along with Para su and Trisula. The impress of the

Parasurama-cult in this part of Karnatuka, as also in Konkana,

is evident in its popularity among a section of people, who are

mostly non-Brahmans. They are known to dedicate themselves

to a life of celibacy and of worshipping Ellamma and Parasurama

in imitation of whom they cairy the chaudikl.

So 48 far as the Tamil country is concerned Renuka is

worshipped as MarTyammana or Marika, the Goddess of small-

pox. In temples dedicated to her, only the head of the deity is

kept and this is explained by the story of Parasurama beheading

his mother, at the behest of his father. Another story is also

narrated to explain her worship as the Goddess of measles. As

the great pativrata, Renuka enteieu the funeral pyre on the

death of Jamadagni and just as her body was about to be burnt

and had already become full of blisters, Indra quenched the

fire with showers and , Siva oidained tlmt she would be

the village deity presiding over small-pox. The sources for these

in Sanskrit Puranas are yet to ba traced.

The laudatory descriptions of kings and dynasties,

especially of Western India, confirm the popularity of the

Parasurama-tradition in this pait of the peninsula. The legend

of Parasurama is incorporated not only in describing the martial

exploit of kings but also in tracing the origin of dynasties,, While

referring to the origin of the Chalukyan feudatories of the 12th

century, namely, the Bappura family or the Bali varhsa that

ruled over Kisukad an inscription
46

speak of its ancestors as born

from the caverns (vala or bala,) of Mount Kiskindha46a
, in

45. I am thankful to Dr. .V. Raghavan for giving me the information

about the Renuka-legends prevalent in Tamil country.

46. E.L, VoLXV, 10 'if.

. For its identification, see p. 34-, Geography of Ancient and Medieval

India*. D.C. Sircar ; Purana, Vol. IV, No. 2. (1962). The Geographical

text of the Puranas', C.A. Lewis.
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connection with Parasmama's visit to the place. The inscription

apparently indicates that after ParaSurama's extirpation of the

Ksatriyas, a new branch arose deriving their name from 'bala' 47
.

The superb gold crown of Parasurama is mentioned in

many inscriptions'
8 of the 12th century. In the course of

recounting the conquests of the Cola Rajendra II, it is said that

he conquered Tiruvanchikkolam and seized the valuable crown

of Parasurama, worthy of LaksmT. The fulsome account adds

that when Parasuiama bound the kings twenty-one times, he

deposited the crown in the impregnable andimat island. The

location of the island, however, is not certain.
49

The Kerdotpatti and Kerala-mahatmya refer to the many social

customs and everyday-practices that had originated from the

magnetic peisonality of Parasuiama. The Malabar brahmans

honoin him daily in their samkalpa referring to their country as

Parasmamaksetra. The extent of Parasurama's influence on

Malabar and its people can also be gauged by their reckoning

an era of Parasurama, dating from 1176 B. C. BO That Para-

sutama's name is of hallowed memory is also evident in his

being the favourite deity in the performance of some sacrifices.61

The popularity of Parasurama is also evident not only in

the mass of legends and literature gathered round his domineering

personality but also his being considered the author of some
works like the Tripwopastipaddliati or Parasurama-kalpasutra and

Jamadaffnyadhanurveda. Regarding the Parasurama-kalpasutra,
it is said" that Duttatieya at first composed the Dattasamhita on

TripiuS-worship in 18,000 verses. Parasurama abridged the above

41. L, D. Barnett, p. 108, E.I. Vol. XIV.
" ~

48. Pp. 87-88, Afysoje and Coorg, B.L. Rice. . G. Vol. X, Kolar 44 and
106 (a) ; E.G. Vol. IIP Nanjaiigud 134

; SJ.1. Vol. Ill, p. 28.
49. The island is variously referred to as Candimat and Jandjmat.

B.A.Saletor e (*>*., pp. 16-7) identifies jt with the island Santi
mentioned in the Tttlu gr&mapaddhati.

50. P. 286, Mjsare Gazetteer (Revised), Vol. I. B.L. Rice.
51. M.S. Parikh, pp. 28, 29, Bhaga^n Sn Para'surama ka avatar ka&.5- Pp. 9-1 0, Inrroduction to th e Parasuramakalpasiilra.
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text of Dattatreya, composed it in 6,000 sutras in 50 sections and

also simplified it, so that the difficult rl Vidya might be within the

reach of the common man. Later Sumedba of Harita gotra, a pupil

of Parasurama further simplified Parasurama's version in ten

khandas, in the form of a conversation between Parasurama and

Datlaheya. The Parasuramdkalpasutra, available now, is considered

to be the above version given by Sumedba. It is noteworthy that the

Datta-Purana*** (IV, 8) of Vasudevanandasarasvat! states that

Parasurama came to the Amalaki grama in the Sahya mountain

after donating the earlh to Kasyapa and became a disciple of Datta-

treya. The Goddess Tripura is identified in the Datta-Purana with

Renuka (si. 32), at whose bidding Parasurama learns the vidya

from Dattatreya.

There are again some works having some bearing on the

Parasurama-tradition like tbe three unpublished works, the Parasu-

rama-pratapa, Bliargavarcanadlpilta and Bh?guvathsamaliaJcavya, all

of them written by Sabaji Prataparaja (1500-1600 A. D.) a protege

of Burhan Nizam Shah of Ahmadntigar.
ES

A further survey of inscriptions, local legends, literary

works, sculptural representations and oral traditions of people

in Western India may bring forth fresh material on this subject.

But the picture of Parasurama presented to us even in the

available material is somewhat dim and confusing. He is an

avatara of Visnu, and at the same time a cirajivin. He,

therefore, belongs to the Tretayuga, as well as to the present Kali

age.
fi4 Though himself an avatara, he heralds the greatness of

Krsna in the Dambodbhava episode of the Mahabliarata, (Udyoga,

94) and is himself defeated in battle by another avatara namely,

Rama Dasarathi. Krsna in the Bhugavadglta refers to Parasurama

52a. Vasudevanandasarasvattgrantharriala, Nos. 6, 7.

53. P. K. Code, pp. 156-64, A. B. O. R. I., Vol. XXIV (1943). Also Poona

Orientalist, VII (1942), pp. 1-26 for an analysis of the encyclopaedic

Para'suramaprafapa. The first Kiinda, namely the Pratapa-kanda of the

ParasurtJmapratdpa recounts the history of Parasurama,

54. fCalki Purdria (III, 1-5) refers to Kalki learning -^astra and Sastra at

the feet oE

10
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as one of His own glorious manifestations. Parasurama complete-

ly roots out all Ks/itriyas and at the same time is a king-maker.

He is honoured not only in the Brahraanical society but also in

iLe lower strata. He is himself a Brahmin with the qualities of

u Ks.itviya, but is never in charge of any kingdom. His figure

* Jhnt of u gigantic hero of martial splendour on one occasion and

ui another a peaceloving social reformer. Supposed to be an

incarnation of Visnu, he is as ardent disciple of Siva. The para-

doxical figuie of Parasmama is as appalling as it is appealing. It

is no wonder, therefore, that there have been varied conceptions or

interpretations of Parasurama among modem scholars. According
tu <ome, the stoiy of the quarrel between the Bhrgus of Broach
tunl the Haihayas recount the exploits of Parasurama supported
by nagas." According to others, he is the leader of the Aryan
civilisation.

88 Yet others regard him a leader of the tribe called
Pai;.smavna and that theie were many Paiasqiamas in that

family" The possession of the crude axe by ParasuiSma is

rtgunlea by some as
determining the nge in which he lived as one

I. cmlibttl. Painsmama's encounter with Kfirtavlrya is said
io

d^ote
a time when the sacerdotal and royal class did not

striclly adhue to their respective prerogatives.- The indissoluble
aSScc:atm of Parasurama vvilh the reclamation of the West Coast
lu, b,cn

u^anled
by some as a rnyth that seeks to explain certain

S cial

PPodd ,o the

A large ^mbcr of people
on the day of Vvi'

f.

V'"

i- Centra. Tra-
is behaved

3l"d May 196*>
day> "*= offering.

ST.
p. 22, 24.

Studies, p . jj P 30 p'
' na

, VoL XII
7.

place (T- K- vciu

Vol. XI (1946), R. JO

Varma
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It is evident, therefore, that it will be hazardous to try to

define clearly the blurred figure of Parasurama seen through the

maze of tiadition. The history of the Bhargavas in the Vedic,

Epic, and Puranic literature can, however, supply some clues of

ideas that were probably magnified in the imagination of the

remote descendants of a powerful ancient clan, influenced strongly

by the cult of ancestor^worship.

The Bhrgus or Bhargavas are an ancient and powerful

family, occuring frequently in the Rg-Veda. They are intimately

connected with the production of fire and the performance of

Soma-saccrifice. Bhrgavana
61 occurs once probably as an epithet

of Agni, because of this connection of the Bhrgu family with nie.

The Bhrgus appear to have been the first to bring fire from heaven

for the use of mankind. * This may probably explain the part

played by fire in the stories of Bhargavas like Aurva as also the

very name Jamadagni. It is also an indication of the prerogative

and position enjoyed by the Bhrgns.

The Samhitas represent the Bhrgus not only as priests but

also as historical characters with inclinations for righting. Thus

in RV. VII. 18, 5ff., the Bhrgus figure in the confederacy of Ten

Kings, Simyu, Turvasa, Dnjhyu, Kavasa, Puru, Anava, Bheda,

Sambara, and the two sons of Vikarna, to fight against Sudasa,

the king of the Trtsavas.53

ftfoerr

II

RV. VII. 18, 6.

Sayana explains it as :

x x x

fiz i^S ssw r

61. Vedic Index, Vol. II, p. 101.

62. J. Muir, op. cit., p. 443.

H. Oldenburg, Die Religion Des Veda, 122ff.

63. E, W. Hopkins, J. A. O.S. Vol. 15, pp. 261-5.
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Sqdasa supported by Indra fought against the Ten kings and

gained a victory over them. The two sons of Vikarna who fought

against Sudasa, had along with them the tribes of not only the

above-mentioned Ten kings but also some others, making a total

of twenty-one tribes.

11

RV. VII. 18. 11.

It is perhaps an accidental coincidence that the above hymn
refers to the number of tribes against whom Indra fought as

twentyone a number that is indissolubly connected with Parnsu-

li-itta in later times.

On another occasion, (PiV. IX. 101, 13), the Bhrgus are

icfened to, as fighting against a demon called Makha.

*raf

Sayapa says here :-

In the Atom, Veda (V. 18. 10-11 ; V. 19. Ml) there is a
cu,:ous anecdote that narrates the irretrievable ruin of Srfijaya\ auahavyas when they slaughtered the cow of the Bhrgn

"
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The Brahnanda-Purana (III. 47. 65-67) refers to the follow-

ing descendants of Kartavlrya :

Kartavlrya his fifth son Jayadhvaja his son Talajangha
his hundred sons also called Talajanghas, the eldest of whom
Vltahavya. The Mahabliarata (XIII. 30j also refers to the. e

Vaitahavyas as belonging to the Haihaya stock. Some scholars 66

iiave therefore connected the legend in the Atharva Veda with that

occurring in the epics and Puranas, and also identified the

Kesaraprabandha
66a of the Atharva hymn with Renuka.

From the later stories about the Bhargavas, it would appear
that they were a Brahmin clan, perhaps more intimately connected
vvith the ruling class than most of the other clans. They entered
Into matrimonial ties with Ksatriya ladies. Thus Cyavana is

married to Sukanya, the daughter of King Saryati, Rcika to

Satyavatl, daughter of Kanyakubja and sister of Visvamitra and
Parasurama's father, Jamadagni, to Renuka, daugther of Renu 66

of the Iksvaku family. The royal connections of the Bhargavas
for successive generations from Cyavana to Parasurama not only
renders the activities of Parasurama against the Ksatriyas look
more natural but also reveal the reformist tendency of the

Bhargavas even in the remote past. The routing of the whole

Ksatriya race by Parasurama may have been the exaggeration of

bards and the fulsome account is to be explained probably by the

uniqueness of a Brahman wielding a weapon. But there is some

justification in connecting Parasurama with the routing of Ksa-

triyas ; for Sagara who came seven generations after ParaSurama
and who was helped by the Bhargavas, did entirely rout out not

only the Haihayas who comprised the five prominent groups, the

"Vltihotras or Vltahavyas, Jaaryatas, Bhojas, Avantis and Tundi-
Iceras, but also the akas, Yavanas, Kambhojas, Paradas and
jPahlavas from North West. Sagara of Ayodhya was born and

65. Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethi cs, Vol. II, pp. 558-60.

65a. There is no certainty about the meaning of Kesaraprabandhii.

Liidwing took it as the name of a cow. See S. B. E* Vol. 42, p. 433.
66. In aome accounts, however, Renuka ia considered the daughter of

Praaenajit of Ayodhya.
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educated in the Bhargava Aurva's heimitage and also given

Pnrnsuiama's fire weapon with which he devastated the Ksatriyas.

Parasuiama, probably checked the territorial expansion of the

Haihayas in the initial stage and his work was completed Jby

Sagara with the help of the Bhargavas.
87

A significant effect of the supposed extirpation by Parasurarna

however lies in the history of the social order of the day. For,
the ruling and priestly classes had then the necessity to niter-

mingle for the sake of progeny.

fit 3??: r^

Mahabharata, Adi Parva, 58, 5-8.

In the later Paras urama-legends prevalent along the West
Coast we find ParaSurama not only inculcating martial spirit in
the people of the newly-created area by erecting maqy institutes
for the practice of arms but also creating new conditions of social
life there. Parasurama, herein, invites Brahmans from outside to
people the new country and also confers Biahmanhood on the
local people of lower castes.

^The
anicent Bhrgus were craftsmen noted for their dexterous

artistic creations as evident in the references- to their chariot-
bUdg. On the basis of the above

references, Bhrgu
^!!rFea synonymous with a handicraftsman.70 The' M

67. R E, Pargiter, Ancitnt Indian Historical Tradition, p, 27i7~
68. tf. Safadnkhanda (Bombay 1877), p. 128, fl a . 5-9.
69. ^r, IV. 16, 20 and X. 39. 14.m Dr. Hermann Weller, AB.O.R./., Vol. XVII

(t937) p 299
Eavdopatdia of Religion and Ethics, Vol. II, p< 558 .
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bharata?
1

(Adi, 190.47 and 191.1) uses the term 'Bhargava
1

in tjbe

sense of a potter. The same Epic in a later context7*
narrates the

unique account of our indebtedness to Jamadagni for the origin of

sandals and umbrelas.

Bhrgu is a typical name for an Atharvan priest and Bhrgva-

rigiras is a name of the Atliarva-veda itself
78

. The Maliabharata

and the Puranas also relate many accounts of the Bhargavas
5

skill in occult practices, for example the knowledge of the

Saftjivani viclya (reviving the dead) possessed by all Bhargavas,

and Cyavana paralysing Indra. Cyavana is associated in medicine

with an elixir. Yaska74 also regards the Bhrgus as semi-mythical

beings moving in mid-air. Dharma and politics too were their

special subjects of study and Mann Smrti is referred to by the

other name of Bhrgu Sctmhita. Bhrgu is also one of the authors

on the art of buildings
78

(Vastusilpa). In fact, there is no subject

on Art or Science that the Bhrgus were not associated with.

The Bhargavas, according to the Puranas, are a tribe

belonging to the West Coast.

$^w srf^rar ipferr wrr^r: i

Svirparaka
77

(modern Sopara) and Bhrgukaccha (modern

Broach), the marine stations along the West Coast are connec-

ted with Parasurama since the age of the Maliabharata and the

Puranas. The Mahendra mountain mentioned on several occasions

in the Maliabliarata and the Puranas as the place where Parasu-

rama is said to have engaged in austerities is supposed to be,

71 -

T^T i eft 37r*rerM Tr ITT m^ ^rs^r \

The Bhauapradtpa of Nilakantha says on the above :

72. Anu^asana, chapter 95.

73. M. Bloomfield, op. cit., p. XXXIII.

74. Nirukta, XI. 19.

75. Sukthankar, op. cit., pp. 73-74.

76. A. P. Karmakar, A.B.O.RJ. Vol. XX (1938-39), p. 22.

77. Aranyaka, 86, 9 connects Surparaka with Jamadagni himself :

cTtcf
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by some authorities,
78 the southernmost spur of the Travancore

hills, a few miles from Nagercoil. Amongst the early Bhargavas,

Cyavana. entering into matrimonial ties with the royal family

at Anarta, is connected with the West. Todarananda (Avatara-

saufchya, Parasuramavatara, sis. 109-11) refers to Jamadagni and

Rclka as belonging to the region near God avail and adds that

the river, out of fear for Rclka, branched into two streams.

The Bhargnvas, appear to have occupied a key position

near the Narmada and there aie no clear evidences to show when

they moved further south. With their artistic and literary

achievements they seem to have contributed considerably to

civilisation. The Brah-manda-Purana (III. 24) recounts the victory

that Parasuratna gained over the Daityas. Parasurama is honou-

red even to this day in the Elnad80 or the Sapta Dravida

7K M. A. Saletore, op. t dt., pp. 24-25.

F. E, Parguer regards the M ah en dra mountain of the Ramayana aa

distinct from the range of the same name in the PurSnas and saya
that the first is the Tinrvevelli hills and the second is on the eastern

India near Canjam (pp. 97-9, Studies in Indian antiquities, Dr. Hema-
chandra Roy Choudhri).
The VatJesvarodajta kavya locates the Mahendra mountain, one yojan
to the west of the Sahya mountain on the banks of the river Jagat.
pavanikZ and refers to the tradition that Parasurama named it

Mahendra on account of its similarity with its namesake on the

East, (A. D. Puaalker, op. cit, t pp. 68-9).

79. Cf. Sahyadfi khanda of
'

he Skanda Parana (Bombay, 1877), p. 4O3.

, chapter 8., Sis. 4, 5.

80. P. 719, Indian CWftw. Vol. lit (1936-37), "Mohettjodaro, the people and
the land" Rtv. H.HeraB, S.J,
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Klonkana of the Pnranas and Renuka or the Dravidian deity

Ellamtna is still worshipped by thousands of people in the province.

It can be mentioned here that the story in early literature about

I"*a,rasurama and his killing Renuka has taken a different turn in

later legends. It Is said (Taylor, III, p. 210) that after killing

his mother Parasuratna asked Jamadagni, the boon of reviving

uka. Jamadagni accordingly instructed Paralurama to,'unite

head and body of Renuka in a particular manner. In

the confusion of the moment, Parasnrama applied the heacVof an

outcast e woman to the lifeless body of Renuka. Thenceforward,

tlie cmtcastes are said to regard Renuka as their divinity. The

-Sa7iyB.d?'i~khan4ai I>atta Puvana and Todarananda glorify Renuka

in diverse manner. In fact, Parasnrama and Renuka are consi-

dered with equal regard in later legends.
81

The popularity of Parasnrama, as the most prominent

representative of the glorious Bhargava tradition is evident not

only in the honoured place as an avatara assigned to him in the

Hindu pantheon but also in his being recognised as an immortal.

Puranas like the IBhagctvata and Bralimanda. describe him as an

avatara and a cirajzvin. Parasurama is also mentioned among the

sages who would be occupying a notable position in the Savarna

mnnvantara, which is to follow the present Vaivasvata manvantara.

qfqcqfof SPTOxTlfaqtefl II

81. In the Sahyadrikhantfa, Rcntika Mahntmya (37 chapter),

insists on Renuka to stay with him in the Sahya mountains and she

too accedes to his request.

^ ft srszjTftr sTTcResr^ ^reg^ i

giffift: n

\\

The purely South Indian tradition connecting ParagurSma and

Renuka with the origin of the Icnver strata of society is supposed to

have known even to Goethe. (Dr. Jarl Gharpentier, Mm. Kuppusvatni

Sastri Commemoration Volume, llfn.)

11
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n

Vayu, 100.9-10.

Datta Purana, IV. 8. 17.

Even in the present time, the sh.ides of Parasurama could
be seen in the martial traits of the Maharastrians, in the matri-

archal bias of Kerala and the Aliya-sarttana (inheritance through
nephews) of Tulu, in all of which areas, Renuka is prominently dei-

fied,
8* and the unique temple of Parasu in Hiremagalur in Mysore

is :i symbol of the vogue of Parasu-Rama's worship in this region-

82. In Konkana, she bearB



[ In this article the learned author has dealt with
the various aspects of the Narada-Purana, In the

beginning of the article he has tried to establish that
the Purana is the most ancient literature from which
even the Veda sprang. Originally the Purana was
the only literature on the basis of which all religious
and social rites were performed. Later on it was
also used as the dharmasastra, arthasastra, nitisastra

etc. According to the author, in Krtayuga only
the Purana existed, in Dvapara the Vedas and the

Puranas, and in the middle of Dvapara were the

Vedas, the Puranas and the other Sastras. At the
end of the Dvapara Vyasa codified the Vedas and
the Puranas ; and after him the Sutas, the narrators
of the Puranas, played an important role in the
evolution of the Puranas.

After discussing the origin and the development
of the Puraria and other allied literature the writer has
discussed the problem of the Naradlya Purana. Dr.
Wilson was of the opinion that neither the present

Narada Purana nor the Brhannaradlya Puraria is the

real Narada-Purana. But here the author has proved
the authenticity of the Brhannaradlya Puraria and
proved it as the real Purana. The Narada-Purana

published from Moradabad consists of 42 chapters.
The other one published from Venk., bears the name

Brhnnaradlya Purana and consists of two parts, the

first part of 125 chapters and the second part of

82 chapters. The first 41 chapters of both the

Puranas are the same. 50 verses of the 42nd ch.

of Na. Purana tally with ch. 125 of Part I of the
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Brh. N. P. and the remaining 31 verses of ch. 42 are

the same as the last 31 verses of ch. 82 of the Part II

of Bi*. N. Purana. Thus all the ^lokas of the Narada

P. are available in the Brhan-Naradlya.

The author has also given some useful details

of the interlocutions of the Brhan-Naradlya Purana,

and also has briefly dealt with the subject-matter

of this Puraria, specially the contents of the 18 Mahg-

puranas given in the Brhannaradiya.]

304
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The Garudti or the Garuda- Purana was first revealed by

Visnu to Gaiuda and hence its such a name. Its interest In the

usual Pauranic topics is rather secondary. It is concerned more

with the Vaisnavite rituals, Vratas, Prayascittas and Mahatmyas.

Visnu, Siva, Durga, Surya and Ganesa. are the five gods recom-

mended for worship in it. Imitating the Agni-Purana it summari-

ses the Ramayana, the Maha-Bharata, Harivamsa and has sections

on cosmography, astronomy, samudrikasastra, medicine, prosody,

grammar, latnapariksa, nlti, dhaimasastra etc.

In the usuall ist of 18 Mahapuranas its place is 17th ; as

given in Visnu P. 3.6.24, Mark. P. 137. 11, Bhag. P. 12.13,8 (under
thename Sauparna), Kurma P. I. I, Br. Vai. P. 4. 133.20, Padma
P. 4. 111.93,6.220.25, Saura. P. 9, Madbusudana SarasvatT: Pras-

thanabheda 13. Padma P. gives also the 16th place at 6. 263. SO,
Garuda itself gives this at 215. 16. The Varaha P. sets this aside
and gives in its place Vayu P. 1 In Alberunis first list,

3 which
edition rests on oral information, it is quoted under the name of

TSrksyu P. and it is assigned 15th place. Dividing the Puranas
according to the sattvikani and tamasikani according to Padma
P, 4,263.83 Garuda P. is sattvika along with Visnu, ISFarada,
Bhagavuta, Padma and Varaha. It shows thereby, that it is

to be recokned along with Vaisnavani. 3
Dikshitar classifies

Garuda Purana among Visnu Puranas. Dr. Haraprosad Sastrl
puts it in the list of the first group of encyclopaedias of literature
comprising of Garuda, Agni and Narada.

Tne Garuda Purana is also named after the huge mythical
b:ra Gauida, the son of *si Kasyapa or Tarksa (after whom it has
the name Tarksya Purana) and Vinata (therefore named as Vaina-
t.ya by Vavu 3.48.8).- The Garuda-Purana has three Kandas :

AcaM or Kurmakayda, (having 240 Adhyayas) Pretakanda
^ ,

A.lhyay^u.rd Brahmakanda (129 Adhyayas). Out of these,
1, Wilson

~ ~

. I. M. 17, Bh. P. 6. 6. ,lf. a,so
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the second is the real Garuda Purana as the common mass is

familiar with this only. These three kandas are independent.

Pretakanda is the chief and the early part of the Garuda Purana.

It is probable that the Acarakanda is added afterwards by
about 9th cent.A. D. Brahmakanda is still later as it has the

influence of the Bhagavata Purana it ; still, it is not later than

the 10th cent.A. D. The Uttarakhanda, a part of the Garuda

Purana is interesting as it depicts interesting prakaranas describing

rites to be performed at the approach of death, obsequial cere-

monies to be performed by the son, the life of the preta, Naraka-

y atan a, exaltation of the Satl, the efficacy of the Gayasraddha.

As the garuda Purana also possesses the alternative name
Suparna it is cited by the Bhagavata Purana as Sauparna P.

The connection of the present Garuda P. with the Garuda rests

on the account5 that Visnu revealed the Purana to Garuda at its

request arid it in its turn announced it to Kasyapa. Besides,
Visnu granted the request of Garuda namely of setting free 8

its

mother from the servitude of the serpent, obtains Soma and makes
it his Vehicle. 7

As soon as Kasyapa listended the Garuda Purana, as an

example of the mystic power attained through it he turns a dried

up tree once again green. Otherwise, there is no reference to the

Garuda-Myth in the present Garuda-Purana. The Account of the

Matsya Purana 8 that fundamentally the Garuda Purana deals with
the birth of Garuda ought to refer 9

to another text or it is only
derived from the title of the Purana. The short sketch of the

Matsya Purana regarding the contents of the Puranas70
are quite

general. The account of the Agni purana also is to be judged in

5. Garuda P. 2. 17ff.
~~

6. She was a prey to the lost bet with Kadrii. Cf. SuparnSdhyaya 3 and
4,M. Bh. I. 1189EF.

7. Cf. Uttara. Kh. I. 9.

8. Mats. P. 53. 53 :

9. That one such was existing is rendered possible from the citation
of Hemadri from the Garuda P,

10. Mats, P, 53. 13ff,
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the same manner that Garuda Purana describes the origin of

Garuda from the universal egg.
11 Even in most of the Puranas

the connection of the contents with the title of the Parana is

very loose. Not only these accounts Regarding the contents
of the Garuda Purana which are in the Parana lists of

Matsya and Agni go contrary to our present PurSna text

but also controvert the account regarding its extent contained in

the Puranas.

In the Edition of Jibanand Vidyasagara, Calcutta, 1890 the

text without Uttara-Khanda has about 7200 slokas153

,
while with

the Utta. Kh. it is 8500 slokas. The account of our Puranau
itself approximates to it, as according to it it has 8800 slokas.
The Agni-Purana also does not go far off when it gives 8000
slokas. On the other band, the accounts of other Puranas regard-
ing the extent of the Gaiuda Parana are a pure phantasy. Matsya
P.," VayuP." Bh3g.P and Br. V. P." ascribe to it 19,000
slokas. Generally, from Slich numbers one can conchlde the
existence of a very large text than the one known to us at present
which fact equally applies to the number given of other Puranas.
As regards the

diversity of contents G. P. surpasses Agni R about
whose encyclopaedic nature Winternite" has already pointed out
Save the Vaisnavite Puranas, as in the case of the other Puranas,
the contents of this Purana agrees very little with the traditionally
determined five laksanas of a Purana" and still less to those

Purana.80 Nevertheless

VXil80n
' VI P- LXXXV on the ground

Even the account of the contents, though short,

divided

13. Garu.la P. 1. 35.

14. Malaya P. 53. 54,

15. Vayu P. 2. 42. 3

16. Bh , P. f B h Ttgavata) 1 2. 1 3. 8
17. Br. Vaiv.P. 4. 133.20.

IB. Gtsch. der Ind. Lh. I. 473 and Wilson Visnu P. LIXff19. wintcrnitz a. a, 443.
0. BhSg. P. 2, 10. 1

; 12, 7, 8.
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Adhyayas 4-6 treat of sarga and pratisarga, Adhyaya 54 deal with

Va.mm> Adhyaya 87 treat of Manvcintarani, Acjhyaya,? 138-141

treat of Vamianucaritam (Solar and "Lunar dynasties). A large

part of the text is occupied with Vaisnavite ceremonies and vratas,

Prayasoittas, description of celebrated Tzrthaa and enumeration of

their sin removing power. The following is most noteworthy :

Description of Dvlpas, Varsas and universal mountains in

Adhyayas 54-61," astronomy in Adhyaya 59, Astrology, -omens,

and portents in Adhyayas 60-62, ,'jSamudrikasastra in Adhyaya 65,

detail description of precious jewels and their potency (ra

Jesa) in Adhyaya 68-80, contents of Ramayana ,}u Adhyaya

legend of Rci's meeting his ancestors in adhyayas 88-90, contents

of Harivarhsa in adhyaya 144, contents of the Mahabharat^ irj

Adhyaya 145, diseases and their treatment in adhyas J46-177,

magic to overpower another, to bring impotency and to .kidnap a

rival in adhyaya 178, the Garuda Mantra which drives; away
demons and heals fever in Adhyaya 197, medicinal herbs and

their potency in adhyayas 179-193, the science of curing horses

in adhyaya 201, grammar in adhyayas 66, 203, 204 and discourse

over Nlti in adhyayas 108-115.

The Garuda Purana has Khandas Purva and Uttara. ,In

the first khanda there is detailed description of ratnapank&a and

rajanzti. Jyurv&da is described in 26 adhyayas. Here also the

description of medicinal herbs as a result of whose use one's

intellect becomes sharp and pure. This Purana tieatsthe clianda-

sastra in six Adhyayas. From the Garuda Purana, many small

books such as Triventstotra, PaftcaparvamaTiatmya, VisnudharmoUara,

Venleatagirimahatmya, Snranganathamahatmya, Sundarapuramaha-

tmya etc. have come out.

The Uttara Khanda of this Purana contains Pretakhanda

which is very well known among the devoute Hindus. The

Garuda Parana has its importance and glory for the Hindu only

on account of this portion. During the ten days of the Jaraddha

after the demise in a family the recitation of this part of the

21. These accounts are also treated in Kirfel?s Kosmographie der

Inder55f.

14
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Garuda Purana, in particular, is considered very holy and pious by

tbe religious minded Hindus.

On account of certain common features the Garuda Pmana

can be safely described as the sister Purana of the Agni-Puia^a.

Each one deals with the Para and AparS Vidya and the Ramayana

and the Mahabhnrata can be looked upon as the model of t at

class of literature. This Purana lifts the veil of nature as it were.

It is a moot question whether Garuda Purarja was written by

one author or its bulk has been increased by subsequent additions.

From the first chapter we gather that it consisted of 8800 verses.

It seems that many things have been added which have no direc

bearing with it or have no legitimate connection with it an a

large mass of original matter has been expunged from it so tha

can remain true to the number 8800. The Pretakhanda was

added as an appendix. The Purana was slowly turned into a

compendium. Tantric rites and mantras such as Tnpuia Vl
j

a
f

Nityaklinna Vidya, were incorporated in the Garuda Pmamu

This Purana is considered as one of the scriptutal Puianas of

Vaisnswism. The Pretakalpa is manifestedly an interpolation

as its subject is dealt with in chapters on raddha Kalpa,

Piayascitta etc.

The Garuda Purana contains three Samhitas viz. the Agastya

Samhita, the Brhaspati Samhita (Nitisara) and the Dhanvantan

Surhhita. Any one of these would give it a permanant value,

accord it immoital fame among works on practical ethics or

applied medicine. The Agastya Sarhhita deals with the formation,

crystallisation and distinctive traits of differeet preciouse Jems and

enumerates countries from which our forefathers used to collect

them. This part will be surely welcomed by the present day

rainerologists.

In the Brhasputi Samhita there are observations on practical

conduct and knowledge of human naturs and it reminds one of

Bacons essays. In the Actiological portion of the Dhanvantari

Samhitft one is surprised to note that in certain types of fever the

blood uudetgoejj a soil of chemical change etc. and a kind of
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parasite produces leprosy. The therapeutical portion of

Sarhhita contains many excellent remedies which can help the art

of living a long life.

In view of additions and amplifications, it is futile to deter-

mine the time oftheGaiuda Purana. One cannot lay down a

precise date for its composition. Garuda Purana is mentioned in

Halayudha's Brahamonasarvasvam. According to many eminent

authors Visnudharmottarapuiana forms a portion of Garuda Purana;

Garuda Puiana like Agni Purana, Padma Purana and the like

were the exponents of victorious Brahmanism. Descriptions in

the life of Buddha though meagre and the occurrance of the name

of Susruta in the medicinal portion of the Garuda Purana show

that its author was acquainted with the Buddhistic literature of

the age. The recension of the Susruta Sarhhita was written in

200B. C. by Nagarjuna. Susiuta Samhita gives the number of

bones in a human body as 300, Visnu Smrti gives as 360 and the

Garuda Puiana gives as 362 (Asthnam dviadhakam proktam).

The Law book of Yaj naval kya forms the upper limit whicli

is 400 A.D. 82 and in the 1st and the 3rd Adhyayas almost the

entire Garuda Purana is drawn upon.
13 For a still later date,

there is the circumstance, that over and above the contents of the

Mahabharata and the Ramayana even the contents of Harivamsa

which possesses the character of a Purana are given and therefore

is scarcely older than the latest portions of the Great Epics. A
surer lower limit is fixed by Alberuni

84 whose work about India is

composed by 1031 A. D. He knew the 18, Puranas as canonical

texts. Their origin ought to be thus 1 00 years prior. The cita-

tions of Alberuni from Puranas particularly form Visnudharmo-

22. Jolly, JRecht und Sitte p. 21.

23. They are the following : Garud^a. r. Adhyaya 93= Yajiia. I. 13, Adhy.
94 s Yaj 1.14-50, Adhy. 95=Yaj. I. 51-89, Adhy. 96= Yaj-. I. 91-

180, Adhy 97= Yaj. I. 182-96, Adhy. 98=Yaj. I. 200-216, Adhy. 99=

Yaj. I. 217-269, Adhy. 100= Yfij. I. 270-291, Adhy. 101=, Yaj. 1.294.

305, Adhy. 102=Yaj. 3 45-53, Adhy. 103= Yaj. 3.56, 5ff, Adhy, 104=

Yaj. 3. 208-218, Adhy. 105= Yaj. 3. 219-328, Adhy. 106^ Yaj. 3. 1-43.

24. S. O. S. I,
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ttarapurSna which has been analysed by Btihler** shows that this

text Was before him in a form which is identical with the one

known to us to-day. This much can be accepted with certitude

that the Garuda preferably Tarksya P. quoted by him is identical

with that of our text. Compared to the Matsya Purana, we may

note ;
that in the Matsya Purana, the lord assumes the form of a

fish and tells the account to Manu, but here the lord tells or better

answers the questions of the Garuda, the king of birds, and solves

the doubts.

The exact determination of the lower limit depend on the

answer to the querry whether Garuda Purana is as old as

Visnudharmottarapurana and it can be considered as the part of

it.*
6

According to Buhleis analysis
87 the Kasmerean Visnudhar-

mottarapurana like tather Puranas treats the sucpessive world

creations, gives geographical, astronomical and chronological

accounts, gives numerous genealogies, legends, contains extensive

discourses on vratas and Sraddhas, gives discourse on dharma and

rajaniti, medicine, science of arms, short chapters on Sanskrit

and Prakrit grammar, lexicography, metrics, poetics, contains

discussion on preliminaries to dance, song and instrumental music,

"has discussion on the construction of images and temples. As

pointed out by Biihler Visruidharmottarapurana is already cited

in the 7th cent. A. D,88 As gathered from the work of Alberuni,

it appears that he knew and has studied it well and he knew it in

a form which is essentially identical with the Kashmerean

recension." He gives extracts from it, mostly in the form of

dialogues between Markandeya and Vajra,
30 between king Parlksa

and Satanlka81
mostly treating of astronomical and mathematical

25. Gf. the introduction to the translation of ApastzLmba's Dharmasutras

S. a E. 2, XXVIIff. and particularly I. A, 19 (1890), 38lff. 25 (1896)

323$

26. Winternitz 1. 480.

27. I. A. 19, 381ff.

28. Brahmagupta'B (628 A. D.) Brahmasiddhanta is borrowed in Visnu-

29. Cf. BdMer a. a. O. as well as Jolly Reoht und Sitte '31 .

3&. India I. 241F., 321, 360, 386, B, 2. 3.

SI. India
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objects (planets and fixed stars 1.287 f., legends of stars 1.211,

Pol. 1.241, even treats of mythology 1,54, Manvantaras 1.387).

The oldest Indian author who cites Vi. D. P. is Hemadri82
in

whose Caturvargacintamani and entire chapter is boi rowed from

it. As regards the offering of Sraddha in Vi. D. P. Caland has

shown a very nairow connection with the Visnusmrti and

according to which the Purana might have been the portion that

loans. If the Vi. D. P. be a part of the original Garuda Purana

which still requires a very exact investigation, then the time of the

origin of this work may be given between 4th Cent A. D. to 7th

cent. A. D. Probably, Vi. D. P. cannot be taken as a decisive

criterion for the age of the Garuda Pnrana since diverse types of

additions to the Puranas are often very loosely connected with the

main work83 and they need not originate at the same time. In

any case, the Garuda Purana as a whole, does not belong to the

latest portions of the Purana literature. According to Hopkins/4

it can be as old as the conclusive redaction of the Mahabharata.

According to Pargiter,
35 the genealogical chapters (Adhyayas

138-141) contain lists of kings which are later than that of Matsya,

Vayu and Brahmanda Puranas, It is a matte-r for a thorough

investigation, whether the shorter list of kings in the Garuda Purana

is really the later one. According to the thorough criticism which

Keith88 has levelled against the chronological determination of

Pargiter with reference to the Puranas, still their utility for the

absolute and relative date determination of these texts is

admissible in any case only with great care. If the Varhsanucarita

chapter of the Garuda Purana be later than the above named
PurSnas it will be so in view of the tolerably high age of the Vayu
Purana37

; still, it cannot push on Garuda Purana up to the latest

time that comes in view.

2. Is to be placed according to Buhler a. a. O. between 1260 to 1309 A.D,

33. Cf. Winternitz 455 and 477. Rajendralalmitra's aceount in the

introduction to his ed. of Agni Purana, p III.

34. Great of India 48 anti. 2.

35. The Purana Text of the Dynasties of the Kali Age, VII and 83, cf also

Ancient Indian Genealogies and Chronology, J.R. A,S. -1910, 1-56.

36. J R A S 1914, 1021-1031.

37. Winternitz I. 4=63.
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The general view point applied by Winternits, that if a

Purana is; to be given a later date then its accounts should be

inconceivable and phautastic.
38 This point of view cannot allocate

a high age to Garuda Puiana which with its 84,00000 hells excells

to an extent such similar accounts of other Purartas.
sfl Even

the priestly greed, which is enveloped in verbose and pre-

tenteous enumeiation of the gifts are to be given to Brahmanas

at every possible opportunity ought to point to a later age. This

characteristic is stamped on all the later PurSnas, (f. e. g. Saura

Purana, Adhyaya 10).

The Uttarakhanda (Prelakalpa) printed by Vidyasagara at

the end of the Garuda Puiana, which has the title Pretakbarjida

(rituals for the departed) treats in 35 Adhyayas about Prelas,

hells and the cult of the dead. Its connection with the main is

very loose. Therefore, many chapters of the latter treat the same

topics e. g. Adh. 57 deals with the nether world and hells, Adh.

85 offerings on Gaya, Adhy. 99 Sraddhavidhi, Adh. 104 coming

back of the sinner from the hells, Adh. 106 impurity on death,

Adh. 210-212 Sraddha and Sapindikarana. In any case, such

repetitions in one and the same Purana are quite frequent and are

'

8. Hells are beneath the Earth and water, Vi?nu P. 2. 6. 1, Vayu 2.

39. 116, Br. Vaiv. P. 2. 33, Bhug. P. 5. 26. 5, Garuda. P. 57. 4, and Vsma.

P. 2, 50, The number 84,000000 is highly liked in the Indian

systems. The Hindus as well as the Jains also believe in 84,00000
lives after -which one gets a human birth. Cf. CaurasiJakha me
bhatakyo etc In Garuda P. 4. 62, 16, 13, this is the no. of beings.
Uttar. Kh. 6. 44 gives this no. of beings in the \vorld of Yama. The
umber of hells given in the oldest Br&hmana literature is 7. Cf.

Sankaracarya andJRamSnuja on Br. Sutra 3. I. 15, Amarakp^a I. 9. I,

Mark. P. 12 and 14. Manu 4. 88-90, Yftj. 3 222-224, Visgu. XLIII J-22,
Vamana P. II. 50ff,, Kirfel Kosm. Vi ?nu P. 2. 6. 2-4, Bhag. P. 5. 26, 7;

28 krores of hells are given according to Agni P. 370 18ff., Padma P.
6.227. 66. Thus the Brahmanic accounts give multiples of 7 as the
basis while the Buddhists give multiples of no. 4. Sporadic accounts
are given by Brahma P. riz. 10 hells to give JO Pindas, Garuda. P.
105.4 gives 12 hells Br, Vaiav, P. givea 86 hells, B'rahma P. 2*14.U
gives 22 hells cf. also Bhaga. P. 5.26.37, Padma P. 6. 229.37 Visnu P.
2. 6, 27, The usual seven principal hells are Raurava, Maharaurava,
Kalasutra Aprati^tha, Avici, Lohaprstha, and Tamae.
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very temptingly connected with the composition of these texts.893

The elate of this Sraddhakalpa cannot be fixed prior to the middle

of tiae 7th cent. A. D- is to be assumed from the citations from

Bhartrliari 40 as he died about 651-652 A. D. 41
However, this

concl lesion is not convincing as under the name of Bhartrbari, as

pointed, out by Hertel, there are poems of different authors who

can fc>e as old as Bhartrhari himself.

Citations from the Garuda Pnrana occunng in Hemadri's

Sradd hakalpa (Gaturvargacintamani ed. Bibliotheca Indica Vol.

III. 1) are borrowed from a text whose general contents visibly

correspond to the Uttarakanda (pretakalpa) of this Purana. But,

nothing of the like occurs in the text lying before us, not even in

the main part of the same. This circumstance shows, that there

must "be another Garuda Parana than the one edited by Vidya-

sagara,. In Hemadri theie is no citation from the Uttarakhanda
of the Garuda Pnrana lying before us which does not naturally

prove that this text did not yet exist in the time of Hemadri.

By the side of the Garuda Furann, as it occuis in the edition

of jTvajianda Vidyasagara ;
there is yet another, which has

become well known and this appears to be an extract form this

Puraria, indeed, from the pretakalpa of the same and this text is

entitled Garudapmanasaroddhara.
42 The author of this as also the

author of the commentary partly given in slokas names himself in

the latter43 as Naunidhirama, son of Srlharinarayana, grandson of

risnlcLia,la.laji, who was a legend teller in the court of king

rlsarcli;ilfi in Jimjhiinunfigara.
44

39a. Garuda P. and Agni P. contain many descriptions of hels which do
not confirm to their aims. Particularly rich are the repetitions in

Padma P.

4O. Uttar. Kh. 3. 18='Bhartrhari 3. 76

4tl. Thus, I-tsing (Takakusu 179 f.) it:

"

1S presumed that the poet Bhartr-

hari is identical with the grammarian and the philologist which is

even presumed even by Pischel (Die Indische Literatur, Kultur der

Gegenwart, 205).

42. Aufrecht, Gat. Gat. quotes it as Garudapuranasaroddharasamgraha.
43. last p. Maya Naunidhiramena Krtoyam Sarasamgrahah Tika on

Adhyaya XVI : lyam, Naunidhiramena maya tika krtadarat.

Th,e presentJhunjhunu, capital of Tahsil of the same name in Jaipur

,
about 140 kilometres N. N-W of Jaipur.
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If one compares Naimidhirama's Saroddhara with the

Pretaknlpa of the Garuda Purana found in the .edition of Vidya*
sagara, it appears that both the texts in reality agree in then-

general contents and that too rather verbally. Even regarding
the extent they are very close : Uttarakhanda has 1319 slokas in

35 Adhyayas, Saroddhara has 1275 slokas in 16 Adhyayas. As
Naunidhirama's text almost comes near to the contents of the

Uttarakhanda it follows that it is not purely an extract from it.

It contains, besides the similarities, even such material which is

not found in the main G.iruda Parana. The author of. the

Saroddhara points out in the introduction to his Tika a few
ancient extracts from the Garuda Purarm and utilises still other
texts and visibly they are other Puranas. From the Bhagavata
Parana a few passages are literally borrowed : Death and the

pangs on the path of Yama 1. 21-25, 37fT., = Bhag. P. 3. 30. 14-18,
28, development of the child in the womb 6, 5ff, = Bhag. P. 3.
31. Iff, Sarpapuja 12. 74f. occurs almost exactly as in Bhavisyo-
ttara P. (Hem. 1666). The description of Yama's path verbally
agrees with Brh. Narada P. 19, description of Yama 3. 30ff.

agrees with Brh. Narada P. 29. 47ff. and both these are also in the
Uttarakhanda.

In the external form, the text differentiates itself from the
Uttarakhanda above all through careful literary style

45 and
orderly composition. Adhyayas 1-13 contain uniform material
concluded by the s'ravanaphala, Adhyayas 14-16 follow uniformity
and have very few repetitions. On the contrary, the arrangement
of the Uttarakhanda is awufully confusing, has repetitions even
in the same phraseology and that too in abundance. Remarkable
is the extensive portion on widow burning (X. 35-50; for which a
few verses are in the Uttarakhanda. Even the chapter on Yoga
Adhyaya XV and the wise sayings in Adhyaya XVI have no exact

* comesouthat Naunidhirama's_
. Ungra,n atical ForrnT^T^^7irreguIar Saudhi are very rare,Artt.c metres are very often used aa in U. kh. They are the follow-

j UpaJ5ti 2 . 16 .
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Saroddhara is not a mere extract from the Uttarakhanda of the

Garuda Purana.

The text should be late on account of the inordinate glori-

fication of Sail found in it, in particular its sources48
,
this is also

so from the borrowals from the Bhagavata Purana which speaks
for its lateness inspite of its extraordinary estimation in India it

belongs to the youngest product of Purana literature. Monier

Williams states regarding the conjectured age of Saroddhara :

"The Garuda Parana is comparatively a modern work, probably

not older than the seventh or the eight century, and possibly still

modern." The last observation is just for Saroddhara, hardly

only for the Garuda Purana.

In his treatment of the cult of the Hindus Monier Williams

has taken} Saroddhara of the Garnda Purana as the basis for the

deliniation of modern views and usages of the Hindus because

he sees in it the excellent incorporation of them, as in this text

occurs, what the modern Hindu believes ; regarding the continuity

of the soul after death and the literary determination of the cere-

monies connected with the dead confirming greatly with the

modern usages. Jolly
48

proves that ancient custom of the burial

were extensively preserved by the Brahmanas and the present

consolatary mantras uttered with a certain predilection are

borrowed from the Garuda Purana (i. e. without doubt our Sarro-

ddhara). The introduction to the English translation S B H p. I

confirms that it is recited whole over India at the funeral of the

corpse and still however many fear to listen to it on other occasions

as they are considered as ominous.

Before bringing this small article to a close, I would be

failing in my duty if I were not to mention my indebtedness to the

source which I have made use of in the composition of this article.

46. Jolly states in S B E 7. XXIX that widow burning is not mentioned

in any ancient Sanskrit Literature. Cf. also Garbe, Beitrage zua

Indischcn Kultur Geschichte 154f. } Wintemitz W Z K M S9, 172ff.

47. a. a. O. 291ff.

48. Recht nnd Sttte 156,

15
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In
particular,

I
ought

to express my special
debt to Or

To a
large extent, I have dia*n upon the mataial from Dr, Pliil,

EmilAl)eggs"Dcr Pietakalpa
ilesGaruWoiao/, 1921*1

IslisHiitafeWtsuWltalbyhiintoiheHolifinphib
4 I 4 I

sopfebfiiciiliiitlJeiUDiveisitatZiiricli,
Ira highly oUjM

to tkfi
great

scholar for it as dls the
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able to mike use of this article,
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SAKHAS OF THE SAMAVEDA IN THE PUR^tfAS

BY

GANGA SAGAR RAI

The Samaveda has a special place in the Vedic literature.

In the Glta, Lord Krsna says 'I am Samaveda among the Vedas' 1
.

The Brhadilevata of Saunaka holds that he who knows the

Sarxians, knows the reality*. According to the Rgveda, the

Samans are accessible only to those who are attentive
8

. In

another mantra of the Rgveda the Sama-singing is compared

to the songs of birds 4
. Special references have been made

to Samaveda in the Upanisads and the Puranas also. According

to the Chandogya Upanisad if the Rgveda is the speech, the

Samaveda is the life bieath (1.1.5) and if the RK. is the eye,

the Sama is the self. (1. 7, 1.) In the Vayn-Purana, also the

Samaveda is glorified.

THE MEANING OF THE WORD SAMAN

By Samaveda we generally mean a collection of verses,

nearly all of which occur in the Rgveda, and which are sung

mostly at the Soma-sacrific&s. But strictly speaking Saman was

a melody or chant, apart from the words and Jaimini defines

as a giffi* The word Saman is explained by YasJca in

I Glta X. 22

*ft ^ W If^r cfT^^T Brhaddcvata

Rg. V. 44. 14

ibid n. 43.2

Jaimini, II. 1, 36
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Nirukta8
. Bhartrhari, too, has referred to the term7

. According

to the Chandogya Up. already noted the Saman Is based on

the JK B
. This shows the distinction of the two, RK and Saman.

Saman was a tune, a melody sung to the words of the B-K and

the Samaveda was the collection of the ElKs asset to the Samanse
,

As recozded in tradition, Samaveda originally consisted

of one thousand Sakhas. But as in these Sakhas, the texts

wt;ic studied in forbidden times (anadhyayas}> Indra destroyed them

with his ihunderbolt 10
. Putanjali, regards the Samaveda as of

thousand schools (Sahasravartma)
11

. Otheie references, too, are of

the same view 1
*. The Buddhist text Divyavarlana also -mentions

thess to be one thousand and eighty in number 13
.

It js obvious that according to the tradition the Samavcdn

^ighially ^consistedof
thousand schools, which were, later on,

am VILH

cfT qsr ft^ft ^^i II

Chandogya Up. I, 6. 1 and

ibid I 8. 4
9, Sktaatram, Intr. PR 13-18

; For a recent account o Samaveda
andmusw, See Dr. V. Raghavan Journ. of the Music Acadamy,
Madaras, voJ. 33, PP. 127, 133

1<X
(i)

Garanavyuha Pi 43

(ii)
BTOTSNttmtemrawsnawg, vayu ei. 29, Bd. n. 35.35

'

:
Mah.hS.ya

10 5w^^ mm TO,. Wlfr! rtTO Muktitopani;aJ
(11) o^Nten -

6i _

[: Bh _

Atharvan pari^ista 49. 3. 1

DivySvadana
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lost. Mahidasa, the commentator or Saunaka's Caranavyuha

quotes a verse according to which he who reads the sacred text in

the forbidden times is killed by lightning (vidyut)
u

. Though the

myth of the banishment of the Samavedic akhas cannot be relied

upon, yet the existence of the much more Samavedic 6akhas than

extant cannot be denied. Since the Samaveda is based on

melody and chants and music depends on vocal organs, the origin

of different schools is but natuinl. The minor differences of these

akhas were forgotten, and their numerous schools dwindled. The
differences between .many Sumhitas of the Samavedic schools is

negligible as they differ only in the omission of certain syllables

or the pronounciation of certain sounds in a different manner.

These differences too, exist betwen major akhas, the minors have

even less differences 1 *5
.

As regards the Sakhas that survived, texts are not unani-

mous in mentioning their names. The Caranavyuha of aunaka

enumerates only fourteen Sakhas of this Veda 18
. Mahidasa, the

commentator on the same text, has slightly differed from the

original text and he has cited some new names17
. The Atharvana .

Caranavyuha also has some differences in the names18
. The

3ftof% ^
fa^tf: P. 43

15 Dr. Galand, Jaimituya Samhita, P. 1 1, Sama^ramin Trayirlkl P.249

16 -

17. Aftct mentionirg the original he writes

^cT^Il
: 3Tiifm:

i

Ath. Pari^i^ta 49. 3. 2, 3
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verses quoted by Mahidasa mention the name of 13 ScSrya***-

In the Gobhila Grhyakarma-Prakalika,
too, the names ot 15

acsryas are mentioned- and references to 13 acaryas are found

Jn the Jaimintya Grhya-sutva". According to the Rudraskanda,

a commentator of the Khadirasutra, the number of acaryas is -

The Puranas widely differ from each other and they have

less concordance' with the above mentioned texts. The Samavedic

5khas are enumerated in detail in the Visrm Puraaa as follows :

n

II

'I li

: u

: u

:
: wwgfe: i sq^: ( ^?^T: ) i

: i ^Tqqwr^r: i ^ife: i *wr^t n^:

Further in the same book ten PravacanafcSras are referred to,

: t

T:S |f'.I Gobhila Gyhya Karroapr

21.

$Kf JaiminiyaGrhya Svltra 1.14

^ ^*?13?1 ^^I^I^t^ S

Commentary on Khadlra Sutra 32, 14, 16
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III. 6. 1-7

The list of the Bhag. P., though does not differ from the

Visnu-Purana in essence, yet it shows some variations. It is as

follows :

r: n

srafrw II

% i

Bhag. X. 6.75-80

The list of the Vayu Purani is much detailed ^nd the same
is repeated in the Brahmanda Purana with few variations. 13

23.

n

II 27

; n
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In the Agni-Purana following list of the Sama-Veda Sakhas

is available :

3 ftftft: 11

f tffef 33: I

'

tffcif 3*t: U

and Ch. 153.28-29

ii

271.6

\

n 29

n 30

i

u 31

i

u 3^

; u 33

3 ^f^cti: i

T?i^fT: ftEq^; ^IT: U 34

36

I I

n 37

s?t: ^T
: n 38

u 39

: i

; u 40
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In the circumstances, it is very hard to determine the

exact name and number of the Samavedic Sakhas. Tradition js

complex and no text can be said to be authentic. Various forms

of even one name are to be seen. For instance, the name Lafigali

occurs in the following forms :

Bhag. P. Vayu P. Ath. Parisista &aunaka's

Caranavyuha

Mangalih Langalih Langalikak Langalafr

JAIMINI THE FOUNDER OF THE SAMAVEDIC SCHOOLS

According to the Puranas, the Samaveda was first handed

down to Jaimini by Vyasa. Hence Jaimini was contemporary of

Vedavyasa. According to the Mahabharata he was present in

\

t) 41

: u

: u 42-

: i

: u

: n 43

: i

: u 44

i

n 45

i

: n 46

\

: n 47

: i

: n 48

i

U 49

Vayu 61.27-49.

The same verses are repeated in the Brahmantjla Purana with fe\y

variations in reading.

16
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the court of Yudhisthira. 34 He is also said to be the udgatr of

king Janamejaya.
25 Various books are attributed to Jaimini e. g,

Sarhhita, Brahmana, Kalpasutra, MTmamsa etc. These were

written by Jaimini himself or by his pupils is not certain.

In any case, it can not be denied that these works belonged to

the Samaveda, and particularly to the Jaiminiya akhS. Vyasa

has cited the name of Jaimini as an authority in his Brabmasutra.

Two verses are found which clearly call Jaimini sutra-

kara and propounder of thousand 6akhas a7
. Jaimini went to

see BhTsma lying on the bed of arrows 58
. According to the

Puranas he was a pupil of Vyasa and ill-charge of the Sama-

Samhita", He taught the Samaveda to his own son Sumantu 80
.

Jaimini was also an authority on yoga 31
. In the Vayu-Purana he

is described as a follower of the Langala Sakha8 '2
. But it is not

correct because he was the first propagator of the Samavedic

Sakhas, while Langali was a later authority. The name of

Jaimini occurs in Jaiminiya Sutra Karika (17 1 and 172;. The

Atharvana Parisista is also aware of his name 83
. The Mimamsa

sutvas are of course connected with his name. Reference to

Jaimini is seen in the ankhayana Grhyasutra also.
34

(1) The Jaiminiya Sakha.

The literature of the Jaiminlyas is extant in its full foim.

In the Jaiminiya Sariihita the number of verses is i687 which is

182 less than the verses of the Kautrmma-Samhita. There is

24. SSntiparva 4.17.

26. History of Classical Sanskrit, P. 472.
7. Quoted by Pr. Bhagavaddatta Vaidika VSfloiaya Itihfiga, Vol. IL

l\ 22.

3. ySatiparva 47.6.

29. Bh-ig. XU. 6.33 and 7 -
; Vayu 60.13; 6l.2o ; Vjnu III. <L.9 J

Brahman.la II. 3''3l.

31. V3yu,83Q7 ; V.nu IV. 4.107,

32. Vayu 61,42,

33. Atharva Parifii:fa 43.4.J.4,

54, Saiikhyayana G-hya Sutra 4.6 f l.
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considerable number of variant readings in both t the Samhitas.

In the Uttararcika there are various mantras which do not occur

in the Kauthuma Samhita. The number of the (ranas in the

Jaiminlya Samhita is 3681. The division of the Gfanas is as

follows :

Gramegeya Gana 1232

Aranyagana 291

Uhagaaa 1802

Rahasyagana 356

3681

Among 1987 verses, the Purvarcika has 646 and the Uttara-

rcika I041. 8 *a The prominent feature of the Jaiminlya Samhita

is the conversion of d into 1. Though the Jaiminlya Sariihita has

less verses than the Kauthumas, yet there are such verses in the

Jaiminlya Samhita which do not occur in the Kauthuma Samhita.

Like the Satapatha-Brahmana, the Jaiminiya Brahmana is big in

size. This Biahrnana is published.
35 The Jaiminlya Upanisad

Biahmana is a part of this Brahmana. The other name of this

Upanisad is Gayatrl Upanisad Brahmana. The Jaiminlya Biah-

mana is called also Talavakara Biahmana. Talavakara is a

pupil of Jaimni and it is possible that some portions were arranged

by him. The Jaiminiya Grhyasutra is divided into two parts
38

.

Prof. Caland has remarked about this Sutra text that it is a

genuine text of the Jaiminlyas
37

. And it attaches itself to the

other books of this akha. This Sutra has mentioned the name

of Jaimini Talavakara88
. Sayanacarya has quoted a reference of

this Grhyasutra. Some portions of this Sutra were published by
Dr. Gastra, The Upanisad of this akha is named Kena Upanisad.
It is also called by the name Talavakara.

34a. Rkuntram, edited by Dr. Suryakanta, Tnlr. P. 2 ;

35. Edited and Published by Dr. Raguvira, Nagpur 1954.

36. Edited by Dr. Caland, Lahore 1932.

3V. Jaiminiya Grhaya Sutra, Inlr. P. 8.

38. gift^TsfasnqN %fafo cr^T^r^ mw$ vwfo 1.1*
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(2) THE KAUTHUMA SAKHA

This !->akha is one of tie extant &akhas of the Sanmveda,
Panini has mentioned this name along with Kafcha and JLaugaksi.

9*

In the Brahmanda and Vayu Puranas Kauthuma is said to be the

son of Parasara and incharge of a Sarhhita. 40 The Sambita of the

Kauthu mas is current among its followers. According to Mahi-
dasa this Sakha was popular in Gujrat.

41 In the Maharnava the

residence of the Kauthumas is said to be the northern region of

the river Narmada.* 8 The Kauthuma Samhita consists of 17

Prapathaka's each of whic is again divided into Purva and Utter*

Bhagot. The number of the mantras according to Prof. Calami is

1869. The total number of the ganas in this Samhita is 2722 us

follows :

Gramegeya gana 1197

Aranyagana 294

Ohagana 1026

Uhyagana 205

2722

According to the tradition a large number of booka \*

related to this Sakha. It is probable that some of these were
related to the other small Sakhas of this Veda. The number of
the books attached to the Kauthuma akha, according to tU,
Gobhila Grhya Karma PrakSsika is fifty two This list is als.

Grhya Sutra is

igl^a

. TI. 35.45

, . t . , ,44. lutroduetion to

Gobhila Grhya Karma PrakajSikft PP. 8
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Preserved in the Government library Mysore, According to
^>r - Siarya Kanta this Grhya is of independent nature. 45

(3) THE RANAYANIYA SAKHA

In the Brahmancla and Vayu Puranas, Ranayani is referred

to a.s a Sakhakara of the Samaveda. Panini has also mentioned

his name. 46 Reference has been made to Ranayani in the Gana- ,

ratnatnahodadhi, where he is described as a Vasistha.
47

Patanjali
!s also acquainted with this school and mentions it along with the

Satyamugris.48 According to Patanjali the Satyamngri Sakha
was a, subdivision of the Ranayanlyas. Sankaracarya has

mentioned a JSIhila of the Ranayanlyas.
49 He also mentions a

The Sarhhita of this Sakha is preserved. We are not

certain whether the Sarhhita and the Pancavimsa and the ad-

vimsa, Brahmana of the Kauthumas were also in use by the

RanayanTyas in the same form in which now we possess them.
But according to Prof. Caland it can be proved that the Commen-
tator of the Pancavimsa Brahmana was a Ranayanlya and the

same may be said about Varadaraja who commented upon trie

Arseya, Kalpa. It is not improbable that these texts were the

common properties of both the 6akha.

But it is certain that the Ranayanlyas have their separate

Grhya and rauta sutras. The Srauta Sutra is that of Drahya-

yana. It is nearly identical with the Latyayana Svltra. The

only d. inference between the two is that the Drahyayana has some

more Sutras. The Grhya Sutra of this Sakha is Khadira Grhya
Sutra .which is divided into four Patalas. The Drabyayatta
Grhya Parisista is also attributed to this Sakha.

Differences from other Sakhas : As said earlkr, the Sama-
vedic ^akhas differ particularly in the omission of Y and V. Dr.

45. Ft. Bhagavanddatta, op. cit. Vol. I. P. 316

4:6. Pailadigana (II. 4.59)

Ganaratnamahodadhi, 3.236

Gf. V. S. Agrawala, India As Known to Paijinir P. 327

VedSntabha^ya 111,3.23
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Suryakanta points out that the Kauthumas sing ha-u while the

RanayanTyas sing hav-u. 50
According to Patanjalr

51 th followers

of the Satyamugri Sakha and the Ranayamya akha read a half

e and o in instances like 'sujata esvasunrte-' and s^xff tftfgfq: ?JcR

At present the Ranayanlya Sakha is found in south also in

Mathura.813

(4) THE SATYAMUGRI

The other variants of its name are {Batyamudgalab and

Satyamurgyas, But the real name seems to be Satyamugri" and

this name is referred to by Paniui53 and Patanjali. In the

Saunaklya Curanavyuha it is regarded as a subdivision of the

RanayanTyas, Patanjali has mentioned this Sakha in connection

with a phonetic peculiarity, viz. ardlia ekara and ardha okara

recognised in its Pratisakhya text. Moreover, the Apisali Siksa,
too is acquainted with the schools of the Satyamugris and

Ranayanlyas.
611

No text belonging to Satyamugri Sakha is preserved. But,
it is most probable that this Sakha originally contained some
books, especially its Pratisakhya, which were later destroyed in

the course of time. The Jaiminiya Grhya Sutra cites his name
among the teachers of the Samaveda. Likewise, he is mentioned
in the Gobhila Grhya Karma Prakasika, and in the verses quoted
by Mahidasa in his commentary on the Caranavyuha.

(5) THE SATYA.YANI SAKHA
Sstyayani Sakba is regarded as a Sub-division of the Rana-

yarny.-ts. The
Prapancahrdaya has given it among the Sama

Sakhas Reference has been made by Patanjali to the Brahmana
work of the

^tyayanlyas. Satyayani comes in the Vam^a list

existence. The
- io

sTnd VedTc r
re8ent POBit'^ f Vedic Recitation

tonam, 1962.
Dbarma Paripalana Sabha Kumbha

iiuli Sik^a, 6th
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Satyayani Brahmana is quoted more frequently in the later

literature. Sankara has quoted it in his Vedanla Sutrabhasya

(III. 3. 2, 5; III. 3. 2. 6). Similarly it has been quoted by

Asvnlayana Srautasutra Apastamba Srauta Sutra and by Sayana

on the Tandya Brahmana.55

The JaiminTya Upanisad Brahmana has quoted Satyayani

very frequently. The Kalpasutra of Satyayani is mentioned in

the Balakrlda of Visvarupa, Mahadeva's commentary on the

Satyasadha Srauta Sutra and Rudraskanda's commentary on the

Khadira Grhya Sutra. But unfortunately no text of this Sakha

is preserved.

,(6)
THE KALEYA SAKHA

Various names of this Sakha are found. In the Atharvana

Caranavyuha the name is Kalapafc. A Kapeya Brahmana is

mentioned in the Satyasadha Srauta Sutra (1.4 and 9.8). Whether

it was only a variant reading of the Kaleyas or a different name

is not traceable. The Kaleyas are mentioned very frequently

in the Sutras : ankhyayana Srauta Sutra, Baudhayana rnuta

Sutra, Jaimimya Srauta Sutra, Latyayana ^rauta Sutra and

Ksudra Sutra etc.

(7) THE MAHAKALEYA

This ^akha seems only to be a sub-division of the Kaleyas.

It is also probable that the Kaleya Sakha was called by the

name Mahakaleya. No literature of these Sakhas is available.

(8) THE LANGALI SAKHA

The Carapavyuha of Saunaka enumerates the Lafjgala

Sakha as a sub-division of the RanyayanTyas. According to

Atharvana Caranavyuha the name is Langalika. In the Vayu-
Purana (61. 43) six sages are said to be the pupils of Laigala

who read their Samhita from him, 58 In the SrTmadbhagavata

55. These references are quoted in full by Ft. Bhagavaddatta, Vol. II, pp.

31-32 ; see also B. K. Chose Fragments of Lost Brahmanas Vol. II.

11

V3yu6L.43 ; Bd. II. 35.46
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the name occurs as Mangala which is corrupt version of a LangaJi,
No literature of this Sakha has survived.

(9) THE GAUTAMA SAKHA

According to the Caranavyuha this Sakha is a subdivision

of the Rariayaniyas. i n the Epics and Puranas we know of

several Gautamas and it is difficult to say which Gautama is

related to tlie Samaveda as promulgator of one of this Sakbas.

No Samhita of this Sakha is available. Only the Gautama
Dharma Sutra, the Gautama Pitrmedhasutra and the Gautama
Siksa are preserved. At the end of the Gautaml Siksa a state-

mentjs^
found which is significant as it shows that there existed

a Pratisakhya, presumably of Gautama which recorded a pheno-
mena. 60 The Gautama Dharma Sutra is regarded as the most
ancient. Rumania

expressly connects it with the Samaveda.
Moreover, Gobhila has quoted Gautama. The Baudhayana and
Vasistha Dharma Sutras have derived some material from this

Sutra. This Sutra is referred to by Sankara, Rumania and
Medhatithi which shows its importance as well as its antiquity.

(10) THE SARDULA SAKHA

According to Mahidasa it is a sub-division of the Rana-
yauiyas. Nothing is known about Sardula Rsi. No literature of
this Sakha is met with. Only the Khadira Grhya Sutra is said
to be attached to this Sakha". Hemadn in his Sraddha Kalpa

Par^hasa
Prakarana has mentioned the name of Sardula

which shows the existence of the Sardula Sakha,"

THE NAIGEYA SAKHS
The other names of this Sakha are Naigi and Naigamlya.

and~
Adi, 122. 5Q.51

58. Drona, 190. 36-4<j

59. santi 47. 10

9-ktamram, Imr. P. 3

79
MSS '" "obay Presidency 1892-
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the word Naigi is met with in the Rktantram.63 A text is

known as the Naigeya Parisista. It may be presumed that origi-

nally there existed a Samhita of the Naigeyas. About this

Samhita Dr. Surya Kanta observes 'On Sutra 94 the commentator

cites 0^ ^ffi(% (1-129) as an example of the 'guna Sandhi'.

The Samhita of the Nigamlyas has ^^f%^. According to the

Rktantra (108) all the Sakhas of the Samaveda omit y, when it

is followed by a consonant, Naigis omit it when it comes in

between the vowels (159)'." From this evidence the existence of a

Naigeya Samhita is well established.

(12) THE BHALLAVI SAKHA

In Gobhila Grhyakarma Prakasika a pravacanakara is known

as Bliallavi. Reference has been made to him in the Jaiminiya

Upanisad Brahmana65
. The Brhaddevata also mentions to

Bhallaveyl Biahraana66 and the Bhallaveyl Sruti87
. Govinda-

svamin on the Baudhayana Dharmasutravivarana mentions it as

a &akba of the Samaveda 88
. Moieover, this Sakha is mentioned

in the ISTarada iksa (1.13), D.rahyayona Srauta Sutra (III. 4.2)

and Sankara Vedantabhagya. Patafijali is also aware of this

6akha (4.2.104) and Kasika too mentions it (4,2.6-6 ; 4.3.105).

Suresvara has quoted the Samhita of Bhallaveyins in his Brha-

daranyakabhasya Vartika69
. On these evidences the existence

of a Bliallaveyl Samhita may be concluded. The Brahmana of

this ^akha is also widely quoted. But at present no text of this

akha is available. In the Puranas a Bhaluka Rsi is referred to.

But his identity with Bhallavi is uncertain. It is obvious from

the evidences of the Satmaka's Brhaddevata that Bhaguri was

not identical with Bhallavi as both the names are quoted separate-

ly in that Book (3.100 ; 5.40 ; 6 8.J.

63. ^Lktantram 2. 6. 9
;

4. 3, 2

84. ibid, Intr. P. 3

65 Jaiminiya Up. 2. 4. 7.

66 Brhaddevata V. 23

67^ ibid V. 159

68.

,

17
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(13) THE &ALIHOTRA &AKHA

A Salihotra acarya is mentioned in the Gobhila Grhya

K;u ma Prukasika. Mahidasa has also mentioned him70
. Accord-

ing to the Mahabharata a Salihotra was a resident of a forest

where Pandavas accompanied by Hidimba had rested and

^jalihotni fed them 71
. This Sakha is mentioned in the Vayu and

r.rahmanda Puranas". No text of this akha is avilable.

(14) THE VARSAGANYA &AKHA

Accoiding to the JaiminTya Grhya Sutra, Prapancahrdayo,
Gobhila Grhyakarma Prakasika and the verses quoted by Mahi-

dasa, the Varsiganya akha belonged to the Samveda. The

Mnhabhaiaia is aware of a Varsaganya, who was taught by

Gandluirvaraja Visvavasu about the jtva and the paramatman,
Yailavji Piakasa while commenting upon the Pingala-Sutra lias

quoted a veise from the Varsaganya Samhita74
. On the evidence

of Yailava Prakaso, the existence of a Vaisagunya Sarhhita may
bo Snfeued. But at present no text is available.

(15) THE TANDYA SAKHA
The famous Tandya or Pancavimsa Brahmana belongs to

this Sakha. Tandya Rsi is mentioned in the Satapatha Brah-

manit' 5
. In the Rsi tarpana of Samavidhana Brahmana Tandya

:-= ic-gardtd as a pupil of Badarayana
76

, ankaracarya has men-
tioi^l this Sakha in the Vedantabhasya.

77 He calls the Chan-

Ji-g^iiUpanisad by the name of Tandya Upanisad
78

. A Tandi
s'. is mt-niioned in the Mahabharata. Prof. Calaod has quoted

J^J^^gL^j^^lJ^116 Tandya Biabmana and have

10.

Tl. Southern rcwnaion after Adi, 154.18 (Vide Gitapresa ed )

T2. Vt>u 61.42; 61.42: Bd. 3.46.
318.59

Iv j, 2 .

74, Commentary on JPifigaIa Sotra 3>12 gatapathll

77.
Vedantabhasya 3. 3. 24, 27

78, ibid 3. 3. 36
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variation from the extant Sarhhita79. On this ground the existence

of a separate Samhita of this &akha may be argued. From a

reference of the Narada Siksa it seems that originally the Tandya
Brahmana was accented80

. At present except the Brahmana, no
text is available.

(16) THE TALAVAKARA &AKHA

Talavakara was a pupil of Jaimini and he founded his own
Sakha. Perhaps he re-arranged his teacher's works, viz. Jaimini-

ya Brahmana, which also bears the name Talavakara Brahmana.
Panini has mentioned him in the J-Jaunakadigana as a n author of

the Chandas or the Vedic Sakha81
. Talavakara is mentioned in

the Jaiminlya Grhya Sutra. The Talavakara Aranyaka is

divided into four Adhyayas and 145 Khandas.

(17) THE KALABAVIN &AKHA

In the Gobhila Grhyakarma Prakasika Kalabavin is

mentioned among the ten Sama-pravacanakaras. The Brahmana
of the Kalabavins is frequently referred to in the Kalpa Sutras.

According to the Puspa-Sutra the Brabmana text of the Kalabavins

was accented83
. Prof. Max Miiller thinks it not necessary that the

Brahmaria was accented88
. No literature of this akha is preserved.

(18) RURUKI &AKHA

Ruru Rsi is also mentioned among the ten Samapravacana-
karas. The Ruruki Brahmana is mentioned in the commentary
on the Drahyayana Srauta Sutra84

. No literature is handed down.

7g. Vaidika Vafimaya ka Itihasa, Vol. I, P. 323

80. Narada-SikS I. 13

81. Dr. V. S, Agrawala : India as known to Panini, P. 339.

82. Puspa Sutra 8. 8

83. "The passage of the puspa-Sutra (VIII. 8) \vhich was quoted before

does not prove that the rules on the accent were Jaid down in. the

Brahmanas of the Kalabavins, because it may also mean that th'

accented delivery of the sacred texts was enjoined in the Brahmana

History of Ancient Skt. Lit , p. 59. h
84. Dhanvls Com. on the Drahyayana Sutra (V. 3. 1.)
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(19) THE BHAGURI SAKHA

Acarya Bhgguri is referred to in the Prapancahrdaya, the

Gobbila Grhyakarma Prakasika, The Jaimmlya Grhyasutra and

the verses quoted by Mabidasa in bis commentary on the Carana-

vyiiha. The Brhaddevata has mentioned him as an authority,

No literature of this oakha has come down to us.

(20) THE DURVASS

In the Prapancahrdaya, Gobhila Grhyakarma Prakasika

and Jaimmiya Sutra this Sakha is mentioned. A Durvasas is

famous for irritable nature in the Puranas. No literature of this

Sakha is available.

(21) THE CHANDOGYA
This Sakha is mentioned in the Prapancahrdaya. Most

Mcbably this school was based on the Brahmana and the Upmiisail.
The Btahmana and Chandogya Upanisad are published.

(22) THE GARGYA ^AKHA
This akha is mentioned in the Prapaficahrdaya, Gobhik-

grhyakarma Prakasika, JaiminTya Sutra and the commentary of

Mafaidasa on the Caranavyuha. We have no knowledge about
this Sftkha. No literature of this Sakha is known.

(23) THE AUPAMANYAVA ^A
RJcrence has been made to it in many texts which mention

the schools of the Samaveda. No literature is known.

(24) THE SAVARNYA SAKHA
This Sakha is mentioned in the Prapartcabrdaya. But no

'.tcmtui^ is available.

(25) THE SARAYA^tlYA &AKHA

u-h rfih ^khas by the
* i e Atharvana

Caranavyuha. Nothing is known about it

(26) THE PRACINAYOGYA SAKHA

M.^.ll^ 7^^ in the S5mavedic Schools by the
the

JomMnlya
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The Vayu an<l the Brahmanda Puranas have also mentioned this

Sakha, But no literature is preserved.

(27) THE ASURAYANlYA &AKHA

In the Caranavyuha of Saiinaka this Sakha is mentioned.

Only the name of this Sakha is known.

(28) THE VASURAYANIYA SAKHA

This Sakha, too is mentioned by Caranavyuha, Mahiclasa

and the Puranas. No text of this Sakha is available.

(29) THE VARTANTAVIYA SAKHA

This Sakha is only known by its name.

(30) THE GAULGALAVI SAKHA
,,

This Sakha is referred to in the Jaiminiya Grhya Sutra and

the Gobhila Grhya karma Prakasika. No literature is preserved.

(31) THE DARALA SAKHA ,

'

,

Mahidas has mentioned this School.

(32) THE BHARUNDA SAKHA

It is mentioned by Mahidasa.

The Puranic list of the Samavedic schools is lengthy
85

. Accor-

ding to them Vyasa taught the Sanmveda to Jaimini and Jairnini

to his own son Sunvan and Sunvan to Sukarrnan. Sukarman*s two

pupils are Hiranyanabha Kausalya and Ptiusyariji or Pauspifiji.

Hiranyanabha Kausalya was a pracya sarnaga and Panspinji an

udicya. Hiranyanabha Katisalya's pupil was Krta, who according

to the Matsya Purana 86 was a son of king Sa-nnatimat, of the

Paurava dynasty (49. 75-76 I). He taught his Samhita to twenty

four pupils who were named after him, as Karta^t and. were

85. Vayu p. Ch. 61
;
Bd. II. 35

;
13 Bhags. XII. 6 I Visi III 6

86. g-^Ttc Heifer: at finr *t *f3. \

: u Mataya, 49. 75, e
,
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regarded as Praeya-Samagas. In Visnu Purana 87 also Krta is saic

as a pupil of Huanyanabhiti in yoga and codifier of the twentj

four Samhitas of the Samaveda. In the Vayu and the Brahmanda

Puranas also the Piacya Samagas are mentioned. The name of

Krta does not appear in the Varhsa Brahmana, but the name

occurs in a Paninian Sutia ^rsfe^Nqi^ZT^. The pupils of these

acaryas are grouped into two, viz. the pracya or eastern Samagas

and Udicya or northern Samagas.
88 From these the Samasakha

developed into many.

NUMBER OF THE SAMA VERSES

It is very difficult to fix the exact number of the Samans

since the number varies from one recension to another. According

to the Satapatha Biahmana Sama mantras are equal to letters of

the four thousand Brhati metres89
. The number of the letters in

one Brhati is 36. Hence according to the Sutapatha Brahmana

the Samans are equal to (36x4000) 144000 letters. The Carana-

vyuha, attributed to aunaka gives the number as 144080
. This

is confirmed by the Vayu
91 and the Brahmanda Puranas". The

Atharvana Parisista, too, holds the same view93
.

ST.

\\ iv. 19. 50

But in the VIMJU Purana (III. 6.7), Bhagavata, XII. 6, 8., Vayu 6L48.
Bd. II. 35. 52 alao Krta is said as a pupil of Hiranyanabha Kausalya.

88. Vide Dr. V. Raghavau Gleanings from the Mataya Purana, Parana,
1. 1pp. 80-81.

89. Satapatha Brahmana X 4. 2. 2

go.

Caranavyuha, P. 43

> ^ Vayu 61. 63
92. BrahmSnda P, S5. 71

93. Atharva Pari^ta 43. 3, 9
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SKANDA IN THE PURANS AND
CLASSICAL LITERATURE

BY

PRITHVI KUMAR AGRAWALA

^r<3f?f

i

,

efter ^r-qrs^ t

?ioTT%cit ^^?^^zi crr^ TTTfcr?^ q^t

i 3f5r

^T i ]

The position of Skanda in Hindu pantheon reached its

clim.ax in the classical period of Indian culture and literature

which came into existence duiing the reigns of the Gupta monarchy

With the beginning of this epoch we enter into the most glorious

phase of Skanda study. By the period of Kushanas Skanda had

already achieved an exalted position in the religious hierarchy,

and influence of his cult were spreading in different quarters-

His Saiva affinities as well as the persistent efforts of his devout

followers like the Yaudheyas had made him the warrior god. He

Was accepted now as the son of 6iva, one of the two great gods.

The epic testimony of an overall recognition given to him from
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War-God. From the rank of a folk deity, now ^
a national w^god and attained aSUpremepcsUoa

to that eDJoyed by Vishnu and Siva as seen,, h

, of Kalidasa and the Puramc Literature,

c of the deity and his cult ^hich had their ongtD

this period the evidence from the Pmanas and Kavy*s on the one

hand and art and archaeology ou the other is of. vast dm.ension

in which several suands were mingled in the exaltation of this

g^d \s we could gather also from the early history of Skanda,

it i* obvious that he, as the son of Siva, enjoyed only an ancillary

lotion in the Siva family. But that also helped, no doubt, m

5-j nrmy ways in elevating his position.

THE LEGEND OF HIS BIRTH

Details of the Birth-legend of Skanda-Karttikeya were

developed considerably in Puianic mythology ; and that was done,

on the one hand, by applying the ingenious methods of Puianic

elaboration, and a restatement in the light of philosophical and

yr.gic disciplines explaining esoterically the so many cult cong-

tutu. r, on tht other. So far as the legendary myths and motifs

.tie concerned Puranic Writers have faithfully represented the

tat Her versions of the birth-story of Kumara-Skanda though
utbuhcul with some new motifs, e. g. the demon Taraka and the

jttvruck as his vehicle. But under the influence of various

rtl'gi.ma aud expositional approaches, we have in several of the

Puianic uccourils, no doubt, dissimilar forms of the story. The
Ugtml of Katttikeya is found sung at length in a major number of

tin r.uarub. For example, Linga PurZna 1.104.105, VZyu
y'ttr^i (cb. 72.24 ff), Matty* Purana (5.26 ff; chs, 146-160),
&V4 l^f&nn (chs. 9-19), BraltmSnda Purana (11.65; HI. 11),

'

?*r*ya (chs, 57, 58), Aw MaTiapurana (2.4, 1-12),

fttr5ia (6.28), Sfanda Parana (1 (i), 20-30, 1 (ii) 20;32),
it in the KwnSraaamMava "The Birth of

1. Mbk.
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Kumara", which represents the common and standardised version

of the story.

The birth of Skanda and his exploits formed part of the

mythical motif of the Devasura conflict going on ceaselessly.

In this scheme of the perennial clash between the two opposite

principles of gcod and evil, the demons are portrayed acqui-

ring invincible power and irresistible violence 'by accumulating

psychic energy through a severe regimen of ascetic exercises'

and then manacing their opponents, the Devas. This happens
from time to time and the same myth of the rise of the

devil and of his being vanquished by the gods is repeated

again and again, certainly in a new version, forged afresh in a

different mould. The motif of the demon Taraka evolved in the

Puranas in relation to Skanda and his exploits, as it appears,

was an invention of the Gupta period, for we have no piece of

evidence from the vast epic literature, art and inscriptions of the

pre^Gupta times which refers to Tarakasura and his harassing of

gods. In the great epics Skanda had as his rival demon, the

Mahishasura, but perhaps only due to his association with

Siva and the Goddess. 1 But it did not serve the purpose,

for the killing of the Mahisha was attributed fully to the

Great Goddess as her exploit. Therefore, for Skanda, it appears,

a separate demon became necessary that was formulated as

the hostile Tarakasura against whom he justified his divine

strength.

The short account compiled in the Vayu P. (ch. 72)

about the birth of Skanda is similar to that of the epic, both in

contents and details, and also appears to be nearer to that of the

epic in time. But the myth of Taraka is present Jn the Vayu

which is not to be found in the MaJialliarata. It is clear from

the Purana that it was a later development and was yet in a

formative stage since it has here only a nominal reference. The

Krauftcha mount, the first victim of Skanda's valour in the epic,

is narrated here as his play-hill, where he killed the demon

1. Mbh . 3. 231. 1; aee also Sorensen, Mbh, Cone., p. 458,
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Tavaka. 1
It was on this hillock that the lions were yoked to

Skanda's chariot and he was consecrated to the generalship of

the gods.'

According to Matsya Purana (Chs. 146-60) Skanda is a

member of Diva's family and the legend of his birth is closely

associated with iva and his consort Parvati as he is invariably

considered their son, though all the legendary details of his birth

and rearing are there, of which roots are far-reaching in earlier

tradition as analysed above in the epic account. The story

is to be found first related synthetically in seven slokas and then

at great length in 1569 verses.
8 In the colophon of chapters

154-58 the story is given the title Kumara-mmbliava wJhich is

known best from the epic poem of the same name by Kalidasa,

though the whole "Kavya" in the Parana is styled as SJcanda-

cltarita. The whole saga of the marriage of iva and Parvati

has been brought into the picture of the birth of Skanda and
sung both in the Puranas and by Kalidasa in a sublime style,

The principal motif of the story according to the Mai&ya
Purana itself is as follows :

The Devas being worsted by the demon Taraka, son of

Vujianga Daitya, repaired to Brahma who assured them and
said, "Give i,p your fear. The son of iva born from the Daughter
of the Mountain Himalaya will slay the demon." Then after
the lapse of some time iva became infatuated with the beauty
of Parvati and he allowed his semen to fall in the mouth of
Agm. who became the second mother in the birth of Kumara.
The seed of Siva thus ejaculated in the mouth of Agni pleasedthe Devas adding in his body. But they could not digest it
and BO the seed ripped open their bellies and fell in the river
^ng.ami then in a grove of the Sara weeds. From there he
was born as Guha, appearing resplendent hke Surya. When the

days old he killed the Asura
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In the elaborate version of the story the agency of the six

3 is also recognised who drank the fecund water ejected

the gods a-rid aSa in offered that to Parvat! who conceived

gave birth to the Babe from her right side.

Skanda was born as a boy with six heads and he held a

Sakti. He was named ITumara, for he was destined to kill

(mSrJt) the evil Asura (7cw). As the son of the six Pleiades he

was Karttikeya and since the Krittikas were united in a single

branch ($alch&) he got another name ViwWia. On the day of

shash tliT when only six days old he was anointed as Lord Guha

by all the gods headed by Brahma, Indro and Vishnu, Indra

gave him his daughter Devasena in marriage, Tvashta presented

him a toy as Kukkuta. Thus appointed in the office the general i-

ssims the divine array he was praised by all the gods with a

stotra. And, on the seventh day in a long and trying battle the

Asura was slain by Guha Mahasena.

As in the Epic, so in the Puranas, with usual inconsistencies

of detail, Skanda is described as the son of Uma or ParvatI,

though tie was not born from the womb of her. At the same time

he is the offspring of the Krittikas, who either bore him as their

cl.iT.ril and. delivered him separately into six forms or came later

on the scene breastfed the uncared babe who by his intrinsic

power clivided himself into six forms and suck them as his mothers

satisfying each one of them at the same time. His mother is

Ganga into which the dissipeted retas of Rudra was thrown by

Ag:ni, and it was only due to Uma's curse that she had to bear

the Agni's garblia
1
.

TSTow, Siva-Rudra is his recognised father with whose cult

his worship got associated. Besides, the early motif of his

sonship attributed the Agni is not altogether forgotten. In several

passages he is a son of Agni through Svaha. 1 He is son of

Pa-supati a*nd' Svaha, but clearly it is said by the learned that

the god. Pnsupati has Fire as his self (valmyatmd}? According

1. Mataya P. ISS^Q.

2. Vayu 27.53
; Malsya 135,79

; Bhaga. VI. 6.14.

3. Liiiga P. II. 13. 7-8.
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to Famana-Puram 1 as the story explains, it was originally the

semen of Rudra-Siva which Agni had to take within himself and

roamed about for five thousand years suffering with its intense

heat. And, this happened by way of a curse which Agni had

got in punishment from Pairvati for his act of peering while she

was with her husband.1 The Mateya Purana in a humourous

tone says that the energy of Siva received by fire really entered

the belly of all the gods because Agni is the mouth of the gods,

and from their being undigested exploded out in the form of a

pool of water.

The "Story of Agni" is described in several of the early

Puranas3

perhaps following the lines of the MaliabMrata chapter
entitled Agnivamsa," but it does not include the legend of the

birth of Agni's son Skanda as we see it in the great epic. No
doubt, in the Vishnu Purana,* he is described as son of Agni
being born in the reed forest. However, the birth of Skanda is

felicitated by the gods with joyous hearts for he is born for their
welfare and as their saviour from the demon harassment. It was
heralded by divine musicians, Siddhas, Charanas, Yakshas,
Kinnaras and others. All the gods praised him with a byrnn and
he was appointed as the commander-in-chief of the divine forces

by Indra, Brahma and Vishnu, or by Brahma and Rudra, or all-

egoncally Indra married to him his daughter Devasena, Vishnu
presented to him a fowl and a peacock, SarasvatI the lute,
Brahma a goat and Siva a ram,

.

HoWever
> the origin of Kumara has been described

mystic language at several places in the Puranas. It is stated

, r*^
154 - 5^ ^ from ^-- of Siva and

WaS b m like Fire fr ra the two churning sticks

interpretation ofP
*

n a

in

. M
* 1, 15,115-6,
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1-43) : Vishnu who is identified with Siva is Purusha. Uma,

who is no other than ri is Avyakta or Parvati. From their

union was produced Aharhkara, and this was Karttikeya...The

Puianas also mention that Brahma and Vishnu were born

respectively as Heramba and Shadanana, thereby suggesting the

identity of Karttikeya with Vishnu".
1

In fact, he is reckoned as

an avatara of Hari or Vishnu in the Bkagavata Parana (XI. 4. 17),

Kumaro navamah sargah (Kumara is the ninth creation).

In the Sarga-pratisarga shceme of the Puranas., Kumara is

described as the Ninth (navam) Sarga (creation),
8 which is both

natural (prakrita) a,nd created (vaikfita). This doctrine, as

connected quite often in the Puranas with the crying of the

hungry Kumara Nilalohita or Rudra for a name,
8

appears to be a

purposive development, retaining the ancient terminology, of the

"Kumara-vidya" which is original to the Satapatlia Brahmana

(6. 2. 1. 1-20).

Though at several places references to Karttikeya are made,

but the legend of this god has hardly been given importance in the

earlier Puranas like the VisJmu, Linga and Markatfdeya* Perhaps

the earliest Purania veision of the story is to be found in the

Vithnu Dharmottara Purana, which is almost the same as

preserved in the epic. It nowhere does refer to the Taralcavadlia,

a motif which is a later evolution, elating not earlier than 300

A. D., and which is sung in such a sublime way by Kali das a

(about 400 A. D.). In this Purana similar to the epic, the god is

accredited with the disrupting of Krauucha hill, still are caused

L Kurukal, K. K. "A study of the Karttikeya eult as reflected in the

Epic and the Puranas, "University of Ceylon Review, October IgGl,

2, V^G. 65
; Vithvu 1. 5. 25 ; Cart* 1. 4. 18 ;

for other references see

Kirfel, Das Pur'ana Panchalakshana, p. 23.

3. Lifiga 11. 18. 18 (also l.l.); Vftu 27. 1-53 ; Vishnu 1. 8. 1-12; BnhaStf*

been dated by Hazra, Vishnu P. between A. D. 100 and 550,

.mits present 600 A. D, but was an early Purana, Afar-

P., major portioa about 200 A. D. See hia PiM* ***** on

the Hindu ntes and customs, pp. 19-26, 93-6, 8-13,
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horrors in the heart of Mahisha-demon by the birth of Skand*

{I. 95, 26} who was, as has been pointed out earlier, the arch-

enemy demon of Siva family.

We find in the Linga Purana (I. 170. 120-123) a description,

of Ktrttikeya's dance and childish sports and activities as a soutse

fur the filial joy of the divine couple. As a sporting boy,

resplendent like the Sun, the six-headed son is described by the

goddess Pacvati as shining with various ornaments. Mabadeva
limself, asks Skanda to show them his dance and then they
b. c;une pleased with the boyish pranks (lilas) of his son, Kalidasa
his also given a narration of some typical childish activities of

Skanda enjoyed by the divine parents.

Here we may point out that this aspect of the boy god got
much elaboration in the Tamil land where worshippers of Subrah-
niusya have a Ijvicg faith in this aspect and are food of his IfiU
?/!* even now.

The worship of Skanda as Murugan in south India is traced
back by some scholars to very olden times.1 How ever, in the
present state of our knowledge, it can not be tak^n much earlier
than the beginning of the Christian era. Seyon (red complexioned)
pe^ps the oldest name of the god Murugan is sung in the old
T.*i hymns as the deity of the hilly region. His spouse Valll

a Ml giri from the

Da His worshiP ^ is believed,

t
* -d votaries danced

to
Propitiate him,*

^ the biU won,en

<"PwiJwentof
'

^ "^ f ^ hU1S aBd i& Prayed to

be marriea.
^^^ *** Dancing by g^ris ^ that they

"This is indeed tb
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Eakara -the white, shining, Leaf shaped spear, which put an end
to ( the asura

) Sura ( in the form of a ) mango-tree, in olden days,

by chasing him in to the sea surrounding the earth.

"O ! This is indeed the spear held aloft by the matchless

deity with six faces and twelve arms, this is the shining spear
wherewiih ( the god ) riding the peacock ( or elephant ) and cele-

brated by the kings of the celestials, vanquished the Asura enemees
and destroyed their greatness.

"O ! This is indeed the spear decorating the lovely hands of

him who was suckled by six mothers in the lot -us bed of the

aravaaai pool, this is the long spear that destroyed the Kiauncha

mountain, after cleaving the breast of the Asura who had that

hill for his residence." 1

The god is described riding on a peacock with him consort

valli the beautiful daughter of the mountain folk who has a cres-

cent like forehead of the peacock's hue. a He is the son of the

god of the kailasa hill and Parvati.3 His long lance is red like

fhe.a or fiery in itself
,

e as he himself is of red complexion.
6 The

temple dedicated is distinguished by the cock flung on its top,
7 In

the epic are attributed to him the dances tudiWcuttu, and kudaikuttu

the drum dance and the umbrella dance respectively. He danced

"ihe tudi dance in the midst of the sea, which itself seived as the

dancing hall, following the destruction of the demon Sura who
hid himsejj; there", and "the kwdcd lowering the umbrella before

the Asuras who gave up their arm is great distress".
8

The Tolkoppiyam (Ahananlru, sutra 5) portrays him as the

tutelary deity- of the hillmen. In praise of his glory are sung the

late Sang
vam works like the Tirwmurugftrruppadai and onefourth

of the P&ri'p&i/al . Nakkinar, the poet who sang the Tirumuru-

garruppad'ai tells us faow Ruruva girl on the bill side planted a

cock banner smeared with ghee and mustard oil, offered to the god

garlands of red oleander and green leaves, burnt incense, made

1. Dikshitar, Silappadlkaram, English trans, pp. 272-8.

2, Ibid. p. 280. 3. Ibid. 4. Ibid. p. 94. 5, Ibid. 270

6. Ibid. p. 117. 7. Ibid. p. 199.

8. Ibid. pp. 124-5.

9. Ibid. p. 89 fn. 3-
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oblations of balls of cooked rice mixed with goat's blood and

Danced to the tune of sweet melodies. Elsewhere, the poet tells

that Biahrnanas who strictly followed the six duties and the codes

of dkirma and tended the sacred fires, worshipped Skanda with

iLwus chanting holy mantras 1
".

It appears, Murugan was a popular hill god, perhaps supreme

nrr.onp the deities of the Kurava and Vedda people of the non-

Aryan section of the Tamila land*. His cult became identified

with that of Skanda of similar nature and associations. It

u not far from the truth, that this blending was, if not complete,

F-Htly understood by the time of the author of the 'tSilappadi-

l-tr.im, i.e. c. 2nd century A.D. The certain features inherited

fiom the cult of the hill tract deity were new to the already

prevailing worship of Skanda in the Pallava and Ikshvaku areas,

Suiw important new features may be pointed out as follows :

1 the Kipuara or bachelor god whose marriage was allegorically
c-Micdvol with Devasena has as Murugan the beautiful wife
V.ullr, a hill girl herself ; (2) his flag or banner got no doubt
.he figure af a cock, and as we now, the god in iconography of the
^flv period is shown both in the north and in Andhra holding a
*.wl in his hand. But he got as his vehicle a peacock and also
tl t "g.-m-like" peacock flag.

In old Tamil works of the Sangam age he is portrayed with
the jx-acock (or elephant) as his mount. As we have seen, the

of the peacock with the god is traceable as early as

The goddess Koflavi the Tamil Mother Goddess is described
tu- f as dancing in the battle field with her son

such other names in the

n* -
"" Snd Wh is Played as "the maid of the

.c T ,

bUtiOI>S 0b"Us ' d lls' Pe- clS d wild
e consulered sacred. 6

3* feupTlj p,
*.
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The mountain region is dear to the red complexioned

Murugan (Tollcappiyam, Ah. 5) which is known as Kurunji. The
commentator of the Tolkappiyctm Naccinar Kinijar refers to the

worship of Murugan. He observes, in the Kurunji region and
Kuravas (or the dwellers of the forest region) and others are found

to offer several oblations in the sacrifice to the Red god'*
1
. He

rides now on an elephant, now on a goat, or again on a peacock

(Pattupaddu IV. 75). His banner has a wild fowl for its device

(Pattupaddu, VI. 31).

A vivid description of the orgies in honour of the god
Murugan is found in the Pattupaddu (1.220-49). "A shed is put
up and is adorned with garlands and flowers. High above it is

hoisted Murugan's flag bearing the wild fowl's device, to scare

away, as the commentator suggests, blood-thirsty goblins from the

feast. His priest who bears his favourite weapon Vel or javeline
and who is therefore known as Velan (the name of god also) has a
red thread round his wrist probably as a sign of consecration to

the deity. He worships at the altar and uttering spells and
inchantations scatters flowers, and fried paddy on all sides. He
then slaughters a, fat bull, and in its warm blood mixes boiled rice

and offers it to the god amidst blare of horns, bells and drums,
while the perfumes of incense and flowers fill the place. Today,
of course, it forms an integral part of the service whose characte-

ristic name is veri-addu, drunken revelry. The Velan as well as

the women present begin to dance to the frantic songs of the assis-

tance. And some one in the company it is usually the Velan

becomes possessed by the deity and jumps and snorts giving out

at the same time oracles as regards the fortunes of the by-stander.

These sacrifices to Murugan seem to have been very prevalent in

the South of India in ancient times ;
so much so that all sacrifices

have come to be known by the qame Muyugu. (Pattupaddu VI.38).

The modern devil dance of the villager is but a repetition of the

veri-addu of the ancient days."
2

One more feature of the Puranic Skandism should be

emphasised here. As we have often is the vehicle as well as

1. Karamarkar, op. cit, p. 134.

2. Jnana Prakasar, op. cit. p.
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the ensign of the god. In the sculptures of the Kushana

period Skanda is portrayed with his favourite bird invariabbl

a cock, and the same is to be found on coins connected with

the deity. This fact, corroborated both from literature and

art is no doubt of utmost value. It helps not only together with

the other myth of Taraka in dating the epic 'Skandopakliyana in

early Kushana period but points to one more thing that the myth

of peacock in place of cock was a Puranic development already

well established in the time of Kalidasa who wrote Maytiraprisli*

thasrayina guliena and Kumaragupta issuing his peacock type coins,

and also the several 4-5 th century Gupta images of Karttikeya.

While this feature was a new but well accepted phenomenon

in the Gupta period it is conspicuous by its absence in the Kushana

age. It was assimilated presumably somewhere in between these

two periods, to wit, during about the 2nd and third century A. D.

Fortunately on some sculptural evidence offered, by an late

Kushana image of Agni from Sarnath and the Lai Bhagat Pillar,

it is possible to study this evolution more clearly from the view

point of chronology.

However, it appears that this additional myth of peacock
was one of the results of the complete identification Skanda-

Kumara Karttikeya of the Aryans and eyon-Murugan of the

Tamils. No doubt, in south also the position of cock was no less

established as the sacred bird to and the banner device of the

deity but Murugan had adopted the pea fowl as his mounts, it

appears through his spouse Valll, the Jbill girl fond of peacock's
fcathure.

From the evidence available in the Sangam texts and also
the Putinas it is, however apparent that the cults Kumara-Skanda
<* the North and Seyon-Murugan of the Tamil country had
already mmgled and the different mytes and legends of them both
were accepted, by each other in some form or the other. Whilem the Tamil country on one hand the entire legendary mythology<* Northern Skanda was

fully accepted, in the north in Puranic
bkimdism several trait of Tamilian origin and tradition were
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absorbed. For example, in the Silappadhikaram,
1 Murugan is son

of Siva and ParvatI, six faced, twelve-armed etc. In the same

way, we have in the Puranas associated with Skanda, VallT as

his consort2 and peacock as his mount.

ETYMOLOGY OF HIS NAMES

In the Puranas, at several place we find attempts to offer

etymological explanations of Skanda's various names of which

apparently some are obscure ones and the derivations given appear
to be rather forced. They say, "since he was destined to kill

(mara) the evil (Jcu), he became Kumara"* The ascetics en-

shrined him or his dhyana in their heart, so he got the name Gruha

((VamanaP. 58. 1-121).

As he vanquished the demons, he was named Skandz.* Qr,
since the six bodies bom separately from the six Krittikas were

ultimately joined together as one god (Skanda), he became Skanda

(Bra7ima$da (I) JJI. ] 0.40-51). He was born from the dissipated

(skanna) energy of Siva, so also the name Skanda was appropriately

given to him (Vamana 57.3). The six Krittikas united in a single

sakha, and therefore he as their son was known by the two names

Karttikeya and Visakha (Matsya 159.2-3), At the time of his

very birth, it was pointed out, according to the Vamana Pura^a,

by &iva that he will be known by several names of Karttikeya,

Kumara, Skanda, Guha Mahasena and Sarasvata as the offspring

of the Kritikas, Kufcila, Gaurl, Siva, Hutasana and Saravaria

respectively (5X. 43-45).

Among his other epithets which evidently reflect the various

features of his character and Puranic personality, are arajanma
or Saravanabhava, Gaageya, Shanmatura, Bahubhya, Sharirqukha

or Shadanana, Agnibhu or Pavaki, Devasenapati, Mahasena,

aktidhara, Sikhivahana, Tarakari, etc. These names and epi-

thets are repeated often in the Puranas and Kavyas.

1. Dikshitar, op. cit. pp. 94, 1 17, 278-80.

2. For example $iua Purana, KaiJasa Satii, 7.40, 64.

3. Agrawala, Matsya-Purana a study, p. 246.

^5J STcfT^^, Brahmanda (I) IU. 10. 43
;

Brahmaqda (I) IIL 10. 51 ,
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A list of usual and curious names we get in the stotrct of the

god. Such a prayer marked with- pleasing words is to be found

twice in the Skanda Purana, once uttered by the mountains

(I (2)31.80ff.) and on other occasion by the sage Agastya (IV. 25).

For other short prayers see Vishnu dharmottara Purana, (L 95.

25-6; I. 233.4-12; 156.7-9; III. 218.30-32).

The important conception about the personality of the god

was, as stated by Kalidasa, that he represented the energy (tejafy)

of Rudra as deposited in the mouth of Fire, more resplendent than

sun (atyaditgam Jiutavahamukhe sambliritam taddhi tejak, Megli* I,

43), It has been emphasised repeatedly in the Puranas, and they

describe the form of the either equal in glory to the Sun (Vayu,

ch. 72), or not comparable even to the brilliance of the Suu

(Padma 1. 460).

There developed a "vyuha" of the four Skanda gods.. In

the Linga Purana Siva is described surrounded by his four divine

sons, Ntigawyadi (I. 82. 16). The VisTinu Purana (I. 15. 115-16),
hasenumeratea the myth of the origin of Sakha, Visakha and

Kaigameya, His fourfold forms, among which he himself is

counted as one, are knowp as his brothers (Vayu 66. 24) or sons

(B%a. 6. 14). But in the Vi&nu dharmottara Purana they are
mentioned as Chaturmurti or Chaturatma of Kumara or Skanda
which are Kumara, Skanda, Visakha and Guha. Their form

is described as follows :

should be made with four faces, and adorned
a tuft of hair

(Mhandaka), He should wear red garment
his peacock. Jn his right hands should be ghown a cock

in the left ni the VaijayantI banner and a

, Visakha and Guha should be made like Knmara
d not P ssess S^ *aces and do
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"It is the God Vasudeva who has become Kumara in order
to lead the army of gods."

1

As such, Skanda with his four transfoimations was the lord

or presiding deity of the Graha, i. e. asterisrns causing suffeiing
to children. All these four, as already seen, were originally

low-ranking deities, considered in popular belief as harassing the

new born babe and its mother, and when propitiated as acting
their protector. It is believed that they exercise their influence

for evil with demonic practices upto certain stage in the life of

a child and thereafter being pleased for good. They are known
as Skandagraliaa with their four leaders (V. D. P. II. 22. 88), and

the only way to get rid of their ill effects was the fca^-offering to

them, and their arsliana (i e. worship) on the Shashthl day. As
stated in "the Vislmudlwrmottara Purana (II. chs. 231-34), Indra

with an intension to kill the new born matchless hero, produced
a host of mahagraJias, many thousand in number and provided

with different weapons. They at the order of their originator

went to the Sveta mountain to kill Skanda, but were subdued

by other similar imps and demons created by Skan-la. The latter

group is described as greatly powerful, vigorous, moving at free

will and assuming any form. Their leaders are Skanda, Visakha

and Naigameya, with others of which a long list of names is

given in the Puiana. Both of the hordes, earlier created by

Indra and the latter by Skanda himself, became subservient to

god Skanda and were allowed by him to take shelter in the

bodies of impure and wrong doing persons. Further in the same

Purana signs of a seized person (graliagriJiiin) and also the era-

dicatory measures to be followed for remedy are enumerated at

length in four chapters.

1. kunf&rah shanmukhali Karjo sihanflakavibhushanah I

'

raktdmbaradharah karyo mayiiravaravahanah \\4\\

kukkutascha talKa ghant'a tasya dakhinahastayoh /

pafaka vaijayanfi cha, saktifa karyok cho vamayof,

skando visdkhascha guhah kartavylischa kumaravat /

shanmukhastt na kartavja na mayfiragatdstathS

chatuidtma hi bhagav&n v"asttdesah sanatanah /

pradwbhutah kutriarastu dtoasenaninishaya //?"//

VD. P. HL 71, 34.
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The subject of the grahas and remedy against their infliction

was no doubt of practical importance and as such included in the

Ayurveda Sarhhitas. As an aspect of Skanda cult this evidence

is invaluable for our study and throws ample light on the popular

worship and beliefs associated with the god. Originally a goblin

deity (gralia) Skanda was elevated to the rank of a major god in

the pantheon. Bliutavidya, also differently called Q-raliwidya is a

necessary chapter to be found in the Sariihitas of Ayurveda.
This Chapter is available in the GharaTca Samhita 1 and various

aspects of the beliefs and practices have found their mentions

already in the Sutras and the epic, The evidence of the Suirutg.

Samliita in which the subject gets some greater attention, is similar

in contents to that of the Mahabharata material. 8

The Smruta S. gives a list of male and female grahas
with the names of Revati, Putana, akuni and Naigamesha which
also cccur in the epic.

5

According to the AsTitaitga Samgralia Siva

produced twelve grahas for the help of Skanda among whom the

five were male and the seven were females. 4

The worship of Skanda and his grahas and 'mothers' was no

doubt an important cult affecting domestic life in the various

periods and even survive today in the form of Shaslitlu-piijana etc.

after the birth of a child.

Curiously enough the Bhutavidya is mentioned in the

doyya Upaniriad* in a list of lores already known to Narada
when he asked Sanatkurnara for spiritual instructions. Tradition is

continuously found in the literature recording Skanda.Sanatkumarn
as a teacher of Ayurveda. The fifth division of the Ashtanga
Ayurveda is named

KwmaraMiritya, also called Bala. It deals
with the medical treatment of children and causes of their diseases
including evil pknetory or graha influences. Under this Tantra

meded al h
cures, offerings and charms

3. /Wrf.

4 7rf. p. 51,

5. C&J. tty.7.26,2.
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Covering the entire field from the conception to birth and up-
bringing of human progeny.

1 In ancient texts on medicine where
this subject is dealt with we get a long list of male and female
demonic spirites who tortured the mother and the base, and also
an elaborate discussion about the remedial measures (upacharas)
which in this connection are given a special name of abliichara,

The IZasyapa SamUta is the most important text in this

connection, dated about fifth century A. D. Its detailed evidence

is fully corroborated by that of the Puranas. In the MakSlharata*
Devasena is identified with eight goddesses as Shashthl, Lakshmi
etc. The jKasyapa SaMita takes that myth further and records

that the god Guha himself said to Revati that she will be known

by many names. Vaixmi, Revati, Biahmi, Kumari, Bahuputrika,
Sushka, Shashthl, Yamika, Dharani, Mukhamandika, ltavati,

Mala, Kandu, PQtana, Niruuchika, Rodani, Bhutamata, Lcka-

ma(a, Mahl, Saranyu and Punyakirti were her twenty famous
names (namani tava vimsatih).

3

It appears that these goddess name whose worship was in

vogue at some time became identified with one Revati which
comes before us the most prominent goddess in the Revati kalpa
of the Kasyapa Samliita, but as none else than Shash^hi herself,

The name Shashthl appears to be the personification of the

'sixth' day after the child birth, and whatever goddesses whose

favour was sought on this particular day for the new born one

were firstly associated and then identified as the Shashthl

goddess. Their association with Skanda from earliest times was

quite in fitness of things as he represented the host of such

wicked male sie2ers and afflictions.

A flood of light is offered in this question by this particular

text (Revati kalpa chapter). It shows that Revati had become

the most powerful goddess in this age and attained the status of

the Great mother with whom all the tutelary female divinities

came to be identified as her different forms. She combined in her

1. Suram Chandra, Aywvtda ka itihasa} Vol. 3. p. 107. ,

2. 3. 218. 49
; Hopkins, Epic Mythology, p. 229.

3. Ft. Hemaraja's ed., p. 67.
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all the qualities and activities of the great mother, those ol

bestowing, fostering and destroying life of the humyn kind. As

can be gathered from the Kdlpa in her name, we get the culmi-

nation of the idea. She is heie the highest goddess, Goddess in

Essence, with whom other little goddesses get submerged and

become identical. But they all are of evil character and notably

concerned with infant diseases.

Revati is of numerous forms (baJiu-rupa) . The author of

the Revati Italpa, "Scripture of Revati" attacking foetus of the

mankind. When the battle between the Devas and Asuras was

going on a certain demon Dirghajihvi, of a long tongue, began to

destroy the divine army. The Gods prayed to Skanda for help
who sent Revati The latter assuming the form of a she-wolf

(salaviifa) not only devoured Dirghajihvi but also as a Sakunl
caused destruction of the demon army. The Asuras .took shelter

in the garllw of human and other kinds. But they did not

remain unknown to Revati and she in order to destroy them
became Jataharinl. And thus, she attacks in search of the
demons the human progeny in its successive stages right from
conception to birth. Particularly she attacks children of those
who do not follow dliarma.

She has many forms (baliurupd.) and is known under such
name, Jataharinl, Revati, Pilipichchhika, AinchT, and VarunT. At
the command of Skanda she stupifies all the impious persons of
different castes and kills the wicked ones. The text describes
in detail the impurities and wrong practices when does JataharinT
get opportunity to seize

(sajy'ate) and attack.

Obviously, JataharinT is a general term. All the goddesseswho carry away the born one (^a) are to be named JataharinT
Such Jataharinl d BJ. are classified under three categories on the
basis of their .a*^, (curable) y

-
apya (lingeri >

mothers donnf,', r San^ qnder whose Possessionmockers cio not die. Nakini PIQO-KT v i i.- *t
i, Yakshi, Asurl, K^ll, Varum,
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ShashthI, Bhiruka, Yamya, Matangi, Bhadrakall, Rudra, Vardhi-

ka, Chandika, Kapalamalim and Pilapichcbhika are of the yapya

kind. Vasya KulakshayakarT, PushyajanT, Paurushadinf,

Sandamsl, Karkotaki, Indrabadava and Badavamukhi are of the

third asadhya category.

But all are Revatls. They are also grouped according to

the three stages of a child, it) the womb, after birth and under

upbringing. On the basis of popular differences (loJcabJieda^, again,

RevatT was of three types, Divine, Human and TiraschTna (i.e. of

birds). No doubt, these were the numerous goddesses actually

worshipped in some way or the other by the people.

The Jataharini devts were further divided in view of the

castes and classes. Each social class had its own deity, named

after that. No less than twentynine such are listed in the Kalpa-

Various professional groups also had their own goddess. For

example, the Jataharini of the carpenters was called Takshim

Ten such names are given : (1) Ayaskarl, of ironsmiths, (2)

TalcsUnt, (3) JCulall, of patters (4) Padalcari, of coblers etc.

Jataharini or ShashthT assimilated in herself all the folk

goddesses concerning the diseases of mother and child on the one

hand, Skanda became the chief of evil grahas of infants, on the

other. An elevation in his status made it due that all the

goddesses and deities of similar nature were subordinated under

him and his pantheon.

Bana also makes important mention about Shashthi and

Karttikeya in the Radamlavl. "Describing the birth ceremonies

of Chandiaplda he refers to the making of a figure of Shashthi-

devl wearing yellow clothes dyed with tumeric ; he also describes

side by side the installation of a figure of Karttikeya holding a

spear and riding on a peacock'". She is called JatomZtfifovi in

the HarsTiacharita
5 and BahuputriM in the Eadamban* t who is

1. See. 6*.

2. Agrawala, "Goddess ShaehthS on the Yaudheya coins," J.N.S.I., Vol.

V, pt. II, p. 4.

3. ch. 4, p. 129 (JVirnqyasagar ed.).

4. Sec. 64.

20
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none else than Shashthi herself is made clear by the Tilakcpnaftjan

where Shashthi is described as painted on a jatamatripatala (tablet

of Jatamatri)
1
. In the latter text she is also named Aryavriddba*

whose worship was invariably performed in the sutikagriha after

the birth of a child.

Amongst the sixtyfour YoginTs, Vidall, RevatT and Putana

etc. are enumerated (Agni P. 52. 8). According to the Agni
Purana (50. 27) by the side of Skanda image Sumukhl and

Vidalakshi are to be placed. We have the full-fledged ShasJitliidevi

UpakTiyana in the Dev'tbhSc/avata Purana (IX. 46), wherein her

various forms and aspects of worship are described. It says that

since she is the sixth part of Prakriti, she is known as Shashthi.

She is the presiding deity of children and famous among the

mothers as Devasena. She is spouse to Skanda and grants pro-

geny to childless persons. On the sixth day after child birth her

worship should be performed in the suiikagriha itself.
3

According to the KasyapaSamliita> the gods during their

battle with the demons had to seek Skand'a help. The latter

aquiring their boons became dominant over all the Vasus, Rudras
and Adityas. As the text says originally the Vasus were seven,

but became eight including Skanda in the form of Dhmva the

eighth. Similarly, the number of the Rudras, formerly only ten,

became eleven with the eleventh one as Guha amkara. In the

list of the twelve Aditya gods one more was added. That was

Skanda himself as Ahaspati
4

.

The "vyiiha" or parivara of the four Skanda deities deve-

loped, according to the Katyapa Samhita, through a simple process,
Of the four brothers, Nandikesvara became the fifth, and Shashthi

the sixth as their sister. Sometimes Rudra also joined this group
as the seventh. In their figures invariably a crescent should be

shown on the head. But no where else this point is repeated
and we find also no support of this iconographic trait from

sculptures or coins. According to the VisJinudJiarmottara

1. Jfirnqyasagar ed. p. 77,

2. Cp. Mbh. Ill, 220. 16, where AryS. and VyiddhikS. occur.
3. Sec also Bhavis\ya P, I. chs. 39-44

; II. ch! 42.

4. Kaytapa 5., HcmarSja ed,, p. 5. Ibid. p. 67.
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where the OJiaturmurti conception is explained, the figures of

Kumara gods are described lo bear different attributes and poses.

SOME OTHER ASPECTS :

On the Akshaya ShashthT day i ; e. the sixth day of Bhadra-

pada the vow of Skanda-ShashthT is observed (Agni 181.2). A
similar injunction is made about the Chaitra Shashthl when

Skanda should be worshipped with particular attention.
1 The

month of Karttika is also considered specially sacred to god

Karttikeya.
3 The Vislmudharmottara Purana prescribes a certain

worship called Kumararoolia, following which the person obtains

children.3

Temples dedicated to Skanda are described not fit for night

stay by a treveller.
4 A Kumara twtlict is known from the Bra7ima

Purana.G Sacied to him are also Kumaradhara and Svamlpushka-

rini. After the Pradaksliina of Sifgiri, Agastya with his wife

visited Skanda>vana. There he saw Skanda himself, and paid

his homage to him with a prayer. Kalidasa in the Megfiaduta,

describes the Devagiri hill as the permanent abode of Skanda. 7

A Skanda tlrtlia is at the Narmada. 8

A certain jewel (<mani),
Q
pose (mudra),

10
pillar

11 and part of

the chaript
1 * are also said to be named after Skanda.

He is said to be the father of Vi Sakha38 and others, and

the presiding deity of the Angaraka graha.
14 He is lord of

Nirritis,
3s who are in the habit of kidnapping children. Skandin

is a pisacha gana, naked and with hanging hair, eating the leavings

of others.*
6 Similar are the names Skandika, KumSras, etc. who

all were considered subordinate to Skanda. 17

I. VD P. III. 221. 54. 2. Ibid. II. ch. 96.

3. Ibid. III. 223. 18. 4. Ibid. II. 94. 2.

5. Brahma P. 6. Skanda P. 2 (101 ;
2 (I) 12.

7, Kumara. 1. 42. 8. Matsjm P. 191. 50-51.

9. VD. P. II. 109. 63 10. Ibid. HI. 33. 19-20.

II. Manasara 15. 19-23. 12. VD, P, III. 22. 7.

13. Bh&ga. 6. 14 ; Vishnu P. I. 8. 11.

H. Matsya P. 93. 13
;
Brahma P. II, 74. 48, 26. 33.

15. Bhaga 6. 14 ; Vishnu_P> I. 8. 11.

16. Br. P. III. 41. 17, and 52 ;
59. 14 ; Patil, op. cit,

F
p. 63.

17. Br . P. III. 7. 380
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A tempi* of KSrttikeya at P^dravardhana in the Gaufr

country nl mention in the *****.' * - ff
* that

when L Kashmiriking Jayaplda reached there in the temple a

plmance of music and dance was beingP-^;*^
which he stopped there. The ^i P enjoins that a shune

of Cuba should be erected in the northern sector of n^- *'

the story records, it was in his own temple that the god K.rthkeya

appeared and revealed to his devotee the Katantra Gra"
Apparently these references show that in this penod temples

dedicated to Skanda formed a cultural centre for learning ana

Various fasric arts.

It is stated that Skanda followed Pasupata Dharma.4 He

Is portrayed as the best of the Brahma-knowers and adored by the

Brahmanas.5 This ideology seems to be the result of Skanda and

Sarmtkumara identification which is traced as early as the

CJtUndojya. UpaMad and repeated with evolved duplication^
w

the epic and Pin-anas. It was given a curious turn in later peno

and in sculpture Skanda figures even as the teacher of Siva. He

is depicted as imparting the Brahma-knowledge to his father

of which the earliest plastic representation is at Ellora, The

KrthStaritsatfara mentions a Brahmana named Vyadj as worship-

ping SvSmi Kumara for obtaining knowledge (vidya).
1 Similarly

tbe Brahmana named Vaisha, who was a dullard in the beginning,

obtained all branches of knowledge from Skanda after propitiating

lie goJ with his penance.
8

According to a story related in this

text, Katantra system of Sanskrit grammar was traditionally

known as originating from the six mouths of Karttikeya. The

story says that Skanda himself appeared before Sarvavarman,

nmaster of a Satavahana king, and revealed to him. the knowledge

of a new grammar characteristic for its easy method and simplicity,

1. IV. 423.

2. Agui 89. 12 BCC Banerjea op. cit+ p. 338.

J. JKatKusrilifliara I. 2- 44-61.

4. Sie*4& P. I (1). 7, 43, dharma^ pd.Supata'h $fe$hthab skandena
5. Mty>a Parana 185. 2-4.

6. fUo> HiwJs Itonograpfy, Vol. IT, part 1, pi. c, 3. 50.
1, KetDtftant, L 2, 44, g. Hid. I. 2. 6Q-61 & 79.
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As the god himself indicated because of its brevity (svalpatantra) it

became famous as Katantra. Its second name was Kalapaka or

Kalapa after the plumage of Skanda's peacock.
1

During the

Gupta times the KalapcL system was a big rival to that of Panini

as indicated in the drama Padmaprablwitakam of the ChaturbJiam,

and also in the arvavarma legend itself. This was a system

having pi eserved much of the material and terminology of the

older Aindra School.

SKANDA AS SURYA'S ATTENDANT

According to the Bhavishya Purana, on tlie left side Surya
there stands Skanda who is lord of the all worlds and popularly

known as Dandanayaka? On the corresponding right there is

Pingala who is another form of Agni. Skanda also figures in

the other set of attendants of the Sun-god, viz. of Rajna and

rausha. It is clearly pointed out in the Purana that Rajna is

identical to Karttikeya. Because he shines on the office of

divine generalassimo, Karttikeya is famous as Majfia which word
is composed of the root raj "to shine" added with the suffix na.*

This fact is also supported by a late medieval work the Ttka
sarvasva (c. 1150) by Sarvananda, where the author offers in a

verse the equation haraguhau=.'rajasrau$au.
t> The Bhavishya P.

has also given the identification of rausha with Guha (1. 124. 21).

Apparently, the above myth was a part of the reorientated

worship of the Indian Sun-god in which a number of motifs and
forms were accepted from the east Iranian mode Sun-worship
It appeared as an easy crollary while adopting the Iranian icono-

graphy of Surya to identify the Iranian attendants of the god
with some deities of similar nature out of the vast Hindu pan-
theon. In such a scheme to make the blending complete, rausha
and Raja were accepted as identical to Skanda and iva

SKANDA AS THE DEITY OF THIEVES AND ROGUES
Another popular aspect of Skanda worship is known from a

passage in the MrichMakatika where thieves and burglars are

1. Ibid. I. 6, 13. 2. Chaturbharii, 1-23.6.
"

3. Bhavistya P., I. 124. 13. 4. Ibid. 1. 124. 21-3, 34.

5. Sen, "Iranian grausha and Indian Skanda", Indo-Iramca> Vol. IV, I

(July 1950;, p. 27, 6. See snpta, p.
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f .lM 9k*tep**r** Ksrttikeya figures here as the patron-deity

.,< ,vch persons who lived on theft and like professions.
Sftnrahk,

^Vt-c-breaker, before entering the house of Charudatta through

1 breach in the wall bows to the god Kumara-Karttikeya for

naming access in his work. The different epithets of the god

v̂ Vh which the fellow pays his homage to him include Kanakasakti

IfcafaKUioyadeva and, Devavrata.
3 A few lines earlie, Kanaka-

vtkti (whose weapon is the golden Satei") figures as an ad&rj/a of

>liz >
'L-iurya-aantra

whose injunction about breach are quoted by

the thief. Prithividhara, the commentator of the drama, takes

*fce phi rise tkandbputra as meaning "skandopafiv* cliauraohar^a, i. e.

t- .ichcrs of burglary making a living by invocating Skanda. As

',-^utul fay
3Dr. Sandesra. slcanda also means "to attack'

1

,

8 and in

its' a context perhaps signify in general the low practices followed

by n sues and bandits, looters and marauders and similar sections

, i society. Thc-y regarded Skanda their patron-deity. It is

ck^r from the Bfj-wfichhakatilca and appears to have had its footing

TO ttw cailier tradition which regarded Skanda as the god of

and the patron deity of warring tribes. This aspect of

seems to have continued in later periods also.
4

i. AW m.

i

*, "PrachJn sahitya men chaura^Sstra" (The Science of theft
in ancJenj Literature), Bharatiya Sahitya (Munshi Abhinandan
Vo'urac, year 3, Jan, 1958), p 293,4,
A Te from the Gujratf folklore reflects the connection of Skanda
with thieves who regarded him their lord. As it eaya, O Gauri I

VOUT .on J S remembered by aweet peacocks. In day time he is rc-
nH*T^ ^ mcrchants an<j at njght thieves>IJ

isrm

9 p, 294.

e god

Pt. II, p. 415
ga?l"^' also- Gopinath Rao, loe
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Mijesty, King Mahendra, being presented

the

ftlcotne address in an ivory casket in the form

of the flftwdnfr, Maharaja's barge.
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Their
Majesties, King and Queen of

Nepal

ON BEHALF OF

ALL-INDIA KASHIRAJ TRUST

READ BY

Maharaj Kumar Dr, Righubir Singh of Sitanuu (Trustee)
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THE MATSYA PURANA AND THE RAMAYANA

BY

D. R. MANKAD

sn?i<jf:

i J

While editing the Kiskindhakanda for the Baroda Edition

of the Ramayana, I came across the problem of parallelisms

between the R text and the texts of some of the Puianas

particularly Mt(Matsya), Vy(Vayu) and Bd(Brahmanda) I have

discussed this problem in the Introduction (See pp. XXXV-

XLVIII).

Here I want to continue the discussion on one question.

Adhyayas 39 to 42 of the Kiskindhakanda describe the geography

of the four directions and it has been found that the descnption of

the several important places is bodily taken from the Matsya

Parana (Adh. 163, 6 Off) This I have shown in my Introduction

by putting the R text and the Mt text in parallel columns.

There I have quoted from the critical edition of the R and

noted the various readings also. But about the Mt, I was able to

quote from the Venkatesvara Press Edition and was not able to

quote various readings for the same.

Thereafter I inquired of Shri A. S. Gupta of the All-India

Kashiraj Trust, whether the 163rd. Adhyaya of the Mt was

collated or not. He said the collation sheets of that PurSna were at

Madras with Dr. Raghavan. He, however, volunteered to write to

Dr. Raghavan and the latter was kind enough to get the collation

sheets of the 163rd Adhyaya of the Mt copied for me, I am

greatly obliged to both of them for this kind wtsey,
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I have, now, got the collated text of the Mt and give below,
at the risk of some repetition also, the text of both the R and the

Mt with the different readings. This will enable scholars to judge
the matter for themselves.

I have noted here only the important readings from the Mt.

In fact, these lines of the Mt show that although about 32 MSS,
and printed texts have been collated, there are hardly any impor-
tant readings found. So far ns I am concerned the following is

woi th noting :

1. While discussing Mt 163.62, I have said in the Introduc-

tion to the Kiskindha that 'kamala' in the Mt is clearly

a mistake, it should be 'Mekala'. I find that this is

fully supported by the MSS. 'Mekala' is actually found
in 10 MSS of the Mt. Further, this 'mekala' is

preserved by the N MSS of the R, which proves what
I have said, viz. in these cases the N MSS of the R
preset ve the original readings. The evidence is quite
conclusive here.

2. In the Mt 64cd, 'jambudvipa' has no v. 1., which
conclusively proves that the original reading is 'jambu

1

and not 'Yuva'. No MS of the Mt shows any reading
like

*jalp', 'jvalu', 'caya', or 'Yava' which are found in
the R. This shows that no MS of the R preserves the
original reading.

3 In 64cd, the
reading tfTtfVTOffiOT* of the Mt is

preserved in N MSS, but not in S MSS.
4. Three ?rfSS of the Mt preserve 'ratnavantam' for

jatnavata
or <ratnavara> of the Vulgate. This <ratna-

vwiun, ,s supported by the R and is therefore theonma reading of the M , Here ^

-
kosakaranam of the
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Vulgate. Here also comparision with the R determines

the original reading of the Mt, which is kosakaranam.

6. The R uses Accusative case, but the Vulgate(Mt) uses

Nominative in several cases. See Mt 60cd etc. But

in almost all such cases, one or the other MS of the Mt
shows the Accusative case, which, therefore, is the

original. There are numerous such cases. I have not

noted all of them.

7. Mt 77c has 'vidyutvan', but R 40-32b has 'vaidyuta'.

Here the N MSS of the R preserve the original

'vidyutvan'.

8. Mt.79c has 'visalakaksa', but R 40-36c reads visala-

rathya*. It is now seen that several MSS of the Mt

read 'visalakaksa'. This shows that the R has trans-

lated 'kaksa' by 'rathya' and kaksa is the original

reading of the Mt.

I would request the reader to refer to ray Introduction of

the Kiskindha for the textual and other implications of this

comparision. I am emboldened to say that a detailed comparision

of all the places where the R has borrowed from other sources

(other Puranas or the Mbh and other books if any) is likely to ba

very fruitful, atleast from the textual point of view.

In the end, I would note that these lines of the Mt, show

that at several places, the printed editions do not preserve the

original and correct readings which are now seen in several

collated MSS.
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MATSYA, ADHYAVA I".*

GO "od ?pft STRTft*% $ft?j: ^fcrf.? *!

several w,i m-td f|^t*tr. in '

01 ^2^Tc3#^^i^*3&**if ^ M
g^utr ^r wjmnr Hi? WTTTO -i>n

aoo. case is ustr! in Mvt r iJ ^1 "^

62

ab) aoo. u.stnl in ntivi-ntl MSx
c) Jf-^55 in H) MSS i fur *|^ ,it th

63

ace. tmed in tsvt-rtl MH
64 a JR^t ^5T5W^% '^^1

ace, in several MSS
64 cd

65 ab

64c) no vj. for

05a) qn^ 52:% for SE^.

65 cd

66 ab

f in 12 MS**,

in 10 MBS :

ID 5 MSB?
ab

-a) ^^ for gsrr 4 MBS -b) m^m averai
cd

ab
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RAMAYANA (cr. ed.), Kiskindba Karida

39.19 ab

39.19 cd

-J) Si Dr4

39.20 ab

-a) & N V
lia 13 ra IV* 7. ins &3 (N a V,

(B

40.8c

39.20C

39.28 cd

29 ab

38 c) Sx ST Bj. Di 9.4.iB zt&j\v ; B 2 . 3 sq ; D8
. I8

(for
*

om. 28od and 29 ab

760^

39 20 cl tS^F^TJI \

39/22 a

39.21 cd

-a) D 5 . 8
-
10 3 (o g)

39.35 ab

39.35 od
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cd

-;1)
o c4 and Hm< in 2 MSS.

G9 ab

-b)

69 cd

TO ab

71 ab

cd

72 ab

-b) qyt for sgjj 7 MSS
cd

73 ab

cd

74 ab

cd

75 ab

cd

76 ab

cd

77 ab

0:1

for ^n 4 MSS

several MSS; ^{ B6veral MSS
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39.34 ab cT<J|- ^^
-b) Silf,

39.48 od

39.49 ab

cd

39.50 cd

34.50 ab

40.13 cd

40.16 ab

41. 5 ab

804*

40.13 ab

40.34 e

40.32 ab

40.38 cd

40.34 a"b

34 cd

40,36 ab

cd

Si V1<2 B3 . 3
D

^7.12-13 "SIT*

HPT
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80 ab

80 cd

81 ab

81 od

82 ab

82 cd

83 ab

83 od

84 ab

84 cd

85 ab

85 cd

ss ab

86 cd

87 ab

88 ab

88 od

B9od

fiifef

1) for

for
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ef

41, 16 *
<TTft*TT^ TOT

41.21 ab

24 ab

25 ab

25 cd

29 a

30 cd ^rfg f3ifei^[if5r

32 ab

42, 1 6 ab

42, 19 cd ^mm^ $ SIM

42.33 ab

833^

39.24 ab

1.2 of 824*

917*

(S9 VLB ^S^ 5 V a TOt 5 B

T, 3 0.a M fl
,

8
C. ^ 5 Dns^ 5 Du

42,24 ab sftgj
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ACTIVITIES OF THE ALL-INDIA KASHIRAJ TRUST

DECEMBER, 1965)

(1) CRITICAL EDITIONS OF THE

V

Critical edition of the Matsya Purana is being prepared by

Dr. V. Rughavan at Madras, as already reported in the previous

reviews. Work is progressing on the extra chapters in Grant ha

Manuscript and also in the preliminary editorial work of the

main Matsya. Collations of Bhuvanakosa chapters of Matsya

wure done at the instance of the Head Office and a part of the

collation sent to Banaras.

J>) Vrimana-Pwana :

Twenty manuscripts of the Vamana-Purana have been colla-

ted so far 13 Devanagarl Manuscripts, 1 Sarada Ms., 1 Kashmiri

Ms., 3 Bengali Ms., 1 Telugu Ms. and 1 Nandi Nagan Ms.

Of these, the eighteen Mss. have been collated previously as

stated in the previous review. One Nandi Nagarl Palm-leaf Ms.

from the Sringerl Mutt, Mysore, and one Devanagarl Ms. (micro-

film) from the Oxford University Library have been collated

during this period.

The Nandi Nagarl Ms. has been procured from the Jagad-

guru Sri SankaracSrya of the Sringeri Mutt through Pt. Rama-
Chamlra Sastri, Principal of the Sanskrit College of the Banaras

Hindu University, We are thankful for the kind co-operation
received,

Efforts are also being made to procure a Telugu Ms. from

Mysore, 90 that some definite idea may be had about the nature
of tt South Indian version of the Vamana Pnrana,

critical

^text
of the Vamana P urana is also being

, and
simaltaneously critical apparatus is also being
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The Vamana Purana is being translated into Hindi by Pt.

Gopalchandra Sastri of Varanasi ; it is also to be translated into

English. The translation is proposed to bs published along with

the critical text.

(2) OTHER WORK ON THE PURAJSTAS

00 At Madras Centre, Adhyayas 5 to 11 of the Svalpa

Mtiteya Puram have been edited by Dr. Raghavan. The first

four A'lhyayas were published in 'Purana' VI. 1 ; and the next

sis Adhyayas 5 to 10} are being published in the present issue.

Fmthcr chapters are being edited. The Dana Chapters there of

rut b.-iu;; collated with Ma'sya quotations in Nibandhas.

T\vo articles of Dr. Raghavan, the one on the Puranartha

&m;// efa and the other on its HTni-Adliyaya (XI), which were

publithud in the 'Purana' have now been republished together in

a buok-form for the use of scholais.

,b) Padx-Indexes : The Pada indexes of the Linga and the
GarutU Puranas have been completed. Further work on the
P54a-indexes has been discontinued for the present on account
of the work on the Vamana-Puraria.

(c) Oolltction of Purana-quotations from the Nibandlias :

Parana quotations from 4 more Khanndas of the Krtya
Kalpataru have further been collected. Further collection* has
been slopped for the time being on account of the exclusive work
011 the Vamana Pura9a being done at present.

(<l) Writing tf tfte Mhara-patha :

-
Up till now the Adhara-pathas of the ten Maha-

Vamana, Kurma
, Brahma, Visnu Markarv

wV V
am -hm3nda

5 has been written.writing of the Adhara patha has been discontinued.

of the

-bjec t,ndeXeS of the six

KBrma, Linga, Visnu, and
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Marknndeya) have been prepared. Out of which those of the

VamanV and the Kurma have already been published
in the

'Purana' Vol. III. The subject-index
of the Visnu P^afla

Mng" published in the present issue of the Bulletin. A biiei

summary of this Sanskrit subject-index is also being given in

English along with it. As the English translation of this Ftnana

by cuch eminent scholar as Wilson, is available, it is hoped that

ht ^chulars will find it convenient to go through this subject-

i:Ax f the Visnu Purana, and will kindly send their suggestions.

(3) 'PURANA' BULLETIN

Up till now seven annual volumes consiting of 14 issues and

about 3000 pages containing articles on almost all the Mahupvjia-

nis ami ?ome of the Upa-puranas have been published. With the

present is^ue it starts its eighth Volume, The demand from the

fccholais und institutions for this Bulletin has been increasing.

Beside the eight foreign Journals which are being received in

exchange for the 'Purana' as reported in Purana VI 1., we have

now ftLu received in exchange the following three important

journals from the Asian countries :

1. Journal of the Siam Society, Bangkok ;

2. Journal of the South Seas Society, Singapore,
3. Bulletin of Tibetology from the Namgyal Institute

of Tibetology, Gangtok, Sikkim.
\Vt are thankful to these institutions for this exchange.

f?j THE LIBRARY OF THE PURAJSEA DEPARTMENT.

The Library of the Purana Department has been re-organis-
ed ou the modern colon-system by Shri R. R. De, B. Sc,, Lib.Dip.,
the Special Officer of the SaraswatI Bhandara of the Ramnagar
Fert, We are thankful to him, and also to the Maharaja
&Mras VidyS Mandir Trust for lending his services to our

Department for this purpose

This Library contains books mostly on the Puranas, besides
on other branches of Indology, such as Epics, Vedk, &b&rmaf
etc. It also contains several good Indological publications**

!>d Tibetan. Tb? Hebrew University, Jerusa-
the library of the Kashivaj Trust a set of
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(5) VEDA PARAYANA

The Parayana (recitation of the whole text) of the Kanva
Sakha of the ukla Yajurveda from memory with its Samhita.

Pada and Krama pathas was done in the Trust temple of Sivala

Palace dining the Bright-half of the month of Asadha, from June
30 to July 13, 1965. The reciter was Pt. Laksmi Kanta Ghuim-
puthi of Varanasi,

There are very few reciters of the Atharvaveda from memory
in India. So the Maharaja Dharmakarya Nidhi Trust has under-
taken to encourage the memorising of the Atharvaveda. The work
of memorising the whole of the Atharvaveda Samhita togetherwith its Brahmanas, Aranyakas and Upanigads has been entrusted
to Pt Jagannatha Sastri Pathaka of Varanasi who is being paid a
monthly stipend of Rs. 1 00 /- for this purpose.

His Highness the Maharaja of Banaras, Dr. Vibhuti Narain
Singb, has donated to the Maharaja Banaraa Vidyamandir Trust

Rs . 205 .
.

for^ s

-

three generations at

and

(6) VYASA UTSAVA

-

toT,
c

:

!ebrated in th

1K (.?, !.., / ' "6S duri"g'he whole of the

donthelltLf'i ,

ba" The Puraya ffottte wasi ,

y on the

i Nafain s
:na^

S Pres^ed by His Highness Maharaja
ars Ma p

tt"
attendad by a number of t
attendad by a number of the

- H. Dave, Hon.. Gener al
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Secretary of the Sanskrit Vishva Parishad, and Acharya T. A. V,

Djkshitar, Joint General Secretary of the Parishad, both of the

Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, Bombay, were good enough to attend

thf function.

The report of the activities of the Kashiraj Trust was read

in the beginning, and then important discussions were held on the

various aspects of the work, and useful suggestions were given by
the scholars. Dr. V. S. Agrawala proposed that the University
Grants Commission be approached for granting stipends to the

scholars memorising Vedas, and the proposal was accepted unnui*

morsly. One young scholar Sri Vinayak Ramachandra Rat ate

also placed a chart on Piuanas, prepared by him, before the scholars

present in the meeting. The chait was much appreciated.

(7) PURANA PATHA AND PJRAVACANA

In the month of the last Asadha from July 1 to 8, the

8attndaryalahari of Sri Sankaracarya was recited and discourses
on it were given by Pt. Thakur Prasad Dvivedi of our Purarm
Department. In the month of the last Kartika (Oct.-Nov.) the

NSra&ya-Purana was recited and the discourses on it were given
by Pt. Anant Sastri Phadake, the retired Purana Professor of the
VaiSriaseya Sanskrit University.

(8) MAHARANI RAM RATNA KUNVARI SANSKRIT PATHASALA
The MabSranl Rann R atna Kunvari Sanskrit Pafhas'aJa,

working under the supewision of the Kashiraj Trust, is preparing

^dentsforthe
PrathaTO5 Md the Madhyam5 examinations of

the Va^seya Sanskrit
University. Students are given a

monthly stipend of Rs i?/ -rh * u
s^cu

the Plrt^-iV T i

''' teac^rs and the students ofthe Casals also work in the Pqrana Deott in *K i

Tbis increases their knowIeJ* 7 T P leiSllre tlme '^ knowledge and also gives them some monitory

1% THE PURANA-GQSTHI OF TWs- VT^ -^HI OF THE VARANSKYA SANSKRIT
UNIVERSITY

- sri
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on 'SiddMa* in the Puranas in a Purana-Gostlii organised by the

Varanaseya Sanskrit University in the first week of September
last. Some of the scholars who had come from different places

of India to participate in this Purana-GostJii also visited our

Purana Department at Ramnagar, and highly appreciated its work.

(10) RAMALILA

The religious and cultural importance of the Ramalila

organised every year in September-October at Ramnagar by His

Highness Kashinaresha is well recognised. Apart from the huge

congregation, scholars and other distinguished persons who come

to Varanasi make it a point to visit this famous Ramalila of

Ramnagar. This year Mr. Chester Bowles, the U.S. Ambassador in

India, and Mrs. Bowles, came to Ramnagar to visit the Ramulila

celebrations and were very much pleased to witness the spectacle*
Mr. Nessim Shallon of the Technical Assistance Board, United

Nations, New Delhi, and his family also visited the Rammigur
RSmdila this year. He writes to His Highness in his letter of

the 12th October, 1965 as follows :

"My wife and children as well as myself enjoyed tremen-

dously our experience in being present
"

as your guests at the
Ramallla celebrations in Ramnagar. This admirable spectacle,

deep-rooted
as it is in ancient traditions, enlightened us about

the Rarnayana and what it means to India. In recent visits to
Thailand and Malaysia my wife and I had seen how widely the
RSmavana is spread beyond the borders of India

; to be able to
see it enacted in Us original form here, where it was bom, was
most

exciting."

We ate thankful to these distinguished visitors for their
intent in Indian culture and

specially in the Rjtaallla.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
Sri K. M. Munshi, the Chairman of the Bharatiya VidyaBtmvan Bombay, was the guest of His Highness in the Nadesar

Palace, when he came to Varanasi to deliver a series of lectures in
Bu.ru Hindu

University on the Gandhian Philosophy. As
I, he look keen interest 'in the work of the All-India Kashiraj
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On November 21 the President .of lodia, Dr. Radhakrishnan,

came to Varan asi to deliver the convocation address in the

Varanaseya Sanskrit University, and was the guest of His High-

ness in the Nadesar Palace. Immediately after alighting from

his plane the President was pleased to enquire of His Highness,

who was there to receive him, about the progress of the work

of the Matsya Parana edition by Dr. V. Raghavan. The

publications of the Kashiraj Trust were presented to him.

The Varanaseya Sanskrit University in a special Convoc-
ation conferred the degree of Vacaspatl on his Excellency Mr.
Andie Malraun, Minister of State for Cultural Affairs, French

Republic. His Excellency took keen interest in the Puraim work
of the Kashiraj Trust in his talks with His Highness Dr. Vibhuti
Naraina Singh. His Excellency was presented publications of the

Trust by His Highness.

His Excellency the Ambassador of France in India, during
his short visit to Varanasi a few months back, took very keen
interest in the Purana work of the Kashiraj Trust. In his two
letters dated September 7th and 16th to His Highness His Ex-
cellency has been good enough to give the valuable information
about the names and addresses of some Indological institutions
ao<i scholars in France to whom the Purana Bulletin shoiild be
sent. We are much thankful to His Excellency for this useful
rnformation,

In the last week of November a breakfast was given by His
esB ,n Ramnagar Fort to the Mayors of India who came tov-, naSI to

participate in the All-India Mayors' Conference.

aCqUainte<JwitbtheP r5?awOTk f the Trust
were presented to them.

A welcome address in Hindi
by the Aii-india Kaswraj xrust

address wa S read by Maharaj Kumar
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Dr. Raghubir Singh, a trustee of the All-India Kashiraj Trust.

Panditaraj Sri Rajeswar Sastri Dravid, Padmabhushan, read

a Prasasti Cpraise) of Their Majesties in ten slokas composed by

the learned Panditaraj himself. This welcome address and the

'Prastisti' are being published elsewhere in this issue of the

'Purana' bulletin.

On behalf of Their Majesties Hon'ble Sri Kirtinidhi Vista,

the Vice Chaii man of the Council of Ministers and the Foreign

Ministei of Nepal, in reply thanked His Highness and the

All-India Kashirnj Tuist and laid emphasis on the cultural relalion

between India and Nepal coming down from the ancient time.

A tea party was organised by His Highness in honour of iheir

Majesties on the same evening, in which more than 200 persons
of the City were entertained- His Highness Maharaja Kashinaresh
presented the welcome address and the prasasti in an ivory casket
in the form of the model of the Ghurdaur (Maharaja's ceremonifil
barge). Their Majesties were also presented the publications of
the Trust,

In the morning of the next day, their Majesties carrfB io the
nngar Fort to pay a visit to His Highness. A breakfast to

I hen- M, jest , CS was arranged on this occasion. Their Majestiesalso visited the
paintings and the manuscripts-collections of the

Maharajas SarasvatI Bhandara and were pleased to see them.

fi > Chief
of U. P anrl Rri T? r>

Higbness in the Nadel
Ja

the Purnna work of the

the Kh ViS1
'

ted the P " rs^ Department ofthe KaSh,ra, Trnrt and saw its PnrBno Work ._

f the Bharatiya Virlya
.ay.
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(3)
Sri Nauharia Ram, Deputy Adviser to the Ministry of

Education, Govt, of India, (Aug. 26-27),

(4)
Pt, Dinanath Shastri, Principal, Ramadala Sanskrit

Mahavidyalaya, Delhi. (Sept, 2),

(5)
Dr, A, N. Jani, Head of the Sanskrit Deptt,,

M, S,

University, Baroda, (September 2),

(6)
Sri V, V, Paranjape of the Deccan College, POOR

(September 2),

(7)
Prof- V, Venkatachalam, Head of the Sanskrit Deptt,

Vikrama University, Ujjain, (September 2),

(8)
Dr, Niiaja Kanta Chaudhari, M.A., LLD,PhJX, I,P,

(Retired), (September 8),

(9) Piof. K, V. Sarma, Curator of the Vishweshwaranand

Vedic Reeearch Institute, Hoshiarpur (Punjab),

(Nov. 23).

These scholars appreciated the work of the Purana Depart-

ment, We are thankful to all these scholars for their interest

in our work,
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BOOK-REVIEW

r (Planets and Stars). In Hindi. By (Dr.)

Sampuranand. Published by the Hindustani Aca-

demy, Allahabad. First edition, 1965. Pages 8 +35.

Plus 34 plates on good art paper. Price Rs. 15.25.

The present work is a revised and amplified version of the

four Radio-talks by the author, which were broadcast in Hindi

in 1960 from the Lucknow-station of Akashbani. Its author, Dr,

Sampurnanand, besides being a recognised politician and adminis-

trator, is also a versatile scholar, a well-known astronomer and a

great thinker. His present work, though dealing with an astro-

nomical subject, has a Vedic and Philosophical background,
and also a Puranic touch.

The uuthoi has developed a technique to present a highly
technical and scientific subject, such as astronomy, in simple and

lucid Hindi for the benefit of the common reader. His famous
work H | TOfora*^ dealing with space-travelling, is a

kind of novel which presents scientific truths in the garb of a highly
interesting and imaginary plot. His present work ^-^m',
though dealing with the facts and principles of astronomy regardi-
ng tins subject in a factual style, aUo keeps the reader interested
throughout.

The first talk on <JT? afft atfk anfr coveis pages 1-10 of
thKbook. It deals, in a very interesting nrnnper, with the birthrf the planets He draw, a distinction between planets and

w
formed by the intersection of the BBD'S ecliptic and the
orbn at two points, are

rightly recognised as the

the

p
connection he also refe-tll P

^ **"

kfch c
** legen<J of

Iu

connects ,

mythology with an astronomical pheno
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<mena. The author is* aware of the fa^c that in the Puranas
mythology is intimately connected with almost every branch of

human knowledge, and so even a scientific truth has a mytho-
logical explanation,

For explaining the relation of the sun with the planets and
of the planets with their satellites the author has mentioned
and explained the three theories, vis. (1) of Laplase, (2)

of Jeans and (3) of the Russian astronomer Schmidt.

He has also discussed the possibility of life on the planets.

The second talk '^ 3TOl 3T7f%, ^ cPTT *Tftqf (pages

11-18) discusses the stars 01 naksatraa and the star-clusteis in their

various aspects. He has also dealt with the position of the stais

and the sun on the Akasa-Q-anga or the Milky way.

The third talk on covers pages

] 9-26. The NihSrikas or galaxies were not mentioned in astrono-

mical works of ancient times ; but in modern astronomy they have

acquired much importance. The galaxy known as the Akam-Grahga
or the Milky way is familiar to us. But the vast firmament contains

millions of such galaxies ;
and even beyond these galaxies of stars

there is no empty space, but it is filled with gases and star-

dusts, and hence is called as ^sj^t f*T*n*j' in the language of the

Vedas. The universe is sustained by the energy radiated form

the sun (which is also a star), hence in the Vedas the sun is

called the soul of the universe, animate and inanimate,

( ^ 3?r?RT ^TcKflJiSffi^ )-
It is in fact the life of all the created

beings (<jjni: ST^TS^q^T^ )

The author has discussed the formation of stars and galaxies

from these gases and star-dusts, These galaxies are leceding

awfiy from each other, showing that the universe is continuous]

expanding. Here the learned author poses a very relevar,

question Universe expanding in what ? In Space ? But

the space is itself a part of the univcise. Then it may be

expanding in Time which is both begenningless and endless ! On

account of the continuous radiation of energy from the luminaries

a time may come when the universe will become static and
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Dissolution will follow. And here again the learned author proses

a very important metaphysical question Will some unknown
Power again put the Wheel of Creation in motion ? In his opinion

the process of Creation and Dissolution may go on incessantly in

the womb of the Infinite Time ; and this reminds us the following

statement of the Visnu-Purana :

; n (i. 2. 26).

In his fouith talk gsftfeq 3?fc ^fsf (pp. 27-35) the author
comes before us as a unique combination of a scientist-astronomer
and a philosopher-thinker. He peeps beyond tha empirical
woild of matter and goes to the very bottom of the problem_
Whence this wonderful world ? Whither does it go with all its

grandeur and incessant motion? He enquires into the ultimate
source of this universe a point where both science and philosophy,
physics arid metaphysics, aie bjund to meet. Does this universe
really come out of the non-existent (asat) as the scientists would
have us believe? Rut how can existence come out of qon-exjs-
teuce-^^; ^ifc,^ (Cha. Up.VI- 2. 2). So the universe must have sprung from 3at, the undis-
tinguished and ^manifest non-material eternal Principle of

The
^

author, however, rises above the relative notions
of i and rt f for according to him the question of sat or asat, as
the source of the universe, pertains only to the lower strata of
thinking, but in the higher sphere of thought there is no such thingas * or wt and therefore the reasoning that 'existence cannotcome out of non-existence' is not applicable there. In the words

th.. The Vedic seer also
to th, hlgher level of

V. X. 129. 1).
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In the end, the learned author appeals
for the study of

astronomy even
by the common raw, for which the vast firmament

with its sparkling stars is the right'
and free observatory

which

may be studied even with the naked
eyes,

He advocates the use

of
cheap instruments such as the wmmlta (bamboo-pipe)

which

was used in their
study by our ancient Indian astronomers also,

and with the help of which some 50 years ago the great astro-
* J w **

nomer of India, Sri Chandrasekhara Samanta, arrived at certain

astronomical calculations which
surprised

even the Western

astronomers.

More than
thirty interesting plates illustrating

the formation

and the position of
planets and stars are added at the end, which

has
greatly enhanced the value of the book.

-ANAND SWARUP GUPTA
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This subject-index of the Visnu-Purana is based

on? the Glta-Press edition of this Purana. The

adhyaya-concordance of this edition with the two

other editions viz. of Jivananda and Venka^esvara
Press- has also been given here by the author for the

facility of reference. According to our scheme of the

Subject-Concordance of the Puranas, the present

Visnu-Purana index has been divided into the ten

major sections, called JZJiandas, which cover almost

all the topics dealt with in this Purana,

Below is given in English a brief Khanda-wipe

summary of this Sanskrit subject-index of the Visnu-

Purana :

I

Sarga (creation) and Pratisarga (Dissolution

of the universe).

1. Sarga (Creation)

Three kinds of creation (1) Prakrit*. (Elemental)

by Visnu, (2) DainandinJya (Ephemeral) by Brabm5

at the end of each Pralaya (Brahma's Night) and

(3) Ttfitya (Constant) by Daksa and other Prajapatis; the

definition and details of these three kinds of creation ;

Visnn as the creator, preserver and destroyer ; the

rescue of the earth by Visnu-Varaha ; mental creation

by Brahma ; the creation of Rudra, Asuras, Gandharvas

Nagas, Yaksas, Raksasas, Fitrs Devas, men, goats,

cows, Chanklas-s Yajuas etc. from various limbs and

bodies (tanu*) of.Brahrna ;
the nine mind-born sons of

Brahma Bhrgn etc., called niM BrahmBv-tto

of eleven Rudras by Rudr, , the option
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Svayambhuva Manu, by Daksa, by Dharma, by

Adharma and by Kasyapa ; Soma, Prthu etc.

anointed in sovereignty by Brahma and the sages.

2. Pratisarga or Pralaya (Dissolution)-

Pralaya also called here as Pratisameara ;
four

kinds Prakrta (Elemental), NaimittiM (Occessional),

Jtyanttta (Absolute) and Nitya, (Perpetual; ; their

definitions and detailed description.

II KHANDA

Tirthas, Bhugola and Bhuvanakosa

1. TirtJias (Places of pilgrimage)

No separate chapter on tirthas ; only Asvatlrtha,

Pindaraka tlrtha, Parusottama tirtha, and alagrama

tlrtha are mentioned.

2. Bhugola (Geography)

Names of mountains, hills, rivers, forests, places

(cities, villages etc.) given alphabetically.

3. Bhuwna-Jcosa

Seven Dvlpas (Continents), Seven Samudras

(Oceans) surrounding the Dvlpas, Lokaloka mountain,

Meru mountain, Andakataha ; the extent of the earth ;

Varsas (countries), Varsa-parvatas (i.e. mountains sepa-

rating varsas from each other), KUla-parvatas (moun-
tain ranges) of each Dvlpa ; Rivers rising from these

Parvatas,

The 9th DvTpas (or Divisions) of Bharata Varsa,

mountains, rivers, and Janapadas of Bharata Varsa.

Brahmanda, its position, and expanse.

Jyotisa (astronomy) connected with the Bhuvana-
kola Ksla (time), Ayanas, Heavenly Ganga,
Dhruva star ; isu-m3ra cakra as a form of

Dhruva residing in its tail ; Saptar?is ; Nine
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planets, their chariots and horses ; Balakhilyas ; all

planets and stars tied to Dhruva with the rays .'of the
Pravaha Vayu.

The battle of the Mandeha Raksasas with the
sun at the time of its rising, their destruction by
argliyadana and sandliyopasana.

The rains and its cause.

III KHANDA
/ _
Sastfas, Vidyas and Kalas (Various sciences and arts)

Vedas, their Sakhas; the propounders of the

Sakhas of the four Vedas, the five divisions of the

Atharvaveda, original Purana Samhitas, eighteen
Puranas (Maha-Puranas) and their names, Upapuranas
mentioned as such without names, Visnu Purana and
the tradition of its transmission ; Ayurveda, and its

divisions into eight angas by Dhanvantari,

IV KHANDA
A *

Philosophy, Religion and Religious Sects

The Arhata (Jain) and the Bauddha religions

propagated by Mayamoha among the A suras, by
which they gave up the Vedic Dharma, and were

consequently defeated by the gods ; knowledge of

the Self, and of the God ; the nature of Brahman and

the Atman ; Pain, its nature, the means of its

destruction j Pranava (the syllable 'Om') ; devotion

and the devotee ; Yoga, its definition and angas

(mentioned in the Khandikya-KesidhvaJa Sarnvada),

pleasure and bliss, its nature,

V KHANDA

AcaraXPerformance of good and enjoined actions),

and Karma-Kanda (Performance of religious rites)

The duties of the four Asramas and the Varnas ;

worship, Govardhana worship, Indra-worship by the
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Gopas of cow-herds, Visnu-worship ; Yajnas, Sraddhas,

As^akS Sraddha, Shraddha performed by Iksvaku ;

fruits of actions.

VI KHANDA

Kala, Yuga, Manvantara, Kalpa

The nature and glorification of Iala (time) ;
the

period called the day of Brahma, and of Visnu ; Sala

as the form of Visnu.

Divisions of JKala (Nimesa etc.) ; JECalpa ; the period

of life of Brahma called para, half of this period is

called, parar&ha.

Yugct'S ^Krta etc., Visnu as Kapila in Krta,

Cakravartin in Treta, Veda-Vyasa in Dvapara, and

Kalki at the end of Kali-Yuga. The four Tithis called

Yugadyas (i. e. falling in the beginning of the four

respective Yugas) .

Seven Sages of every Yuga.

Kaliyuga, its nature and its special importance.

Manvantaras* the past and future Manus, the Avataras

of Visnn in each Manvantara, DevaS, Rsis and the sons

of Mann of each Manvantara ; the division of Vedas

by Vy5ga in ^ach Dvapara ; the names of 28 past

Kalpa, arid its period. Padma Kalpa, Varaha Kalpft,

Enumeration of the numbers from one to

parardha mentioned in the context of the

Prritaya

VII

Stutis, Nltis, Gathaa etc.

Sammi&ts (Conversations or dialogues) arranged
alphabetically ace&rding to the names of the
speakers.
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2. Stuti-B (Eulogies of gods)-arranged alphabetically

according to the names of gods eulogised, names

of the corresponding eulogisers also given.

3. JSTtti-s (wise sayings, or statements of practical

wisdom) -as given in the conversation of Prthu

and Prthivi, of Prahlada and Hiranya Kasipu.

4. Gatha-s ^lokasjmng by Fitrs, by PrthivT and by

Yama, respectively called as the Pitr-gatha,

PftJivl-gatJia and the Yama-gatlia.

5. Upadesa-s (Instructions) by Rbhu to Nidagha, by

Prahlada to Daityas and to Hiranya Kasipu, by

Jada Bharata to King Sauvlra, by Marici and

other sages to Dhruva, by Vasistha to Parasara,

by Stmlti to her son Dhruva.

VIII KHANDA

Vamsa and Varhsanucarita

Royal genealogies (arranged alphabetically)

Solar and Lunar dynasties, Iksvaku dynasty (Solar),

Lunar dynasties of Kuru, Krosjfhin, Turvasu, Druhya,

Nimir Puru, Magadha dynasties, Yadu dynasty, Vai-

vasvata Manu dynasty.

Oarita-s narrated with descriptions of the genea-

logies : Names of the chief characters alphabetically

arranged, e.g. Akrura, Ajamldha, Annha, Aditi,

Anamitra etc.

IX KHANDA

Classes and Individuals, and Caritas and

Akhyanas belonging to them :

Classes (Names of classes alphabetically arranged)-

Apsaras-s, Asuras, Esis, Gandharvas, DSnavas, Devas

varions classes of the Devas ;

Dev.sura^.ddha
&

between the Devas and the Asuras) ; Daityas, Nagas,

Manias, Yak^ R^sas, Sarpa,
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Is~Narnes (both
males and females)

of Kings, Gods, Asuras etc,, alphabetically arranged,

X

Nirvacanas (Etymologies), Laksanas (Definitions)

Gananas (Enumerations) Varnanas (Descriptions) etc,

%nw% (alphabetically arranged) of Anaka-

dundubhi, Amavasya, Avhata, Gandharva, Govindii,

Janaka, Damodara, Naimittika, Taittirlya, NSrSyana,

Putra, Prthivi, Pravaha (a kind of wind), PrScIna-

Barhis, Brahma, Bhagavan, Bharadvaja, Miulbuvana,

Marut, MatrS, Raja, Yoga, Rudra, Vlsiidevd, Visriu,

Santanu, Samkarsana,

Jkmvtim--Agais (3), Adityas (12),
Osadhis

(17), Kula-Parvatas of Bh5rata
(7), Chnndas-s (7) (

etc,

The references to the A rasas, Adhyayas
and the

Slokas where these topics are dealt with in the

Purana are given by the author in the Sanskrit-Index].



(Concordance of the Adhyayas etc. of the Printed
Editions of the Visnu-Purana)

(Explanation of the symbols and abbreviations used)
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ILLUSTRATION OF VYASA

The Kashiraj Trust is trying to collect all the available

paintings and illustrations of Vyasa, depicting various episodes

and phases of his life, and painted in old traditional as well as

ro the modern
style. Some illustrations of Vyasa have already

been published in our 'Parana' Bulletin, all prepared in old

traditional style.

The painting of Vyasa published in Vol. II (I960) of

'Puraria' depicts Vyasa as sitting in tense concentration, with

his scribe Ga^apati depicted in a mood of discomfiture, asking

the sage for respite, so that he may probe into the depth of his

kuta slokas.

The illustration of Vyasa given here is a reprint of the illus-

tration which appeared on the cover-page of the Illustrated Weekly
ot August 25, 1963, and is being published here by their courtsey,
It has been prepared by Shri Madhusudan Rao in the 'cubism'

style, a form of the modern impressionist style of painting,

This painting also depicts Vyasa with Ganapati as his

amanuensis. Vyasa is depicted here with an extraordinary long

beard and with his eyes half-closed in a mood of deep thinking,

and god Ganapati writing the slokas of the Mahabharatn which

are being instanteously composed by Vyasa and dictated by him

to his scribe, god Ganapati.

The importance of this illustration lies in the fact that it

shows that the modern styles of painting are also extending their

scope to the ancient Indian themes described in the epics and

the Puranas,
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A NOTE ON THE VYASA-GAYATRl

This Vya&a-gayatn is given in the *f^R^
published in 1922 at Kumbhakonam (South India) by R. Gururaja

Acharya, second edition, p. 28.

It is preceded by :

II

TO i

In the fl^KWJS ^ SrTmad Ananda-tTrtha (Madhvacarj^a)

Bhagavat-p5d5carya (published by P. K. Madhvacarya of

Tiruvallikkeni, Madras, 1935) we have the basis of this

Vyam-gayatn as follows :

; n (45. i)

The two slokas of the ^o^T^^R and 5?ng^5fIH as quoted
above from the 'f^^-^qsft' are also given in the 3^OT?E
of Anauda-tlrtha (4.50 and 4,53 respectively). The cf^aKtfjfiNt

calls this eq^nimtassr as ^^frfenf^q:' i.e. the lord or king of

all the mantras. It also says that this sqrHJll^ft ^ (or tile

destroys all sins, cures all diseases, and gives salvation :-

(v.i.

The
tTOtiHftlinCjSays that though in the Kaliyuga mantras
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have become ineffective, yet the sffrffifS* and the fj^Jlir^ are quite

effective :

II <4 - 46 "47 ab)

Those who recite this Vedavyaaa-ffayatrt also recite (tradi-

tionally) the Rsi, Cliaiidas and Davata of this mantra as follows:

snrr

In the Ganapati-Upaniad we have the Granapati.gayatrl

composed in the similar style :

: \ ^nnisftt ^: i sflfrfTTi^fe^cfr !

^ *i

In some other Upauisads also (which are probably of later

date than those commented upon by Sankara, and are influenced

by the Tantras) Gayatri>s of various deities are given in the

similar style, e.g. :

u

w.

i ^ w sr(^ 11

Unpublished Upani?ads, Adyar 1933, p. 302)

In the ^5RTK of 6rT Krsijananda VSgls'a also more than

25 GSyatris of different Deities are given in the same style,

(Chaukhamba, Banaras, edition, pp. 68-70).

t When the GayatrJ metre (a metre of three padas, aad each p*ds of

eight syllables) has one syllable less, it is called the

as says KStymyana in. his SarvSrxukramanTka *3f(
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All these Gayatfi-s including the Vedavyaaa-gayatrZ are

the Tantric Gayatris and are composed in a style different

from that of the famous Vedic Gayatri relating to God
Savita (viz. g?sSa4%ttf *prif %3&t *ffaft I ft^ft ^ *V U&^&Kl It

Rgvedalll. 62. 10; etc,).

In the Samtf-gayatrt its three padas are connected with each
other in sense, and its Deity has been mentioned simply as

**Ffw \*tf ($rf%32N^). But iii the Grayatrl-s of the other Deities
as given mainly in the Tantric Upanisads and the Tantras,
the three padas are somewhat independent in sense, and
each pada contains a different epithet of the Deity, and
also a different verb (1st pada-fq^ 2nd pada-sffaft or

*ffar%,
3rd pada 5f^fT^ ). Another peculiarity of these Gayatris is this

that the nouns governed by the verbs f^^ and sffrrft have both
the dative instead of the accusative (which we have in the Savitf-

as

In the
Vedavyasa-gayatrz also we have three epithets of

Veda-vyasa, as follows :

In the 1st pada *$%M (Having perfect knowledge)
In the 2nd pada ipifa^ (Having perfect bliss)
In the 3rd pada- s^ (Arranger of the Vedas)

verb used with ^feraq is <fafe (the roots in ^R and
the same meaning-^ know) ; the verb with ^ih^^f

(bliss is to be concentrated or enjoyed a step further^ kn wled^ ' a*d Anally the verb with *g** is
s (Vyasa, Deity of this mantra, is -prayed by the worshipper
him to p.rfect knowledge and b]ifis ._^ 5^j

asa-aatr
nowege and b]ifis ._^ 5^j

Tbis Vyasa-gayatrl, thus, may be translated as follows :

We know him (Vy5sa) to be of perfecfc knowledWe concentrate on him (Vyasa) who is of the
Q*ture of the perfect hl^c \\T

mitv r , ,

We pra y that
1" also ' to
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A gayatrt mantra whether given in the Vedic SaihhitSs,

or in the Upanisads, or in the Tantras, is always related to some

deity, or to some person who is deified and raised to the status

of a deity. The most modern example of the GayatrJ. of a person

raised to the status of a deity is the JUmafer^-^fc*. i.e. the

Gsyatrl related to Shri Ramakrsna Parama-hamsa, a modern

saint of Bengal. This Gayatrl is as follows :

?T *IPT, Pub. by sftem^nr asfarw,

Maharsv Veda-vyasa (or Vyasa), the son of Parasara and

SatyavaLl has been considered in the Puranas as well as in the

Mahabharata as an Amaa-Avatara of Visnu. The Visiiu-Purana

(III, 4.5) says :

II

The Bhag.-Purana (I. 3. 21} considers Vyasa as the seven-

teenth (oat of twenty-two) of the Avataras of Visnu:

H

Similarly the Matsya-Purana (An. edn. 47. 246) mentions

him as the eighth pradurbliava or manifestation of Visnn :

1^ l|

Thus Veda-vyasa has been regarded as a deity or an

avatara of Visnu, like Rama and Krsna, We have

ft^ft ^^^5*^ ^^ I

Unpublished Upanisads, p. 463), and also the Krsna-gaytrl (given

in the Ad* f^^I fflTOCft).
So the Vi/a^gayatr^ although

it could not be traced in the Upanifads or other ancient works,

comes in the same line, and deserves our respectful study.

ANAND SWARUP GUPTA



ORIGINAL PURA^A SA&HITA

BY

V. S, AGRAWALA

*j?ter arat

finrffef

i ]

The compilation of the Purana Samhita is traditionally

attributed
to

Krishnadvaipayana Vyasa, He also accomplished
a similar

literary task in respect of the mass of Vedic mantras
which in course of time had became divided into many schools.
Their names for each Veda are listed in the Charana-Vyuha and
several Paranas. The credit is given to Vyasa for organising the
SaihhitS texts of the four Vedas through his four pupils viz.
Paila for igveda, Vailampayana for Yajurveda, Jaimini for
SSmaveda and Sumantu for Atharvaveda. Here we are concerned
with what Dvaipayana Vyasa undertook to do with respect to the
transmission of the Pnra^a Samhita.
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We are indebted to the Vayu Purana and the Brahmanda
PurSria for a precise statement of how Dvaipayana Vyasa as an
institution accomplished the difficult and important task of

originating the Purana Samhita. The two texts are as follows :

: i*rfa*ffafi[

TO
srarc; 3

tVayu, 61. 55-61)

w: II

: II

: jn9ig

ft
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SR? *fffewRfiflre^ i

tl

n

(Brahmanda Pnrana II. 35. 63-69)

The Vayu gives a list of 27 teachers who had inherited the

Pnrana lore from Brahma upto Krishna Dvaipayana. This list

is as follows :

II

I

II

t

n

|

II

; [\

(Vayu 103. 58-66)
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Separating Brahma and Vayu as mythical names we have
a list of 25 teachers for whom a period of 500 years may be
allowed counting 20 years for each generation from the time of

Usanas to that of Dvaipayana Vyasa. That was the pre-Samhita
stage of Pqrana transmission. Its chronological position is proble-
matical but a tentative supposition may be 1500 B. C.100Q
B. C. or even somewhat earlier.

"We find from several versions e.g. in Linga Purana
eh. 64. that Parasara in the above list occupied an important
position so far as PurSna Sarhhita was concerned ; and it appears

that^Vyasa himself owed his knowledge of the Puranas to
Parasara. It is said that Vasishtha had a son named akti

whose posthumous son was Paiasara. His pupil was Jatukarna
and his disciple was Krishna Dvaipayana Vyasa

senior
ii^ trt^R: S^J: Vayu 103.66). Probably Jatukarana was a

fellow student of Vyasa and the two learnt the Purana from
Paras'ara. Vyasa's role in this literary activity was two-fold :

firstly his relationship with the bards who were the traditional

custodians of the Puranas and secondly, with the authorship of

the Purana Samhita in a precise literary form,

MUJ.A SAMHITA

Vyasa found that the material of the Puragas was in the
hands of the Sutas or bards. Their number seems to have been
quite large and they were connected with many families and royal
houses and they went about in their round meeting people with
the object of imparting to them what they knew of the ancient

genealogies, ballads and anecdotes. They were also invited for

this purpose and held recitations. This institution of the bards

was an ancient one referred to in the Yajurveda (^orarudriya
Book XVI. 18, 26 as Suta JSTaaftj-a), The most important person

of this class in the time of Vyasa was Romaharshana or Loma-

harsharjia. He was well versed in the material that had been

orally handed down. He was taken into confidence by VySsa to

collaborate in organising this branch of knowledge in a systematic

manner and to continue what the Swt&s were already doing in the
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form of Katha recitations. The work of collaboration between

Dvaipayana andLornaharshana seems to have been on this pattern

that Vyasa supplied the Vedic material of Puranic lore since the

Pnranas also existed in the time of Vedas and the Purana

knowlege is mentioned there by name. This is clearly specified

in the Vayu stating that Vyasa undertook the substance of the

Vedic subject mater to incorporate the same in the Puranic

corpus ^%3F^rfeff sqre: <ffaTfop$f <%vft Vayu 104.20. This material

seems to have appertained to various creation myths of the B-ig-

veda and other Samhitas. The Suta, on the other hand, contributed

his portion in the form of dynastic lists and genealogies of Rishis

and kings.

This was the Mula Sarhhita or the original Purana Sarhhita

at which Dvaipayana himself seems to have worked. The
Vishnu Purana ascribes its authership to Romaharshana and says
that this formed the Mula Sarhhita which was the original of the

three subsequent Samhitas giving the form of definite texts by
Kasyapa, Savarni and amsapayana. This seems to have

contained mostly the topics and subjects forming the Parana

tradition and was of the nature of that class of literature which,

according to Paninian definition, was styled as I'tena proktam?

(IV.3,101), Lomaharshana being instructed in this manner by
Vyasa as teacher continued the recitations of the Purana Samhita
as other members of his class had been doing from much earlier

times. Dvaipayana and Lomaharshana may be credited with the

pravaohana of the Mula Purana Sarhhita in a manner that the

Prokta technique of book-making implied. It was the cultivation

of a new branch of knowledge by an eminent teacher who impar-
ted its instructions to his desciples or members of his school.

His own son named as Lauma-harshani Suta became an adept in

this art. The house-holders assembled at Naimisharariya and known
as Naimishiyafc besided under the leadership of Saunaka to listen

to a prolonged recitation of the Purana Samhita from the mouth of

Lomaharshana. The Mula-Samhita was styled as Lomaharsh-
anik Samhita. It is problematical how far that Samhita was in

the form of verses* It rather seems to have consisted mainly of
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tlie topics on which Lomaharshana expaliated for the delectation

of his NaimishTya audience. We know from other souices that

the progress of the twelve year session was interrupted during ks

ninth year (Tandya* 25.6.5). The thread was later on taken r.p

on the banks of the Sarasvati in Kurukshetra by some other Suta.

The next approach of Romaharshana in fulfilment oi his

obligation was more of an academic nature i. c. teaching the

Mula Samhita i. e. the Lomaharshanika Sarhlnta or the Putiiiiic

lore to regular students who studied as an integral subject or

branch of learning and on the tradition in schools similar to timl

of the Vedic schools. Romaimrshaim admitted six pupils ui

students for this purpose to whom he imparted the muli-jumh/.a

as his BrahrnachSrins. They were Erahmachar in students m:kr

lairn, whose term of admission coincided with the period i:j which

tliey learned the subject. For this special puipose we are envisag-

ing some arrangement as implied in Panini's ruL- g^tf 3T5TO3;

(V". 1. 94), The names of these six students are recorded in both

Vayu and Brahmanda together with their Gotra n.imcs as fu

(i.e. of Atri Gotra)

(i.e. of the Kasyapa Gotra)

3 . 37^T^^?; ^rcEjCr^t (i.e. of the Bharadvaja Gotra)

(i.e. of the Vasishtna Gotra)

'<Uljfui (i.e. of the Savarna Gotra)

Gotra)

(also Vishnu III. 6. 17-9 ^ %^TT^^ ^T^q^, 17}
* *v.

*

*
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It is said that Romaharshana made six divisions of his Mula

Purana Samhita and taught his six pupils each one of them.

Evidently this Mula Samhita had not yet taken the form of a

book but consisted mainly of large number of topics and subjects.

Their exact nature is not indicated. The PanoTidlaJcaJiana Purana

is a later attempt to give some idea of what the Mula Samhita

comprised, but the same seems to have been of a fluid nature in

which floating topics and themes from earlier and contemporary

traditions were admitted with a certain amount of freedom. The

details of the corpus depended on the interest of the listeners

and the competence of the bards to comply with their wishes.

The method of the interlocutors and narrators which is always

recorded in the Purana therefore played an important part in

the organising of the subject matter.

PARA-SAMHITA

Of the six students of Romaharshana only three became
the regular authors of the Purana Samhita texts. These were

firstly Kasyapa, secondly Savarni and thirdly Samsapayana,
The other three viz. Sumati Atreya, Mitrayu Va"sish$ha, Agni-
varchas Bharadvaja seem to have been of a less marked calibre

and did not launch upon any literary venture.

The literary activity of the three pupils comes under the

category of RTte granthe (IV. 3. 87) of Panini as coming next to

prokta<m?', this is clearly mentioned in the Vayu Purana.
i,e, he gave it the form of a regular text or book,

Thus there were two stages in the art of book-making, viz., the
cultivation of a branch of knowledge by a master mind or original
thinker and secondly, its treatment in the form of a book. These
two stages were distinguished as 'tend proktam

1 and 'adhikritya
*nte srantfo*. The teacher who mastered the subject and
gave it the form of a regular book was the real grantha-lcarta
Such was the status of Kasyapa who is mentioned as Samhita

The style of Kasyapa's work was simple and it consisted
teQOeS haVing S me t0pics for their ^ea^g
). This appears to signify that thefce Sarfihitas
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were in a versified form, in a very simplified style as we find in
several places in the extant older Puranas. The Samhita texts

triese thrfif1 nnf in i i.

f^,v *-te
uutaors *ave been distinguished as ^f|?TT to show

tneir difference from the a^^r.

^hS Sa
?hit5 text of Kasyapa Akritavrana became famous

asyapifca, the Samhita of Savarni Saumadatti as Savarnika
one ^ SSmsapayana as $5insapayanika. These

CQ

re
? TGre re

2^
lar Sarhhita's which took the form of text or books

"sisting of slokas, of which the common source was the Mula-
^amhitS of Romaharshana.

,

of Romaharshana.

^

The extent as to the number of verses of these regular texts
given

j,s
4000 s'lokas eacb. This held good in the case of

ik
was

the

a. s e goo n the ca
asyapika and Savarnika but the extent of the 5TWTR^r

some what different. What exactly it was is not said but in
mga Purana (64.122) we read of six thousand verses(^^r^r^)as the

^Purana text in the initial stages when these compilationswere being done and that may have been the number in the

THE THEORY OF PATHSNTAR.A
The reason why one Mula Samhita became transformed as

three Para-samhitas in the hands of Kasyapa, Savarni and SSms-
Payana is so clear and precise that any modern diaskuest could
not wish for anything better. H is said that there was no essential
difference between them but their distinction was rooted in variant

readings or repetitions : qr^R^ S*p^ ^TIW W <3*TT. The
comparision with the Vedic akhas which were distinct from each
other owing to their variants of words and phrases or repetitions
of Mantras here and there is quite apt and graphic. In order to

give a clear idea of the one Parana Samhita becoming three-fold
in the hands of three disciples who had studied the subject from a
common teacher,

This statement is quite happy and initiates us more intimately
into the inner nature of the three . subsequent Samhitas. They

treating of the same topics or expressing the same meaning
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or declaring identical themes (tZ^JR^Tf^n)- ^1G uniformity of

significance was the most distinguishing feature of authorship for

the three Sarahitas. What this subject matter (Q^JR) was we

are left to conjecture and we may not be far from the truth if we

discover these topics from the nature of the earlier
(cftr) Puranic

text. Cosmogony (^TT) and genealogy were essentially two such

subjects. The other two appear to have been Mailvan tara

descriptions and pratisarga or dissolution. Thus Sarga and

Pratisarga became one pair and Manvantara and Vamsa another

pair of the subjects treated. For this reason the original Samhitas
consisted of four padas or a four-fold divisions and for following
this scheme they were known as 'qgsqr^r*

(
t;3&W5 gtfof g ST^IF feftef S*T

? Vayu, 32. 67.)

The qa u <l division is preserved only in the Vayu and
Brahmanda Puranas.

These are named as :

^gq%if :
|

US ^ II Vayu 4 T 13.

These more or less correspond to the RW^UT^roi definition
follows :

corresponds to

nre so named -

to have deait with
the tefl, froffl

* ""^ the ^^taphysics of creation andrecast .
e ^^tapysics of creation and

/ wacnc wnters jn their own mould and definitions.

connected matter i.e.

portion of fef^ It
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included the birth and genealogies of smrffe, %^3 and ^is
but the last topic was transfered to the

sq^pTfl
division.

In the Vayu the arg;q|f division extends from Ch. 7 upto 58

with a supplementary portion of six chapters (59-64) added later

on. At the end of its 58th ch. the Vayu states :

^3^ SWtT3: Sfe^ SStea I (58. 126),

At the end of ch. 64 the same is repeated as follows :

^ I *WT^ fgjfar: ${*Rft 1grr: I (64. 31)

The description of the ^gqtfas seems to have formed part of

SZfeand came under this pada.
3.

It seems to correspond to the *t?^cR division of the Puranas

together with the dynastic lists of Solar and Lunar dynasties and
the achievements of individual kings like Mandbata, Harischandra,

Pururavas and Yayati who also were dovetailed under Varasa.

This seems to have been the subject styled ^qft^TO
or the

beginning and continuation of the genealogies.

The subject of Manvantaias specially ^T^S^T and t^Tcf

is found in three places in Vayu viz, ch. 21, 61-62 and 85-89.

This may be due to careless redaction and interposition of exotic

material in place which do not conform to the context

This was the same topic as srfcftiPT treating of the destruction

of the worlds and to withdrawal of creation into its source. The

Vayu names this frankly as sjf^gsf (ch. 102).

THE PANCKULAKSANA
The number of topics of the Puranas ia generally put as

viz. SRT
? JTfcftrf

;^ *r?3nR and qSTTS
5^ (Vayu 4. 10-11 ;

Matsya 53-64).

These subjects seem to have been quite compact to cover

the pages of a single book of modest size, i. e, four thousand

slokas in extent. It is possible to recover it from the extant oldest
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Puranas, lika the Vayu, Brahmanda etc. In course of time the

number of topics was increased considerably from five to ten and

from ten to hundred or more as found in the jtf$q (Ch. 53 and 290)

*PPm (H. 10, 1-6) and the srftg^qsffcrr (XL 31-56). According
to the Narada P. (Ch. 92-109) this list includes several hundred

topics for all the eighteen Puranas.

ANALYSIS OF THE PRESENT VAYU PURANA :

It is necessary to examine closely the contents ef the

present Vayu Purarm to recover the Mula Sarhhita of about 4000
slokas. We may proceed by eliminating such chapters as appear
on the surface to bear the stamp of a later date or subsequent
redaction, which are as follows :

INTE RPOLATIONS

PRAKRIYA PADA

ChaPter Subject

Anukramanika
(
a ]ong cj^ Of ^05

slokas giving the contents of the

Purana).

ANUSHANGA PADA
o

Chaturasrama vibhaga

Pasupatayoga

Yogopasarga

Yogaisvarya
1 4 1 S

Pasupatayoga

Sauchachara
17. -D

rararnasramavidhi
*

Yati Prayaschitta

23
Omkarapraptilakshana

24"
Mahesvaravatara yoga

25*
Sarvastava (Sivastotra by Vishnu)

Svarotpatti^i
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27. Mahadevatanu-varnanam (A description of

the 8 names of iva and of the 9th us

Kumara).

32. Yugadharma
34-53. Jambudvlpa, Bhuvaartkosa,

Jyotish-prachara.

34. Ntlakanthastava

55. Lingodbhava.

29. Agnivamsa-A concocted genealogical tree of the family of

Fire which was improved by some Vedic scholar during

Gupta times. The idea was inspired by the Surya nml

Chandra-Vamga list. It is a compilation of 49 names of

fire arranged as a family tree. It is also found in Maisyj.

P, and also in the Epic.

56. 'Pitrivarnanam

57. Yajnavarnanam
58-64, Chaturyugakbyana

^Lishi Lakshana Veda Sakha Puranasakha,

Mahasthana tirtha, Prithivldohana,

UPODGHATA PADA

71-87. ^raddha

97-98, Vishrmmahatmya

UPASAMHSRA P5DA

101. BhurlokadivySLvastha

104. Vyasasamsayopanodanam.

105-112. Gayasraddha.

103, Srishtfvarpaiiam-A repetition of the description of

creation 'in later terminology importing the agency

of the 3 gunas and three devas.

The above statement of the spurious mateiiu! exumling

over 80 adhyayas appears to be very near the truth vvnb *

probable margin of 10*. The broad topics relating to l?ttup.u

yoga, Ashtsnga Yoga, Bhuvanakosha,

L : undoubtedly later ^^^
ascribed to the Mula-samhiifu Besides the

3
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of a later stratum some of these chapters are missing in

scripts and their number of verses is quite long. The size of the

original chapters is usually much less in their number of slokas.

Thus we may re-arrange the Chatu-shpSda Mula Put ana Samhiii
as fonfined to the following topics and chapters as far , as

possible to retreive them from the present recension of the PurSna.

Original
L

I. PRAKBLIYA PADA
Chapters Subjects

2- Dvadasavarshika Sattra

3. Prajapatisrishti
4-6, Srshtiprakaranam (Account of creation).

II. ANUSHANGA PADA
,

"

7- Pratisamdhivarnanam
^

Devadisrishji
10- Daksbavamsa
21-22' KalpanirSpartam
28 * Eishivarisa (genealogy of the Rishis)
30. Dakshasapa
31* Pevavarasa

33, Svayambhuvftvainsa

III. UPODGHATA PADA
^5. Prajapativainsa
66-69. Kasyapiya

Sonaavarasa

Vishrmvamsa

(AcoraUary of the Sorrt^ivamia, subsequently
added)

99. Turvasvadivarhsa

IV. UPASAMHARA PADA

taeanisaFga / ,

be carried to^
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VAMANA AND VINU

. BY

B. N. SHARMA

i

1 ]

The ideology undei lying awrtarauocfa is beautifully expressed
in the following verses of the BhagavadgUa :

Yada yadd Jii dharmasya glanir Khaua&l lliarafa /

abhyutthanam adharma&ya tad atmanam srijamyahctm //

paritrayaya sadhunam vinasaya ca dutkftam /

dharma-samathapcinartTiaya sambJiavami yuge yuge //

Ch, IV vv. 7-8.

Lord Vif^u had twice before helped the sons of Aditi (gods)

against the tyrannical sons of Dili, Hiranyaka and Hira^yA^lsipu.
Thus we had Visnu's avataras as Varaha and Nrsimha, But

Hira^yakasipu's great-grandson, Bali once again drove out the

gods from mwga (heaven) and Vinu had to incarnate himself

again to free the world from the clutches of the Daityas and to

restore the sovereignty of svarga to Indra, the king of Devd*. .

Vamana-Trivikrama has a clearly Vedic origin.
1

Vigtyu
who is a solar deity in the Rg Veda, is mentioned as having

1. Tcsj orusu trisu vikramantsv odhiksoyanti bfatvandni vistfo /

To idati dlrgham prajatam sadhastham eko vimamt trllhir it padebhih }f

Tay>a tri pitrna madbuna padany aksyamana wadhaja nadanti f

Ta u tri dh&lu prthivim uta dyam eko dadh&ra bfiuvan&ni vi'$o& \l
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traversed all the worlds with his three steps, and consequently

rightly described as urwkrama, urugaya (he of the great strides) or

trivikrama (he of the three great strides). According to the Vedic

commentator, Aurnavabha these three strides signified the progress

of the Sun through the firmament.8 And through some such

interpretations developed the myth of Vamana-Trivikrama, of the

great god who seemingly mild and weak in the beginning soon

eugulfs the whole world with his effulgence and banishes the

demon of darkness to the nether world.

Vamana is also repeatedly mentioned in Valmlkt's MSma-

yana*
3" But the detailed story of the incarnation can be had only

from the Vamana, the Bhagavata, the Brahma, the Padrwx, the

Skanda, and the ITarivamsa Purana. According to these Bali, the

son of Virocana and grandson of Prahlada, conquered Indra, and

drove him out of his celestial kingdom. Indra's mother Aditi,

therefore, prayed to Lord Visrm that He should be born to her as

son and after conquering the demons re establish Indra as the

lord of his kingdom. Accordingly, Visnu was born to her as

Indra's younger brother.

We further learn that once when king Bali was conducting

a great sacrifice, Visnu in the disguise of Vamana (i.
e. a dwarf)

reached the yaj^ala of the datiya king, to put an end to his

vidhay* murtim kapatena

svayath
Naiwdha Carita t

The V*m7na incarnation has also been mentioned in

identified Vamana with Y^
Bala-Kanda, sarg<*> 29, 2-1 S.

atha Visfiar maKStefZ adiitf*

rtpam ^haya Vairocanm

* -A- Mf

pa punah
** B*U*
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6ukracarya, the <?rt* of the asuras, who already knew tha*

the dwarf was none else but the God Hari Himself warned

'and asked him not to fulfil even the least request of Vamana.

Said, "O son of Virocana, He (the dwarf) is the self-same

'Lord and eternal Visnu. "With a view to accomplishing

object of the gods. He has been begotten by Prajapati Kasyapo-

on Aditi. Not seeing through the impending calamity, thou hast

'promised to, grant the land to Him. Methinks there is no well'

being for the Daityas, as a great disaster is approaching them.

Taking from thee thy kingdom, wealth, effulgence, energy, fame,

learning and all. He will confer them on 6akra (Indra). He is the

self-same Hari under the guise of a dwarf Brabmana boy by

virtue of His illusory powers. Having the Universe for His body,

He stall occupy all the worlds with three foot-steps. Having

Conferred thy all on Visnu, O fool, where shalt thou live ? With
one foot He shall occupy the Earth, with another the Heavens and

covering the firmament with His body, where shalt He place

His third foot8 ?"

Bali, who was irreverent! al enough not to carry out his

Aunt's commandjWas cursed by i-Jukracarya, "Thou art ignorant

and proud of thy learning so let thy prosperity soon wither away."*

Bali still pleaded in favour of his sacrificial oath and told

the preceptor, that if anyone asked for his head at the time d'f the

performance of the sacrifice, he would not hesitate to offer that

3. tsa Vairocatw s&ksad bhagoan Visnur auyayvh \

Kt&apad aditerjato devariafa karj>a-$"adhakah //

pratisrutam toay etasmai yad-anarthatn ajanatfi /

na sadhu manye dait?an$ih mahan upagato'nqyah //

.
eaa it sthanam aisuarjaih. srijam tejojraSah sruiath /

d'asyaiy acchidja Sakraya mqya rrianaoako HariJi //

tri-vikramai rimaml lokan visvaKayafy kramisyati /

sanasva* Vistiave datva mii^ha vartlsyase katham //
kramato gam pad aikgna dvitiyena divam vibhofr j

khajii ca bayena mahatd tarfyasja kuto gatik //

J. M. Sanyal, Sftmctd-Bhagatiatctn, $, 19, 30-34.

4. team asraddhitafa fisjiam <uiad*satorai* gu^fy /

sasapa daha-prahitah. satya-sandfia* manaseinam \\

Bhdgavata Parana, B, 20, 14.
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even, Row could he refuse Govinda's request, when he had not

refused to give dana even to ordinary supplicants :

tfajfo'tmin yadi yajfteio y&eate mam J~anar$an<ih /

niya-murddkanam ap yasmai ddsyam ev avicaritam '//

sa me vaksyati defoti Grovindah Mm ato'dhikath /

n&et zti y&n maya n oktm anywarn api yacatam //

Vamana Puraya, 31, 23-25.

-And the king further asserted that if the seed of this gift

was received by Visnu, the most deserving one, there remained

nothing nnattained by him :

/I , etad bija-vararit danam btjain patati ced (jura /

Jannrdane malia-patre kim na praptas tato maya //

Vamana Purtina, 31, 30.

Bali seeing Vamana in his ycy'fiasala welcomed Him whole-

heartedly and requested Him to have anything from him as a

scrificial gift. Vamana asked for nothing, but a piece of land

which he could cover with His three steps, and advised the king
to g;jve gold, villages and jewels to his supplicants :

tasmdt tvatto maJilm l\ad vrtte'hatn varad arsdbliat /

padani trlni daity endra mmmitani pada mama \\

Bliagavata Purana, 8, 19, 26.

mam agni-Saranarthaya dehi, rajan pada-trayarh /

suvarna-grama-ratnadi tad artliibliyah pradlyatam //

Vamana Purana, 33, 49.

Bali agreed to it.
5 But as soon as he poured the sacrificial

water in the hands of Vamana to confirm his gift, Vamana sudden-

ly traqsformed himself into a colossus
6

:

panaw tu patiie toye Vamano^liiid avamanah /

aarva-deva-mayain rtipaih dar&y&masa tat-ksatiSt //

Vamana Parana, 31, 53

5. Cf ; Battno faiibandhe cojjaafniu paadanto /

- ' '

surasaitha-Jia&Aafldo Vatnanaruco Hari faai II

Gathb-Saptasaitr v, 5;

6. Vamariad anutamad o;m fiyas tvaiti

tamt-bhrta-dik fab / *,..,/,., , rt -
Canta, 21, 9
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Thereupon, His first pace occupied the whole Earth, His body
the Sky

1
,
and His two arms the quarters. His second pace was

accomodated by Heaven
; but no space was left for the third :

Tesititn pad aikena Baler vicakrame

nabTiak aartreipa di?a& ca bSJiubhih //

padad dvittyat Icramitas tri vistapam
na vai trfiyaya tadzyam anv api j

Bhdgavata PurSna, 8, 20, 33

Thus the simple Bali, giving away all his riches, made
himself a prisoner :

dattva sarttarh dhanam mugdlio bandhanam labdJiavan Baity //

. Naisad'ha Carita. 17, 81.

and was bound by the noose so tightly, that he was now unable

to move :

adya yavad api yzna nibaddhau

na prabhu viealitum Itali-vindhyau /

Naisadha Carita, 5, 100.

Thereupon, K.ksapati Jambavan announced the festival on
all sides by the sound of a bugle ;

Jambavan rlcsa rajas tu Wert-sabdair manojavak /

vijaycuh diktu sarvaw rnahotsvam aglmayat //

Bhagavata Puraya, 8, 21, 8.

^

Bali (seeing no other alternative) offered his head to the

Almighty for measuring out His third step :

Yadyuttama sloka bJiavan mameritaih
vaoo vyalzJcarn suravaryya manyate /

faromyrtath tanna bhavet pralmbJianam
padath trtiyam kuru iir n% me nijam ]j

Bhagavata Purana, 8, 22, 2.

Trivikrarna (the Lord of three strides) became extremely

Ceased
with Bali ; and after placing His third step on bis head.

m^he Patalalo^ as the king of all the awras.
1, ffarerjadrakr&mi fud-aikaktta khan /

ffahadha Caritat lf 70.
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Thus God Visnu gave the three worlds to Indra (and also

pleased his mother Aditi) :

jitva loTca-trayam Tcrtsnam Tiatva cfivura-pungavan /

JPuran&arSya trai-lokyih dadau Visnur urukramah It* * til

Vamana Purana, 31,70.

The story described above has repeatedly been shown by the

Indian tiilasri* (i. e. one who imparts beauty to stones) in sculp-
tures. The whole theme is depicted in two scenes and in two

types of images. Firstly we have Visnu in the form of VSmana
(M.aya-vatu) i. e. as a dwarf Brahmacharin holding various Vaisria-

vite attributes in his four hands.8a He stands in the $ama j

hanjtt

pose and is flanked by accessory figures on both sides,
9

Secondly,
be is shown as Trivikrama (ViavarUpa) with one of the legs thrown

upwards in the attitude of measuring the sky.
w Below the

uplifted foot of the god is king Bali pouring the ceremonial water

from the vessel into the hands of Vamana to confirm the gift,

Vamana holds an umbrella.

"We have probably no definite evidence of Trivikr&m* irft&ge

going back to any date earlier than the Gupta period. Tbe Gupta

images of Trivikrama are found from Mathura (U.P) as well *s

Pawaya (M.P.). The two images from Mathura, now in the local

museum, show the deity measuring the universe with his out-

stretched left leg. Jambavan is shown sounding some instrument
1

8. Gf Epigraphia. Indica, XXXI, p, 85.

8a. According to the authorities cited by Sri Gopi Nth JUo in b

ments of Hindu Iconography^^ p. 161, the Vim*nSv*ar* of
Y*M"

should be fifty-six angulas in height, and ahculd cry unafereif*

KnavKamanclalu (water-vessel).
The ?ott*aM**flMreUM hi*

as a deformed dwarf in the form of an !l!*fcpod * w*fc *

hunched back, protruding joints of bcmca and havtnf W***^
9. B.IST, Sharma, Some Mediaeval Slphutsfrt RwUte* i* w -***

Museum, Roapa-Lekha, Ne w Delhi, XXXV (l6fc N*L
__ _ .. . * r r * ^_TT I**MntJtitJ*li ArJtifffV m&f^fff^ i

10. brhac chariro vimimSna rfaabhirjuva
* ~ '

Vamana Hi Trivikrtm abhidadhali

Vanuno V*

^

pi, II, fig. 2,

4
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The Pawaya image is badly damaged, but its finished

execution and majestic serenity of expression leave no doubt of

its being a Gupta production- On the right side of the image is

carved the scene of dana given by Bali to Vamana. The figure

of the monkey at the top has yet to be identified. In the image,
as it originally stood, probably Trivikranna might have been

shown as measuring the sky with iis left leg, now lost.

The deity from Rajim, Raipur belongs to the early part of

,
the 8th century A,D. Its pecularity consists in representing

iAnanta, the King of Serpents and Lord of Nether-Regions, as

paying obeisance to the Great Lord by putting his hands in the
J

a^Vtfz-pose. The idea symbolised perhaps is that of eternal lime

bowing down to the Great Lord, the Supreme Victor. The
perfect artistic mastery of the gifted sculptor is revealed in this

great masterpiece.

An image of Trivikrama from Ghusai (M. P.), assignable to
the 9th century A, D., is also a good example of such sculptures,
The scene of dana here is depicted on the lower side. Though it

is a departure from Gupta idiom, it still keeps the spectator spell-
bound by the heightened aesthetic qualities of its classical ideal.
The eight-armed god who holds a sword, shield, bow along with
his usual weapons, presents the vigorous attitude of a mighty con-
querer. A beautiful epjgraphic description of such an image is
the following

15
:

Tt /

Sfcdpam kalayantu vo Balimalie vyajrmblmmana

tridaaeaantlusikharixrepiariyo bajiavah ]{

EpigrapJria lndica> XV, pp. 58-59.
Osian, 'Khajuraho of Rajasthan', has several images of

walls of its magniacent temples.- A
Sivaramam-'i>s Monographic Gleaning from

1957, p. 39

: 1908.09, p. 118. For

1909-10, p. 97;
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four-armed beautiful image of the deity is executed on the bnck

wall of the Visrm temple. Another finely carved sculpture can be

seen on the famous Mata-ka-Mandir. But the image carved on

the siin temple I at Osian datable to the early mediaeval period
1*

is superb and the best among them. Though enclosed by decorated

bars from three sides, it carries no idea of restriction. Ti*e

dynamic movement of the figure has freed the deity from tbc

weight of mass and elevated Him to a state of supreme bliss and

boundless joy. The dignity of His pose and attitude has probably

no parallel in the history of Indian art. The sacrificial horse is

shown on the right of the main figure. Demon Hamucbi is

holding tlie right leg of the deity in great reverence :

tri-bJiuvana-bJiavana-stambho nablias tal ambJiodhi-a*t*r ajk&

dahanak \

jayati Jfari-caramk /,

phia Indica, IX, p. 252.

Another vigorously modelled sculpture of Trivikrama is at

Kumbhasvsral temple at Chittorgadh in Rojastlian. In its figure

the aastrio conventions have been observed, bat it does not

the beauty of its predecessors.

An image of Trivikrama is also available at

(Gujarat), where the deity is shown taking the decisive third step.

Though badly damaged, its facial expression and graceful pose

show fine chiselling." In a Visnu temple at Kasara in the s

State, we find a sculpture carved inside a niche along with

images of Laksrm-Narayana and Varaha etc. Its des

execution are perfect. It is a good specimen at *******

sculpture.
18

14. The eight arms of Trivikrama are more ^^ ^
!***"

_ ji C?n Ct-^ 1^ XiVATIMmHH1** v* ^rw^^-~jp-"-

mediaeval period. Sec Sri G.^^^ M_J^ fm̂ ^ i,

logical Factors in Indian IcattoertFtJ,

15.
*

_. , .r_-- -//7i*r3f. Do 3i3U

16. Dr. A. K. Majximdar,
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Another image of Trivikrama has been found at Kuruksetra

(Punjab).
17 Here the deity stands with his ayudha-purusas holding

cakra and sanklia. Below the main image are shown LaksmT and

Bhumi (the two consorts of the deity) ; while in the corners, we
find the figures of a Naga and his consort. Behind the head of

Trivikrama, are carved the miniature images of Brahma, Siva and
Indra. At the top the seven sages (sapfa-rsis) are seated in a row.

A remarkable sculpture from KasTpur (U. P.) represents the

high water-mark of the later phase of the Gurjara-Pratihara art

of the lOth-llth centuries A. D, The sculpture fashioned accord-

ing to the Silparatna has a flickering smile on his lips and its

elegant contours have been delightfully rendered. He holds a

padma (lotus), gada (club) and a cakra (disc) In his hands. The
lower left hand, which is now lost probably held a sanJcha

(conch).
18 The subject treated in the lower part is in two sections,

Firstly, the crowned Bali is shown pouring ceremonial water on
the right hand of Vamana. In the centre, SqkrScSrya stand
somewhat annoyed with this act of Bali, His face is turned to
the left. In the second scene, behind Vamana again, Bali is

shown tied with a pasa (noose) the ends of which are tightly held
by a male figure. The sculpture is now in the National Museum,
New Delhi.

A beautifully sculptured image of Trivikrama is carved
inside a niche on the north side wall of the Ananta-Vasudeva
temple at Bhubneswar (Orissa)". Depiction of the deity can ajso
be seen on one of the subsidiary shrines surrounding the great
LmgarSja temple along with the figures of other gods and
goddesses

10
.

An image of Visnu-Tnvikrama found at DiqSjpur (Bengal)
is quite

interest^
Here the deity is carved standing under the

17. Arthuelogical Survey qf India Report, 1922-23, p. 89.
18. 06 prim* teumodakw cakram ta*kh** dhaiie TMkranah /Sec also Ru^n^na (Gh. Ill, v, 15 and Devaram ilrtiprakarana (Gh. V,
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canopy of a seven-hooded serpent. The gada (club) ruitl ;,!

(disc) are shown on full-blown lotus flowers. Dr. J.X. Bur-en^

is of the opinion that this image has got Mahayana features, as

the mode of placing the ayudhas (attributes) on lotus is similar

to that of Manjusri and Sirhhauada11
.

In some images of Trivikrama, we generally notice :i

grinning face above the upraised foot of the deity. Long ugo,

T. G. Rao, while quoting from the Varfiha PurUna bad said, "timt

when the foot of Trivikrama was lifted up to measure thu Huivu;

world, the Brahmanda burst and cosmic water began to pcu

down through the clefts of the broken Brahmanda. This face

is perhaps meant to represent the Brahmanda in that condition
'

'.

But afterwards, S. Kramrisch, J.N. Banerjee o-ndC. Sivaramunuut:

expressed, the view that this face stands for Rabu, who l> -f ttr.

shown in mediaeval Indian art in tbis manner. A beai;i;fr,l

description of this is given by rlbarsa in bis

which is as follows :

mam Trivikrama. puriilii pade te Urn lagannajani Rahitr

Jeim pradaJcsinana-Tcrd bhrami paiam Jambavana ditu t>

Cxriti, 21, 1*

Some early images of Trivikrama from Sautli I

found at Badami (latter half of the 6th century A.DJ, M

puram (7th century A. D.) and at Ellorn (Sth ccatuiy .V .

Among these, the scene carved inside tbe Var,ba-n^ kpa ,

Mahttbalipuram undoubtedly sbows a wonderfiilly
k

^
degree of mastery over the iithic medium. The

per^L
.1

figure of the deity dominates the whole scene like a ^
r^. R. C. Majumda, Huf.rj- o/ JB M I, PP*

>
' t ' **

22. Elements of Hindu Iconography, I, i> P- 167.

23. The Hindu Ttmple> II, PP* 4=03-04-

S4 . r*. I5, PC^m^ / *ind*
r*$%^^^ foot of *,

25. The reprceentation
of lUhu al

^
C ^ Kalpturc.,

but .I**,*

however, is not only ou*d ,a^oi Cf: Dr. V.

early sculptures, belonging ta ^S
Agtavral, A CaMff* f * ******

1951, PP. 8, 12-13.
eof

* The black RShu oonswtwg of
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victory'. His out-thrashing left leg appears like a roaring column

of fire, driving the chaos to cosmos. But inspite of all this great

fury that surround Him, one can mark His eternal peace
and happiness :

BraJimanda-ceJiatra-dandah satctdhrti'lliavan-ambhorulio

/

trcyas trai-vikramaz te vitaratu vibudha-dvesinam Mla-dantfah //

Dasakumaracarita, I, l.
afl

One of the most remarkable and rare examples in bronze
of Pallava work of the 8th century A. D. represents Trivikrama
as measuring the sky with his left leg. The dignity of its

bearing, deeply spiritual expression and graceful modelling testify
to the artist's great skill. The image is under worship in a

temple at Singnallur, Coirnbotore."

Trivikrama images are also found on the famous Hoyasalc-
svara temple at Halebid in Mysore. Above the raised right leg
of the deity is the figure of Brahma, who is shown seated and
washing the foot of Trivikrama with the sacred water of the
Ganges'

8
. The artist has beautifully carved the figures of fishes

and tortoises to give it the shape of a river-a technique which has
been followed in india through the ages. It recalls a beautifulPl fern Sa <*' ^d a medallion from Barhut (C. 2nd century^ ? -

the arHSt Whik 11Iustrati^ the story of Matehatf.**** has ^ven the same affect, which we have in the present
Hoyasala P1ece Garuda, the celestial mount of the deity, is

]*Z' ^ ^ity standing below the

SiVaramamurti 's Epi&raphical Echoes o
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creepers, may be the kalpavfkm. The beautiful sculpture is

almost perfect in every detail.

In the Pala and Sena sculptures of Eastern India, we

occassionaly get the image of Trivikrama with one of ins legs

raised80 but in general the deity is shown in the samabhangd

pose. He has the proper attributes and is accompanied by his

consorts, Laksmi and SarasvatIB1
, and other figures. These

sculptures are quite different from those found in other parts of

India, in respect of their poses, decoration and the attending

figures.

Besides, the literary and sculptural evidences, there are

several epigraphs which supply ample data to prove that hke

Varaha and Nrsimha incarnations, VisnivTrivikrama foim was

also quite popular in ancient India.

In the Khajuraho stone inscription of Candella king Yu&>

varman dated V. S. 1011 (A. D. 954), the three strides which

Hari took while cheating Bali are invoked to protect the three

-worlds** :

payamr vva (Ua)Uvanca (fica}na-vyatikare dwasya vikrantayah

sadyo vismita-deva-danava-nutas tisra atriloktm R&rth {

yet su vra (bra}lima-vitwwamarg7ia-satiUm pad-aravinfa-cyutam

dhatte* dy api jagatra (t tra^aika-janahth
am *i wrddhm

'Wonder-struck the Dw. and DanavM bowed down their Ueads

in salutation. And to this day the holy Kara, the sole creator of

three world, holds on his head the waters that flowed off H.s .teps

t 33

as Brahma offered them as arfffia.

*la rf Sena

pi. 27; N.K. Bhattasali,

School of MM****

3,. Sometime^ Trivitrama is ^
(pereomfiad weapons) in place of h

Rtsearch Society 19543 XXXX, 14, pp.

32. Epigraphia Indie*, I, pp. ^' . ^ have or igiflatd ffu
33. The reference is to GaiiS NvhieliThe reference is to aiigS, Nviei XTT h

the holy wat^r v/hich Pr^hma poured
at th
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The Calukya king Mularaja in his Anhilavada copper plate

grant dated V. S. 1043 (A. D. 968) is compared with Trivikroma
b *

in treading over the whole earth by virtue of his prowess

Siddha* R&avcLl~i*pmvam // raja-hamsa iva vimal

yonir.iva vitata-Tcamal a&rayah j
Visnur iva

The Silimpur stone inscription of the time of Jayapaladeva

(C. llth century A. D,) records that a Brahmana named Prahasa,

besides performing other meritorious deeds, installed (an image) o

Trivjkra ma for the spiritual benefit of his parents
85

punar nutanam'cttra Jcftva gram ca

pitus-tatlia Athena cabaret matus trivikramam puskaranim imSfi ca, \\

InthFy^abad copperplate of the Gahadavala king Jaya-

chandra of V. S. 1243 (A. D. 1186) the king's fame has been com-

pared to three steps of Trivikraraa, because both delighted in

traversing or overcoming the three worlds, the majesty of bo

was described by JTowi (ukra and other poets) and both caused

fear to Raja&oli and powerful rulers.
86

/

yasya (trij-vikaarna'pada-krama-bliSfiji
bh8nti

pro (ddyo) taya (nti) Baliraja-Wiayani yasarim //

34. Indian Antiquary) VI, p. 191.

35. Epigraphia Indica, XIII, pp. 222 ff.

36. Indian Antiquary, XV, p. 11.

There is double entendre in the words Kavi and Bali. Kavi means

ukra as well as poets. Bali-raja has the meaning of king Bah as

as 'powerful rulers'.

there ia a reference also to Trivikrama in the 9th verse of

inscription of Mihira Bhoja (C. 885-0. 888 A, DO, which is

te, though not vy complimentary to Trivikramsu

PP. 10744. For this reference, the writer

il&j reaoeetcKj teacher Dr. Dasharatha



[In this article the learned author has dealt with

God Siva and his worship. From the hoary Vedic

period up to the later literature God Siva has been

much glorified. The Vedas, the PurSnas, the

Mahabharata and other texts contain praises and
deeds of God Siva. The three gods Brahma, Visnu

and Rudra are the most favoured gods in the

Puranas. Among these three also Visnu and Siva

are worshipped all over India, The author has

explained the meaning of the word Rudra and Siva,

which denote the bounteous as well as the aus-

picious nature of the God. Some people put forth

certain arguments with regard to the identity of the

Vedic Rudra and the Puranic Rudra : In the Veda

Ambika is said to be the sister of God Rudra, but in

the Puranic peiiod she is known as the wife of Rudra.

More-over, in the Puranas Rydras are different

from Siva that is why -we meet with Rudras as

well as with Siva at the time of the sacrifice

of Daksa Prajapati, In the Skand a-Puisne Siva is

said as the leader of Anaryas, The Phallic worship

is connected with the Saiva-sect. But phallic

worshippers are condemned in the Veda, Here, the

learned author tries to refute all these objections

and proves that both Rudra and Siva are identical.

The importance of Siva and his worship has also

been explained,]

3*1% *raff ^rais TOT
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RESEARCHES ON THE PURANA REALISED BY

THE "ALL-INDIA KASHIRAJ TRUST" IN BANARAS*

BY

JUAN ROGER RIVIERE

ftpr

gfOTTCT ^RT^T^ft^ Wftf RAftt^
PW

1 ]

Together with the epic poems of Indian literature,
"

bharata" and -Ramayana", there appears the important groP
of

the "Puranas", sacred books of Hinduism compiled with idio

aims. Tradition admits the existent of 18 "Pi5* ^
characteristics are: 1. "Brahma P.": is 'Adi'.

descriptions of sacred places (late text). *.?**

,

3 "Visnu P "
Very Visnuistic character, bix

K J5,a! Agonicncauon 01 xviay", *.-

Archaic form (Hid, IVth cents,). 4,

^
i e i.'RViSp'ft.Vftta i * t Q **

r^:u^t*----'
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'bhakti' (Xih cent.). 18.000 'sloka
1

in twelve 'skandha'. Story
dealing with Visau incarnations, with cosmogony, cosmology,

story of Krsna. 6. "Narada P." : Visnuistic. 'Bhakti' and ritual

practices. 7. Markandeya P., Hid century. Rites-legends,

fights of the Goddess 'DurgS', against <Asnras\
8. "Agni P.": 11,500 'sloka'; half visnuistic and half Sivaistic
technical encyclopaedia. 9. "Bhavisya P." : Cult to Gan^sa.
Krsna. 11. "Linga P." : Purely ivaistic text. Tantrism.
12. Varaha P.": Incarnation of Visrm as a wild boar. Visnuistic
handbook. 13. "Skanda P."; 80.000 sloka. Six book's, the
longest one, recent. 14. Vamana P." : Incarnation of Visnu as
a dwarf. 15. "Kurma P." : Incarnation of Visrm as a turtle-

Visnuistic, cult. 16. "Matsya P." : Incarnation of Visnu as a

fish, ivaistic and Visnuistic. 17. "Garuda P.": 9.00Q sloka,
Visnuistic, encyclopaedia of Hinduism, science of death and
reincarnation, Recent. 18, "Brahmlmda P.": 'Advaita's*

doctrine, worship of Rama, tantrisra, XVth cent.).

"Among the eighteen main "Puranas" as A. Barth says
there is not a single one dated, they all speak of each other, and
the epoch when they were written comprises, perhaps, twelve
centuries." The Arab traveller al-Birum knew already in the
Xlth century those which we know nowadays : 18 ; but the
creation of new texts went on.

_
Hindus attribute the composition of the Purana to

the compiler', le endaiy author of the .^^
They are considered as Sacred books of second rate, meant
for middle

classes, and kept Mae the s
~

fca bardg
and not brahmans, but who knew Sanskrit. They
qollecl

I^epds balpngi^g to the popular inheritance. To t^
old mytlHcal ftnd cosmogonic background, they ad4ed

'

now
tapnptiop, and then historical recollections,

f^ ^^- ^ddes,, aaccon,
a short exposition of <Samkhya' philosophy, and even

heed ' ^ * ? - not read
Veda. The r" are for TXrtwm tba same that the
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Bible for protestant countries pious families read some versicles

every day.

"Padma P.", second in the list, is a literature much more

important than the "MahabhSrata", and contains 50,000 sloka^;

'Skanda P.', (Skanda son of 'Siva'), had 80,000 sloka, The
extensive field has not been yet cleared enough.

F* E. Pargiter has worked very seriously looking for

historical certainties in the lists of kings. His inferences have

suffered many discussions. One of the most important and oldest

"Purana" is the "Markandeya", attributed to the sage of the

same name, who in the "MahabhSrata" tells the story of 'Savitrl'.
In it he tells his disciple about the creation of the world, the

different epochs and genealogies. As it happens in all this part,

the supreme gods are still Indra and Brahma, or, what could come
from an earlier antiquity the Vedic divinities ;

it is supposed
that these chapters weie written before the cult to 'Visnu' or

'Siva' was formed. This would mean the begining of our era, if

not before ; probably around the years in which the XII book of

the "Mahabharata" was being drawn up.

The most famous book, favourite of the 'Bhagavata',-

worshippers of Visnu-Krsna, is the great "Bhagavata-Purana"

(18^000 stanzas in twelve books, or skaudha). It has been known

in Europe since the XVIIIth century. Eugenic Burnouf translated

it into the French language. According to Pargiter, this "PurSna"

was not written earlier than the VIIIth century, and contains

much more recent paits in which Colebrooke, Bumouf and Wilson

have seen a work of the XlHth. But, by then, the "Bhagavata"

was already a sacred book.

Its subject is the same of the six books forming the "Visnu-

Puraria", text of the 'Visnuistic'. 'Ramanuja', "Lord of the

ascetics", a raystic and theologian who founded in the Xllth

century the Visnuistic sect, considers the "Purana" as an

authority in the field of 'bhakti' questions,

Other "Puranas" are partially 'Visnuistic' and partially

(

ivai$tig'. Sometimes the supreme god is now 'Siva' and
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*Visnu' ; so, the account of 'Visnu* taking the shape of a turtle in

the "Kurma-Pmana" and in the "Garudn-Purana". It is some-
times thought of a primitive "Purana" (Kirfel) in an old original
text with the prejudices of certain schools arranging the text. It

is an immense dialogue, in a didactic and almost encyclopedic text,

The Buddhist Amarasimha (between the VIth and Vlllth
cents.) author of the excellent lexicon called "Amarakosa",
fixes the notion of ''Purana,''. A true text shall deal with five

subjects : the creation of the world, its periodical destruction and
the new creation of the world after everyone of its destructions ;

the genealogy of gods and mythical sages ; the periods of time,
"manvatara', each one ruled by a new <Manu', the first man ;

finally, the genealogy of the gods belonging to the solar dynasty
and to the lunar dynasty. This condition is rarely observed.
Most of the "Purana" are devoted to the cqlt of <Vi$nu' or of
'Siva', and to that of Sakti, personification of the power of the
god.

^

The date of the "Parana', is still going through many discus-
sions j Colebrooke establishes this date in the Xlllth century A D
XmrxVTr

eS

,

diVerSe datCS; VIItt-IXti> ^turies A. D. finaily,'
Xllth-XVlth, what u, contradictory with the opinion of al-BirunVw o, ,n 1030 scheduled eighteen "Pur.na", For his

"
'

Mowing the narnesof kingd given , dates the find ofm the Gupta period (320-490). Pargiter speaks of the IIdA. D. Wlth the kingdom Andhra (236 A. D ) S M K
considered as an luthorif v fi ^ E
the IVth cent,; bIT Chi if" *T

^ ***
Jcksoa places them not

Christ Macdonen

are a
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have a true value, as shown by Pargiter, and they look very fM.

The systematical study of these texts, their analysis, their trui.sl.-

tions, are progressively more and more indispensable for Irjdulcgy.

Now, we have to thank H. H. the Mahaiaja of Bar.aia.-,

who conducts the "All-India Kashiraj Trust." and who, in 1955,

considered very precisely the course to be taken by the uctivititi

of the Trust towards the scientific study of the "Parana". Tb,

aims of this Center established in the Palace of H. H, Miihauui

Sri Vibhuti Narain Singh in Fort Ramnagar, are a conco: Janet,-

of proper and place-names, tables of subjects and c^itt-nt-,

dictionary of special puranic terminology, critical publication? of

texts (to begin with the ('Matsya P."). Twice a year, and fio-i

1959 onwards it publishes a "Parana" bulletin which ctir.r^s

very interesting studies with a great scientific value. In I9CO

I had the pleasure and honour to visit this Center and to ^tii-ly

there the important book collections of the library ;
the wnrk is

splendid, and I recommend to the Spanish Indologists of our Asso-

ciation of Orientalists to have this collection of "PurSpa" bulletin

which has a first rate research value, and where several

Indologists are collaborating.



MEGASTHENES AND THE PROBLEM OF INDIAN

CHRONOLOGY AS BASED ON THE PURANAS

BY

K. D. SETHNA

( Dionysus )

( SatdropotiniB )

gnffof*r-

ii

"Dionysus was the first wJbo invaded India, aad was the

first of all who triumphed over the vanquished Indians. From the

days of Dionysus to Alexander the Great, 6451 years are

reckoned with 3 months additional. From the time of Dionysus
to Sandracottus the Indians reckoned 6452 yearsj the calculation

being made by counting the kings who reigned in the Intermediate

period, to the number of 153 or 154. But among these a republic
was thrice established, one extending to ... years, another to 300
and another to 120. The Indians also tell us that Dionysus was
earlier than Heracles by fifteen generations, and that except him
no one made a hostile invasion of India but that Alexander indeed
came and overthrew in war all whom he attacked.

This is how we may read the chronological clue from
Megastfceses as a result of our scrutiny of the three versions that
Jmve come down to us in the reports of Pliny, Solinus and Arrian.
The 6452 years, which we have conjectured from Arrian's 6042 in
the light of the fact that Sandrocottus was not yet king even

be met Alexander some months after the Jatter's first entry
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into India, are naturally uncertain to some extent, since we still do

not know the exact date of his coronation. But we may very

well be correct ; for, scholars have suggested 325 B. C. almost as

often as 324 B. C. that is to say, about a year later than

Alexander's invasion.

As Megasthenes could have received his chronological matter

from none else than the Purantc pundits of his age, we have

compared some of his statements with the information contained

in our present Puranas or with whatever those pundits may be

expected to have gathered from other traditional sources. We

have found :

1. Dionysus is the Greek equivalent of the semi-legendary

Prithu Vainya, the first consecrated monarch, a recipiat of divine

( KuJg
honours who may have been called Raja

with God-force"), signifying to the Greek ear "King D.onysus

and who initiated a new epoch in India by his achievements and

combined himself certain associations of the
deities_Soma

and

Shiva, associations corresponding to those of Dionysvas m rdiguma

myth or. ritual practice or popular cult.

2. Sar-drocottus, at whose court in Palibothra (PStaliputra)

Megasthenes lived from c. 302 B. C. for a few years, is Chandra-

gupta I, founder of the Imperial Guptas, between whom and wmra

there are in the Puranas 153 or 154 kings.

3. Heracles is the Greek equivalent of Krishna, here

strictly speaking Hari-Krishna, who belonged to the Yadava

family and who, misunderstood in the primary meaning of

SaLa'-as'-sonofYadu", would stand in the 15th generation

after Pritlm because Yadu, one of the sons of YaySt., marks

14th generation in the PurSoic series.

WHAT REMAINS TO BE DONB

What now remains to be done is to find the prec starting-

point d the Indian chronobgy .

as ftScertain the missing number of years to tteflr P

Also, the t.o discoveries,

"republics" have to be brought mto
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materials in the Puranas and with the traditional Indian chronology

applied to them. This will enable us to see whether more evidence

is available from Megasthenes to resolve the rivalry between

Chandragupta Maurya and Chandragupta I for identification with

Sandrocottus.

Before we proceed, we may remind ourselves of three

Puranic traditional dates :

1. 3102 B, C,, the advent of the Kaliyuga with Krishna's

death.

2. 3138 B. C., the year of the Bharata War and Pavlkshit's

birth.

3. 3177 B, C., the year in which the Sapta Rishi, the Seven
Bishis, the stars of the constellation Great Bear, are said to have
entered the Nakshatra ( lunar asterism ) Magha in the course of a

cycle of 27 centuries supposed to be running through the 27 lunar
asterisrns of the ecliptic by a stay of 100 years in each of them

FROM THE DAYS OP DIONYSUS TO ALEXANDER

We must begain our task of reaching the starting-point of

Indian chronology in the age of Megasthenes by deciding the date
from which to count backward to Dionysus the 6451 years and
3 month, a date connected with Alexander.

Obviously, we are concerned here with the question, "When
exactly did Alexander invade India and stand as Victor on Indian

soil ?" As India Proper is east of the Indus we have to know the

year, month and day of Alexander's crossing of this river.

The year is 326 B. C. And the consensus of historians is that the

crossing occurred in the beginning of spring. But what were the
month and the day ?

For a satisfactory answer we should take note of all the
information provided by the classical accounts of Alexander's
campaign.

THE DATE OF ALEXANDER'S INVASION
The opinion that the invasion took place at the beginning

of spring in 326 B. C, is derived from a passage in Strabo (XV. 17)
founded on Aristobulus, a companion of Alexander's, Strabo says
about Alexander and his men: "They remained in the mountainous
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country belonging to the Aspasioi and to the Assakenos during
the winter. In the Beginning of spring they descended to the

plains and the great city of Taxila, whence they went on to the

Hydaspes and the land of Poros." 1

But evidently the notion of the beginning of spring is general
rather than precise: it does not connote the very first day of the

season, for that day cannot equally apply to the Indus-crossing
and the arrival at Taxila. Vincent Smith* tells us that the arrival
must have been 3 days later. So Aristobulus must mean a span
of several days constituting the initial portion of spring. This is

confirmed by another passage in Strabo
( XV. i. 61, 62 ) based

again on Aristobulus. Here he speaks of this historian's meeting
With two Indian ascetics at Taxila and, referring to climatic con-

dition, observes that "spring had just begun".
3

Is there a way to know how small or large we should make
Aristobulus's span of several days, and how exactly in it place
the

Indus-crossing ? Aristobulus himself supplies no clue. As with
the

Indus-crossing and the arrival at Taxila, his whole first state-

ment crams together, in quick and uninterrupted sequence, many
occurrences which actually stand fairly apart. Smith,

4
following

Arrian ( V. 8 ), Diodorus ( XVII. 87) and Curtius (VIIL 12, 13),

speaks of Alexander's "stay in his comfortable quarters at Taxila
for a sufficient time to rest his army". Then the march to the Hy-
daspes took, by Smith's calculation,

5
probably a fortnight. On the

western bank of the Hydaspes there was waiting and watching and

foraging, while Porus deployed his array on the eastern bank.

Smith6
supposes 6 or 7 weeks of preliminaries and preparations

such as described by Arrian (
V. 9, 10 ) : at least a month may

be supposed, Aristobulus slurs over all these time-gaps.

He slurs similarly over intervals prior to the ladus-crossing.

Quoting Curtius (VIL2), Smith7 writes that, having left the

mountainous country, Alexander "arrived at the Indus after the

sixteenth encampment" that is, at the end of 16 days of march-

ing "through the forests down to the bridgehead at Ohind". On

tlie authority of Diodorus (XVIIT. 86) and Arrian (V. 3), Smith*

1- Vincent Smith, The Early Eislory af India ( London, 19S4 ), p. 64, fa. 2.

2, Ibid., p. 63. 3. J. Me Grindle, The Invasion of India by Altxandtr tht

Great ( 1896 ), pp. 389-90. 4. op, '* p, 66. 5, Ibid* t p. 67, 6.

pp. 68, 90. 7. Ibid., pp. 62-63, & /HA, p. 63,
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mentions 20 days' rest and recreation for the army at the bridge-

head. This means that the Indus was crossed (16+30)-46

days after the men had started leaving the mountainous country.

In what season should we put these days ? Aristobulus

has said that Alexander's men "remained" in that country "during

the winter". So the 16 days of downward march before touch-"

ing the plains and the 30 by the Indus before its crossing cannot

be "durring the winter". We should thus be led to take Aristo
bulus's "beginning of spring" in a very broad sense : the Indus
was crossed 46 days after winter had ended and 49 days of

spring had elapsed before Taxila was reached. But to say even
after the 49th day that "spring had just begun

1 '

is to make non-
sense of that expression. Even to designate the 46th as "the

beginning of spring" is nonsensical. If the expression is to stand,
we must take in rather a broad sense Aristobulus's mention of
winter also, Some of the 46 days before the Indus-crossing
should be put into that season. But we cannot push there much
more than half the number. So, approximately, the Indus-
crossing will take place after the first 23 days of spring and the
arrival of Taxila after the first 26 days. Since Arrian (V. 4)
informs us that the river was crossed early one morning, we may
roughly put the passage in the dawn of the 24th spring-day.

>

When exactly in the year would this day fall ? It is

smpming that Smith' should write : -The passage of the Indusmo* be dated in February or at the latest in March." Apparently

hejgomgbythat
particular Indian Calendar which divides the

year IDto 6 seasons, each of 2 months .

Originally, by this Calendar,
C
?
mmenCed in 3ate Februar^ * months after

But if Smith

phrase?

^ **
ion is mevitable that Aristobulns,

p. 64, fn. 2.
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in Strabo's report, was not writing in terms of the Calendar of

6 seasons.

And, indeed, woud it not be odd that he should ? When
we know that the Greeks were writing for Greek readers, then,

unless they give warning about a change of meaning in the terms

intelligible to such readers, we have to assume for "spring" or

for any other season the meaning commonly attached to it in the

Greek Calendar. The proof is to hand in Strabo himself. He

(XV. 1.20) says : "India is watered by the summer rains, and

the plains are overflowed." Arrian (V. IX) is clear-cut on the

point when bespeaks of "the time of the year when the sun is

Wont to turn towards the summer solstice" and adds : "At this

season incessant and heavy rain falls in India." The summer
solstice comes on June 21. But the scheme of 6 seasons has

Grris7tfna (heat) from late April to late June and then Varslia

(rain) from June 21 for 2 months. Its summer is Gnshma :

it has no regular rains during that season. The Greek historians

leave little doubt that, when they do not provide us with a clear

sign of a different sense, their "summer" covers with its start the

Indian monsoon and that this start is on the solstice of June 21.

Here is an index to the usual Greek division of the year into

4 seasons, each of 3 months, in which spring begins on the vernal

equinox, March 21, and runs up to the summer solstice.

Hence, from all points of view, the first 27 days or so of

spring which we have shown to be Aristobulu's "beginning" must

extend from March 21 (inclusive) to nearly April 16 (inclusive).

Then c. April 16 will maik the arrival at Taxila and a. April 13

the Indus-crossing.

O. April 13 is the date of Alexander's invasion of India and

the end-point from which we have to count backward by 6451

years and 3 months to reach the starting-point of Indian

chronology,

THE STARTING-POINT OF INDIAN CHRONOLOGY

Adding 6451 years and 3 months to o. April 13, 326 B. C.,

we go backward to a. January 13, 6777 B.C, But if the 3
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are not meant to be taken quite literally, the starting-point of

Indian chronology in the age of Megasthenes was a date some-

where in January 6777 B.C.

what is striking about this year is the two end-digits,

Immediately we are reminded of the Sapta Rishi cycle. The
Seven Rishis enter each asterism in the year 77 of century, just as

in the Puianic-traditional chronology they entered Magha in

3177 B. C. It would seem that Megasthenes's 6777 B, C. was
related to this cycle and that its being the starting-point of Indian

chronology implied for this cycle in his day a starting-pohitjn
January 6777 B. C., coinciding with the first year of the inter-

mediate period between Dionysus and Sandrocottus the year in
which the reign of the former came to an end and that of his
successor, the first king out of the 153, commenced.

If we attend to some of the Vedic associations of Sapta, the
very use by the Greeks of the name "Dionysus" facilitates our
bringing in the Sapta Eishi cycle. "The number seven," writes
Sn Aurobmdo', p lays an exceedingly important part in the Vedic

v*?\? TSt V6ry ancient schools of thought." It is also
applied to those beings, at once human and divine, called Angi-rasas whose parable or legend is ^ the whole the most im-

! '"

^ngirasas are

"the Father

establish the

the
So^a-wine, the

drbking

I- the^ "^'^ " H^ VI. 75-9,
(the world of bliss), who

f this ^orld of bliss is
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attainment is one of the pervading figures in the Veda.., The

Angirasas also conquer in the strength of the Some." 1
"Tli^y are

brahmanaso pitarali somyasah...rtiaviiHlidh (VI. 75-10), the fathei?

who are full of the Soma and have the word and are therefore in-

creasers of the Truth."* The relation of Dionysus, the Gieek god of

wine, to the Vedic deity Soma, lord of the wine of delight {Snandi)

and immortality (amrita), pouring himself into gods and men,

the deity who is also deep-hidden in the growths of the earth,

waiting to be released as a rapture-flow for men and gods the

relation of Dionysus to Soma is obvious. Through Soma

Dionysus can be more easily linked with the seven ]ish:s .111*1

with the astronomical time-calculation known as their cycle.

"We may even suggest that the same Vedic association of

the Seven Angirasas with Soma is related to the name which

Arrian (Zndica> I, VIII) gives of Dionysus's successor who was

"the most conversant with Bacchic matters" : Spatembus. This

name can be thought of as a Greek hearing of the passible

Sanskrit compound "jSfaptambhaa", meaning "Seven-wattrttT.

Now, the Rigveda (VLI. 42,1} speaks of the Angirasas as being

not only with "the divine Word, the cry of Heaven..., and of

its lightnings thundering out from the Word", but also with

"the divine waters... that are set Bowing by that heavenly

lightning..., and with the outflowing Q* the divine wutci.* the

oppressing of the immortalising Soma..." 3 These divine w:itcis

"are usually designated in the figured Vedic language us the

seven Mothers or the seven fostering Cows, t0j*i *toa*

And -this Soma-wine is the sweetness that comes flowing fioai to

streams of the upper hidden world, it is that which flow, , .1*

seven waters...'- Thus the Seven *isbis, Soma an I the *,

waters or rivers all go together and Sp.teb ^"^
fits naturally and perfectly into the picture. ^ou h ^

,

of the Soma-bearing seven waters that are ted * !

Ifeirasas, the successor of Dionysus can al* be ImW w*h **

cycle of the Sapta Rishi.

5. Ibid,, p. 210.

a
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Against a Vedic background we may even see a subtle

identification of the stars of the Great Bear with the wine-

carrying waters : for the expressions sapta matarah and sapta-

dTienavah ("the seven mothers" and "the seven fostering cows")

are applied in the Rigveda indifferently to Rays and to Rivers. 1

Spatembas (=Saptambhas) would appear to have a rapport still

more close than Dionysus with the Sapta Rishi. Perhaps the

Puranic pundits in the age of Megasthenes held that it was he

who, seeing the link of the Sapta Rishi with his predecessor,

established their cycle as starting with the end of his predecessor's

reign and the beginning of his own.

In any case, we may well hazard to put the start of the

cycle in January 6777 B. C. But the moment we do so we

suggest a contact between Megasthenes's starting-point of Indian

chronology and the chronological statements in Indian tradition.

And the question arises ; "Initiating the cycle in 6777 B. C.

with an appropriate asterism, would we reach in the course of

the cycle's repetitions the Magha-century 3177-3077 B. C. within

which Indian PgrSnic tradition places the Kaliyuga's commence-

ment (3102 B. C) and the Bharata War (3138 B. C.) with

Parikshit's birth during Its career ?" If that century could be

reached, there would be convincing proof that Megastheues's

6777 B. C. was in direct relation to those two dates and that

those dates were parts of the traditional Indian chionology as far

bnc kas o. 302 B.C.

The crucial point to settle is : "What asterism out of the

27 should be considered the first one in 6777 B. C. ?" But

before we can settle it we must decide whether the Seven Rishis

were understood as traversing the asterisms in a forward or in a

retrograde motion. Modern scholars have reported two schools

of reckoning. Colonel Wilford3 remarked in 1805 that the

direction was supposed to be retrograde. But A. Cunningham
3

in 1883 took it to be forward. What was it in ancient times ?

1. Ibid., p. 111.

2. "The Kings of Magadha" in the Asiatic Researches, Vol. 9,

3. The Book of Indian
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THE DIRECTION OF THE SEVEN RISHIS' CYCLE

If we look at the cycle in the light of the Vedic Afigirasas,

we would take a hint from the verse : "Forward let the Angirnsas

travel, priests of the Word, forward go the cry of heaven, forward

move the fostering Cows that diffuse their waters ,." (VIII. 42-1).
1

Apropos of the Puranas we have to answer by studying a verse

which is found in both the Vishnu and the Bhagavata Puranas

and which is the sole one naming another asterism in relation to

Magha, It runs in F. E. Pargiter's translation :* "When the

Great Bear will pass from Maghas to Purva adh2, then,

starting from Nanda, this Kali Age will attain its magnitude."

Who exactly is this Nanda and how long aftei Parlkshit does he

come and at what remove from Magha is Purva Ashadha ?

Let us glance at the sequence of the 27 asterisms, com-

mencing with Asvim as at present: (1) Asvini (2) Bhararn (3)

Krittika (4) Rohim (5) Mrigasira (6) Avdra (7) Ptmarvasu (S)

Pushya (9) Aslesha (10) Magha (11) Purva Phalguni (12) Uttara

Phalguni (13) Hasta (14) Chitra (15) Svati ',16) Visakha (17)

Anuradha (18) Jyeshtha (19) Mula (20) Purva Ashadha (21)

Uttara Ashadha (22) Sravana (23) Dhanishtha (formerly ravi-

shtha) (24) Satabhisha (25) Purva Bhadrapada (26) Uttara

Blaadrapada (27} Revati,

If we go forward from Magha to Purva Ashacjha we pass

from the 10th to the 20th asterism, a space of 1000 years fiom

the beginning of the one to the beginning of the other. By a

retrograde motion we do the same after 1700 years. Now, wfacie

does Nanda occur in Puranic history ?

In the Vishnu and the Bhagavata themselves,
8 the name

Nanda is used fo/Mahapadma, who is culled MahSmmda in the

* -. 1 j - 4-Ko fir^t nf nine Nanaus in ftH tnc
Brahmanda, 4 and ranked as tne nrbi. ut *M <-

pul-anic'iists. Also, the period torn^^^^
1 Sri A.urobmdo's translation, op. cit. t p. 21?.

2. Tk. Puranic T* of^ *,*** of to X* * K^uten. 1913), p,

3. Ibid., p. 69, fn. 15.

4. lbid. t p. 58, fns* U,
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1500 or 1050 years
1 or else 1115* is 1015 in certain versions of

the Vishnu and the Bhagavata.
8 So the Purva Ashadha century

meant by these versions must be the one running from 1000 to

1100 years after the commencement of the Magha century. But

that is exactly how that century would run in a forward sequence

of the asterisms. Clearly, then, the motion of the Seven B-ishis in

these Puranas from Magha to Purva Ashadha is in a forward and

not in a retrograde direction.

THE FIRST ASTERISM FOR 6777 B. C.

Now the ground, is cleared for us to inquire what asterisra

should be the first in 6777 B. C. for the Sapta &ishi cycle in a

forward motion, As we saw, the list of asterisms at present opens

with Asvinl. But Whitney
4 informs us that the opening with

Asvini was introduced in about 490 A. D, when the vernal

equinox took place in the first point of this asterism. And G R.

Kaye
5
rightly tells us : "The early lists all began with Krittika."

Shall we make Krittika our initial asterism ?

But did the early lists put Krittika first because of a linking

of it, as of Asvinl, with an astronomical phenomenon serving to

begin the New Year ? And did Krittika always stand first before

AsvinT took the lead ? What Kaye himself has to tell us in full

is : "The early lists all began with Krittika, but the Mahabharata

puts i-Jravana first, the Jyotisha Vedanga begins with Sravishtha,

the Surya Prajfiapti with Abhijit, the Stirya Siddhanta with

Asvini. But here Asvinl is definitely equated with the vernal

equinox, while Abhijit, Sravana and Sravisbtba, which are conti-

nuous, are equated with the winter solstice." As Abhijit stands

between Uttara Ashadha and Sravana in a system of 28 instead

of 27 asterisms, Uttara Ashadha would replace it in the system

with which we are dealing apropos of the Seven Bishis. So we

1. /feW., pp. 58, 74.

2. Anatxd Svvarup Gupta, "The Problem of Interpretation of th-

PurSijaB," Puratfa, Vol. VI, No. I,January 1964, p. 67.

3. Pargiter, Cty. cit.t p. 74, fn. 10.

4. Surja Sieldhanta, VIII, 9, p. 211.

5. The Indian Antiguarj, Vol. 50, p. 47,
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learn that when the winter solstice occurred successively in

Uttara Ashadha, ravana and Sravishtha, the list successively

opened with these asterisms. But when we look further into the

the J~yotis7ict Vedanga, which is admittedly the earliest astronomi-

cal treatise in our possession, we find light thrown on the initial

position of Krittika, in the early lists. For, although 6ravish$ha

(under its old name Dhanish^ha) leads the asterism-list, the list

of the deities presiding over the various asterisms gives the prime

place to Agni, the piesiding deity of Krittika.
1 A distinction

between the ritualistic or religious primacy and the astronomical

is brought out here. Krittika as a list-header is suggested to

have a religious and not an astronomical import. And this

suggestion is confirmed in the famous statement of Garga quoted

by B. G. Tilak1
and, from Tilak, by Kaye . "Krittika is first for

purposes of ritual, Sravishtha foi the purpose of the calendar."

It is easy to understand the religious primacy accorded to

Krittika. As the centre of all ancient ritual was the sacrificial

fire, the physical manifestation of the god Agni, and as Agni was

the presiding deity of Krittika, this asterism stood the most

prominently in the mind of the Biahmanas. But it can have no

astronomical significance except when it could be associated either

with the winter solstice or with vernal equinox,, the two points at

which the New Year used to be started in different ages,

Thus, to accept Krittika for starting the Sapta Rism cycle

in 6777 B. C. merely because it heads all the early lists would

be a mistake. The asterism we want is one in which the winter

solstice or the vernal equinox occured in that year and which
_

on account of that occurrence would open the list.

In view of the extreme antiquity of the year concerned we

may simplify our search by attending to expert opinion. Accord-

ing to J. B. Fleet,
3

originally the year started at the winter

solstice, with titiira as the first season beginning then. P. C.

1. E.G. Tilak, Orion (Bombay, 1893), p. 41.

2. 7fctV., p. 30.

3. The Encyclopaedia Britannic* (13th Ed,), Vol. XIII, p. 493*
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Sengupta
1 assures us that the Vedic year began with the winter

solstice and the spring came to be reckoned as the first season in

a new system of computation. We may add from Sengupta
3 a

few other indications. The oldest astronomical reference he

discovers is to the winter solstice happening on the full-moon day
of the month Phalguna in the year c. 4550 B.C. He has also

said : "The Vedic year-long sacrifices weie begun in the earliest

times on the day following the winter solstice... Winter was thus

first season of the year... The Indian years, before the time

of Aryabhata I, were generally begun from the winter solstice

day, but after his time gradually Lhe yeais came to be reckoned

from the vernal equinoctial clay."

To find, however, our asterism we must understand the

peculiarity of "the precession of the equinoxes
51

. The equinox-

vernal of autumnal-moves through the asterisms in the reverse

order and the last point of an asterism is reached first and the

first point last : conversely, the asterism, in which the equinox

takes place immediately before it occurs in another, is the one

which in the normal order comes after it. This seeming anomaly
is caused, as Newton explained, by the action or attraction of the

planets, the sun and the moon on the earth's protuberant equat-

orial ring, so that daily the equinoctial points reach the meridian

a little sooner than they otherwise would.3 The movement of

the points is called "precession". The point of the winter sol-

stice lies exactly halfway between those of the autumnal and

the vernal equinoxes, that of the summer solstice vice versa.* So

the seeming anomaly applies to the solstitial points as well. The
rate at which the equinoctial and solstitial points shift from

asterism to asterism can be known by dividing by 27, which is

the number of the asterisms, the time required by these points to

1. "Hindu Astronomy" in The Cultural Heritage of India, (Calcutta, 1931)

Old Series, Vol. Ill, p . 345.

2. Ancient Indian Chronology (Calcutta, 1947), pp. xviii, 169 ; p. 156 ;

p. 166 ; p xx.

3. The New American En&clapaedia (New York, 1945), p. 11169 "preces-
sion of the Equinoxes'*.

4. Ibid., p. 1265, "Solstice".
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perform one complete circuit of the heavens. The points perform

this circuit, called a period of precession, in 25,868 ycais.
1 Conse-

quently, the passage from asterisms to asterism, in connection

with eith,er the equinoxes or the solstices, occurs at tho average

rate of (25,868-^27 = ) 958 A years.
^4 /

To calculate where the winter solstice was in 6767 B. C,,

we need to start from a definite datura about its occurrence at

some time or other. J.C. Ray,
3
working from the accepted identi-

fication of Dhanish^ha (or JDravishjjha) with the star Beta Delphini,

has calculated that the winter solstice occurred in the first point

of Dhanishtha in 1372 B, C. and in the first point of Sravuna

in 405 B. C., though the earliest year in which the new moon

happened on the day of the winter solstice so as to make SravunS

observable as the star of this solstice was 401 B. C. Fiom this

it is easy to calculate that the winter solstice began to be in

Dhanishtha that is, at the last point of the asterism in (1372

4-958 = )2330 B. C. A table based on the average rate of

precession can show us at a glance the asterisms of the winter

solstice in the ages before 2330 B. C. :

From 3288 to 2330 B. C. : Satubhisha

4246 3288 B. C. : Purva Bhadrapada

520 I- ,, 4246 B. C. : UtUra Bliadrapada

6162 5204 B.C.: Revati

7220 6162 B. C. : Asvini

Now, 6777 B. C. fell between the last two dates. Hence m

that year, as throughout the peiiod from 7220 to 6162 B. C.,

Asvini would head the asterism list. If the Sapta Sushi cycle was

thought to Imve commenced in 6777 13. C., Asvini could be con-

sidered its first asterism.

1, Ikid , p, 1116.
T, * *c A^uini" H934) quoted by VS.

2. FapSr entitled "The Firat !><>,, of A*.

but misinterpreted by him owing"

precessiop.
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MEGASTHENES'S STARTING-POINT AND THE PURANIC MAGH

Starting with Asvini in 6777 B. C., let us see where the

Magha century would come according to a forward movement of

the Seven Rishis through the asterisms at the rate of an asterim

per century.

Magha is the 10th asterism when AsvinI is the 1st. So from

the beginning of its century to the beginning of Asvini we have

900 years. The Seven Rishis, in the period before Alexander and

Sandrocottus, would enter Magba once in (6777-900 =05877 B. C,

and a second time, after 2700 years moie, in (5877-2700= ) 3177

B. C. and a third time in (3 17 7-2700 ) 477 B.C.

The middle date is a most remarkable result. For, the

century from 3177 to 3077 B. C. which it gives as the one during
which the Seven Rishis stayed in Magha is precisely the century

holding within it, according to the traditional Indian chronology,

those two events the birth of Parlkshit during the Bharata War
and the advent of the Kaliyuga which the Puranas declare to

have occurred in the 100 years of the Seven Bishis' stay in Magha.

The conclusion appears inevitable that the chronology

communicated to Mcgasthenes as starting from 6777 B. C. not

only employs the Sapta Rishi cycle known to the Puranas but is

also related, through this cycle, both to the Puranic associations

of Magha and to the dates traditionally going with those associa-

tions : 3102 and 3138 B.C. The implication of such a conclu-

sion is that the Puranic pundits who were the informants of

Megasthenes had already these dates, together with 3177 B. C.,

as important points of reference. In other words, the Puranas

are linked to these traditional dates through a common back-

ground which is a chronology starting from 6777 B, C. and em-

ploying, like them, the cycle of the Seven Eishis and having, like

tradition, for important points of reference 3138 and 3102 B. C.

A strong hint that this chronology was cognisant of these

dates is contained in some words of Megasthenes himself. Does

he not mention Heracles no less than Dionysus and does he not

mention his very epoch and has not scholarship identified
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Heracles with Krishna who played a central part in the Dharaia
War of 3138 B. C. and died in 3102 B. C. ?

The liaison between Megasthenes's starting-point and the
Puranic Magha, which from 3177 B. C. starts the century holding
those traditional dates, has a most critical bearing 0:1 Indian

history. But we, shall touch on this bearing at the end. At tire

moment let us add a few remarks to render more definite to cur

minds the place of the starting-pa nit in the January of 6777 B. C.,

and then pass on to consider the three "republics".

We have two facts to remember in arriving at re;.iv.r

defimleness : it is the Supta ishi cycle that is concerned! aid it

is the winter solstice of December 21 that begins the ancient

year. The years of the cycle are lunar 1 and get adjusted to the

solar by the general arrangement of intercalated and suppiCFSt-i

months. The lunar year begins after either the first ucW-raocn

conjunction or the first full-moon conjunction subsequent to ;hc

entrance of the sun into the Zodiacal sign with which the year

commences.* At present the former conjimcticn is used in

Southern India, the latter in Northern.5 A bunt the India known

to Megasthenes, Curtiug (VIII. 9) has preserved the information

that the Indians "mark the divisions of time by the course tf ilw

moon not like most nations when the planet shows a full T^CJ

but when she begins to appear horned". About still mare aucv^i

India Sengupta4
says : "The months were begun either from a full

moon or a new moon." The Sapta Rishi cycle as observed in

Kashmir and thereabouts (from c. 800 A. I>.) has its lunar nv^th-

ending with the full-moon.s
But, as Jean Filliozat

1 ren^Uts

they must originally have ended with the ncwmoon, f.r ^.- 1

reckoning was from udi 1 which is the start of tht- la:^:

fortnight. What the still older Sapta ishi cycle did *v luvc

no knowledge about. According to our inference thai :t

c^-
mencea in January 6777 B. C., it *ou!d seem to B i -.ik M

beginning of the fimonth of the lunar year connected w*th ^

(13th Ed,), Vol. XIU, P. W-

2.

5. The Encylopaedia -

6. L'Indt Classic* (Paris, 195S), Vol,

9
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winter solstice of December 21, 6778 B. C. And, since there is a

gap of about 15 days between the new-moon and the full-moon,

one of the two in relation to that solstice must fall in the opening
half of January. If an astronomer could calculate which of the

two did so, we should know the very day, the first day of the

lunar year, from which ancient Indian chronology as formulated

in c. 302 B. C. was taken to start.

THE THREE <'REPUBLICS" AND THE PURA^IC CHRONOLOGY

Now for the "republics". Do the Puranas contain any

suggestions that there were 3 gaps in their dynastic series and do

they indicate the time-lengths of these gaps.

We may begin with some penetrating comments by D. R.

Mankad. 1 He says : "It is, of course, evident that what Arrian

calls a republic may mean a kingless period ; and a kingless period

would mean a period without a king, but, in the case of an

imperial seat like Magadha, an absence of Imperial Dynasty."
In other words, a "republic" can cover rule by either freebooters

or foreigners,

Mankad goes on to refer to what has become famous as the

Yuga-Pur5na. It is the historical chapter of the Q-argtaaihJnta.

"Scholars," says A. K. Narain,
3 "are almost unanimous -in

regarding the Yuga-Puraria as the earliest among the extant works

of Purana type, and as exhibiting an independent tradition." It

would be no wonder if Megasthenes received information from it.

And the Yuga-Purana speaks of breaks in the^dynastic series of

Magadha.

Mankad8 writes ; "Usually, our Puranas say that the

came immediately after the Mauryas... The Yuga-Purana... is

unequivocal in saying that there was a period of foreign rule

between the Mauryas and the ^ungas." Mankad next cites the

analysis he has made of the edition published by himself, perhaps

the best edition so far, of this old document. From this analysis

1. Pwaiiic Chronology (Anand, 1951), p. 85.

2. Tht Indo&rteks. 3- Op. eit., p. 89.
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we see that the Kanvas who in the other Puranas immediately
succeed the Sungas came also after an intervening period in which

foreigners overran the country,

Hence we have actually two "republics". But their time-

lengths are not mentioned. The converse is the case with a gap
we may detect in the period earlier than the Sungas and Kanvas.

There is the glaring discrepancy among the time-lengths th

various Puranas give from the birth of Parfkshit to the coronation

of Mabapadma Naiida. We have already noted the different

numbers of years : 1500, 1115, 1050, 1015. The discrepancies

between the largest number and the three smaller ones may be

taken to point to a gap somewhere in the king-series. Then we

shall have a "republic,' of 385, 450 or 485 years, whose unwel-

come existence the Pmanas have covered up by an increase in the

individual reignspans and the dynastic durations, although a,

memory of it lingers in the shorter versions of the interval.

Understood as a break in the king-series, the 3S5, 450 or

485 years provide us with Megasthenes's missing number and

complete his statement, while his two other numbers supply a

chronological substance to the Yuga-Purana's history. In the

matter of the 3 republics, he and the Puranas correspond in a

complementary manner.

MEGASTHENES'S CHRONOLOGY AND THE IDENTITY OF

SANDROCOTTUS

Our job of tallying chronologically the Greek evidence and

the Indian is complete. But the practically perfect comparison

which we have found possible calls for a revolution in our histori-

cal ideas.

Not only have we to carry to c. 302 B. C. the wgnisanee

of the dates for the Kaliyuga's advent and for tfad BbSrats War-

3102 and 3138 B.C. respectively-and thus give the he to tne

conception dear to modem historians that they

farted a*er 400 A. D
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during the Bharata War in 3138 B. C. As \ve have already

noted, these time-indications at even their longest stretch bring

Chandragupta Maurya not later than the 16th century Bi C, And
all chronological clues from tlie Puranas, including the references

to the 24th and 27th centuries ot the Seven jRJshls after Magha in

indicating the length of the Andhra dynasty, combine to put

Chandragupta I, founder of the Imperial Guptas, in the age of

Alexander the Great.

Again, if the last 2 republics out of the 3 enumerated by

Megasthenes answer to a couple of breaks of the Puran.ic dynasties

after the Mauryas, then Megasthenes's Sandrocottus cannot be

Chandragupta Maurya but another Chandragupta much later.

This Chandragupta can only be the founder of the Imperial

Guptas.

So the results, to which we come by commencing Indian

chronology in the first half of January 6777 B. C. and by taking

into account 3 republics, bear out the result to which we came by
identifying Dionysus with Prithu Vainya and counting 153 or 154

kings after him down to the coronation of Sandrocottus. In a

triple fashion Megasthenes, contemporary of Sandrocottus, supports

the Purarjuc equation for this King of the Prasii whose coronation

took place in c, 325 or 324 B. C.

This, of course, does not automatically mean that all the

Puram'c dates are correct for the several dynasties preceding the

I Imperial Guptas. All would depend on whether the Bharata War,

years before the Kaliyuga's advent, was fought or not in 3238

B.C. The PurSm'c pundits, accepting this date, have built up
their chronology so as to lead from this date down to Chandra-

gupta I in the time of Megasthenes. But the fact remains that

they took their stand on the founder of the Guptas as the contem-

porary terminus of their chronology. The coronation of that king

in u. 325 or 324 B, C. is an event we cannot question on the

evidence of Megasthenes. Consequently, the whole of Indian

history has to be reorientated on the basis of this new date

established by Megasthenes for the rise of the Imperial Guptas,
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far the text has maintained its early character and due to which

motive changes were introduced in it. In order to be precise on

the point, corresponding passages of other Purana-texts will also

be taken into account as far as they can be useful in presenting a

correct picture of the topic.

A significant clue to ascertain the date of Visnu-Pqrana's

account on Bharata is afforded by the general make-up and form

of chapter one. For a comprehensive analysis, we may proceed
to find out the period of its possible early form and of the extant

one. The former may be determined by a comparative study of

the similar description available in other early Purana-texts and
the latter by scrutinizing the additional and distinct elements

contained in it, The chapter aims at giving the description of

king Priyavrata and other various kings who flourished after him
in the dynasty. In its essential aspects the account finds parallel
in other early Purana-texts e. g. in the Vayu, Brahmanda and
Markandcya Puranas 1 and evinces full evidence of its

'

early
character because of conforming to the well-known Puranic
definition. The common ground presented by all these Puranas
is their repeated mention of resorting by these kings to Vana-
prastha-stage of life after nominating their successors. This
shows that the account of Visnu-Purana as also of other Puranas
belongs to the period when Sr^ta-order was playing a dominant
role and the Purana-texts were being shaped according to the

well^ablishea

modes and ideals. It cannot be placed, therefore,later han the 4th
century A. D., which is supposed to ,Q^date of the Smrti-matters in th Q r, - .. *iutticersm the Puranas.

1
To this extent f-hp. o

ebroaological bearing of Visnu-Pnran*
- u j

What appelfL"! l"

* **"
a

appe l

extant passage of Visnu-Pula 7 h
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to the VaroWconnt as to the elevation of a!agrama,i which isnot found m other three texts. The data of Visnu-PurEna's
Passage can be dragged down, in view of this, to about 700 A D
which is accepted to be the period of incorporation of holy placesm the Puranic passages . Herein we have also an evidence of
sectarian trend from which the early forms of Purana-literature
are supposed to have been free. That Salagrama was raised to
the status of a holy place by the sectaries of the Vaisnava faith
at

ablate
stage is clearly shown by the passages of Vaisnavite Upa-

Puranas* in a number of which allusions are made to the retire-
ment of the people to this place for the observance of religious
and charitable activities. It is quite likely that at a time when
Vaisnavite works were being compiled, incorporating prominently
sectarian matters into them, the passage of Visnn-Purana was
re-compHed by the same authors in order to give thtir religious
beliefs and ideals the stamp of antiquity.

Later tampering with the Vismi-Purana's account is also

proved by the analysis of a few verses of this text not found in the

corresponding account of other three Puranas. Thus in verse thirty-

five of the chapter noticed above a plea is made to give Bharata's

narrative in immediate succession.* But the narrative of Bharata

1. Vinu.P. II. 1. 24 and 34.

2. Hazra, ilbid, chronological table of the Puranic Chapter p. 177 jQTj

other popular elements also cannot be dated earlier than the beginn-

ing of the 9th Century A. D., Ibid, p. 242.

3. Thus the Narasi rah a-Purana includes iialagrSma into the list of the

holy places Sacred to Visnu (Chapters 65-66J. It also narrates how

a Brahmana named Puxidarika, without entering the Second Stage of

life, settled at alagrama and became attendant of Vi-nu (Chapter

64). Visnu-Dharma-Puniria describes that a. Kjatriya who became a

Raksasa in his next life made an attack in his new form on tw<

Brahrnaijas and went to Salagrama for practising austerities (Chap

ters 69-70). ByhannS.radIya-Pui3na relates the severe austerities of

Mrkand/a at Salagrama according to Visnu's instructions. (Chapters

4-5). For all these evidences I have been bcncfittcd by the brilliant

work of Dr. Hazra on 'Studies in the Upa-Pur2naa V<v I, in which

the contents of the above texts are vividly discussed.

:
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in the Purana actually occurs at a considerable gap caused by
the intervention of no less than eleven chapters devoted

altogether to different topics besides the last eight verses of the

present chapter itself. That the verse has an abrupt appearance
without having much relevance in the present is clearly vouched

by the passages of Vayu, Brahmanda and Markandeya Puragas
whose account conforms to the Visnu-Purana in other many
respects, but they do not have any verse similar to the one in the

Visnu-Pmana either in form or meaning breaking-up the regular
flow of the story. It seems logical to assume that the compiler
of the Visnu-Puraria, while arranging the separate chapters
devoted to Bharata's account revised the original single chapter
in order to connect with it the additional portion of the text.

Circumstance of a similar nature is indicated also by verses thirty
and thirty-one related to Rsabha, the immediate predecessor of

Bharata. It is described in them that after resigning from

kingship in favour of his son, Rsabhri ractised savere penances
by putting pebbles into his mouth, remained naked and ultimately
achieved 'Viradhvana'. An attempt has been made to equate
'Viradhvana' with 'Mahaprasthana' with the instructive remark
that king's practice of penance is in identical to the manner in

which the Digambara Jainas used to emanciate themselves 1
. The

account of Visnu-Purana, therefore, can not be earlier than the 5th

century A. D. which is the supposed date of addition of Jaina and
Buddhist passages to the Parana-literature

3
. This conclusion becomes

more explicit when it is observed that the account of Vayu, Brahm-
anda and Markandeya Puranas is quite proportionate, their treatment
with regard to Rsabha and Bharata, is as concise as to the other kiags
of the dynasty. It appears that the original form of Visnu-Purana's

chapter was revised by the Vaisnava sectaries who are known to

have absorbed into their faith some popular trends of the heresy
in their zeal to expand its limit. That the original character of

the Chapter is preserved only in kernel while its general form

1. Wilson, English Translation of Vissnu-Pursna. Equation of Viradh-
v5na with. Mahaprasthana is indicated also in the commentary of

2, Parguer, A. I, H. T, p. 80,
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belongs to a late period is fully evidenced by verse thirty-two.

Considering the aim, implication and place of occuneuce of the

verse, it appears that the arrangement of the VismvPurana's

chapter lacks in coherence and consistency, which is otherwise

undisturbed in other three Puranas. The verse runs as '333* SJTCcf

3^^%$ *fta& i ^rara 3*33 fqrsrr ^f steiT *H^ I* i, e.
s

th5s

country was named as Bharatavarsa from the time it was relin-

quished to Bharata by his father, on his retiring to the forest.' It

would be seen that **THxf ^' of the verse was intended to refer to

'fifTT^ ^sf* of the verse twenty-seven. But the sense is disturbed

due to the intervening four verses including those whose formation

at a late stage we have presently discussed. On the other hand,

other three texts do not have any intetvening verse and the

*flWlf ^' is directly connected with the <*TKcf 3$ in one and the

same verse,
1 which appears to be the early form of what is not

intact in the text of Visnu-Purana,

A satisfactory analysis of the Visnu-PurSna's passages can

not possibly be presented without examining them ui relation to

the Bhagavata, Mcst of the texts are common in both the

Puranas and the general supposition is that one has borrowed from

the other. It has been propounded that the Bhagavata is

dependent on the Visnq-Purana with which it agrees literally and

has in its passages a more developed treatment of the concise

accounts of Visrm-Purana. Among various instances pointing to

this conclusion, Bharata 's story has also been cited besides those

of Srikrsna, Vena, Prthu, Dhruva and Prahlada.* The point,

ffTfr

frggsrr: U

Vayu-P, XXXIII, 52

Brahroag<JarP. IL H. 61 ed, 62

*TCcfFT

HOT ?3 3& ^JTRT TCT^H: U

M5rkav4eya-P. LT. 41 cd, 42 ab.

2. Wtitcrnitz, History of Indian Literature* Vol. L p. 55^.

Pargiter, Ibid. p. 80,

Hazra, Ibid, p. 22.

10
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which has to be taken into account in the context of the present

paper, is whether the available form of Bharata's account in the

Visnu-Purana is earlier than the Bhagavata or not. It is obvious

that the text of Visnu-Purana gives two forms of Bharata's srory

depicting them in one and the same section ; Once in connection

with other many kings of the dynasty to which he belonged and

again in the Chapters arranged at a considerable gap and written

exclusively on Bharata. It may well be argued that the two

accounts which are so separated from each other and the

intervening chapters do not concern themselves with Bharata

could not have been compiled in one planning and by one author,

It is also evident that the former account because of its general

treatment with other three early texts is earlier than the latter,

The only possible conclusion, which emerges out of this analysis is

that the early account of Bharata is preserved in Vayu, Brahma nda
and Markandeya Puranas and that the passages of Visnu-Purana

on the present topic are misappropriated and adulterated to an

extent that the logic to treat this text as the source of Bhagavata

remains unsupported. It would further be seen that in the Visnu-

Purana separate chapters are devoted only to Bharata. But the

account in the Bhagavata shows a compact and coherent arrange-

ment in so far as it has devoted separate chapters also to other

many kings of the dynasty.
1 The early Puranic arrangement

describing each king in one single chapter seems to have been

improved in it proportionately in various chapters. It has kept

itself free from what appears as sectarian tinge in the Visnu-Purana

in a context where, as the account preserved in other early three

texts tends to show, such allusion was hardly required. What
appears to be of special note in the corresponding passage of Bhagavata
is that the word Salagrama is used in it not to denote the name of

any particular place but as an adjective of the hermitage of

Pqlaha where Bharata retired. That the term Salagrama carries

the above sense is clearly indicated in the commentary of Sridhara

1, Chapter 1 (account of Priyavrata), Chapter 2 (account of Agnidhra),

Chapter 3 (account of Nabhi), Chapters 4-6 (account of 3*.abb.a) and

Chapters 7-1 5 (account of Bharata arid his successors) ; Bhagavata,

Skandha 5,
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on the passage, which explains it as the spot which is markctl

by ^ala-tree.
1 The term has, however, been taken in the

commentary of Vansldhara Sarma in the sense of Salagrama-tirthfi
1

probably supplementing it by the Visnu-PurSna's passage. This

may indicate that the account of Bhagavata points to that period

when the term ^alagrama standing for a holy place was either

not popularized or not coined at all. The motive behind the addi-

tional chapters of Visnu-Puiana seems to have been sectarian

publicity by bringing into light one more Vaisnavite center noted

for its religious observances.

The possibility of sectarian role in the formation of Vismi-

Purana's passages is also brought out by the general Vaisnavite

atmosphere breathed in them here and there. In this connection we

may mention the Vaisnavite Upa-Purana Kriyayogasara which

exhibits a similar trend in so far as the general form of the text

is concerned. It describes the daily duties which a Vaitnava

devotee should perform and lays pointed empasis on sectarian

Mantras and their results
3

. Corresponding very closely to this

description the verses of Visnu-Purana also relate the daily 4uties

of Bharata for the performance of his religious rites and narrates

further that except for the name of Hari and the Mantra,

ztWT^ *Ttfr^ *TT**
......^S*g t, he did not utter anything even

in his dreams. Dr. Hazra, who gives a comprehensive and critical

treatment of Kriyayogasara analysing its various other details,

concludes that it is an independent work but most probably at a

later date it was attached to the Padma-Purana for the sake ot

authority'. The remark of Dr. Hazra may be treated as instructive

Ibid, V. 8. 31.

by S,Sabbarau,Vol.I.S7.

2.

4. Vignu-Purana,
H. Itt

5. HaVra, Ibid, pp, 268-269
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for ascertaining the trend which was responsible behind the compi-
lation of Visnu-Purana's additional chapters regarding Bharata.

Taken separately these Chapters can not stand on the same level

in view of the vast volume of Kriyayoga-sara. But the probability

of the fact can not be denied that the account was at first indepen-

dently composed in the form of Bharata-Akhyana or Bharata-Carita-

and was, later on, added to the original and authoritative text

of the Visnu-Purana for the sake of its publicity.

The above analysis leads us to the following conclusion :

The Vayu, Brahmanda and Markandeya Puianas, conforming well

to the original purana-definition, have preserved in them the early
account of Bliarata's narrative. The Bhagavata has simply expan-
ded that 'early account' and because of its concentration mainly
on the story as such its adherence to the early character of a

Purana is established beyond doubt. Its indebtedness is no doubt
proved to the texts of Vayu, Brahmanda and Markandeya Puranas
but not to the Visnu-Purana, whose earliness regarding Bharata's
account is held in boubt because of its inserted verses and addi-
tional chapters smacking of a sectarian trend.

An inquiry into the contents, general form and arrangement
of other chapters of the section, in which the story of Bharata
occurs, also shows that the text was revised along sectarian lines
after its original bulk was complete. The chapters proposed for
the present analysis are second, third and fourth all of which are
related to Bhuvanakosa. Although one cannot entertain doubts
regarding their early character, because other early Puranas also
have similar topics in their corresponding chapters, yet taken in
entirety the text detracts form original status either due to
addition of late verses or due to the transformation of the
older ones, Actual state of affairs fully emerges when the
counte,part of Visnu-Purana's description found in the Vayu

nts SSr?^^^ " aIS PUt ^ satiny. While giving

Wils? IT i ?
* the Vi^-p-^'s -count, Professor

b tiXSi*
y P intedOUt Aat mab features f Bhuvanakos'am the Puranas are same, but they sharply differ in so far as
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their minor details are concerned1
. As a matter of fact the separate

and independent status of an individual Purana-text could not

properly be maintained in the absence of its distinct elements.

The variations are also due to the 'deliberate technique'
2 which

demanded ret ainment of the original matter but adding to it new

conceptions. "What appears from a closer scrutiny of the

Bhuvanakosa-passfiges is that the separate entity of an individual

text is maintained not so much by the new incorporations related

to the main topic as by the religious fancies besmeared with the

early account. Such passages, i they are studied independent of

the early matters compiled in the original form of the text, appear

to be the incorporations by opposite or even by rival sectarian

groups and their adherence to the nge-old purSnic tradition is

affected to a considerable degree.

Among the passages brought forward by a comparative

analysis and bringing out the above conclusion, mention can

specially be made of those related to Sakadvlpa. In close

consonance with the relevance and spirit of the present paper, we

purposely leave the geographical featuies forming the main topic

of the account and concentrate on its religious part. The text of

Visrm-Purana relates that SakadvTpa is inhabited by the Vangas,

theMagadhas,theManasasandthe MSndagaa whom it identifies

respectively with the Brahmanas, the Ksatriyas, the Vaisyaa and

the Sudras3
. It further adds that these tribes worship god, V>nu

in the form of Surya'. But the Vayu-Purana does not specify the

name of any particular deity. In a very general form Us verse

mentions that there is a great tree of g.k th*
^nd aadjh*

tree is worshipped by the inhabitants. The verse of^
has its identical counterform in the *^^"%
might give some idea regarding the purSntc account in the form

1 Wilson, Ibid,

I'. AgraJ), Mauya Fur^-A Study, P. HI (

3. Vi?l}\i-Pur3,i}a,
II. 4. 68 ff

*- oniatft 3

r; Vftyu-Puf^P8* *-" ****

id. II.

M9.94.
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existed earlier and the changes which were made at a subsequent

stage. In order to ascertain the actuality of circumstance,

reference of the Visnu-Purana to the worship of sun by the people
of Sakadvipa may be considered from another angle. It is a

well-evidenced fact that the solar worship in India took a new
turn after the priests of Sakadvlpa introduced their mode of

worshipping sun, image-worship of this god being unknown in

India before their advent. It is interesting to observe that the

account of the only available Upapuranic solar text ->amba-Purana
has the mode of sun worship in the line introduced by the

SakadvIpTya priests as its sole nerve-cen tre. Quite naturally
other Pnrana-texts, compiled in early times, were interfered to a
lesser or larger degree so that the more popular method of sun-wor-
ship might not appear alien to the Indian devotees. Thus Hazra's
analysis indicates that the Bhavisya-Purana and Brahma-Purana
are largely drawn upon the amba-Purana and their passages at
most places are moulded accordingly

1
. The verses of Visnai-

Purana reveal the
possibility of yet another trend in the history

of Hindu religion. It appears, thus, that the passage of
Visnu-Purana testifies not so much to the development of solar-
cult as to the further growth of the Vaisnava faith absorbing the
SSkadvlDlya deity into the supreme Vaisnava deity, consequent
upon which the non-Indian appearance of the worship of sun could
be removed to a considerable extent.

It may be indicated that although the Vayu-Purana has
preserved its

early character in the above context, yet its descrip-
tion regarding Sakadvlpa taken as a whole is not free from secta-
rianism. Thus in connection with the rivers of this island it
gwes * number of names some of which like Sivajala, Sati, Nanda,*nr. and the general epithet of Vodakafc given to all of them,"may

specially

be taken into account here. None of these names
the corresponding list of

Brahmanda-Purana, which is
to have been one with the Va'yu-Purana before the 4th

^^J^^Bl epithet of these rivers it reads
1. Hazra, Ibid, pp, 57, 83.

IL. 90,93,
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J-Jitatoyavaha
1 in place of Sivodakah of the Vayu-Purana. This

shows that the description of Vayu-Purana was pure and simple

when it was one with the Brahmanda-Purana and that the

Sectarian colouring was given to its text at a much later stage

when the latter was carved as a separate text out of the original

Vayu-Proktarh Purariam. Coming to the list of Visnu-Purana, we

find that its account with regard to the rivers* of Sakadvlpa is

similar to that of the Brahmanda Purana and no attempt has been

made to revise their names for bringing about a Vainavite

appearance of the text. It would be logical to assume, therefore,

that neither in the VHyu Puraua nor in the Visnu-Purana a con-

sistent plan was followed by the later redactor and changes were

introduced in their passages wherever it was appealing to the fancy,

It seems 'significant to point out that the iva-Purana also alludes

to the Sakadvlpa in its Biravanakosa-porlion. But the list of rivers

occurring in its text is thesame as that of the VispuanJBrahm30Ja

Puranas. It is mute about the Saivite names, which are mentioned

so prominently in the Vayu-Purana. The original character of its

passages regarding the akadvlpa may fuither be observed in view

of the fact that it refers to the worship of Sun3
by the inhabitants

without any attempt to identify it with either of the two major

deities. In the same spirit Agm-Purana also relates that the

priests of akadvipa worship the form (image ?) of Sun.
4 This

shows that the matters of early Purana-texts are not always preser-

ved in their original form and that the hold of the later religious

conceptions could be possible not so much by their addition to the

late Puranas as to the earlier ones.

Later mingling in the original account of Visnu-Purana is

also proved by its verses associated with the plakiadvlp..
R

related in them that the inhabitants of this island are tooted to

the worship of Hari, which may well be taken for the

Visnu. In its similar account the VSyu-PorSpa hnng* out the

1. Brahmanda-Puraua, II. 19. 95-97.

2. Vipnu-Puraija, II. 4. 64 66,

3. Siva-Pura^a, XJnUL-Sarfihita. XVIII. 55-58.

4. Agm.Pursna CIXX. 21.

5. Vienu-puraija,
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worship of siva by these people. The name applied to the deity
is Sthanu 1

. The sectarian trend of both the texts and the possible

form of the original account can be ascertained by the verses of

Brahmanda-Purana which do not point to any particular deity
and state that the inhabitant of plaksadvipa worship the plaksa-

tree*. The fact that the objective before the compiler, who

tempered with the text of Visnu-purana, was purely sectarian is

sufficiently demonstrated by a comparison of its reference to the

religious leanings of the people of Bhadrasva-country with the

similar passages of Markaadeya, Vayu, Linga and Kurma Pur arias.

The account of Markandeya-purana is identical to Visnu-purana
in so far as it also describes that the people of Bhadrasva are

devoted to Asvasiras, a form of Janardana
8

. Presenting a sharp
colour of contrast the Vayu-purana relates that the residents of

the Bhadrasva-country worship &arhkara and Gaun*. The sectarian

outlook of the text of Linga-purana is nearer to the Vayu-puraim
as it emphasises that the life of the Bhadrasva-people is exhilarated

by siva. In this connection the text of Kurma-purana seems
undisturded, Its verse related to the people of Bhadrasva agrees

literally with the Linga purana except for the later part in which
instead of mentioning the favour of Siva or of any other deity, it

simply mentions that the people of this country live on grains
6

.

THis may be regarded as another proof of early character of the

puranic account, in which no attempt had originally bet i made
to give it a sectarian appearance.

Another testimony to the interferance with the text of

Visnu-PurSna is afforded by the terms Visnu-Pada and Visrm-Pada
both of which occur in the same section but in two different

chapters, the former in the passages on Bhuvanakosa and the

latter on astronomy ; and are described as the source of the holy

1, Vayu-purana, IL; 27.

2, Brahmanda-purana, 2. 19. 30.

3, Markandeya-puraaa, LV. 10, The reading of Visnu-purffna is, however,
Haya&ras. Visnu-pura^ia II. 50.

4, Vayu-purSga LII. 38.

5, Lifiga-purana LII. 14.

0. Kufma-pura^a XLVII, 2.
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river Ganga.1 The consistency of the original matters, as a result

of this, has been much affected revealing the high probability of

re-compilation of the Purana after the first form was already

written. The striking feature of the two chapters is that, except

for the difference indicated in the forms of the two terms, their

description with regard to Ganga and its tributaries is practically

the same. The genuineness of the Chapters as such is beyond

doubt because the Vayu, Brahmanda and MarkantLya Puranas,

though not giving identical descriptions regarding the Ganga. have

similar chapters. Apart from the simple considerations that the

description of rivers should occur only in Bhuvunakosa-poition,

the above possibility is also brought out by the verses of Vayu-

Purana. Like the Visnu-Purana, it gives vivid description of

positions and inter-relation of the planets and stars laying promi-

nent emphasis on the position of Dhruva. It also refers to Visnu-

Pada as a particular space in the sky. In this connection its

verses correspond to those of the Visnu-Purana' literally. But

while the Visnu-Purana goes a step further specifying that Visnu-

Pada is the source of Ganga, the Vayu-Purana does not have any

verse to that effect. Source of Ganga and its tributaries are

suitably described in the Bhuvanakosa only. Arrangement of an

identical nature is found olso in the Brahmanda-Purana. These

evidences, thus, indicate that the description of the river Gnoga

occurred in the Visnu.Purana only in its Bhuvankosa-portion ami

that its incorporation in the Chapter on astronomy is the result ot

a later attempt. The following analysis might bring out the

under which the text of Visnu-Purlna was

As regards the two terms Vismi-Pada and

.

early asm the Bgveda ""
visrm-Pada the compilers

s^ Js -c-i *.-.
water was considered by the Hindus so ver

2. Compare Vi^nu-Purana, II. 8. 89-93

8. Brahmanda-Purana, II. . 165-176.

4. ^Lgveda, I. 154. 5.

11

*
n a) IL, IU SSI.
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from physical as well spiritual points of views. Out of regard for

the Vedic tradition these compilers, whose very motive was to

expand the Vedic notions, at first retained the Vedic term and did

not make any change in its form. This conclusion is very

explicitly brought out by the Bhagavata which consists of Chapters
both on Geography

1 and astronomy
3

in one and the same section.

But the description of river Ganga occurs only in its geographical

chapters. In close conformity to the possible early form of the

whole topic the term used for the source of Ganga in it is Visrm-

Pada. 3
It appears, therefore that Visnu-Pada was converted

into Visnu-Pada not earlier than the date of the Bhagavata. It is

further evident that in the Visnu-Purana the term Visnu-Pada

occurred in both its geographical as well as astronomical chapters.

In the former it signified source of the holy river but in the latter

its bearing was purely astronomical. Conversion of Visnu-Pada

into Visnu-Pada affected the early character of this text and in

order to retain it the description of source of river Ganga had to

be given once again conveniently in a very close chapter in which

question of major change was not involved.

General conclusion ; From what has been analysed above, it

appears that the Visnu-Purana's account related both to king

Bharata and Bhuvanakosa was revised in one and the same period

sometime after the 9th century A. D. when Bhagavata had already

been compiled. The reason behind this revision was purely sectarian

resulting into the formation of new chapters on the one hand and

insertion of new verses in the origional chapters, cot-forming to the

religious bias of the added ones, on the other. An identical trend

in the revision or insertion of passages and chapters of other

sections of Visnu-Purana is also proved
4 and it becomes clear that

the Vaisnava sectaries interfered with the text on a comprehensive

1. Bhagavata, V. 17.

2. Ibid, V. 22.

3. Ibid V. 17. 1-8 (term Visnu-Pada occurs in V. 17. 1).
4. An analysis of such sections has been made by the writer of the

present paper in Puranarh Vol. VII. pt. 2 and Uttara-BhSrati (being
published).
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scale. It also shows that the Visnu-Purana is an early work1 and
the trends of the later periods could well be incorporated into it in

order that they might appear as authoritative as the early concepts
and receive due recognition in the changed circumstances.

Mr. Pargiter (Ibid, p. 80) proceeded to prove that the Vi^nu-PurSna in

a unitary work and not a collectoin of materials of various times,

On this ground he tried to sow the lateness of the text.



PRASTHALAS IN THE EPICS AND THE PUR ANAS
BY

JAGAN NA.TH AGHAWAL

I ]

In his paper entitled the 'Geographical Text of the

PurSnas' 1

, Dr. C, A. Lewis has identified Prasthalas with modern
Patiala District of the Panjab.

8 Dr. Lewis, has rightly rejected
the identification with the Patala of the Greek writers, or the

Indus Delta, suggested by Dr. B. C. Law, But he has himself
fallen into an error either on account of the opinion of some earlier

writers or because of the phonetic similarity between Prasthala
and Patiala. So far as the present writer is aware Pargiter was
the first to suggest "that Prasthalas must have been the district
between Fercwpur, Patiala and Sirsa" 3

, but at the same time he
was conscious of an

incongruity involved in this identification,
for he remarked, "If this position be right, the Prasthalas do not
fall into the group of northern peoples named ia the text and the
correct reading cannot be Prasthalas", 4

However, not only the

Markandeya Purana, but also the Brahmaruia, Vayu and Matsya
have the reading Prasthala and place it amongst the northern
people. So also does the Ramayana.

6

It may be stated at the very outset, that inspite of the
resemblence there is no real link between Prasthalas and
f

VT^T
mS * tOWn r C0 tr? kn Wn *s Pafela >

the XVIII century. The royal ho.se of Patiala is des-

who died in 1652 A. D. His second

Pargitcr), 321.
5. IV, 43,11.
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son Rama, carved out for himself 'a small serai 'independent terri-

tory' the petty principality of Hodiana. Rama died in 1714

A, D, His third son S-lha Singh, got possession of this princi-

pality of Hodiana in 1729 A. D. and added to it some more

territory by conquest. It was Alba Singh who 'founded the

Patiala town and State' between 1762-65." As a matter of fact

Ptitinla is really Patti-i-Alha a word foimal according to the

rules of the Persian grammar, meaning the Patti of Alba Singh.

Pati is a common Punjabi word for village, or settlement. Ft*

instance, we have such names as Bohan Pafti in Hoshiarpur, or

simply Patti in Amrilsar District. It is therefore clear that theie

was no Patiala before 1762. The principality which Alba Sii,gh

had inherited, was known as Hodiana.

For the correct identiacation of Prasthiilas, a comparative

study of the passages where it occurs, can be very helpful. In

the text of the Puranic list of peoples, edited by Dr. D C. Sircar,

Prasthalas occurs in the following verse :

Here some of the xmmes are clearly those of the northern

people. For example LampakSs, are the people of

The Jaguc3as are the people through ^OS\C

flows." Similarly, in the Ramayana also the

included amongst the people of the northern

Panjab :

! n

It is significant that, neither m

epics,
10 the Trigartas are grouped with the

eT~R~aT^Te, IA, XVII (1889), 323.

7^ IHQ, XXI (1945), 30^4. X 17,*7.

9. Pargiter, op. cit, 322. o *

t|4 tw*.

JL vJ -*
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because the Prasthalas were included within the larger unit the

Trigartas ?

The passages of the Mahabbarata, which mention Prasthalas

are more helpful. The Prasthalas find mention in the Great

Epic in connection with king Susarma who was an ally of the

Kauravas. During the great war when Bhlsma took command

and arranged the Kaurava forces in the Kraunca Vyuha, the left

wing was assigned to Susarma :

vi, 75, 20.

Again in the Drona Parvan, Susarma" is designated as a king

of Trigarta and overlord of Prasthala,

H

vii, 17, 19.

A more decisive piece of evidence is provided by the

following verse frow the Karna Parvan -

viii, 44, 47,

Here Prasthalas have been grouped with the people who

were regarded as degraded, impure and despicable on account of

their obnoxious customs and censurable manners. In his tirade

against the Madras, Karna, heaps a lot of abuse on the Gandharos,

Arat$as etc. and the Prasthlas are included amongst the victims

of this invective. 11
However, it is highly doubtful, if the region

extending from Patiala to Sirsa which is contiguous to the sacred

11. The people of the Madhyadega began to regard these regions as

impure because they had passed Into the hands of foreign eonque-

rora, such as Greeks, Sfakas & KuBanas. Dr. V. S. Agrawal, has

thrown most welcome light on this problem, in his erudite

presidential address, delivered at the All India Oriental Conference,
Gauhati (1965).
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land of Brahmavarta could have been the object of such a

virulent and cahimnious attack by Karna. As a matter of fact

even to this day, this region answers to the description of the

ideal home of the Aryans described by Mann :

One can see black antelopes moving fearlessly in the rural

areas of Patiala and Sirsa and the Palasa trees in plenty which

were so much in demand for the daily fire-sacrifices.

Pargiter, himself was conscious of a contradiction in the

identification proposed by him, as he concluded with the remark

"If this position be right the Prasthalas do not fall into the group

of northern peoples named in the text". 1*

Moreover between the land of the Trigartas and the Patiala

region there intervened another State that of the Yaudheyas

whose important city of Sunetra 18
lay only at a distance of four

to five miles to the South of the river Sutlej. In the Mahabharata

itself the Yaudheyas have been grouped with the Trigurtas. cf.

II

14

Again

Therefore it will not be proper to locate the Prasthalas

between the Sutlej and the SarasvatT. i.e. the region of Ferozepur,

JPatiala and Sirsa.

Pargiter was substantially correct when he said, that,

"Prasthalas was a country closely connected with Trigarta, for

12. Op. cit., 321 f. n.

1 3. Modern Sunet, 3 miles from Ludhiana.

14. SabhS P^rvan, 52, 14.

15. Drona Parvan, 19, 1Q
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Susarman king of Trigarta, is also called lord of Prasthala."1
*

But he erred slightly in defining Trigarta as comprising "foe

territory from Amballa and Pattiala to R, Bias."17". The District
of Ambala, Patiala and Fero^epore are all situated to the

south of the river Sutlej and as pointed out above must have
formed part of the territory of the Yaudheyas. Further, from
all available accounts, Trigartta is known to have included the

territory between the Sutlej, Beas and upper courses of the Ravi,
i.e. the present day Districts of Jalandhara, Hoshiarpur and

Kangra only. Ambala and Patiala are never known to have
formed part of Trigarta. Hemacandra in his Abhiddhami-
cintamani, equates Trigarta with Jalandhara sfr^SRrf^P'ran 'K:

According to a glossator of the Rajatarangini, Trigartta means

Nagarkofta,
18

i.e. Kangra.

The issue is almost clinched by the following reference in

the Brhatsamhita of Varahamihira :

I! xvi, 26

Evidently, the Prasthalas, according to this verse make use of

the waters of the Beas and Ravi, and have therefore to be located

in that part of Trigarta, which now forms the District of Kangra,

We may therefore conclude that Prasthalas cannot be

identified with the region comprised by Ferozepore, Patiala and

Sirsa. In all probability, the Prasthalas were a clan of the

Trigartas' as suggested by Soiensen,
19 and lived somewhere in

the territory now represented by the Districts of Kangra,

Hoshiarpur and Jullundur, in the Panjab.

16. Op. cit. 321 f.n.

17. ibid. 321, f.u.

18. See, Stein, Rajataraiigi^i (Eng. tr^ns.) Vol. I, pp. 80-81, f.ti. on
III, 100.

19. Index to the names in the



ABRIDGE VERSION OF THE
SAMHITA OF THE GAEUDA-PURA

BY

LUDWIK STERNBACH
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Manuscript Add. 1040 in the University Library in Cambridge

1. There is in the University Library in Cambridge a

called Canakya or Niti-Canakya, or Cspakya-tiisargti; it bears Nu.

MS Add. 1040, The MS contains an intro.luctoty vci* nihl 57

maxims. It has never been published before.
1

2. The MS, which will be calk-d here CRCa II, fa ^ 2*

paper leaves, 26 cm. long and 11 1/2 cm. in wUih. Tl rtxt s

written in ink in devan&gan. Each leaf contains oiw

with the exception of leaf 3b which has verets six ami

J. TJ^e first description of It was giv<fl by tbii author in b

tMext-tradition,
nd^Oical Strie* 27, S8. Hot.ur t

ur

1963, 1964,, Vol. I. 2,
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one page. Each verse is set in the middle of the page ; the

commentary is written over and beneath the text. Each verse is

indented ; depending on its length each verse is set in two or three

lines and usually ends with ^ t The commentary has two to three

lines over the verse and two to three lines beneath the verse and

usually also ends with j.

Leaves are marked on both sides of the text ; syllables

sft-^T (standing for ^fcRpJTTO and the numbers of the leaves are

marked on the top of the left margin and the word jg^ and the

numbers of the leaves are marked at the bottom of the right margin.

The MS begins with sfaiufcrnT W, both in the text and in

the commentary. The MS ends on the Brsfc half of leaf 29 (29b is

blank) with the words ^fo-^-^% fSfcmf ^m 3FR..
1

The MS is not dated, it seems to be a not old MS ; it was
probably written in the nineteenth century. Despite my requests,

I did not receive any satisfactory reply from the University

Library in Cambridge as to when and in what way it was received

in the Library. The stamp on the MS visible on the photocopy.
shows that it was received in the Library on 21 November 1874.

3. The MS. is a strange MS. Most of its verses are also

found in most texts of the Canakya-rSja-nlti-sastra version
8
,
but it

does not have the characteristics common to all the other texts

belonging to the CR version with one most important exception :

almost all the verses in the MS are identical with those found in
the Brhaspati-samhita of the Garuda-Purana. 3 For this reason
this author considered it in his Canakya-niti-sakha-sampradayafc
as belonging to the CR version ; this b^ief was corroborated by
the fact that the colophon makes reference to Canakya (Canaka).
Yet, this MS is not divided into adhyaya-s nor does it contain the
usual introductory or closing stanzas, but begins with the first

two stanzas of the Brhaspati-samhita of the Garuda-purana

1. See Notes to the colophon.
2. Sec L. Stcrnbach. Various Versions of CEnafcya's Compendia, in

Akten des XXIV Internationa^ Orientalislen Kongresses, Munehen, 1957

pp. 544-6.

3t Cfcfiul onp, I,
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omitted in other CR texts. The first of these two stanzas served

as an introduction to the Brhaspati-samhita of the Garuda-purana
and announced the content of the following adhyaya-s dealing with

"science of ethics and expediency."
1

The Canakya-raja.nlti-sastra and the Ganida-purana
4. In his previous studies "The Canakya-r5ja-nlti-s3stra and

the Brhaspati-samhita of the GarngVpurana" in the Annal of'he

B?ia?idarkar Oriental Research Institute* and "Canakya's Aphorisms
in Pnrana-s" in the Purana* this author came to the conclusion

that the Brhaspati-sarhbita of the Garuda-purana is almost

identical with the Canakya-raja-niti-sastra version, He was able

to prove that seventy per cent of the Brhaspati-samhita maxims
of the Garnda-purana are identical with CR.

The Garuda-purana is an encyclopaedic work and is not ori-

ginal in its entirety. It has already been proved beyond any doubt

that the Garnda-purana contains abstracts from the Ramayana, the

Mahabharata and the HarivamsV, a synopsis of the Dharmasastra

by Parasara,5 but what is more important it contains nearly five

hundred stanzas that were taken from the first and third books of

the Yajnavalkya Smrti. V. N. Mandlik in his introduction to the

Vyavahara-Mayukha and H. Losch in his Die Tajftavalkya Smrti

verfflichen mit den ParalelUn des Agni-und Garuda Purana analysed

the Garnda-purana from this point of view and came to the conclu-

sion that almost the whole of the first book of the YajrtavaikyaSmrtt

was included in the first book of the Garnda-purana in chapters

93 to 101 and that a great part of the third book of the

Tajrtavalkya Smrti was included in the first book chapters 166

and 102 to 105 of the Garuda-purana.
6 In addition the whole

1. "Now I shall discourse on the science of Ethics and Expediency; a

perusal whereof may benefit kings and commoners alike and enable

them to secure long lives, and good names on earth, and exalted sta

lions in heaven after death". (N. M. Butt's translation),

2. ABORIxxxviii, pp'58-110.

3. Puratia, VI. 1, pp 113-146.

4. M. Winternitz, Gesehishte der indischen Litteratur, I, 389, 479 ; A, A.

Macdonnel, A History of Sanskrit Literature p. SCO ; and others.

5. I. ch. 107.

6. Cf. V. N. Mandlik, p. LVII sqq. and H. IxiBch pp. 49, 50,
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Visnudharmottara was added as an annex to the Garuda-puraria

and forms now an integral part of this Purarm. Also the Naradlya

(uttara chap. 44-7) Is contained in chapters 82 to 86 of the Garuda-

puraria.
1

5- The Gamda-purana did not include these works or parts

of them indiscriminately or carelessly. It included, for instance,

the Yajnavalkya Smrti material approximately in the order

followed in the Smrti itself ; the Garuda-purana did not observe

the order of the prakarana-s extant in the third book of the

Yajfiavalkya Smrti
,"

it often gave only a summary of the stanzas

and omitted and changed the order of words and phrases of the

Yajfuwalkya Smrti ; it, finally, added verses of its own. 2 Since

the Garuda-purana was a popular work read by, and recited for,

the benefit of little educated people, it often introduced changes to

suit their understanding ; it, therefore, struck its independent path,

although it contains many abstracts from other works.3

6. Similarly as the incorporation of the Yajnavalkya
Smrti or of other sources by the Garuda<puraria was not a careless

process, so the incorpotation of the Canakya-raja-niti-sastra version

in the Garnda-purana was also not a careless process.

In dealing with the Yajnavalkya Smrti, the author of the

Garnda-purana gave sometimes the summary of stanzas only,

changed the order of words or phraseolgy. added verses of its own,
and so oq. The author, or the compilor, of the Garuda-purana
acted similarly when incorporating the Canakya-raja-niti-sastra

version. In this way he, sometimes, was providing only the

summary of stanzas, not modifying its meaning, or modifying it

very slightly only
4

.

7. The differences between the various texts belonging
to the Canakya-raja-niti-sastra version are sometimes great ; the

longest text of this version is quite different from the Brhaspati-

3 , P. V. Kane, History of Dharmai&stra IV, 649.

S, P. V. Kane, idem 1, 174-5. For many examples collected by P. V. Kane,
ace idem I, 174-b.

3. Idem I, 176.

4. Examples are given in ABORI XXXVI, p, 1
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sarhhita of the Garuda-purana, while such texts as the Tibetan

text of the Canakya-raja-niti-sastra (CRT) and the present text

(CRCa II) stand much closer to the Garuda-purana than the other

texts of this version.

8. This author was able to identify eight texts of C as

belonging to the CR version1
, of which the CRT text is the only

text of collections of Canakya's maxims, the date of which is known;
that text could not have been composed later than in the tenth cen-

tury A.D., since Rin-chen-hzan po of zhu hen, who was born in 955

A. D., has translated it into Tibetan and included it in the Tibetan

Tanjur. This author came to the conclusion that the CRT text

stands nearest to the Brhaspati-samhita of the Garuda-purana,

since it is the only CR text in which the sixth adliyaya is identical

with the 113th adTiyaya of the Garuda-purana, while other texts

of the CR version overlap in the fifth adhyaya with the 113tb

adliyaya of the Garuda-purana, and since the CRT text follows more

closely the Bphaspati-sarhhita of the Garuda-purana than any

other text of the CR version, in particular, in its fifth adhyaya*.

9- This author expressed some doubts whether the CRT
text is in reality another text of the CR version, or another text

of the Brhaspati-Sarhhita of the Garuda-purana. He thought

that the beginning of CRT (1.1-3 and 1.9 which contains the

four introductory stanzas of the CR version and the endings of the

adhyaya a which mention the name of Canakya) might have been

added later, since similar texts were known to exist in India under

the name of Canakya in order to add to the text "the glory" of

Canakya's name3
.

The CRCa II MS and the Brhaspati-SamhitS of the Garmja-

purana
10". As far as ihe CRCa II MS is concerned this author has

even much less doubts than in the case of the CRT text ; he

thinks that this MS is either an abridged version of the BfhaspaU-

; s ~ -**-*-** * *
Bhandarakar Oriental Runt* lutto**, XL11* pp. 99-12S-

S. ibid, pi
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sambita of the Garuda-purana or an individual collection of

maxims extracted from the Brhaspati-sambita of the Garnda-

purana and only in majorem gloriam attributed to Canakya.

11. In order to prove this point a critical edition of the

CRCa II text proper was prepared and included in Annex II to

this study
1 as well as in tabular form the texts with notes (i) of

the CRCa II MS ; (ii) of the Brhaspati-sarhhita of the Garuda-

purana (GP) ; (iii) of the ur-text (reconstructed) of the appropriate

Canakya verses (Cr)
1

; and (iv) of other texts in which the same
verse appears with variants of some more important C texts other

than the "ur-text".
8

12- The compaiison of the three basic texts (CRCa II, GP
and Cr) and, in some cases, of other texts in which the appropriate
CRCa II verse appeared, seems to prove that the CRCa II text is

nothing else than another text of the Brhaspati-Sarrihita of the

Garuda-purana, The following table shows that all but one verse
of the CRCa II text appear in the Bthaspati-sarhhita of the

Garuda-purana and the only verse of CRCa II which is not found
m the Brhaspati-sarhhita of the Garuda-purana (i, e. verse 51) has
a counterpart in GP 1.114,67. This verse does not occur in any
other text of the CR version. All texts of this version, though they
Contain many verses identical or almost identical with GP, contain
also some verses of their own, very often borrowed from other
versions of collections of Canakya's maxims, or from various
sources of Sanskrit literature, or from the floating mass of oral
tradition, but this is not the case with the CRCa II MS, of which
all verses appear in the Brhaspati-samhita of the Garuda-purarm.

The commentary was omitted; a critical edition of the commentarywll appear later.

* v now in the
the V^varanand Zoological Series contains an attempt to

of the various

in this column xefcr to'variants from C reconstructed.
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13. Another argument confirming the assumption that the

CRCa II MS is another text of the Brhaspati-samhita of the

Garuda-purSna or an extract of it, seems to be the fact that the

CRCa II text is the only MS of the CR version which contains

the only existing introductory stanza of the Brhaspati-sarhhita of

the Garuda-purana (1.108,1) and does not contain any of the

introductory stanzas of the CR version found in all other texts of

the CR version (CR reconstructed 1.1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 15), nor the

closing stanza of the CR version,
1

14. The CRCa II MS reproduces also some stanzas from
the Brhaspati-sarhhita of the Garuda-purana which were not

quoted in any of the CR texts or any of the other text of the

others Canakya's version, (Some of these texts could not even be
found in any other known primary source of Sanskrit literature*

and, therefore, it seems unlikely that they could have been
borrowed from any other source than the Brhaspati-sarhhita of the

Garuda-purana). These fourteen verses are : CRCa II 1, 2, 28,
29, 30, 31, $4, 35, 42, 45, 46, 48, 53 aad 64?

15. The fact that the CRCa II MS has borrowed directly
from the Brhaspati-samhita of the Garuda-purana seems to be
evident from the comparison of the texts, as it appears in CRCa
II, in the GP, in Cr and in other texts of Sanskrit literature, as
shown in the tabular presentation included in annex I. It shows
that the text of CRCa II is the nearest to the GP text.

16. The CRCa II text was compared with the Brhaspati-
samhita of the Garuda-purana as it appears in two main texts, the
GP and GPy.* The GP text is also identical with the text of
the GP published recently in the Kasl Samskrta Granthamala.
No. 165 ; the Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series Office, Varanasi, 1964,
while the text of the Brhaspati-samhita of the Garuda-purana
published in Puranic Anthology (g^^K^ta-g^) by A P.

Karmakar, Mira Publishing House Thalakwadi, Belganm, 1955,

1. See Cr I. 2, p. Iviii-lix.

2. They are printed in italics.

3. Verse CRCa II 51 is not mentioned here.

i, See abbreviations.
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follows the GPy text and even sometimes corrects some error- ::;

the GPy text.1 The GPy text is, generally, superior to the GP

text.* The CRCa II text, whenever there is a difference between

the GP and GPy texts, follows rather the better text, i. c. tbe

GPy text than the GP text. 3

Analysis of the CRCa II text

17- The analysis of Annex I shows that verses 1, 2, 3, 0, 7,

10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 19, 22, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 32, 33, 34, 36, 37,

39, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 48, 49, 52, 53, 54, 55, 50 and 5S {that

Is 36 verses out of 57 verses) follow the text of the Brha^mU-

s&rhhita of the Gaiuda-purana closely (and not any other text

where they also appear) ;
verses 4, 5, 9, 15, 20, 21, 50 and 5*

follow the GP text and the Cr test ;
and verses 8, 14, 30 ui:d 55

follow partly the GP text and partly the Cr text ; verse 16 folLw*

the GP, the Mahabharata and the Ramayana texts ; and VJFS^ 35

and 40 follow the GP and the Mahabharata texts. Oaly ^t

verse, viz. verse 18 follows rather the Cr eext than the GP text,

and verse 26, and partly verse 29, follow rather the text of the

Mahabharata than the GP text. On the other hand verses 44, ^

and 53 follow the GP text and not the Mahabharata text in which

they also occur.

This analysis shows that 48 out of 57 verses of CRCa II ai*

identical or almost identical with theGP text, while only 3

v^es
are rather identical with other texts than GP. The otUi **

verses contain new readings/

18 The fact that the appropriate
CRCa II i*.s fuU-w

the GP text (or any other text) does * mean, however, thru tte

follows to the letter the text from h,cL

instead of ^
2. IS. g. the GP text omitted * from OPy UU, *

33 is also better, -
5

. d&ettady C&C*

3. Verses CRCa II 3, 24, 27, 28, 33, U, 37, *U 4-.

s2 '
39 '

4. Verses 8, 17, 18, 81,46 *d 47.
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variants were accepted in the text reconstructed found in Annex

I,
1 while some which were not an impiovement of the text or did

not make sense were not accepted.
8

Many of the variants found in the CRCa II text were of no

importance at all, e. g. the use of
jj instead of ^or ff, while some

others were interesting and even some improved the text.
8

19. Many deviations from the original text were not

variants but errors made by the scribe or changes made by him

due to his sloppiness
4
or poor knowledge of Sanskrit, 6 The scribe

who copied the text, probably from another MS, although had a nice

handwriting and some artistic feeling, which is evidenced by the

setting up of the pages,
8

probably did not understand always the

sense of the verse or did not care very much how the text was

written ;
too many mistakes in the rext seem to prove this point.

20, Some peculiarities in the language used by the scribe

were noticed.

The scribe used almost exclusively the anusvara, instead of
"n

"
fo % ^ or ^) e ' ' ^^ (

verse 21 >' or **fe$ (verses H, 21),

or ^=^[ (verse 15), or 3Jg=? (verse 28) f ^ instead of 5J
?
e. g. =3^*1

(verse 12) instead of ^dtyJf (this word can however be written in

both ways); ^ instead of or, e, g, JUTR instead of SHR ! (verse 23);

and very often inserted R before the vowel, e. g. wrote c35^
instead of 5^3; (verse 13 cd) though in other places (even in the

same verse) wrote ^q%^( verse 13 ae); or Bjqq instead of ffq (verse

25) ; or psflR^T instead of JFqBgf^C (verse 27) ;
or 3^f instead of

(verse 27) ; but wrote 3flX<T instead of STrfWf (verse 5-)

1. In particular in verses 1, 3 (some), 6 (some), 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16, 17, 20,

21, 24 (some), 31 (some;, 37, 42, 50 and 54. See Notes,

2. In particular in verse 3 (some), 4, 6 (some), 23, 24 (some), 25, 30, 31

(some), 34, 36, 39, 40, 46 and 49, See Notes.

3. E. g. in verse 50. See Notes.

4. E. g. deviations in verses 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 18, 19, 20, 23,

25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 35, 37, 38, 40, 41 (7 aksara-s'), 42, 43, 44, 46, 48,

50, 52, 53, 57
(fj^q repeated twice) aud 58.

5. E. g. verses 8, 15, 30, 36 and 45,

6. Versea indented in. the middle of the page surrounded by the

commentary.
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21. Although this author is convinced that the CRCa II

text is either an abridged version of the Brhaspati-samhita of the

Garuda-purana or an extract of the Brhaspati-sarhhitS of the

Garuda-purana, and not as the colophon would indicate, a text of

a collection of Canakya, maxims (belonging to the CR version},

this question must remain unresolved as long as the basic text or

the ur-text of the Garuda-durana, and in particular of its Brhapaii-

sarhhita, is not found.

ANNEX I.

TABULAR PRESENTATION OF THE CRCa II, GP, Cr

AND OTHER TEXTS.

The following abbreviations were used in this Annex :

ABay A. Abhandlungen der Bayerischen Akademic der

Wissenschaften Phil. Kl.

ABORI. Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Rcseaich

Institute.

AKM. Abhandlungen far die Kunde des MorgenUtwfcs,

herausgegeben von der Deutschen Morgen-

ISndischen Gesellschaft,

BhP Le Bhagavata Purana...... public par M. Eugene

Burnouf... Paris, 1884, 1898.

BhPr Bhojaprabandha of

Bombay, sake 1854. Alto: Bbojapct-

bandhaof Ballaladeva of Banans. Edited

...by Jagdishlal
Shstrt...MotiUi

dass ...... Patna, 1955.

mala 23, Bombay, 1948

ChSS.

Canakya.

Chowkhamba Sanskrit $*&<*
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CKL J. Klatt, De trecentis Ca$akyae poetae indici

sententis, Halis Saxonura.

CL. Laghu-Canakya version.

CLA, CL : Raja-niti of Canakya-muni, Agra, 1920.

CLB. CL : E. Bartoli. Un secondo codice fiorentino

inedito di Cariakya (parts 2 and following)

in Rivista Indo-greco-italica di Filologia,

vol, 3. fasc, 3-4. pp. 151-66 (first adliyaya),

Also E. Bartoli. il codice napolitano di

Canakya, in Rivista Indo-greco-italica di

Filologia, vol. 4. fasc. 3-4, pp, 129-33 ; and

vol. 5, fasc. 3-4, pp. 115-9 (second to eight

CM. Cainakya, Recension de cinq recueils de stances

morales (Canakya-niti-sataka, Canakya-nlti-

sastra, Laghu-canakya-raja-niti-sastra,

Vrddha-canakya-raja-niti-sastra, Canakya-

sloka) par E. Monseur. Paris, 1887.

CN. CSnakya-nlti-sastra version.

CNr. Canakya-nlti-sastra version (reconstructed). See

Cr.

CNa. Abbreviation for the following texts CNNA,
CNNSS, CNB S

CN^CV. CNSj, CN^IC,
CNSS.

CNb. Abbreviation for the following texts ; CNH,

CNJV, CNR, CNTC.

CNB. CN : Brhat-Canakya-slokal?, with Utkala Padya-

nuvada by Sri Arjuna Maharananka...Utkal

Press, Calcutta. 1919.

CNF. CN : Cariakyam, Codice indiano edito dal Dre

Emilio Bartoli, Napoli, 1911.

CNG. CN : Recension of Canakya used by Galanos for

his *E* &a<opo>j> TTOITJTTWV by George Melville
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Boiling. In Studies in Honor of Maurice

Bloomfield, New Heaven, 1920.

CNH. CN : Canakya-sataka. In Kavya*sangraha

by Dr. Jahn Haeberlin.. .Calcutta, 1S47,

Pp. 312-22.

CNHV CN : MS.No. H. 250 in Harvard University

Library, Cambridge, Mass.

CNI I CN : MS. No. 1518a (Eggeling 3990) in the

Library of the India Office London,

CNI II CN : MS. Keith 7204 (Tagore 40b) in tbe

Library of the India Office, London.

CNJ V, CN : Canakyasatakam. Ed, by JivSnanda Vidyi-

sagara. Calcntta, 1926. The same text is

reprinted in at least seventy-eight editions,

in particular in KSH 312 and KSG 2.385.

CNL. CN : MS. No. A 447 in the Universitatsbibiio-

thek of the Karl Marx Univeuitft Leipzig.

CNM. CN ; Rajamti of Carjiakya-muni. No place : no

4ate.

CNMN CN j Canikya.muni-krtarh (V! )-mti-hara. All*-

habad, 1880.

CNN. CN ; Bartoli, Unaecondo cod ice fioi cntina uiedito

di Canakya. (See CLB first part).

CNNA. CN ; Canakya-nltih^SarasviitTPu^
A!I.hdJ,

1892,

CNNM. CN ; Canakya-nlti-mSia.
Ed by Si I

Mohana Candhuri Kavlbimja^"

Art Printing Press, Calcutta, IJ54.

CNNS. CNjCanakya. In Neeti .unkhulu.

Press.
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CNP I CN ; MS. No. 17072-3(A) in the UniversitS de

Paris. Institut de Civilisation Indienne.

CNP II CN ; MS. No, 17072-1 (B) in the Universite* de

Paris. Institut Civilisation Indienne.

CNPh. CN ; MS. No. 1566 in the University of Pennsyl-

vania Library. Philadelphia. Pa.

CNPN. CN ; MS. Sanskrit 684 (Cabatoii 684) in the

Biblioth^que Nationale. Paris.

CNR. CN ; Rajaprasasttii Catiakya-slokafe. Calcutta

1869-72.

CNS. CN ; Canakya-nTti-vyavahara-sara-sangraha. Ed*

with Marathl translation by G. S. Sardesai,

Kolhapur : Poona, Oriental Series, 71.

CN. CN ; Canakya-sIokaU-.-Ed. by SrlrSma ^astri

Bhattacaryya. Ghosh Press. Calcutta 1819.

CNA. CN ; Canakya-slokafc...Bengali translation...by

Aksayakumara Vidyavinoda, 5th, ed. D3sa

Gupta & co. Calcutta, 3913.

CNSap CN
; Canakya-Saptati. Ed. by K. V. Sarma.

CNSB.

CN^C.

Visvesvaranand Indological

XXXII.
Series, Vol.

CN^CV.

CN ; Cariakya-slokal^ with Vaaga padyanuvada.
New Press, Calcutta, 1261 (1853-4;.

CN
; Canakya-sloka-sangraha,.,Publ. by TSrS-

prasanna Mrtyuujay, Calcutta, 1915. Also

Canakya-sloka-sangraha ... sri N. C. Cafto-

padhyaya. Ruclra Printing Press, Calcutta,
1918.

CN ; Canakya-slokab ... ... Samvada-jaSna-
ratnakara Press, Calcutta, 1877.

CN ; Canakya-sloka^ ... Sariivada-jftana-ratna-
kara Press

t Calcutta, 1885.
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CNSK. CN ; Canakya-slokah. New Sanskrit Press,

Calcutta, 1887.

CNSL. CN
; As^ottara-sata-Canakya-slokar;. LaksssI

Printing Works, Calcutta, 1322.

CNSi. CN ; Canakya-sloka-sangraha, with Hindi trans-

lation iu prose and poetry by Sri Narayatm-
candra Cattopadhyaya, Rudra Printing

Press, Calcutta, 1918.

CN&1B, CN ; CN,
CN&IC. CN

; Canakya-sloka^. Sarhvada-juana-ralnakara

Press, Calcutta, 1929 (1872).

CN61K. CN ; Canakya-slokari, with Bengali transl. by

Kalikantha Kavyatlrtha-Vasaka I^ess.

Calcutta, 1912.

CN&1V. CN ; Canakya-slokarj, with Bengali trans!, by

Vijayakrsnanatha. 2nd ed. Ginsa Printing

Works. Calcutta, 1320 (1914).

CN ; Canakya-slokatj, with transl, in Bengali,

New Sansktit Press. Calcutta, 1885.

CN ; Canakya-sataka, with Bengali transl. by

Prasannakumara Sastri- Bhatt5c5ryy.

Shastra-prachar PICFS. Calcutta, 1316

(1909).

CN ; Canakya-sara...with Bengali tntnsl. by

^asibhusana Kavyaratna...?ud
ed. Sun^

Press. Calcutta, 1319 (1912).

CN ; Canakya-sara-sangraha...Uhannu
Fiak^Ii

Press, Bankipore, 1885.

CN ; Catjakya-^ataka,
with Bengali traml in

verses ... by Rsjakumfaa Cliafcravftrtl.

Svarna Press, Dacca: Calcutta, 1319

(1912).

CnT. etc. See below*

14

CN&M

CNSR.

CNSS.
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CNTC. CN
; Sa-tika-Canakya-sloka-sataka ... by
Isvarachandra Sarma Sastri ... Devendra-

natha Ayurveda-sastrl-vidyaratna-jyotir-

bhusana ... Calcutta, 1857 (1935).

CNT IV. CN ; MS. No. 5119, as quoted in CKr. as TjD.

CNW. CN
;
A. Weber, Uber 100 Sprifche des Canakya.

In Monatsberichie der kon. Preuss. Aka-

demie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin aus

dem Jahre 1864. Berlin, 1865, pp. 400-31.

CnT. Note-book MSs.

CnT I. CnT ; MS. No. 5031, as quoted in CKr. as TjA,

CnT II. CnT ; MS. No. 5117, as quoted in CKr. as TjB.

CnT III. CnT ; MS. No. 5118, as quoted in CKr. as TjC.

CnT V. CnT ; MS. No. 5120, as quoted in CKr. as TjE.

CnT VI. CnT ;
MS. No. 5121, as quoted in CKr. as TjF.

CnT VII. CnT ; MS. No. 5122, as quoted in CKr. as TjG,

CPS. Vrddha-Canakya. Ed. by Pt. Sri Rama astri,

Calcutta, 1777.

Cr.
]
Canakya-Nlti Text-Tradition (Canakya-Niti-

C reconstructed] sakha Sampradaya) in two volumes Volume I,

part I, the Vrdd^ha-Canakya, textus ornatior

(CVr), the Vrddha-Canakya, textus nmplicior

(Cvr), the Canakya-niti-sastra (CNr), and the

Canakya-sara-sarhgraha (CSr) versions ; volume
I part II the Laghu-Canakya (CLr) and the

Canakya-raja-nlti-sastra (CRr) versions ; Vol. II

the Ur-text. Six versions of collections of Cana-

kya maxims reconstructed and critically edited,

for the first time, with introductions and variants

from original manuscript, all available printed

editions and other materials by Ludwik Stern-

bach. Vishveshvaranand Vedic Research Ins-

titute, Hoshiarpur 1963-4. Visvesvaranand

Indological Series XXVII, XXVIU, XXIX.
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Canakya-raja-mti-sastra version.

Canakya-rajVmti-sastra version (reconstrcted).

See Cr.

CRB. CR ; MS. sansk. f. 15 in the Bodleian Library9

Oxford.

CRBh I. CR ; MS, No. 347 of 1892-95 in the Bhandarkar

Oriental Research Institute Collection,

Poona.

CRBh II. CR
j MS. No. 348 of 1892-95 in the Bhaudarkar

Oriental Research Institute Collection,

Poona.

CRC. CK
; Canakyaraja-n!ti-sastra. Ed. by Pt. Isvara

Chandra astri. Calcutta Oriental Series,

Calcutta, No. 2.

CRCa I. CR
; MS. Add. 2525 in the University Library,

Cambridge.

CRCa II. CR ; MS. Add. 1040 in the University Library,

Cambridge,

CRP. CR ; MS. No. 1559 in the Library of the

Pennsylvania University, Philadelphia. Pa.

CRT. Canakya-raja-nlti-sastra. Ed. by Suniti Kumar

Pathak, Visva Bharati Annals, Vol. VIII.

Santiniketan, 1958.

Canakya-sara-sangraha version.

CSr.
Canakya-sara-safigraha version (reconstructed).

See Cr.

CSB I, CS ; MS. or. fol. 598 in the Universitatsbiblio-

thek, Tubingen.

CSB II. CS
; MS. or. fol. 599 in the UniversitStsbiblio-

thek, Tubingen,

CSBD. CS ; Bodhi CSnakyam athav3 CSnakya-sSra-

samgrahatby Bh, C. Dqtt. Calcutta,

1888.
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CSC I. CS ; MS. Add. 1539 in the University Library,

Cambridge.

CSC II. CS ; MS. Add. 1346 in the University Library,

Cambridge.

CSJ. CS ; MS, belonging to the Australian National

University, Canberra, formerly to Professor

J. W. de Jong, Leiden.

CSLdL CS ; MS. Cod. or. 8857 ; Lub/D 122 in the

University Library, Leiden.

CV. Vrddha Canakya, Uxtus ornatior version.

CVr. Vrddha Canakya, textus ornatior version (recon-

structed) See Cr.

Cv. Vrddha Canakya, textus simplioior version.

Cvr. Vrddha Canakya, te&tw simplioior version (re-

constructed) See Cr.

CvA. Cv ; Raja-niti of Canakya. Agra, 1920.

CvGt. Cv
;
MS. Cod. ms. sanscr, 64 in the Nieder-

sSchsische Staats und Universitatsbiblio

thek, Gottingen.

CvH. Cv
;
MS. No. H 250 in the Harvard University

Library, Cambridge, Mass.

Cvl. Cv ; MS. No. 2411 in the Library of the India

Office, London.

CvL 1. Cv
j MS. A 445 in the Karl-Marx Universltat.

Universitatsbibliothek Leipzig.

CvL II. Cv ; MS. A 446 in the Karl-Marx Universitat,

Universitatsbibliothek, Leipzig.

CvLd. Cv ; MS, Cod. Or. 8859 : UB/123 in the Uni-

versity Library, Leiden.

CvP IV. Cv ; MS. No. 17072-4 (D) in the Universit6 de

Paris. Institut de Civilisation Indienne.

CvP V. Cv ; MS. No. 17072-5 (E) In the University de

Paris. Institut de Civilisation Indienne.
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CvS, Cv
; $odasa-Canakya...with Hindi

commentriry
by Bliavanadasa. Ed. by Pand-ta &i
Uhara iva Lsl. Jnana-Sagara' Pa*?,

Bombay, Samvat 1932.

CvTb. Cv ; MS. or. fol. 1037 in the Universitatsb blio-

thek, Tubingen.

CvW. Cv ; MS. Walkei 205c in the Bodleian Library,
Oxford.

Dh> Dhormakosa, Ed. by Laksmanasastn

Prajnapatha-sala-mandala-gruntiiamala,

Wai, 1937-47.

E>hN (P) The DbammanTti in "Ancient Pioverbs an-1

Maxims from Burmese Source^ ; tr tbc

Niti Literatuie of Burma" by J. Guy
Truebner and Co., London, 1SS6. iPAlit.

GilN -

Gha^akarpara's Nitisara. In KSH 504-506
"

Garmda-pmana. Ed, by JIvananda VidvASiSgAi*.

Calcutta, 1890.

^*^y Garuda-pwanam ... panditavarasrlynktapanca-

nanatarkaratnena sampS-liturn. &muk:a-

virasirhhasastrina ^rfyuktadhirSnandaka-

vyanidhiua ca parisodbitum. CalcuitA,

1890,

K- Hitopadesa

HC. Hitopadesa, or salutary instruction, in tbe

original Sanskrit, Dasa Curaara Chat:t& f

abridged by Appsyya. Tbree Satacas or

centuries of v&rses, by Bbartri !Ii. Edited

by H. T. Ck>lebrooke. SeranipoK,

HDh. Halayudlaa
f
s Dfaarmaviveka in KSG. 13S1.

HH. The Hitopadesa in the Sanskrit lang

London Library East-India House

HJ. Hitopadesa : The Sanskrit T*t with p am-

matical analysis alpbabeticaily aiiii;g! by
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F. Johnson ; Second edition, Hartford-

London, 1864.

HK. The Hitopadesa of Narayana, Ed, with a

Sanskrit commentary and notes in English

by M. R. Kale. Fifth edition, Bombay,
1924.

HM. The Hitopadesa, Sanskrit text. Vol. I first

book, Vol. II second, third and fourth

books. Edited by Max Mtiller. London,

1865.

HN. Narayana, Hitopadesa nach der nepalesischen

Handschrift N neu herausgegeben von

Heinrich Blatt. Berlin, 1930.

HOS. Harvard Oriental Series.

HP. Hitopadesa by Narayana. Edited by Peter

Peterson. BSS 33. Bombay, 1887.

HS. Hitopadesas id est Institutio Salutaris. Tex-

turn codd, mass, collatis recensuerunt,

interpretationem latinam et annotationes

criticas adiecerunt Augustus Guilelmus a

Schlegel et Christianus Lassen. Pars I :

textum sanscritum tenens. Pars II :

commentarium criticum tenens. Bonnae
ad Rhenum, 1831. typis regiis. Prostat

apud Eduardum Weber, bibliopolam
Bonnensern.

IS, Indische Spruche, Sanskrit and Deutsch heraus-

gegeben von O. Bohtlirjgk. ^weite ver-

mehrte u. verbesserte Ausgabe. I-III, St,

Petersburg, 1870-3.

Suktimuktavali of Bhagadatta Jalhana, Ed.
...... by Ernbar Krishnamacharya. Barocla,
1938. GOS, 82 Also MS. BORI 1424 of

1887-91. An anonymous Jain "Subasita-
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vali", dated Sarhvat, 1673, as quote I in

JSS.

JSV.

KK.

KsB.

KSG.

KSH.

KSS.

LN (P).

MBh (Bh;.

MBh(C).

MBh (R).

The Journal of the Siain Society, Bangkok.

SubhasitaVali. MS. BORI 1425 of 1S37-S1 iV.,

numbered 241-347, as quoted in BhS.

Krtyakalpataru of Bhat^a Laksmldhara, Rd,j,v

dharma-kanda. GOS, 100.

The Brhatkathamanjurlof Ksemendia. Etlitt.Iby

...Pandit ^ivadatta...and Kasinuth P3;;nt.>

rang Parab. KM. 69. Bombay, 1901. Alto :

Der Auszng aus dem PafLcatasitra ;:i KSL-

mendras Brhatkathamaiijari. Eirikitu:.^

text, Ubersetzung und Anmerkuugcn von

Leo von Mailkowski......Leipi;ig1 15VZ

Kavyasangraha. Ed. by JivananJa Vithi-

sagara. Third Edition, Sarasvatl Prtst,

Calcutta, 1888.

Kavya-sangraha. A Sanskrit Anthology. Ed.

by Dr. J, Haeberlin, Calcutta, 1847.

Kathasaritsagara. Ed. by H. Brockhaus. AKM.

2.5,

The Lokaniti in "Ancient Proverbs and Maxim*

from Burmese Sources ; or the Niti Litera-

ture of Burma" by J. Gray, London, Tuub-

ner and Co., 1886. (Pali) and in JASli 47,

Part J, Calcutta, 1878 p. 23V sqq.

Mahabharata. Poona critical edition. Itfwn.lai-

kar Oriental Research Institute. I'm**.

1933

Mahabharata. Calcutta editkxi. Royl .V-i*tift

Society. Calcutta, 1834-9.

Mahabharata. Eb. by Pratp Candra Roy,

Third edition, Calcutta, 1886-8,
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MK (MRS).

NKy(B).

NM (T).

NPR

NS.

NT.

NV,

p.

PdP.

PM.

FN.

PQ,

PP,

PURANA [Vol. VIII., No. 2

The Madhavanalakatha...by Dr. P. E. Pavolini,

IX International Congress of Orientalists,

London, I, pp. 430-53. Also : Die Strophen

der Madhavanalakatba...von Hermann

Schohl, Halle c. d. S, 1914 (MKS).

NTti Kyan. Translation of a Burmese Version of

the Niti Kyan, a Code of Ethics in Pali

(Burmese). JRAS 17 of 1860, p. 252 sqq.

Nitisastra of Masuraksa, Tibetan and Sanskrit

with an Introduction in English, by Surjiti-

kumar Pathak. Visva Bharati Annals

Vol. X. Santiniketan, 1961. (Tibetan).

Tha Narada-Pafica-Ratra Edited by Rev.

K. M. Banerjea. Bibl. Ind. 38. Calcutta,

1865.

The Neetisunkhulun by Maharaja Kalee

Krishnan Bahadur of Shobabazar. Seram-

pore, 1831.

NitiJastra in Telugu, as quoted in IS.

Nitivakyamrta by Somadevasuri. Edited by

Pannalala Soni. Manikacandra Digambara

Jain a Granthamala 22. 1922.

Pancatantra.

Padma-purana>

Eine vierte Jaina-Recension des Pancatantra

(Meghavijaya) von J. Hertel. ZDUG. 57.

p. 639 sqq.

Pancatantra. Nepali text, as quoted in PS,

LXXXIX, PT. I. 153 ; 104-26 and PRE 2,

192 sqq.

The Poona Orientalist, Poona.

The Paftchatantra. A collection of Ancient

Hindu Tales in the recension, called

Paficakhyanaka of Ptirnabhadra. by
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J. Hertel. HOS. 11-2. Cambridge, Mas,,

1908-12.

PRE. , The Pancatantra I-V. The text in its oldest

form. Ed. ... by F. Edgerton. Poona, 1930.

Aho : The Panchatantra reconstructed ...

...byF. Edgerton MI. AOS 2-3. New

Haven, 1924.

PS. Das siidliche Pancatantra. Sanskrit text der

Recension /?
tnit den Lasarten der besten

HSs. der Recension a
', herausg. von J.

Hertel ;
Abh. d. phil-hist. Klasse d. kern,

sachs. Ges. d. Wise. XXIV. 5. Leipzig.

1906.

PT. Uber das Tantrakhyayika, die Kasmirische

Rezension des Pancatantra mit dem Texts

der HS. Decc. Coll. VIII. 145 ; herausg.

von J. Hertel ; Abh, d. phil.-hist. Klasse d.

kon. sachs. Ges. d. Wiss. XXII. 5. Leipzig

1904. (PTern). Also : The Panchatantra.

A collection of ancient Hindu Tales in its

oldest Recension, the Kashmirian entitled

Tantrakhyayika; the original Sanskrit text,

ofttio minor (PT) by J. Hertel; HOS,

14. Cambridge. Mass, 1915. Also ' Tantra-

khyayikS, die alteste Fassung des Panca-

tantra aus dem Sanskrit ifbersetet .von

J. Hertel, I-II, Leipzig u. Berlin, 1909.

i>ts, Panchatantra (textw aimplicior). Edited with

notes by F. Kielhorn (I) and G. Buhler

(II-V), Bombay Sanskrit Series 1, 3, 4-

Bombay, 1891-6

Pantschatantrum, sive quinqucpartitum de mori-

bus exponens ... Edidit ... lo, Gedofr.

Ludov. Kosegarten ... Pars prima, texturn

15
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sanscritum simpliciorem tenens. Bonnae

ad Rhenum 1848,

R. or R (B). Ramayana. Bombay edition. Reprinted. Bombay.

R (G). Ramayana, poema indico di Valmjci. Testo

sanscrito secondo i codici manoscritti della

scuola Gaudana per Gaspare Gorresio ...

5 vols. ; Parigi, 1843-50.

R (R). rTmadvalmikiramayanam. Published by N,

Ramaratnam. M. L. J. Press, Mylapore,

Madras, 1958.

RRK. Rajamti-ratnakara...Ed. by Capdesvara. Bihar

and Orissa Research Soc. Patna, 1936.

&B. The Budhabtmsana of King ambhu. Edited by
H. D. Velankar. Gov, O. S. ; C, 2 Poona,

1926.

SHV. Subhasitaharavali of Harikavi. MS. BORI 92

of 1883-84, as quoted in Bh.
SK. Subhasitaratnakosa of Bhatt^srlkrana. MS.

BORI 93 of 1883-84, as quoted in Bh.

Sabdakalpadruma I-V, CHSS 93.

Subhasitakhanda of Ganesabhatta. Rajapur,
as quoted in Bh.

Subhasitaslokah. MS. BORI 324 of 1881-82,

as quoted in Bh.

. Srngaralapa. MS. BORI 92 of 1883-84, as

quoted in Bh->.

(OJ). Slokatara, an Old Javanese didactic text.

Edited and annotated by Sharada Rani,

Dvlpantara-pifcaka being the Indonesian

Collection in the Series of Indo-Asian

Literature forming the Satapitaka. Vol. 2.

International Academy of Indian Culture,

Peljhi, 1957, (Old Javanese).
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Jain Anthology. MS. BORI 1396 of 1SS4-S7,

as quoted in Bh,

SMV. Subbasitamuktavali. MS. BORI 819 of li^.,2,

as quoted in BhS,

(p). The Suttavaddanamti in "Ancient Proved >^>1

Maxims from Burmese Sources ; or tlv.
1 Nit;

Literature of Burma" by J. Gray. Trr.ckxj

and Co., London, 1886 (Pali).

The Paddhati of Sarngadbara, a Si^kril

anthology. Edited by Peter Peterson... Vd.

I. BSS, 37. Bombay, 18S8.

SRBh. Subhasita-ratna-bbandagara. Enlarged and to

edited,*. by Narayana Rama Achajju

Kavyatlrtha. 8th edition. Niigaya Sa^aiu

Press, Bombay ; 1952.

SRHt, Suktiratnabara of Surya. Ed. by K. SambSiva

Sastri. Trivandrum Sanskrit Series CXL1.

feri Citrodayamanjari XXX, Trivaudrurn,

1938.

SRK, Subhasitaratnakara. A collection of witty an^l

epigramatic sayings in Sanskrit. Compiled

and edited.. .by Krfna Sastri BhStavn^kar.

Bombay, 1872.

SRN <T). Sa-skya legsibcad, Subbastta-ratna-nidhi, W. L.

Campbell, Ost-Asiatische ^eitung, Ncui-

Folge 2 of 1925 ; pp. 31-65 ; 159-185,

(Tibetan and Mongolian).

SSD SubhSsita-suradruma
of KejadiSSD. SUP af

of tbe

additions, as quoted in BhS.

SSkr . Sam
quoted in IS

ss (OJ) -
(Old
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to ,
DerTextus ornatior der ukasaptati. Kritisch

herausgegeben von Richard Schmidt. ABayA
21, Abth. 2. 1898-9.

ts> Die Sukasapatati, textus simplicior, berausgege-

ben von Richard Schmidt. AKM 10. 1.

Leipzig. 1893.

SuB. rlsuktavali, Codice Indiano, edito dal Dre B.

Bartoli. Napoli, 1911.

Subh, Subhasitarnava, as quoted in IS.

uk. 6ukasaptati.

SuM. Subhasitamuktavall. Ed. by R. N. Dandekar.

University of Poona, 1962.

TP. M. W. Carr, A Collection of Telngu Proverbs

translated, illustrated and explained toge-

ther with some Sanskrit Proverbs printed

in Devanagarl and Telugu characters.

Madras, 1868.

VC. Vikrama's Adventures, or the thirty-two tales

of the throne Edited in four., .recen-

sions : Southern (VCsr.), Metrical (VCmr.),

Brief (VCbr.), Jainistic (VCjr.) ; also

sections from Vararuci*s recension ... and
translated into English by Franklin

Edgerton 2 vols. HOS, 26, 27.

Cambridge, Mass, 1926.

Vet. Die Vetalapancavirhsatika in den Recensionen

des ivadasa und ejnes Ungennannteu rn.it

kritischem Commentar. Herausgegeben
von Heinrich Uhle. AKM. 8. 1. Leipzig.

Padyatarangini of Vrajanatha, as quoted by
N. A. Gore in PO. 11. 46-56.

Vlramitrodaya by Mitra Misra, Vol. VI, Raja-
nlti-prakasa. ChSS., 1916.
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Notes.

Verse 1, Introductory stanza. The verse occurs in CRCa

II and GP only. The verse of CRCa II follows the GP text but

has two changes in b and in d.

b different in GP and Cr.

d different in GP and Cr. BTKt^ instead of ^r*rff^ j
GP and Cr

better but the change in CRCa II is admissible.

Verse 2. The verse occurs in CRCa II and GP only ; it is

also quoted in &KDr. The verse in CRCa II follows the GP text.

d of CRCa II has some deviations from the GP text which are

due to the sloppiness of the scribe.

cd contain changes made by O. BQhtlingk ; none of them occurrs

in any of the known texts.

Verse 3. The verse occurs also in the CR version and in

individual texts of the CM version. The verse of CRCa II follows

rather the GP text (GPy text) than the Cr text but with some
changes.

a The CRCa II has <W instead of "g
J >

b The CRCa II has a^r^q ^ identical with GPy but different than

GP and Cr. GPy has 3JS^q ; s^g
1^ and 3^3^ are correct.

GPy has g instead of xf ; ^ appears also in Cr. Cr has instead

arftssq Reconstructed as in GPy.

c CRCa II has fiRR (indifference) ; GP and CRT have
(quairel) and Cr has for^ (dispute).

d different in GP ; Cr is different also ; also individual texts ofC are different.

Vene 4. The verse occurs also in the CR, CS versions and
in individual teKts of the CN version. The verse in CRCa II
follows both, the GP and the Cr texts

;
both are almost identical.
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Id of CRCa II have some deviations from the GP text (cr'errcrs)

which are due to the sloppiness of the scribe. OtbcrC ttxte

have some variants not always appropriate.

Verse d. The verse occurs also in tbe CR vcrsicr. r.sitl in

individual texts of the CN version, tbe Hitopadesa Bh.irtrhajj'-

Sataka-s, in some S\ibhaita-Sarhgraha-s and the literature cf

"Greater India". The verse in CRCa II follows both ilieGP r>!vl

the Cr texts ; both are identical.

cd of CRCa II have some deviations from the GP text uiu; t^ the

sloppiness of the scribe.

Verse 6. The verse occurs also in the CR vcrsir/i, nivl:u-

dual texts of the CN version and in some Subhaslta-samgralu-s.

The verse in CRCa II follows the GP and the CR ttxt ; cha: g.a

in the CR text and other texts are not very great,

a CRCa II uses 155: instead of gust
which is synonymous.

o CRCa II uses 3 instead of^ which occurs in GP and CR,

Verse 7. The verse occurs in GP, CRCa II, CRT wadCRC

only., The CRCa II verse follows GP. Cr is somewhat diferent ;

CR.T follows the latter text,

& of CRCa II has some deviations from the GP test which aze due

to the sloppiness of the scribe.

Verses 8 an* 7 are the only verses n

which are copied on one page. The similar verse S is !.,.

a. separate page.

Verse 8. The verse occurs also in indial to.s J

Olsf version.

foliows GP and not Cr.

. CRCa II has a^S^, While GP and Cr

is better.

, in all text, is

cs!

G3P's and Cr's tests are better than
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that the deviations from the GP text are due to the sloppiness of

the scribs and his poor knowledge of Sanskrit, particularly since

f$ZR and fspff is similar in sound and the latters fsr and fsL

because of their exterior similarity, could have been confused ;
it is

possible that the scribe of the CRCa II recopied his MS from
another one.

Verse 9. The verse occurs also in the CR, CV, Cv, CN
veisious, the Hitopades'a, Subhasita-Sarhgrah-s and the literature

of ''Greater India"; it is a well-known maxim. The verse in

CRCa II follows both, the GPand the Cr texts; both are identical,
b of CRCa II has a small change from the GP text ; it also
appears in some texts of the Hitopades'a. The text of GP is

better known.

Verse 10. The verse occurs also in CR, CV Cv, CN vers-
ions, the

Manava-dharmas-astra, Nihandha-s, the Mahabharata, the
Pancatantra, the Hitopades'a, the

Vetalapaacavirhs'atika, the
Sukasaptati, the

Madhavanalakatha, Halayuddha's Dharmaviveka,
Subhasita-samgraha-s and the literaure of -Greater India" ; it is
a well-known maxim. The verse in CRCa II follows GP and is

exTlj:^ <* MahSbhSrata

TrL Th
^ "^ f *^ thisiS ^ **Fm j<ii_i i, l JQG V/in/j n r TQ o r)

"
*lvf *

r-pT i
dumissiDie; it appears also in Cr incl

V'jxi, ana in various j-pvt-c ^f 4.t,~ HT=. ,

and in

Verse 11, The
individual texts of the UJN v
Theversein TT?Pn TT r n

Slon and m subhasita-sarrigraha-s.SG m CRCa n fo"ows the GP text of CR.
;. nf rT?r TT it' ui vvix.Vj'ti ij, rifis a sm^ll
r> ,. ^ .

WJJMJ unimportant change from
v->r texts* it ?il(?n

vvij^vj I.HJLH

d of CRG, rr ,1^
! CRT and S me other texts

*.& j.
uLiumantia, the Hiton d

'
o. i.

literature of rw + T ,

' bllbha?ita -sa graha-s"* "-** ^jreater India" Th
the GP text than the Cr 'text.

^^ ^ CRCa "
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has ^ instead of

versions, the Paficatantra and the Snbhasit^samgraha-s.
o ( other than mentioned above ), <, and partly <Z of CRCa IT h -

from the Gp text

13. The verse in the form found in CRCa II, Gpami CRT appears only in the CR version. A similar verso i* foi ul
mtheCv, CS, CV, CN versions, the MabSbharata, tbePauc^-
ntra, the Hitopades'a and the Sukasaptati. The verse in CRiMl
tollows closely the GP text and not the Cr text, however the CRT
text m a and o is identical with GP and not with Cr; i:; . KCa
II, GP and CRT have o^5fR while Cr has the

word
kd of CRCa, have some deviations from the GP text whic are due

to the sloppiness of the scribe; they have fqg$? instead of

^l%?^ ?
but in etc have cq%^(^).

Verse 24. The verse occurs also in the CR, CV Cv, CN

versions, the Pancatantra, the Hitopadesa, Subhasita-samgraiia*

and the literature of "Greater India". A similar verse is also

found in the Mahabharata. It is based on the combination of ver^e

GP 1. 109, 10 ab and 11 cd.

a of CRCa II follows the GP text and not the Cr text ; CRT alsu

follows the GP text.

6 of CRCa II follows the Cr text and not the GP text ; CRT

follows the GP text. GP has T^ (so also CRT), while CRC*

II and Cr have ^s*r which is better.

o of CRCa II is different from both, the GP and Cr text* J it a

partly corrupt.

d of CRCa II is different from the Cr, GP and CRT texts,

cd is reconstructed on the basis of GP 1. 109, 11 cd.

Verse Id. The verse occurs also io the CR, C

versions, the Hitopadesa, the Sukasaptati, the Vetal*
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tiki, the Madhavanalakatha, Subhasita-samgraha-s and the

literature of "Greater India." The CRCa II verse is identical in

GP and Cr ; some variants occur in the Vetalapancavirhsatika, the

Snkasaptati and some text of C.

d of CRCa II has only one deviation from the GP text which is

due to the sloppiness of the scribe or his poor knowledge of

Sanskrit.

Verse 16. The verse occurs also in the CR, Cv versions,

in individual texts of CN versions, the Mahabharata, the Panca-

tantra, the Hitopadesa, the Vikramacarita, the Madriavatialakatha,

Bhartrhari's Sataka-s, the Naradapancaratra, Subhasita-samgraha-s

and the literature of "Greater India" ; it is a well-known maxim.

The verse in CRCa II follows GP, Cr, the Mahabharata, or the

RamSyana,

& of CRCa II has the only variat in this text
;

it has

instead of U<|4iri| ;
the new variant is acceptable

Other texts have some variants registered in the last column.

Vtne 17. The verse occurs also in the CR, CV, Cv, CN
versions, the Pancatantra. the Hitopadesa, the Smftitattva of

Raghunandana and some Subhasita-samgraha-s ;
it is well-known

maxim. The verse in CRCa II follows GP. CRT follows GP
closely.

6 of CRCa II is different from GP and Cr but a similar wording

is found in other texts of the C versions ; the present text was
reconstructed accordingly.

d of CRCa II has a small and unimportant variant from
GP and Cr.

Verge IB. This verse, although it is well known maxim,
does not appear in the CR version, nor in CRT ; it occurs,

however, in the CV, CN versions, the Pancatantra, the Hitopadesa,
he Vetalapartcaviriisatika, Subha$ita-samgraha-s and the literature

of "Greater India". The verse in CRCa II follows rather the Cr
text than the GP text, in particular in cibc.
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o of CRCa II has some deviations from the Cr text which are due

to the sloppiness of the scribe.

d Moat texts, including Cr have
q^fff,

CRCa II has T*?f^ (know-

ing his duties), a variant not found in other texts
;
and GP has

ifafl
;
other texts have |fe^or even ttroff ; (CN [van], SuB)

this shows Visnuistic influence.

Verse, 19. The verse occurs also in the CR version, in the

Mahabharata, and in the literature "Greater India," but al only.

The verse in CRCa II follows GP.

abo of CRCa II have some deviations from the GP text which are

due to the sloppiness of the scribe.

ed of CRCa II are different in Cr and MBh, but are identical in

GP. CRT also follows GP. The Southern Recension of MBh
is nearer to the GP text.

Verse W. The verse occurs also in the CR version, the

Hitopadesa and Subhasita-sarhgraha-s. It is a very beautiful

verse due to the skillfull choice of words sounding similarly but

having different meanings, vis. 5Tf (knife) and 3^ (scripture) ;

2[[^f (offerings) and qi^f (marks of respect, or jealous anger).

The verse of CRCa II follows, generally, both GP and the Cr

texts
; both are identical. The CRCa II text is almost identical

with GP.

a of CRCa II has some deviations from the GP text which are due

to the sloppiness of the scribe,

G of CRCa II changes the order of the words ; similarly Cr ; this

change is of no importance.

d of CRCa II changes 5$tr (in GP and Cr) into g^T this change

of no importance is admissible ; other deviations from the GP

text are due to the sloppiness of the scribe.

Ferse 21, The verse occurs also in the CR, CV, Cv versions,

in individual texts of CN, the Mahabharata, the Ramayana, the

Pancatantra, the Hitopadesa, the Vikramacarita, the 6ukasaptati,

Subhasita-sariigraha-s and the literature of "Greater India" ; it is

ft well known maxim, The CRCa II is identical with GP, C, the
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Mahabharata, the Ramayana and other texts ; it follows both, the

GP and the Cr texts.

e of CRCa II has some deviations from the GP and Cr texts which
are due to the sloppiness of the scribe.

Verse . The verse occurs also in the CR version and in

one Subhasita-samgraha. The verse in CRCa JI follows closely
the GP text.

a There is in GPy and Cr a very small deviation fram GP and
CRCa II,

Verse 23. This verse accurs only in CRCa II, GP, CRT
and CPS. The verse in CRCa II follows GP. CRT is different in

d
i it also changes in a EfiH into 135$ and in o %$ into

tjo^.

abc of CRCa II have some deviations from the GP. text which are

due to the sloppiness of the scribe.

d of CRCa II changes ^c[r into ^{ the text of GP is better.

Verse 24. The verse occurs also in the CR version and in

individual texts of CN. The verse in CRCa II is identical with
the GPy text with the exception of c which is partly different

from the CRCa II text ; the CRCa II text is identical with GP
but it has some deviations which are due to the scribes sloppiness.

d GPy, CRCa II and CRCa I have ^ ;
GP and Cr have

CRBh II has

Verse d< The verse occurs also in the CR, Cv version, in

some individual texts of CN, the Hitopadesa, Subhasita-samgraim-s
and in the literature of "Greater India". A similar verse occurs
also in the CV, Cv, CS versions and individual texts of CN. The
verse of CRCa II follows rather the GP text than the Cr text ;

the changes are, however, very small. Some changes, unknown to

other texts, were made in d but they are not very happy ;
the

text as it appears in GP, appears also in most texts i. e. the Hito-

prdesa, individual texts of the Cv version and in Subhasita-

samgraha-s ; other deviations of CRCa II from the GP text are
due to the sloppiness of the scribe,
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^

rene^. The verse occurs also in the CV version and in
individual texts of CN, but the wording of the maxim is often
different ; the verse occurs olso in the Mahabharata, in Subhasita-
sarhgraha-s and in the literature of "Greater India". The vere
in CRCa II follows the Mahabharata text and not the GP textCRCa II has in c> similarly as the Mahabharata, stf instead of

5
the MBh text is better. The Mahabharata has in d

while CRCa II, GP, Cr have the synonymous tffcr but one
Northern text of the Mahabharato (Dx ) has also

abed of CRCa II have some deviations from GP or MBh which are
due to the sloppiness of the scribe.

Terse 27. The verse occurs only in GP, but a similar verse

occurs in the CR, version including CRT, and in the literature of

"Greater India". The verse in CRCa II follows rather the GPy
text than the GP text but with some changes which are not always
very happy ones. The GP text is in d and partly in c different

from the GPy text.

abed of CRCa II have some deviations from the GPy text which

are due to the sloppiness of the scribe.

Verse 28. The verse occurs also in the Mahabhlrata, but

the CRCa II text follows the GPy text (and not the GP text which

lias one small and unimportant variant in a ; it also appears in

MBh) nor the Mahabharata text (which is partly different in d),

c of CRCa II has some deviations from the GP text which are due

to the sloppiness of the scribe.

Verse 9. The verse occurs also in the Mnhabharata.

The CRCa II text follows the text of the Mahabharata,

as it appears in the Roy's and Calcutta editions, but not as it

appears in the Bhandarkar edition ;
it follows it, heowever with

some errors.

ad of CRCa II have some deviations from the MBh text which are

due to the sloppiness of the scribe.

Verse 80. The verse occurs also in the Pancatantra, but

only in the TantrakhySyika version. The CRCa II verse contains

some variants from GP and Cr.

25
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a of CRCa II has crfcf instead of efinfc ; this change does not make

sense.

5 of CRCa II has two changes ; the first is a deviation from the

GP text due to the scribe's poor knowledge of Sanskrit ; the

other one is urmecesssary.

d, of CRCa II has some deviations from the GP text which are

due to the sloppiness of the scribe,

Verse SI, The verse occurs only in GP and in the CRCa
II text. The latter text contains some unusual readings, parti-

cularly in a.

abed of CRCa II have some deviations from the GP text which are

due to the sloppiness of of the scribe and his poor knowledge

of Sanskrit. The use of the imperative mood in all the three

verbs of a b o and the accusitive in
a^lfef, *rifaH and

is more suitable. ^55 in a is probably a corruption of

due to the similarily of ^f and g" .

Verw 8$. The verse occurs also in the CR version. The
verse in CRCa II follows closely the GP text. In order to avoid
the hyatus between G and d ^which does not appear in CRCa
II and GP, but appears in Cr., was added to the present text.

a of CRCa I\ has some deviations from the GP text which are due

to sloppiness of the scribe.

Verse 83. The verse occurs also in tho CR version and in

Ramayana. cd of the Ramayana text and ed of Cr (both are not

identical) are different from the GP and CRCa II texts. The

yeise
in CRCa II follows the GPy text. The GP text is wrong;

it omits cd and combines 1.113, 27 with 1.113, 28.
ad of CRCa II has some deviations from the GPy text which are

due to the sloppiness of the scribe.

Verse 84. The verse occurs only in GP and the CRCa II

text The verse in CRCa II follows rather the GPy text than
the GP text

j it is partly different in d.

a of CRCa II has the only change from the QP text
?

it is, how-
ever, not a happy one.
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3b. The verse occurs also in the Mahabharata and

in the literature of "Greater India". The verse in CRCa II

follows both the GP and the Cr texts ; both are almost identical,

I of CRCa II is identical with Cr. and not with GP
d of CRCa II has a deviation from the GP and the Cr texts wbich

is due to the sloppiness of the scribe.

Verse- 36, The veise occurs also in the CR version. The

verse in CRCa II follows rather the GP text than the Cr text.

a of CRCa II is identical with the GP text and not with the Cr

text.

& of CRCa II has some -changes from GP and Cr.

o of CRCa II has a deviation from the GP text whic^i is due to

the sloppiness of the scribe or his poor knowledge of Sanskrit.

Verse 37. The verse occurs also in the CR version, the

Mahabharata, Subhasita-sarhgraha-s and the literature of "Greater

India". The verse in CRCa II follows the GPy text and not the

GP text which is different from GPy in abd.

b of CRCa II has J^K instead of ?TO55 or *3 m- Although

this change does not improve the text, it is acceptable.

c of CRCa II has a deviation from the GP text wjiich is due to

the sloppiness of the scribe.

Verse 38. The verse occurs also in the CR, CV versions, indivi-

dual texts of CN, the Mahabharata, the Paucatantra, the Padnm-

purana, Snbhasita-samgraha-s and the literature of "Greater

India" ; it is a well known maxim. The CRCa II verse follows

the CR text, the MahabhSrata, as it appears in the Roy's edition,

but in d it follows the Cr and the Mahabharata text, be of CRCa

II have some deviations from the GP text which are due to the

sloppiness of the scribe.

d of CRCa II has a deviation from the Cr and MBh texts which are

due to the sloppiness of the scribe.

Verse 39. The verse occurs also in the CR version,

individual texts of CN, the Mahabharata, the Hitopadesa, the

Naradapancaratra, Gha^akarpara's Nfti&ara,
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and the literature of 'Greater India'. The verse in CRCa II

follows the GP text (and not the GPy text) which is different in

a. The same text is also found in the Hitopadesa and Ghatakara-

para's Nltisara, but not in the Mahabharata.

c of CRCa II has a different wording from that found in GP and

Cr ; the change is not a happy one.

Verse 40. The verse occurs also in the CR version, the

Mahabharata, and the Pancatantra (but in the Tantrakhyayika
version only). The verse in CRCa II follows the GP and the

Mahabharata texts.

aid of CRCa II have some deviations from the GP text.

d of CRCa II has some minor changes from GP, Cr and MBh.

Verse 41. The verse occurs also in the CR version. The

CRCa II verse follows the GPy text and not the GP text which in

cd has some minor variants. Cr (including CRT) has a minor

variant in c.

acd of CRCa, II have some deviations from the GP text which are

due to the sloppiness of the scribe. has only seven aksara-s.

Verse 42. The verse occurs only in GP and in the CRCa II

text. The CRCa II verse follows rather the GPy text than the

GP text which in ad has some unimportant variants.

6 of CRCa II has a small unimportant variant from GP which,
are acceptable,

acd of CRCa II have some deviations from the GP text which are

due to the sloppiness of the scribe.

Verse 43. The verse occurs also in the CR version. The
verse in CRCa II follows the GP text (GP in e and GPy in ad)

and not the Cr text which in d is different ; it follows, however,
Cr in a.

5 of CRCa II has some deviations from the GP text which are

due to the sloppiness of the scribe,

d follows GPy with the first two words transferred. The text of

- CRCa II suits better the style of the preceding verses.
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44. The verse occurs also in the CR version, the Maha-faharata and Subhas.ta-samgrana-s. The verse in CRcJ II faitowthe GP text (GPy m M and GP ia ., aad not the Cr text Qr^
Mahabharata which, though different in , from each other, are also
different from GP in c.

a of CRCa II has two changes, the Brst is identical with the Cr
and MBh texts and was incorporated in the present text ; the
second is a deviation from the GP text due to the soppiness of
the scribe.

6 of CRCa U has ^cfor instead of

lod of CRCa II have some deviations from the GP text, some of

which are due to the sloppiness of the scribe.

d The text of CRCa II suits better the style of the preceding
verses.

Verse 4d> The verse occurs only in GP and the CRCa II

text, The verse in CRCa II follows the GPy text and not the GP
text, which differs in od.

abed of CRCa II have some deviations from the GP text some of

which are due to the sloppiness of the scribe and his poor

knowledge of Sanskrit.

Verse 46* The verse occurs only in GP and the CRCa II

text. The verse in CRCa II follows to a certain extent the

GP text.

a of CRCa II has g^*^ instead of ijf^ti. *&^ is a ^"^

reading.

6 of CRCa JI has some small changes, all of which are acceptable.

c of CRCa II has a deviation from the GP text which is due to

the sloppiness of the scribe.

Verte 47. The verse occurs also in the CR version. The

verse in CRCa II follows the GP text but with some change m

scribe of the CRCa II text,
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Ferae #<. The verse occurs only in GP and in the CRCa II

text. The verse in CRCa II follows closely the GP text.

<? of CRCa II have some errors in these two jpadas ; they are due

to the sloppiness of the scribe or his poor knowledge of Sanskrit.

Versa 49. The verse occurs also in the CR version, indivi-

dual texts of CN, the Pancatantra, the Hitopadesa, the Bhoja-

prabandha and Subhasita-samgraha-s ; it is a well known maxim.

Different texts of this maxims have different wordings. The verse

in CRCa II follows the GP text but with a change in a.

a of CRCa II has sftq^fa ;
GP has sffo^M ; Cr, the Pancatantra,

the Hitopadesa and the Bhojaprabandha have 5TteRTCrf% 5
this

text is the best one.

6 of CRCa II and GP have "fsOT^T * while Cr, the Hitopadesa and

others have the synonymous

Verse 50, The verse occurs also in the CR version, the

!:>ukasaptati, the Vikramacarita and in Subhasita-sarhgraha-s.

The verse in CRCa II follows both, the GP and the Cr texts ;

both are identical. The CRCa II text has only in c one change;

it has ^CRC, instead of IJT !^; this change was not noticed in any
other texts, of Sanskrit literature ; it is and improvement over

the other texts, since it suits better a which has ^TKRC,?

5 of CRCa II has two errors which are due to the scribe's poor

knowledge of Sanskrit.

Verse 51. This is the only verse of CRCa II which is not

found in GP ; it also does not appear in any other known Sanskrit

source; it was probably included in the CRCa II text as a

counterpart of a similar verse in GP (1,114, 67),

Verse 52. The verse occurs also in the CR version, the

Mahabharata, the Ramayarm, the Pancatantra, Subhasita-sam-

graha-s and the literature of "Greater Jndia". The verse of

CRCa II follows the GP text and not the Cr text nor the Maha-
bharata and other texts in which this maxim also appears ; how-
ever in a the CRCa II text is nearer to the GP, MBh (in some
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^stances only), tfce Ramayana and the PaScatantra than the

text,

G of CRCa II has some deviations from the GP text which are

due to the sloppiness of the scribe,

Verse 53. The verse occurs also in the Mahabharata and

in some Subhasita-samgraha-s, The verse in CRCa II follows

the text of GP text and not the text of the Mahabharata which in

the Ssntiparvan is different from GP.

G of CRCa II has some deviations from the GP text which are

due to the sloppiness of the scribe,

Verse 64. The verse occurs only in GP and in the CRCa
II text. The verse in CRCa II follows the GP text, but has a

change in b where it has q=5^f instead of ^\. It should have
been

aba of CRCa II has some deviations from the GP text which are

due to the sloppiness of the scribe.

Verse 5$. The verse occurs also in the CR version. The
verse in CRCa II follows the GP text and not the Cr. text.

b of CRCa II has 3K instead of ^; ; this change does not make
sense.

bad of CRCa II have some deviations from the GP text, some of

which are due to the sloppiness of the scribe.

Verse 66. The verse occurs also in the CR version and in

some individual texts of CN, The verse in CRCa II follows

rather the GP text (GPy and not GP) than the Cr text, which is

different in cd.

ab of CRCa II have some deviations from the GP text which are

due to the sloppiness of the scribe,

Verse 57. The verse occurs also in the CR version. The

verse in CRCa II follows both, the GP and the Cr texts ; both are

identical.
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ad of CRCa II have some deviations from the GP text whic are

due to the sloppiness
of the scribe, In a f$ was mistakenly

repeated twice,

Vem 58, The verse occurs also in the CR version, The

verse in CRCa II follows rather the GP text than the Cr text

which has a very minor variant in a, CRT also follows GP,

a of CRCa II has a small error due to the sloppiness
of the scribe,

Cokfkn. CRCa II has
wrongly^ instead of %\y$,

It is not clear why the MS has added fsfflii

The photocopy of the MS, on the basis of which this study

was prepared,
is not always very clear

; despite my request

addressed to the
University Library in Cambridge to decipher

from the MS the colophon (which is not clear on the photocopy)
I

did not receive a
satisfactory answer

;
instead I received another

photocopy but of the first page (m 1).
Between ff and flif four

ahm-i are insterted over the line which could not be deciphered

by me from the unclear
photocopy,
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ACTIVITIES OF THE ALL-INDIA KASHIRAJ TRUST

(January June, 1966).

Critical editions of the Puranas

(a) Vamana-Purana.

As already reported previously, twenty manuscripts of

the Vamaqa Parana have been collated so far. Efforts were

made to procure a Telugu Ms, from Mysore. Dr. K. L. Shrimali
the former Education Minister of India and now the Vice-Chancel-
lor of the Univeisity of Mysore, has been requested to help us in

procuring this manuscript.

Efforts are also being made to procure some manusciipts
of the Vrddfa Vamana Purana from the State Library, Bharatpur
and the Punjab University Library, Lahore, Pakistan.

The constitution of the text of the Vamana Purarm ana the

preparing of the critical apparatus are both in progress. The topics
and the s'lokas of the Vamana Purana are also being searched in
other Puranas so that this work may help the constitution of the
Vamana text.

^Up
till now Siva, Kurma, Markandeya, Brahmanda

and Vayu Puranas have been consulted.

Necessary estimates of printing the critical edition of the
Vamana/Purana have been submitted to the Central Sanskrit
Board, together with a few printed specimen pages.

The Hindi translation of the Vamana Purana has been
completed arid the English translation has now been taken up,

(b) Karma-Parana-
The work of

preparing the critical edition of the Kurma
Parana has also been undertaken. Various manuscripts of the
Kurma Purana have been selected for collation and efforts are

being made to procure them. One Devanagari manuscript from
t*e India Office Library, has already been collated. The collation
of the other two manuscripts, the Devanagan manuscript No. 41
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of 1881-82, of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Poona

and the other of the V. V. R. I. Hoshiarpur, are being collated.

We have also acquired a photostat copy of a Kurma Purana

Manuscript, No. 1039, from the Harvard University, U. S. A. and

the Trust is thankful to the authorities for sending it to us.

(c) Varaha Parana.

The critical edition of the Varaha Purana has also been

planned and its Adhara Patha from the Veftkatesvara edition is

being written. The Trust has thus undertaken first the work of

preparing the critical editions of those Puranas which are named

after the avataras of Visnu.

Other works on the Puranas.

The Subject-Index of the Visnu Purana was published in the

last January issue of the 'Purana' bulletin as its supplement con-

sisting of 91 pages. Now this supplement is also made available

in separate book form for the convenience of scholars.

Scholars are requested to send their opinions and suggestions

which will help us in preparing other Purana-subject-indexes,

'Parana' Bulletin.

The January issue ( VIII. 1
)

of the 'Purana' contained

two supplements in addition to the articles and reviews. One of

the supplements was the critical edition of the Svalpa'Matsya pwana

( Adhs. 5-10 ), and the other was the subject-index of the Visnu

Purana. The present July issue ( Vol. VIII, No, 2 ) also contains

the critical edition of a very important manuscript of the Canakya

Niti deposited in the Cambridge University. This manuscript is a

summary of the Niti chapters ( Adhs. 108-115 ) of the 'Garuda

Purana. This critical edition with aa introduction and a useful

critical apparatus has been prepared by Dr. L. Sternbach of

York.

Veda Parayana.

In fthe bright half of the last Magha (January-FebmaTy) .from

January 22 -to February 5 the Parayana (recitation of the whole
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text) of the akala Sakha of the Rgveda by memory was arranged

by the Kashiraj Trust in the Vyasesvara temple of the Ramnagar

Fort. This Parayana was done by the Vedic scholar, Ft. Dinakar

Madhava Pharake Sharma of Ratnagiri district of Maharastra. A

certificate of merit, a gold Kankana and the usual daksina was

given to the reciter at the successful conclusion of the Parayana.

Purana Patha and Pravacana.

The patha and pravacana of the MarJeandeya Purana was

arranged in the month of Magha from January 22 to 31 in the

Sumeru Mandir (Durga Temple). The discourses on it were given

by Pt. Visvanath Shastri Datar.

In the month of phalguna the patha and pravacana of the

Vamana Purana was arranged from February 8 to 18 in the &va

Temple, The discourses on this Purana were given by Pt. Badari

nath Shukla, Professor of the Varanaseya Sanskrit University.

In the month of Chaitra the Adhyatma JLamayana was recited

from March 23 to 31 at Janakpur temple and the discourses on

it were given by Pt. Ramlaksmana Acharya of Varariasi.

In the morth of Asadha the patha and pravacana of the

Saundarya Lahan was done in the Bala Tripura Sundarl Temple,

Distinguished Guests and Visitors

The following dignatories were the guests of His Highness

Maharaja Kashinaresh in the Nadesar House :

1. Air Vice Marshal S. N. Goyal on 7. 1. 66.

2- His Excellency Dr. Sampurnarmnd Ji,

Governor of Rajasthan 29. 1. 66.

3. His Excellency Sri Bishwanath Das

Governor of U. P. on 13. 2. 66.

4. Hon'ble Sri Jagjivan Ram 18. 2. 66.

Minister of Labour, Employment and Rehabilitation

Government of India.
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5, General Ne Win
Chairman Council of Ministers Revolutionary Council

of the Union of Burma, Rangoon 3, 3. 66.

6. His Excellency John Freeman

High Commissioner for U. K. in India on 16. 3. 66.

The following scholars visited our Parana Department during

this period, and appreciated its work :

1. Prof. Jugannath Agrawal of the Punjab University,

Chandigarh, President of the Numismatic Society of

India -on 3. 1. 66.

2. Dr, S.N. Roy of the Allahabad University, Department
of Ancient Indian History, Culture and Archaeology

on 8. 1. 66.

3. M. M. Dr. Datto Vamana Potdar, former Chairman of

the Central Sanskrit Board on 8. 2. 66.

He remarks :

Cr \

I3^" 1 1 s*PTO*4f ^ s^nfNf fte

S[*r

\

\ ....... ,

4. Prof. T. Burrow, Prof, of Sanskrit, Oxford University

on 15. 2. 66.

He appreciated the work of our Purarjia Department
in the following words :

"I was much impressed by the scale of the work

undertaken and by the care and competence with which

it is being executed. Critical editions of the Puranas

have long been a desideratum, and those which are

being prepared here will begin to appear shortly. The

undertaking constitutes one of the most important con-

tribution to Indology being made at the present time."
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5. Prof. G. Vallin of the Nancy University, France

on 19. 2. 66.

6. Dr. V. Raghavan, Head of the Sanskrit Department,
Madras University, and Member of the Central Sanskrit

Board on 28-29 June.

We are also thankful to Prof. Otto Wolff of Germany for his

very informative article on the All-India Kashiraj Trust and its

activities, viz. "Varanasi und der All India fCashiraJ Trust" JUin

neues reliffionswissenscJiaftliches For&chungs Centrum in Benares,

Indien ( Varanasi and the All-India kashiraj Trust' A new
religious scientific centre in Benares, India ) published in the

ZeitscTirift fur Religions und GreiatcsgeschieJite (Journal for

Religious and spiritual History'), Vol. XVII, Book 2, 1965,

published by E. J. Brill Ltd., Cologne.

We aie also thankful to Prof. Roger Riviere of Madrid

University, Spain, for his article, invcztigaGiones Sobro los Purana

por d "All India Kasluraj Trust" de Benares'
*

published in the

Bdetin de la Asociacion Espanola de Orientalistas. Afio 2, 1966, An
English translation of this article made by the Author himself is

published in the present issue of the 'Purana',

Other Activities

Shri Anand Swarup Gupta attended the All-India Numis-
matic Conference held in the Indology College of the Banaras
Hindu University, Varanasi in the first week of January, 1965
and contacted the scholars.

A Vedic Agnistomiya Soma Jaga was performed in the
Sivala Palace in the last week of April with the great aud noble
aim of procuring the peace and welfare of the world through the
agency of the divine grace. Such a Vedic Yajfia had not been
performed in Kashi within the last fifty years or so. A large
number of Vedic scholars and Karmakandins from the various
parts of India participated. The Yajna was performed strictly
according to the Vedic injunctions.

The Kashiraj Trust contributed Rs. 500/- besides allowing
the use of the premises of the Sivala Palace for the performance of
the Yajna for a full week.
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PUBLICATIONS OF
THE ALL-INDIA KASHIRAJ TRUST

TURAIN[A S BULLETIN, Vols. I to VIII (19594966), with the

supplement containing Subject-wise as well as Author-wise

Index of the first five volumes. Price : each volume Rs. 12

or 1 ; Supplement Rs. 1.25 or 2 shillings. Supplement

supplied free to the subscribers.

RAMACHARITA-MANASA : The great Hindi Poem of Gosvaml

Tulasldasa, critically edited on the basis of a number of

old manuscripts, both in India and abroad, written within

the hundred years of the Poet's death ; prepared with an

Introduction by Prof. Vishwanath Prasad Misra. Price

Rs. 6.30, Library Edn. Rs. 15.

DEVI-MAHATMYA : An annoted edition of the Durga-

Saptasati or the DevI-Mahatmya with an English trans-

lation ;
the text primarily based on an old Nepali Ms. of

about 13th Century A. D. ; symbolical and cultural signi-

ficance of the text fully explained. Prepared by Dr. V, S.

Agrawala. Price Rs. 10, Lib. Edn. Rs. 15.

MATSYA-PURANA A STUDY : Written by Dr. V. S.

Agrawala. The author's point of view is mainly directed

to an interpretation of this important Purana in the Vedic

background on the one hand, and in the light of the cultural,

geographical and historical material incorporated in the

Pqranas on the other. Price Rs. 30.

VYASA-PRA&ASTI : Compiled and edited by Dr. V. Raghavan
from the Mahabhavata, Puranas, Mahatmyas, Nibandhas,

Commentaries, Poetry, and various Manuscripts. Price Re 1.

NlTI-SECTION OF THE PURA^ARTHA-SAMGRAHA :

Edited with Introduction and Notes by Dr. V. Raghavan.
Price Rs. 2.00.

V1NU-PURANA-VIAYANUKRAMANI By Pt. Madhva-

charya Adya, Purana Department, Kashiraj Trust. Rs. 5.

HINDI TRANSLATION OF THE REPORT OF THE
CALENDAR REFORM COMMITTEE, GOVT. OF
INDIA. (For Private use).

Available from : The General Secretary* All-India Kashiraj
Trust Fort Ramnagar, Varanasi.
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The *Purana' Bulletin has been started by the Parana

Department of the All-India Kashiraj Trust with the aim of

organising the manifold studies relating to the Puranas. It

specially discusses the several aspects of text-reconstruction, of the

interpretation of the vast cultural , and historical material, and

of the obscure esoteric symbolism of legends and myths of the

Puranas, The editors invite contributions from all those scholars

who are interested in the culture of the Purana literature in which

the religion and philosophy of the Vedas have found the fullest

expression.
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